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Abstract: 

TASKA-M (Modifizierte Tandem Spiegelmaschine Karlsruhe) is a study - - - -
of a dedicated fusion technology device based on the mirrar 

principle, in continuation of the 1981/82 TASKA study. The main 

objective is to minimize cost while retaining key requirements of 

neutron flux and fluence for blanket and material development and 

for component testing in a nuclear environment. Direct costs are 

reduced to about 400 M$ by dropping reactor-relevant aspects not 

essential to technology testing: No thermal barrier and electro

static plugging of the plasma; fusion power of 7 MW at an injected 

power of 44 MW; tritium supply from external source~. All 

technologies for operating the machine are expected to be available 
by 1990; the plasma physics relies on microstabilization in a 

sloshing ion population. 

Zusammenfassung: 

TASKA-M. Eine kostengünstige Tandem-Spiegelanlage für Entwicklungen 

in der Fusions-Technologie. 

In TASKA-M (~odifizierte ~ndem ~piegelmaschine ~rlsruhe) wird 
eine auf dem Spiegelprinzip beruhende Kernfusionsanlage für 

Entwicklungen und Untersuchungen im Bereich der Fusionstechnologie 

untersucht. Hauptziel ist eine Verringerung der Kosten im Vergleich 

zur TASKA-Studie (1981/82), wobei Neutronenfluß und -fluenz als 
Basis für Material- und Blanketentwicklung und für Komponententests 

in nuklearer Umgebung beibehalten werden. Die direkten Kosten 
lassen sich auf etwa 400 Mio US-$ verringern, indem reaktorrele

vante Aspekte aufgegeben werden, die für eine Technologieanlage 

keine entscheidende Bedeutung haben: Keine thermische Barriere und 

kein elektrostatischer Plasmaeinschluß; Fusionsleistung von 7 MW 

bei 44 MW injizierter Leistung; Tritium braucht nicht erbrütet zu 

werden. Alle Technologien zum Aufbau und Betrieb existieren oder 

können bis 1990 entwickelt werden. Das Plasmaphysikmodell beruht 

auf Mikrostabilisierung durch warmes Plasma. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first complete design study of an integrated engineering test facili

ty based on the tandemmirrar concept was successfully completed in 1980/81 
and resulted in the TASKA report.(1) Since that time, considerable progress 

has been made both in physics and in engineering. The theoretical understand

ing of tandemmirrar physics has been progressing steadily while experimental 

results have been rapidly accumulating from the Phaedrus, Gamma-10, and TMX-U 
tandem mirrors. The preconceptual design of commercial power plants based on 

these concepts, such as MARs,(2) has further advanced the engineering under

standing of the tandemmirrar configuration. 

The current experimental and design studies support the previous TASKA 
concept. A later study, the TDF tandemmirrar test facility,{3) upheld the 

conclusion that the tandem mirrar concept offers significant technical and 

economical advantages over toroidal devices in the area of engineering tests. 

Therefore, the present study, TASKA-M, was initiated in 1982 in an 

attempt to achieve the most important TASKA objectives at a minimum cost. 
Such an objective includes engineering testing relevant to both mirrar and 

toroidal concepts. 

A large amount of solid engineering design features was generated by the 

INTQR{4) study. This study also identified problern areas, risks, and costs 

leading to the feeling, in at least part of the fusion community, that INTOR 

might be too costly a next step. The TFCX study,{S) which has recently begun, 

is an example of a lower cost and less ambitious option in the tokamak line. 

If the next step is limited to this class of devices, then related ma
terials and engineering tests are required in a separate facility which pro

duces a significant neutron flux and fluence. For economic reasons, such a 

machine will probably not be a tokamak. 

Therefore, one of the objectives of TASKA-M is to provide a high flux 

neutron source, with high reliability and availability, to serve as a test bed 

for a variety of technologies required for fusion reactors. TASKA-M aims at 

achieving this in a minimum cost machine which still maintains significant 

engineering relevance for power reactors. The trade-off between neutron flux 

and reactor physics relevance was a major consideration of the TASKA-M study. 

In general, test and cost objectives have taken precedence over reactor 
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physics relevance, but a great amount of reactor relevant physics still 

remains. 
Since TASKA-M is intended to be a near-term test device, we have relied 

on existing technologies with only moderate extrapolations. In particular, we 

have tried to keep close to the present experimental data base in physics and 

technology. Since the thermal barrier utilized in the earlier studies was a 

major cost-driver, but is not crucial to engineering testing goals, it is not 

present in TASKA-M. Locating the high flux test modules over ion density 

peaks allows a much lower fusion power than in previous devices. Consequent
ly, tritium breeding concepts can be tested but internally bred tritium is not 

necessary for continued plasma operation. This greatly simplifies the ma
chine. 

In summary, TASKA-M meets the above objectives for a moderate direct 

capital cost investment (~ 400 million dollars). This study provides impor

tant ideas and information for the next steps on the path to fusion power. 

References for Section 1 

1. 11 TASKA- Tandem Spiegelmaschine Karlsruhe, 11 KfK-3311/FPA-82-1/UWFDM-500, 
March 1982. 

2. 11 MARS - A Mi rror Advanced Reactor Study, 11 to be pub 1 i shed 1984. 

3. 11 TDF- A Technology Demonstration Facility, 11 to be published 1983/84 by 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 

4. 11 INTOR, the International Tokamak Reactor, Phase One, 11 International 
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1982. 

5. 11 TFCX- A Toroidal Fusion Core Experiment, 11 tobe published by Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory, 1984. 
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2. SUMMARY OF TASKA-M DESIGN 

2.1 Introduction 

-3-

The need for a high neutron fluence, large volume 14 MeV neutron tech

nology test facility has been highlighted in every national and international 

program plan for the past decade. The first attempt to provide such a facili

ty was the LLNL minimum-B mirror configuration called FERF.( 1) This was fol

lowed by a 360 MWt University of Wisconsin tokamak test facility called 

TETR( 2) in 1977, and by the IAEA INTOR( 3) 620 MWt reactor in 1981. In 1982, 

the 86 ~1\·Jt Wisconsin-Karlsruhe tandem mirror test facility study, TASKA, (4) 

was publ i shed. 
eil i ty, TDF. ( 5) 

This was followed in 1983 by the LLNL 20 MWt tandem mirror fa-

While each of these designs did provide valuable test space, 
the cost of most facilities was rather expensive (e.g., up to $1.5 billion). 

The purpose of the TASKA""H study is to investigate the smallest and least 

costly tandem mirror fusion test facility possible, while retaining a con

siderable degree of reactor technology relevance. 

2.2 General Features of TASKA-M 

TASKA-M i s a tandem mi rror wi th an axi symmetri c centra 1 cell and two yi n

yang cells, as shown in Fig. 2.2-1. The central cell contains hot, magnetic

ally trapped deuterium and tritium ions which react via fusion to produce 14.1 

MeV neutrons and 3.5 MeV alpha particles. The central cell contains the 

blanket and materials test modules, while the plasma in the anchors and con

necting transition regions is only deuterium and has a low neutron yield. The 

hot D and T ion population in the central cell is sustained by injection of 

energetic neutral beams at an angle of 45° to the magnetic field; this pro

duces a so-called 11 Sloshing-ion 11 plasma in which the ion density peaks away 

from the central cell midplane. Such a plasma configuration produces an 

electrostatic potential well which traps warm ions provided by a low energy 
neutral beam. The warm ions fill the hole in the loss-cone of the hot ions 

and thereby provide microstability of the central cell. plasma. The non

uniform axial density profile of the hot ions also produces a non-uniform 

neutron source. Test modules are therefore located near the density peaks to 

take advantage of the higher neutron wall loading. 

In order to provide a sufficiently deep electrostatic well and to mini

mize the effect of electron drag on the hot ions, the electrons are heated by 

Landau damping on ion cyclotron waves. These waves are generated by antennae 

2.2-1 
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Fig. 2.2-1. Magnetic field and electrostatic potential configuration of 
TASKA-M. 
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in the central cell. This system utilizes RF power in the ion cyclotron range 

and avoids the very high frequency (> 84 GHz) associated with ECRH in the 

central cell. An alternative approach would be the use of fundamental 

electron cyclotron heating in the lower density magnetic field transition 

region. 

The yin-yang end cells have the sole purpose of providing MHD stability 

for the entire plasma, and consequently they are called 11 anchors. 11 Unlike a 

usual tandem mirror, they do not provide any plugging of the axial loss from 

the central cell. The anchor plasma is also sustained by energetic neutral 

beams injected at an angle to produce a sloshing-ion plasma. Trapping of warm 

plasma from the transition region in the resulting electrostatic well provides 

microstability for the anchor plasma. 

It should be noted that theTASKA-M configuration does not utilize elec

trostatic end-plugging or a thermal barrier. The reason for this is three

fold. First, a thermal barrier had not been produced in an experiment at the 

start of the study (January 1982) and it was our desire to keep the physics as 

simple as possible and to minimize the extrapolation from the present physics 

data base. (However, at the time of this writing (November 1983), there has 

been qualitative indication of a thermal barrier on TMX-U.) Second, neutral 

beam pumping of the thermal barrier in TASKA( 4) presented considerable com

plications and expense. Recently, ideas concerning drift pumping(G) of thermal 

barriers have emerged. These ideas, however, are also unproven and would, 

therefore, be inconsistent with our physics philosophy. Third, electrostatic 

end-plugging is not required for achieving the TASKA-f·1 testing goals within 

cost constraints. 

An overall schematic of theTASKA-M device is shown in Fig. 2.2-2. The 

basic parameters of TASKA-M are given in Table 2.2-1 and the heating para

meters in Table 2.2-2. It should be noted that the fusion power is very low 

-- only 6.8 MW. The total injected power is 44 MW, of which 35 MW are ab

sorbed. The Q (fusion power/absorbed power) is low (~ 0.2), butthiswas not 

a design goal. 

The magnetic coil set consists of 3 superconducting (S/C) solenoid coils, 

2 normal high field copper choke coil inserts, 2 superconducting yin-yang coil 

sets (4 coils in all) and 2 superconducting transition coils, as shown in Fig: 

2.2-1. All of the superconducting coils in TASKA-M are either state-of-the-

2.2-3 
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Table 2.2-1. TASKA-M General Parameters 

Neutron Wall Loading 

Central cell midplane 

Central cell maximum 

Fusion Power 

Magnetic Fields (on axis) 

Central cell - midplane 

Central cell - maximum 

Transition region - minimum 

Anchor - midplane 

Anchor - maximum 

Central Cell Dimensions 

Length (between magnetic field peaks) 

Plasma length (between density peaks) 

Wall radius in the test zone 

Anchor Dimensions 

Length (between magnetic field peaks) 

Wall radius - midplane 

2.2-5 

0.7 MW/m2 

1.3 MW/m2 

6. 8 ~lW 

4.2 T 

17.5 T 

2.2 T 

1.0 T 

2.7 T 

5. 5 m 

3.4 m 

0.22-0.25 m 

5.4 m 

0.37 m 
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Table 2.2-2. TASKA-M Neutral Beam and RF Heating Parameters 

Central Cell 

High Energy Neutral Beams 

lnjection valtage 
Total injected power 
lnjection angle 

Species 
Number of beam lines 

Low Energy Neutral Beam 

lnjection valtage 
Total injected power 

Injection angle 
Species 
Number of beam lines 

Anchor 

Medium Energy Neutral Beams 

Injection valtage 
Total injected power/anchor 

lnjection angle 

Species 
Number of beam lines/anchor 

RF Heating 

lnjected/Absorbed power 
Frequency 

90 kV 
21 MW 

45° 

0.5 0/0.5 T 

4 

12 kV 
0. 6 M~J 

70° 

0 

1 

73 kV 
3.5 MW 

50° 

0 

1 

15/12 MW 

15 MHz 

art today (e.g., the yin-yang coils are of the same size and field strength as 
the MFTF-B coils already constructed and tested successfully) or should be 
state-of-the-art by the 1985-1990 period. The S/C solenoid coils are roughly 

2.2-6 
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the same size as the LCP coils and the MFTF-B central cell coils. Only the 

choke coil represents a development challenge, which is already covered by 

U.S.-Euratom high field development programs. In addition, Nb3Sn technology 

will also be proven by the Westinghouse coil in the LCP. (l) 

2.3 . Plasma Physics 

2.3.1 Sensitivity of TASKA-t~ to Plasma Physics Parameters 

The basic plasma performance of TASKA-M was calculated using a global 

power and particle balance code, which considers the various species -- hot 

ions, warm ions, and electrons in each cell. The physics parameters are given 

in Table 2.3-1. The code was used to perform parametric studies in an attempt 

to consider various trade-offs between performance and cost. Shown in Fig. 

2.3-1 is the increase in the required neutral beam power and electron heating 
power as the neutron wall loading is increased. In this variation, the plasma 

beta and magnetic fields are kept constant; higher wall loading is obtained by 

increasing the plasma radius. Raising the wall loading substantially above 

the design value requires a considerable increase in power. The present 

TASKA-M configuration does not have space for an increase in the high energy 

neutral beam power; this is one of the limiting factors in TASKA-M. Figure 

2.3-2 shows the effect of the central cell beta on the required neutral beam 

and electron heating power. Improvements in beta sharply reduce the neutral 

beam power; correspondingly, one could obtain a higher wall loading at the 

same neutral beam power if beta were increased. However, in order to maintain 

suffi ci ent I"'HD stabi 1 i ty margi n, the vol ume-averaged beta was limi ted to 30%. 

2.3.2 MHD Stability 

~lHD stabil i ty was ana lyzed usi ng the i nterchange stabil i ty cri teri on. 

The curvature of the magnetic field was calculated using the vacuum fields; 

finite beta effects and ballooning mode stability were not calculated, but 

were compensated for by not encroaching too close to the interchange stability 

criterion boundary. The stability boundary is shown in Fig. 2.3-3 in terms of 

the on-axis central cell, anchor, and transition region beta. The TASKA-M 

design point is considered to be reasonably prudent with respect to inter

change stability. 

2.3-1 



Table 2.3-1. 

Cen tra 1 Ce 11 

On-axis ß 

Radially-averaged ß 

Electron temperature 

Hot ion density 

Sloshing ion density ratio 

Nean hot i on energy 

(n•)- hot ions 

Warm ion density 

Mean warm ion energy 

(n•) - warm ions 

Potenti a 1 ( to ground) 

Warm ion confining potential 

Plasma radi us 

Anchor 
On-axis ß 

Radially-averaged ß 

Hot ion density 

Sloshing ion density ratio 

Mean hot ion energy 

(n•) - hot ions 

Warm ion density 

Nean warm ion energy 
(n•) - warm ions 

Potenti a 1 ( to ground) 

Warm ion confining potential 
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* TASKA-M Plasma Parameters 

0.50 

0.30 

14 keV 

3.3 X 1014 cm-3 

1. 59 

84 keV 

1.0 X 1013 s/cm3 

3,0 X 1013 cm-3 

5.8 keV 

1.3 X 1012 s/cm3 

59 kV 

5.3 kV 

12 cm 

0.50 

0.30 

2.6 x 1013 cm - 3 

1.4 

60 keV 

3.0 X 1012 

2.6 X 1012 

6.6 keV 
6.6 X 1011 

24 keV 

3.4 keV 

s/ qn - 3 

cm-3 

s/cm3 

*spatially dependent parameters are given on-axis at the midplane. 
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Fig. 2.3-1. Variation of the neutral beam and electron heating power with 
neutron power density at the midplane of the central cell for a 
25 cm radius. 
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2.3.3 Sloshing Ion Distribution 

The sloshing ion plasma in the central cell and in the anchors is main

tained by injecting the main neutral beams at an angle to the magnetic field. 

The resulting density profile peaks off the midplane and produces an electro

static well which traps warm plasma. The density dip is maintained by charge 

exchange between ions with pitch angle ~ 90° and neutral atoms in the beam. 

The neutral beam, since it is injected at the midplane, "charge exchange 

pumps" the midplane density as well as sustaining the sloshing density. 

Figure 2.3-4 shows the sloshing ion distribution function at the central cell 

midplane. 

2.3.4 ~licrostability 

Historically, microstability has been the Achilles' heel of mirror

confined plasmas. The approach used in TASKA-1'1 to obtain microstability is 

the use of a sloshing ion distribution and electrostatic potential well which 

contains warm plasma created by injection of a low energy neutral beam. The 

warm plasma density is about 10% of the hot-ion density. According to theo

retical calculations, this should be adequate to suppress the drift-cyclotron 

loss-cone mode, at least between the two peaks of the sloshing-ion density 

profile. The Alfven ion-cyclotron mode is also suppressed because of the 

increased Pulp
1 

associated with the sloshing distribution. TMX-Upgrade(S) has 

operated with sloshing-ion plugs and achieved a very low level of fluctuations 
due to microinstabilities. The uncertainty in microstability occurs in the 

region between the density peaks and the mirrar throats. In this region, the 

loss-cone is essentially empty. Stability depends on the shortness of this 

region compared with the localization length of possible modes. This question 

requires further investigation. 

2.3.5 Trapped Particle Stability 

A recent theoretical development in tandemmirrar physics is the trapped 

particle instability, which is associated with particles trapped in regions. of 

bad magnetic curvature. This instability is stabilized by maintaining a 

sufficient fraction of particles which pass between regions of good and bad 

magnetic curvature. In TASKA-~1 the anchor plasma density is maintained at a 

level to satisfy this criterion for low azimuthal mode numbers. There is a 

possibility of the plasma being unstable at an azimuthal mode number of 4 or 

5, but this can be cured by appropriate control of the electrostatic potential 
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at the end plasma dumps. This instability has not yet been investigated ex
perimentally; the TARA( 9) and TMX-u( 8) experiments should provide a good test. 

2.3.6 Conclusions for Plasma Physics 

The preliminary design of TASKA-M shows that an attractive tandem mirror 

test facility can be designed with a low fusion power and total cost. The 

pl~sma physics of this device represents a minimal extrapolation from the 

present experimental data base. There are unresolved questions concerning 

microstability and trapped particle stability, but the TMX-Upgrade experiment, 

which is in operation, and MFTF-B and TARA, which are under construction, 

should resolve these questions and thereby provide a basis on which to proceed 

with a TASKA-M type test facility in the late 1980 1 s. 

2.4 Neutranies 

The neutron wall loading in the 5.6 m long central cell (CC) varies from 

0.25 MW/m2 at the midplane to a peak of 1.34 MW/m2 at the t~st modules (see 
Fig. 2.4-1). The neutron wall loading in the transition and anchor is about 

four orders of magnitude less than that in the CC. The neutron source is 

dominated by D-T and D-D neutrons in the transition and anchor regions, 

respectively. 

TASKA-M utilizes a number of superconducting (S/C) coils. This includes 

a central solenoid, two choke coil solenoids, two transition coils and two 

anchor yin-yang coil sets. To mirror confine the plasma, a 17.5 T field is 

produced by hybrid choke coils where a normal insert coil is used. Figure 

2.4-2 gives a schematic of the central cell showing the magnets and the 

neutral beam injector (NBI) ducts. 

The limits on the neutron fluence for NbTi and Nb 3Sn are taken to be 3 x 

10 22 and 4 x 10 22 n/m2 (En > 0.1 MeV), respectively. For a reactor life of 
7.8 full power years (FPY), a minimumtime between anneals of 0~5 FPY, and 70% 

recovery of the critical current density degradation in NbTi, the fast neutron 

flux should not exceed 1.1 x 1022 n/m2 per FPY. No recovery with annealing is 

obtained for Nb 3Sn implying a flux limit of 5.1 x 1021 n/m2 per FPY. Cryosta

bility requires the resistivity of aluminum used in the central and choke 

coils to not exceed 20 nQ cm after irradiation. Allowing for annealing every 

0.5 FPY implies a dpa rate limit of 10-4 dpa/FPY. Using charts developed for 

specifying the dpa rate limit for the copper stabilizer (Chapter 5), a 3.1 x 

2.4-1 
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Fig. 2.4-2. Geometrical configuraton of NBI duct and beam dump duct relative 
to the central cell magnets. · 
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10-4 dpa/FPY limit is obtained for the C-shaped coils. Glass fiber filled 

(gff) epoxy and gff polyimide are used for electrical insulation in the cen

tral and end cell coils, respectively. Aluminized Kapton is used for super

insulation. End of life dose limits of 6 x 108, 5 x 109, and 1010 rads are 

used for gff epoxy, gff polyimide, and aluminized Kapton, respectively. A 

peak winding pack power density limit of 0.1 mW/cm3 is considered. Finally, ' 

in the normal coil, we allow for 10% swelling in the compacted MgO powder 

insulation of the normal copper insert and this yields a fast neutron fluence 
limit of 3.5 x 1026 n/m2. 

A series of ONEDANT calculations was performed with data based on ENDF/B

V to determine the optimal shield configuration. The optimum shield in the CC 

and transition region consists of water-cooled Fe 1422 followed by a B4c 
layer. The optimal shield for the anchor coils, where D-D neutrons dominate 

the source, consists mainly of water with small volume fractions of Fe 1422 

and B4c. 
Radiation analysiswas performed at the midplane of the central cell and 

the radiation effects are given in Table 2.4-1. For the choke coil with 0.1 

MW/m2 neutron wall loading, an end of life peak fluence of 3.15 x 1025 n/m2 is 

obtained. Hence, there is no need for replacing the unshielded normal insert 

coil due to radiation darnage in the insulator. The radiation effects at the 

inner bare of the S/C choke coil are given in Table 2.4-1. 

Hotspots in the magnets will occur due to radiation streaming into the 

NBI ducts and their associated beam dump ducts illustrated in Fig. 2.4-2. We 

developed a fairly accurate calculational method to estimate the magnet radi

ation effects from streaming radiation. The method results in only a few cen

timeter overestimate of the required shield thickness compared to the detailed 

expensive three-dimensional calculation. The first step involves calculating 

the neutron wall loading at the points on the duct wall closest to the S/C 

magnets. A one-dimensional calculation is then performed using the calculated 

wall loading. Adding the bulk shield contribution, the peak radiation effects 

are given in Table 2.4-1. Although as far as darnage in NbTi is concerned, no 

magnet annealing is required, annealing every 0.5 FPY is required to avoid an 

excessive increase in stabilizer resistivity that could jeopardize magnet 

cryostability. The hattest spot in the S/C coils is on the outer edge of the 

choke coil close to the NBI duct. 
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The radiation effects in the end cell magnets at locations corresponding 

to the D-T and D-D peaks are included in Table 2.4-1. Shield thicknesses of 

0.17 and 0.12 m are used in the transition and anchor regions, respectively. 

The results of this analysis imply that the shield design for TASKA-M provides 

adequate protection for the magnets against both radfation streaming into the 

penetrations and radiation penetrating the bulk shield. 

2.5 Heating and Fueling 

Neutral beam injection has been chosen as the method for plasma buildup, 

plasma fueling and ion heating in the central cell and in the two anchors of 

TASKA-M. Alternatives to this scheme, for instance building up a hot plasma 

to full density by fi 11 i ng the vacuum vessel wi th neutral gas, whi eh i s sub

sequently ionized and heated by radiofrequency waves, cannot be applied in 

TASKA-M. Since the plasma confinement time T decreases with temperature, the 

initialpower for startup would be extremely h.igh. Even though a low density 

startup is possible in principle (since n•T does not depend on plasma density 

n and the low density would lower the power by n2), fueling would cause a 

problern as the density increases. Scaling up experimental information on 

ablation to the TASKA-M regime, the pen~tration depth of pellets at full 

density is very small in comparison to the plasma radius of TASKA-M even at 

the highest pellet velocities which seem to be credible. 

To provide a mechanism for su~pressing microinstabilities, the beams are 

injected at 45° and 50° in the central cell and the anchors, ·respectively. 

Thus sloshing ion distributions are achieved with density dips in the center 

of the two regions for the confinement of warm plasma filling the loss cones. 

The injected power and the energy of the neutrals are 20.8 MH Do + r at 90 

keV in the central cell and 3.5 MW Do at 73 keV in each of the two anchors. A 

0.6 ~lH 0°-beam at 12 keV is injected at 70° into the central cell to build up 

and fuel the warm plasma. In the anchors, warm plasma is expected to be pro

vided by the end lasses from the transition zone plasma. The main neutral 

beam parameters are given in Table 2.2-2. The neutral beams are all positive 

ion technology and are consistent with the present beam development program 

for MFTF-B, JET, JT-60, and TFTR. 
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To decrease the electron drag on the ions which in turn spoils the ion 

confinement, the plasma electrons are heated separately. Since TASKA-M has no 

thermal barrier, the electrons will communicate throughout the whole machine. 

From this point of view the power for heating the electrons could be coupled 

to the plasma anywhere, preferably outside the central cell to keep the inter

ference with the blanket as small as possible. Choosing ECRH, another advan

tage of electron heating in the transition region would be the relatively low 

magnetic field strength. Nevertheless, ECRH was ruled out because of cost 

considerations and difficulties with wave accessibility and heating of rela

tively high density plasmas with wpe/wce "'1. The excitation of plasma waves 

near the ion cyclotron frequency was chosen instead, using the Landau damping 

mechanism to heat the electrons. Ion heating is avoided by choosing the wave 

frequency such that ion resonances are avoided. There is a drawback, however, 

since for absorption of the ICRH to be high enough, a relatively high density 
must be maintained and the antennae have tobe installed in the central cell. 

The radiofrequency power which has to be coupled to the plasma is 12.5 MW at 

15 MHz. The four antennae are located adjacent to the test modules. A de

tailed schematic of the antennae is shown in Fig. 2.5-1. The design power 

flux is about 1 kW/cm2, which is in the range of design values for newer 

antennae designed for PLT, TFR, JET, Doublet 111-D and TFTR. 

2.6 Vacuum and Exhaust Systems 

The vacuum and exhaust system for TASKA-M is used in two distinct modes: 

for evacuation of the interior of the machine before startup and 

to keep the neutral gas pressure and the content of high-Z material in the 

plasma chamber at the required low level. 

The technical design objectives are mainly determined by the operational, 

i.e. the exhaust conditions. The particle streams tobe exhausted occur as 

directed neutral particle beams and plasma streams. They are converted to 

thermal gas on specially designed beam dump (BD) plates which constitute one 

of the most critical components of the whole machine because of their extra

ordinary loading conditions. The CC-beam dumps and the anchor beam dumps are 

exposed by the neutral particle shine through fraction of the NBI•s, in can

trast to the end ·dumps, which see plasma particles, i .e. ions and electrons. 

The design concepts for the CC-BD, the anchor-BD and the end dumps, are all 
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based on the water cooled Hypervapotron technique. (10) The dumps consist of 

finger like individual inserts, which are easily replaceable. Figure 2.6-1 

shows the CC, Fig. 2.6-2 the end cell arrangement. 

Three operational modes are considered as design bases: 

• normal operation 

and for the CC and anchor beam dumps in addition, 

calibration and 

startup. 

As a goal, the dumps should withstand normal operation for at least 0.25 full 

power years. 

Without plasma, i.e. during calibration and startup, full power operation 

of the NBI's for longer durations is no~ acceptable with respect to the heat 

loads. In the calibration mode the idea is to turn on the individual sources 

within each NBI sequentially, so that only one source is burning at a time, 

leading to a much lower time average power at the dumps. During startup, as 

the third operational mode, the full injected power is needed, and the plasma 

is expected to ramp up from zero to nominal within about 80 ms. It is assumed 

that the beam dumps are exposed to the rated injected beam power during the 

startup mode, which is terminated by either a normal operation mode or a shut

down, if the plasma is not developing as specified. Calibration and startup 

in this sense do not affect the end dumps. 

One of the most important parameters is the maximum allowable heat flux 

at the dump surface. Primarily with reference to the experience gained in the 

NBI development for JET,( 10) a maximu~ heat flux of 5 MW/m2 for the normal 

operation mode and 10 MW/m2 for the calibration mode has been chosen. The 

first figure is equal to half the design value adopted for JET (10 MW/m2) and 

reflects additional margin for the continuous operation of TASKA-M. For the 

startup mode, no maximum heat flux is established because of the thermal 

inertia effects. The maximum surface temperature will be the limiting factor. 

The end dumps have to dissipate the high power of 14.8 MW per end, more 

than 99% being in the plasma region and the rest in the halo region. To 

accommodate this power at acceptable heat fluxes, the strong spread of the 

plasma fan in the end cells is used at the expense of a large collector area 

which, in essence, will face an ell{ptical footprint with a high aspect ratio. 

A modular end dump collector similar to the BD design is proposed, consisting 
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of parallel overlapping inserts (Fig. 2.6-2). The central inserts can be 

removed for plasma direct convertor tests. In the halo region a simpler 

design is sufficient, since the heat flux is very low. 

The maximum heat flux at the CC-BD during normal operation (2.5 MW/m2) is 

only half as high as the design limit established, however, during cali

bration, 8.7 MW/m2 is obtained, which is close to the design limit. The 

anchor-BD's are loaded close to the design limit in normal operation, whereas 

during calibration there is a margin of more than a factor 2. Even the 

transient heat flux of 8.6 MW/m2 could be dissipated continuously. The end 

dumps are located in such positions that the heat loads are close to the 

design limit of 5 MW/m2 in normal operation. 

The erosion rate due to physical sputtering for copper as the reference 

material and for molybdenum as a candidate plating material and the corres-

pondi ng 1 i fetime amounts to 
CC-BD Anchor-BD End Dump 

Cu Mo Cu Mo Cu ~10 

Maximum Wall Erosion Rate (10- 9 cm/s) 3.8 3.5 4.0 3.8 .43 .4 

Sputtering Life Time (FPY) 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 7.4 8.0 

Total Valurne Sputter Rate (cm3/FPY) 190 180 580 560 400 380 

A maximum material lass of 1 mm is considered in the lifetime calcu

lation. lt should be noted the the uncertainty of this assessment may be half 

an order of magnitude to both sides, which would have to be compensated for by 

adjusting the accumulated operating time and the allowable material lass, 

respectively, in the final analysis. 

The gas pumping requirements during operation are met with appropriate 

pump chains, consisting of cryopumps, turbomolecular pumps, booster pumps and 

metal bellows pumps. The gas pumping requirements during evacuation before 

startup require some additional pump sets. 

Three different kinds of pump trains satisfy the exhaust requirements 

during operation: 

the D, T end cell trains which pump the majority of the gases 
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the He end cell trains using the Ar cryotrapping process 

the D, T central cell trains. 

For preoperation evacuation of the plant down to a pressure of approx
imately 10-3 mbar (~ 10-3 torr) an additional startup vacuum system is 

provided, which feeds its effluent to the radioactive off-gas systems. 

The end cell cryopumps are installed within the vacuum boundary of the 

machine. In this way large gas ducts on the suction side of these pumps are 
I 

avoided. In contras1t the central cell cryopumps are located outside because 

of space and neutron shielding requirements. Ducts of relatively large cross 

secti on are necessary here. 

Regeneration of the cryopumps must take place during plant operation. To 

allow for this, the total cryosurface of each subsystem is subdivided into a 

number of independent modules. In each end cell 8 pumps with 10m2 cryo

surface each are installed. The CC evacuation system consists of 6 pumps with 

14 m2 cryosurface each. The cycle time of cryopumps must be defined with 
regard to (1) the maximum amount of tritium stored on the cryosurfaces, (2) 

the risk potential in case of a major leakage with air intake and (3) the 

reduction of the pumping speed by an increasing layer of solid matter on the 

cryosurfaces. For the actual conditions the last tw~ arguments are relatively 

unimportant because they are applicable only with extremely long cycle times 

or abnormal operating conditions. Otherwise, short cycle times tend to 

increase cryogenic consumption. A duty time of 6 hours and a time interval of 

2 hours.to carry out the regeneration process was chosen and seems tobe an 

acceptable relation for all cryopumps. 

The operational sequence during the evacuation process and the total time 

requi red to reach the startup condi ti ons i s strongly determi ned by the desi gn 

concept of the main vacuum boundary. Unlike most of the previous experimental 

fusion facilities the 11 outer wall 11 concept is selected here, similar to that 

used in the US Tandem ~Ii rror Fusion Test Fa eil i ty (MFTF). The advantage of 

the 11 0Uter wall 11 concept 'is avoidance of vacuum tight welds with highly ir

radiated materials close to the plasma and allowance of volumetric and geo

metric changes of the materials and structural parts by irradiation induced 

swelling and creep. 
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2.7 Fuel Cycle 
The fueling system supplies D/T fuel of the proper composition and purity 

at the rate required of 1.03 g T and 0.7 g D per day to sustain the fusion 

power. Because burnup of fuel per transit through this experimental test fa

cility is very low, 0.3%, considerable recycle of fuel is necessary. In 

addition, about 80% of the fuel supplied to the NBI 1 s must be recycled because 

of the low gas efficiencies of the NBI•s. Because of the need to recycle a 

large amount of fuel, fuel purification and isotopic adjustment systems must 

be constructed as part of the fuel cycle system. In addition, TASKA-M does 

not breed tritium for use as fuel; therefore, sufficient tritium must be 

stored in a safe manner in order to keep the facility operational. 

Figure 2.7-1 indicates the flow rates of D/T to each of the components of 

the fuel cycle system. Each of these components has a residual tritium inven

tory during operation. Thesetritium inventories, Table 2.7-1, are kept as 

low as possible in order to reduce the initial cost and the radioactiv~ hazard 

potential of tritium. The total active inventory in these components is 

~ 207 g T. If all these components functioned satisfactorily, the machine 

could be started using the active inventory to saturate these components in 

~ 4 FPd. During this time the reactor would consume 4.12 g T. With a 30 day 

supply of fuel as a minimum, the facility could be started with ~ 242 g T. At 

the present cost of $104/g T this represents an initial cost of 2.4 million 

dollars. After startup, the test facility would require 380 g T/yr for an 

operational tritium fuel cost of 3.8 million dollars/FPY. 

The sole method of fuel delivery to the plasma is by means of the 4 high 

energy NBI 1 s in the central cell. The total beam flux of 258 A delivers a 

50:50 composition of D + T particles. Most of the fuel must be recovered by 

the vacuum systems in the two end plasma dumps as specified in Table 2.7-1. 

Because the gas efficiencies of the NBI 1 s are only 20%, fuel accumulates on 

the NBI cryopumps at the rate of 5.35 mmoles/s (D 2 + T2). In addition, these 

cryopumps capture impurity gases, particularly protium, which drift into the 

beam duct from the halo gas surrounding the plasma. In order to maintain the 

H atomic fraction of the fuel < 10-3, a 1% sidestream of the cryopump recycle 

is diverted to the fuel cleanup and isotopic separation system. The cryopumps 

for the other NBI •s containing only deuterium, also collect protium and tri ti

um gases which drift up the beam ducts from the halo gas. In this case it is 
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Table 2.7-1. Tritium Inventory 

Location T (g) 

Active inventory 206.7 

HE-NBI cryopanels (2 hr) 115.5 

Central cell cryopanels 4.2 

tnd plasma exhaust 

D/T cryopanels 49.0 

He cryopanels 5.5 

Fuel cleanup unit 2.5 

Isotope separation system 30.0 

Inactive inventory 66. 

Fuel storage (30 day supply) 31.0 

Structure (end-of-life) < 1.0 

Coolant water (end-of-life) 34.0 

Blanket test modules 

Liquid lithium 5.8 

Liquid LiPb 0.01 

Ceramic pellets/yr 25.0 
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desirable to keep the T/D ratio < 10-3 in order to minimize the tritium con

tamination of the NBI; therefore, 100% of the recycle gases from these NBI •s 

is sent to fuel cleanup (Table 2.7-1). 

The method of fuel purification is based upon adsorption of impurity 

gases during passage through molecular sieve columns at 77°K. A cryogenic 

distillation system composed of three columns is utilized for isotopic sepa

ration of the hydrogen isotopes. Tritium is stored principally on UT3 beds. 

Tritium contamination of the coolant water occurs at the end plasma 

dumps, the HE-NBI beam dumps, and the central cell insert, due to energetic 

tritium ions impinging upon the structural material. These ions are implanted 

into the structure and permeate to the coolant water. Based upon preliminary 

models; - 117 Ci/d permeates initially into the water from these three 

sources; however, the neutron flux to the HE-NBI beam dumps and the central 

cell insert causes radiatiow darnage which produce tritium traps. These triti

um traps would capture large quantities of tritium if they remained in place 

over the lifetime of the reactor. Because of the unknown structural effects 

caused by the large D and T concentrations, these components are changed fre

quently so that little tritium trapping occurs. 

2.8 Magnet System 

The design of the TASKA-M magnets follows the same guidelines as in the 

original TASKA study and uses the same constraints in the magnetic data. The 

aim of TASKA-M was to decrease cost while retaining a reasonable test volume 

compared with TASKA. Since another plasma configuration is used in TASKA-M, 

the magnets are smaller, less numerous and therefore less expensive. 

The field requirement in the central cell is 4.2 T at the midplane and 

the high field hybrid mirror coil gives 17.5 Tat the mirror throat. The 

minimum field in the transition region is required to be about 2.2 T and the 

anchors have a mirror ratio of 2.5 to 3 with a minimum field of about 1 T. 

This high mirror ratiowas required to provide good confinement on the 

sloshing ions in the anchors. 

The magnet set of TASKA-~1 consi sts of 

1 central cell coil (CCC) 

2 high field hybrid mirror coils (choke coils). Each consists of a normal 

conducting insert, a Nb 3Sn part and a NbTi outer part (BC1, BC2). 
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2 transition coils (RCP1, RCN2). 

2 Yin-Yang sets (CESN1, CESP1 and CESN2, CESP2). 

Figure 2.8-1 shows a computer drawing of the magnet set with the names of 

the magnets and the magnetic field magnitude B along the z-axis (machine 

axis). The central cell coil and the choke coil are solenoidal type magnets. 

All the anchor magnets are C-shaped coils. The magnet system in TASKA~~ is 

much simpler than that used for the TASKA design. In particular the choke 

coil is smaller and cheaper, because the plasma radius is lower and the field 

requirement is 17.5 T in TASKA-M instead of 20 T in TASKA. The goal to have 

only 12 T at the Nb3Sn conductor is attained (as shown in Fig. 2.8-2) and the 

electrical data are comparable with Nb3Sn coils already tested. However, the 

diameter of tested coils is characterized by a half meter bore. 

All the NbTi superconducting coils have electrical data comparable with 

existing tested magnets. The size of the magnets is also on the same order of 

magnitude as for tested magnets. 

One area of concern is the lack of a data base for the normal conducting 

insert coil, especially for the behavior of the ceramic insulation in a high 

magnetic field and high 14 MeV neutron flux environment. In this respect, 

more experimental work is needed. However, extrapolation from existing data 

indicates that the inserts will operate the whole life of the machine. In 

case of earlier failures, a replacement is possible in a time period com

parable to that needed for the change of blanket modules. 

2.9 Testing Modules 

2.9.1 Introduction 

A primary function of the TASKA-M facility is to provide a nuclear test 

bed for the magnetic fusion program. This role is meant to complement other 

ex-reactor facilities and provide an integrated test of components in a com

plex nuclear environment. TASKA-M will provide a test bed for large specimens 

in a thermal, stress and chemical environment similar to that of a fusion 

power reactor, where a large volume, high fluence and high energy neutron 

environment is required. It also provides a test bed for fusion blanket 

designs ih which the synergistic effects of corrosion, stress, neutron induced 

mechanical property changes, and tritium breeding, confinement and extraction 

can be tested and evaluated. Finally, TASKA-M will also be a test bed for 
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high heat flux components such as beam dumps, as well as neutral beams, ICRF 

antennas, vacuum pumps, superconducting and normal magnets and a variety of 

other systems. 

Figure 2.9-1 is a cross section of the TASKA-M central cell showing the 

four testing facilities provided. These are a liquid metal blanket module 

designated as blanket 1, a solid breeder module designated blanket 2 and two 

material test modules designated blankets 3 and 4. A brief summary of each 

modulewill be given in the following sectipns. 

2.9.2 Liquid Metal Test Module 

Two liquid metal blanket modules, one utilizing Li 17 Pb83 and the other Li 

are designed to fit in the same slot within the central cell and will be 

tested ·consecutively. Botharemade of the ferritic steel, HT-9, and are 

self-cooled once-through tubular designs with a single inlet and outlet 

header. 

The liquid metal blanket test module consists of rows of tubes distri

buted axially, running from an upper manifold to a lower manifold as shown in 

the module assembly in Fig. 2.9-2. Breeding material comes in through a hori

zontal header at the top, distributes axially within the upper manifold with 

the aid of the magnetic field, then flows through the tubes araund the plasma 

collecting in the lower manifold and exiting through the outlet header. The 

inner radius is 22 cm, the axial length is 83 cm and the thickness is 45 cm 

for the Li17Pb 83 module and 64 cm for the Li module. All the tubes have an 

outer diameter of 7.04 cm and a wall thickness of 1.6 mm. The axial spacing 

from tube center to center is 7.3 cm and the radial spacing is 6.32 cm. At 

the point where they connect to the manifold, the tubes neck down to a diame

ter of 5.2 cm. This provides more space for welding on the inside of the 

manifo 1 d. 

Figure 2.9-2 shows the liquid metal blanket module as part of the as

sembly used to support it and insert it into the test reactor. The assembly 

consists of the module, integral reflector/shield and the seal flange. Hori

zontalinsertion is used to fit the assembly into the test reactor. The Li 

blanket modulewill have ten rows of tubes per side instead of seven. A 

completely new assembly will be needed to accommodate it. However, the space 

wi thi n the reactor and the components in i t wi 11 not need t'o be modifi ed. 
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Plasma heating by ICRF requires that antennae be situated within the 

central cell in close proximity to the plasma. One of the antennae falls 

within the axial span occupied by the liquid metal module. To accommodate the 

ICRF antenna, four of the front tubes have to be eliminated, to provide space 

on the sides and in the back of the antenna. 

The blanket modules are supported on the bottom manifold with the load 

path going through the reflector, vacuum chamber and then to external struc

ture supporting the central cell. An analysis has been made to determine the 

stresses on the front tubes for the Li 17 Pb83 case. The maximum stress occurs 

at the upper connection and is equal to - 44 MPa. Table 2.9-1 gives the para

meters of the two liquid metal modules. 

Neutranies analysis has been performed for the liquid metal test blankets 

using an average blanket volumetric composition of 73% liquid metal, 7% HT-9, 

and 20% void. The neutron wall loading has strong axial variation with peak 

and average values of 1.22 and 0.85 MW/m2, respectively. The primary goal of 

the neutranies analysis is to design blanket test modules which have reactor 

relevant neutranies parameters. Local tritium breeding ratios ) 1.15 and 

energy multiplications ) 1.3 are required. A reflector made of Fe-1422 and 

cooled by 5 vol.% water is used in this design. 

A series of one-dimensional neutranies calculations has been performed to 

determine the proper enrichment and thickness for the Li and Li 17 Pb83 blanket 
test modules. The total blanket and reflector thickness was fixed at 90 cm. 

In the calculations, a So cm thick shield was used. The one-dimensional dis

crete ordinates code ONEDANT was used to model the problern in cylindrical 

geometry. The P3s8 approximation with a coupled 46 neutron-21 gamma group 

cross section library based on the VITAMIN-e data library and the MACKLIB-IV-

82 response library was used for this study. Our results indicate that the 

best neutranies performance in which large values of tritium breeding ratio 

and blanket energy multiplication can be obtained simultaneously can be 

achieved when highly enriched lithium is used in Li 17 Pb83 . On the other hand, 

there is no incentive for increasing the enrichment in the liquid lithium 

blanket beyond the natural occurrence of 7.42% 6Li. A blanket thickness of 

63.9 cm which corresponds to ten rows of tubes was chosen for the liquid 

lithium module. This yields a tritium breeding ratio of 1.19. For the LiPb 

module a thickness of 45 cm is used with seven rows of tubes resulting in a 
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Table 2.9-1. Parameters of Liquid Metal Blanket Modules 

Firstwall radius, cm 

Axial extent, cm 

Blanket thickness, cm 

Number of tube rows/side 

Total number of tubes 

Tube outer diameter, cm 

Tube inner diameter, cm 

Axial tube spacing, cm 

Radi a 1 · tube spaci ng, cm 

Transition section OD, cm 

Transition section ID, cm 

Mass of full module, tonnes 

~lass of empty modul e, tonnes 

Li Pb 
22 

83 

45 

7 

148 

7.04 

6.72 

7.30 

6.32 

5.20 

4.92 

7.50 

0.54 

Li 

22 

83 

63.9 

10 

210 

7.04 

6.72 

7.30 

6.32 

5.20 

4.92 

1. 60 

0.94 

tritium breeding ratio of 1.15. Table 2.9-2 gives a summary of the design 

parameters, tritium production and nuclear heating results for both modules. 

Due to the large axial variation of the neutron wall loading along the 

first wall of the blanket module, the power density in the module will vary 

axially as well as radially. The radial variation obtained from the one

dimensional calculations was coupled with the axial variation of wall loading 

to get an es ti ma te for the r and z dependence of the power dens i ty for the 

LiPb blanket module and the Li blanket module. 

Magnetohydrodynamic effects have been evaluated for the test modules. 

The dominant force on a conducting fluid across magnetic field lines is the 

MHU force. The effect of the MHD force is to increase the pressure drop and 

retard heat transfer by suppressing turbulence. In TASKA-M, the first wall 

surface heat load is ' 10 W/cm2. Consequently, the effects of MHD on heat 

transfer are not critical and calculations can be carried out by assuming no 

turbulence. The MHD pressure dropwill slightly increase the stresses in the 

blanket and also increase pumping power. The total MHD pressure drop in the 
reactor is 0.57 MPa, which corresponds to a pumping power requirement of 2.3 
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Table 2.9-2. Comparison Between Design Parameters and Tritium 

Production Results for Li and Li-Pb Blanket Modules 

Lithium enrichment (% 6Li) 
Blanket thickness (cm) 

Number of tube rows 

Reflector thickness (cm) 

Tritium breeding (tritons/fusion) 
6Li(n,a)t 
7Li(n,n'a)t 

Total 
Tritium ~roduction rate (tritons/s) per 

1 MW/m wall loading per 1 m width 

Nuclear heating (MeV/fusion) 
Blanket 

Neutron 

Gamma 

Total 

Reflector 

Neutron 

Gamma 

Total 
Total recoverable 

Energy multiplication 

Power per unit width (MW/m) for 1 MW/m2 
wa 11 1 oadi ng 

Blanket 

Reflector 

Total 

2.9-7 

Li Pb 

90 

45 

7 

45 

1.15 

0.002 

1.15 

7.04 X 

7.31 

6.41 

13.72 

0.70 

4.53 

5.23 

18.95 

1.344 

1.35 

0.51 

1. 86 

1017 

Li 

7.42 
63.9 

10 

26.1 

0.67 
0.52 

1.19 

7.28 X 1017 

11.85 

2.95 

14.80 

0.61 

3.93 

4. 54. 
19.34 

1.371 

1.45 

0.45 

1. 90 
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kH. The maximum blanket pressure is 0.42 MPa. This value is smaller than the 

total MHD pressure drop beeause mueh of the drop oeeurs in the inlet header. 

The temperature profile in the eoolant tube ean be ealeulated by assuming 

only eonduetion. The most severe heat transfer problems oeeur in the first 

row of tubes. The energy deposited in the first row of tubes eonsists of a 

volumetrie eomponent due to nuelear heating and a surfaee heating load from 

the plasma. A slab geometry with a eonstant veloeity, eonstant surfaee heat 

flux and exponential volumetrie heat flux was used to ealeulate the tempera-

, ture profile. Table 2.9-3 gives the thermal hydraulie parameters for the two 

liquid metal blanket modules. 

Table 2.9-3. Liquid Metal Testing Module Thermal - Hydraulie Parameters 

Average wall loading, MW/m2 

Peak wall loading, MW/m2 

Energy produeti on rate, ~1W/m I MW/m2 

t•lodule width, m 

Magnetie field, tesla 

Module neutron power, MW 

Blanket power, MW 

eoolant temperature, oe 

eoolant flow rate, kg/hr 
Maximum struetural temp., oe 

~laximum eoolant veloeity, em/s 

MHO pressure drop (MPa) 

Maximum blanket pressure (MPa) 

Pumping power, kW 

Refleetor power, MW 

Refleetor eoolant 

2.9-9 

Li Pb 
0.84 

1. 22 

1. 35 

0.83 

4.2 

0.96 

0.95 

300/450 

1.37 X 105 

512 

2.5 

0.57 

0.42 

2.3 

0.36 

H2o 

Li. 

0.84 

1. 22 

1. 45 

0.83 

4.2 

0.96 

1. 02 

300/450 

5.8 X 103 

500 

1.8 

0.45 

0.35 

1.4 

0.32 

H2o 
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2.9.3 Solid Breeder Test Module 
Blanket module no. 2 in Fig. 2.9-1 was designated for testing all kinds 

of solid breeder materials. Because of limited space, it is therefore not 

intended to represent a typical· fusion reactor blanket and does not attain a 

local breeding ratio greater than one. 

The design consists of four layers of 316 SS coiled tubes, each having 

nine windings as shown in Figs. 2.9-3 and 2.9-4. The inner radius of the 

blanket is 25 cm and the outer, 40 cm. Tube outer diameter is 4 cm and the 

wall thickness is 3 mm. The breeding material is contained in spherical 

shells also made of 316 SS. The spheres are 3 cm in diameter and are confined 

in the coiled tubes araund the plasma. Adding and replacing the balls is 

accomplished simply by pushing them through the coiled tubes, such that as new 

ba 11 s are added, some are extracted an the exi t end. The content of each 

layer of coils can be exchanged separately to avoid mixing the breeding balls 

which have been exposed to different neutron fluences. There are 4 inlet and 

outlet tubes penetrating the vacuum flange. Welding is done only on the out

side of the vacuum chamber. Each layer of tubes contain up to 850 spheres. 

Water flowing through the tubes in the spaces areund the spheres provides the 

cooling. Table 2.9-4 gives the physical parameters of the solid breeder 

module. 

The reflector and the shield zone are composed of flat steel plates which 

are bolted together. Cooling tubes are located between the plates ahd are 

embedded in grooves of non-circular cross section. 

There is a large heat flux to the front surface of the reflector facing 

the neutral beam ducts, caused by charge exchange particles. This surface is 

covered by separate cooling tubes. 

The average neutron wall loading in the solid breeder test blanket is 

0. 73 MW/m2. Assuming a surface heat flux density of 5% of the neutron wall 

load the surface heat load to the first row of tubes is 22 kW. The average 

volumetric heat generation in the first 3.75 cm (equivalent to the homogenized 

first row of tubes) is 4.67 W/cm3. This leads to a volumetric heat generation 

of 112 kW. The tota 1 heat i nput to the fi rst row therefore amounts to 134 kW. 

Between inlet and outlet a coolant temperature rise of 50 K has been chosen, 

resulting in a mass flow rate of 0.6 kg/s. The total heat generation in the 

2.9-10 
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Fig. 2.9-4 Basic arrangement of the blanket and the reflector/shield. 
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Table 2.9-4. Physical Parameters of Solid Breeder Module 

Breeding zone 
Outer diameter, cm 

Inner diameter, cm 

Axial length, cm 

Tube outer diameter, cm 

Tube wall thickness, mm 

Tube material 

Breeding ball outer diameter, cm 

Breeding ball wall thickness, mm 

Ball shell material 

Breeding material 

Breeding material fraction, % 

Steel fraction, % 

Water fraction, % 

Void fraction, % 

He mass flow, kg/s 

40 

25 

40 

4 

3 

316 ss 
3 

2 

316 ss 
Li 20 

20 

32 
28 

20 

1.8 

breeding region is 380 kW, leading to a total coolant mass flow (at ~T = 50 K) 

of 1.8 kg/s. 

The breeder balls have a diameter of 30 mm and fit into the pressure tube 

with a radial gap of 2 mm. This is a rather complicated coolant channel geo-

. metry where the calculated velocity varies between wmax = 3.6 m/s and wmin = 

0.8 m/s. The pressure drop is caused mainly by flow separation in the zone 

where the velocity decreases, leading to a small pressure recovery. It is 

rather difficult to theoretically estimate a recove~ factor and the friction 

pressure drop for the given case. For this reason, a benchmark experiment has 

been performed in a 1:1 geometry to determine the drag coefficient. A drag 

coefficient of ~ = 0.5 has been calculated from the measured data for one ball 

and the given Re-number of 105. Using this coefficient, the pressure drop in 

the inner blanket tube containing about n = 750 balls is 20 bar. 

2.9-12 
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In the neutron and gamma transport calculations, the one-dimensional 

discrete ordinates code, ONEDANT, is used with the University of Wisconsin 46-

neutron, 21-gamma group cross section set condensed from the ENDF/B-IV based 

Vitamin e and MAeKLIB libraries. The actual shape of the solid breeder test 

modules is modeled in the code by cylindrical geometry with homogenized 

regions. The breeding zone contains 32% SS 316, 28% H2o, 20% breeding medium 

(Li 20) and 20% void. The reflector/shield consists of 95% SS and 5% water. 

The objective of the calculations is to provide necessary data for the design 

of the blanket cooling system and to give an indication of the breeding ratio 

expected. 

The energy multiplication factor was determined to be 1.31 for the 

blanket region and 1.33 for the antenna region. The total breeding ratio 

using 30% enriched 6Li at 90% theoretical density is 0.71 and is made up of 

0.66 for 6Li and 0.05 for 7Li. Table 2.9-5 gives the thermal hydraulic para

meters of the solid breeder module. 

Table 2.9-5. Thermal Hydraulic Parameters of Solid Breeder Module 

Average neutron wall loading, MW/m2 

Total heat generation in breeding zone, kW 

Heat in reflector/shield, kW 

Heat in reflector/shiel~ and behind antenna, kW 

Water flow rate in breeding zone, kg/s 

Inlet pressure, bar 

Inlet temperature, oe 

Pressure drop, bar 
Water temperature rise, oe 

Water flow in reflector/shield, kg/s 

Inlet pressure, bar 

Inlet water temperature, oe 

Water temperature rise, oe 

2.9-13 

0.73 

380 

130 

270 

1.8 

50 

150 

20 

50 

2 

30 

40 

50 
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Each of the 8 access tubes in the blanket is closed by a separate valve 

bleck, containing two double valves for closing the cooling water line and the 

ball exchange line. The refilling machines are flanged to those valve blocks 

after removing blank flanges. All flang~s are designed for remote handling. 

A main advantage of a breeding ball concept is that the bred tritium re

mains inside the steel shell of the breeding ball, and thus the tritium ex

traction can be separated from the cooling process. A high retention -- mean

ing a minimum of tritium lass through the steel shell -- is achieved in the 

following way: 

At the operating conditions of up to 300°C a thin oxide layer will be 

established at the outer surface of the steel shell. This will reduce the 

permeability ofT by a factor of 10 to 100 compared to pure steel. 

ßy adding to the solid breeder material a small amount of Nb as a getter 

material, the partial pressure ofT inside the ball can be drastically 

reduced. 

The tritium extraction can be easily done by heating the balls up to 

800°C in a special recovery system outside the reactor. 

2.9.4 Material Test Modules 

The material test modules are designated nos. 3 and 4 in Fig. 2.9-1. 

Although neutranie analysis has been performed for both modules, only no. 4 

was designed in detail and will be described here. 

The main goal in the materials test modules is to provide a large volume 

test zone for testing specimens in a high fusion neutron flux. To that end we 

tried to maximize the exposure of the specimens to the neutron environment 

while maintaining reasonable access to the test cells. TheTASKA-Mmaterials 

test matrix specifies the type of materials tests with detail on specimen num

bers, irradiation temperatures, fluences, stress, changeout frequencies and 

post-irradiation testing conditions. The test matrix provides a means to 

compare the volume needed to carry out a specific materials testing scenario 

with the volume available for testing in TASKA-M. Also the frequency of 

specimen changeout can be quantified and its effect on the overall reactor 

availability estimated. The test matrix is shown in Table 2.9-6. 

The major components of the TASKA-M materials test module, shown in Fig. 

2.9-5, are the helium cooled heat sink (annular test module), the biological 

shield and the specimen capsules. The temperature within each of the 180 

2.9-14 



~Ia t. a 
Test Ty~es Var. 

Material Qualification 
Tensile/Ductility 3 
Fatigue Life 2 
Fatigue Crack Growth 2 
Fracture Toughness 

Charpy 2 
-- Compact Tension 2 

g Scoping 
5 
5 
5 

3 
3 

N .." •• '-I I I ll::llfl I I VI _...,. ""'' -- "'"""'- 10 . Creep/Stress Rupture 6 1.0 
I 

Table 2.9-6. Materials Test Matrix for TASKA-M 
Module 4 

Total Specimens (Assume 

Du~.b Fluenced 
Postirradiation 50-50 Mix of Ferritic & 

Tem~.c Conditions ·Austenitic Alloys) 

2 4 3 4 Ra te/T emp. 288 
2 4 3 2 Strain Levels 96 
2 4 3 2 Stress Levels 96 

2 6 2 6 Tempera tures 288 
2 3 2 2 Temperatures 48 

3 6 4 4 Rate/Temp. 1440 
2 4 2 2 Strain Levels 160 
2 4 4 2 Stress Levels 320 

2 6 4 6 Tempera tures 864 
2 2 4 2 Temperatures 96 
5 10 5 2 5000 
2 4 [6] 6 Stress Levels 288 

~ Other t·1a teri a 1 s f 
Fatigue Life 5 2 4 4 2 Strain Range 320 
Tensi le/Ducti 1 i ty 15 3 6 4 4 Ra te/Temp. 4320 
Dimensional Stability 15 4 6 3 3 Post-Tests 7200 
Creep/Creep Rupture 10 2 6 [4] 4 Stress Levels 480 
Fracture Toughness 3 2 2 2 6 Tempera tures 144 
Electrical Properties 6 3 3 4 3 Tests 648 
Thermal Conductivity 6 3 4 4 2 Tests 576 

22,576 
Total No. of Specimens 

l·lodule 4 only; Module 3 used for surface effects and dynamic in-situ testing. 
[ ] 1 specimen used to obtain 6 fluence measurements. 

aMaterials x variations cNumber of irradiation temperatures ecapsule volume-390 cm3 

Total Sub-
Ca~sulese Total 

14 
3 
1 

2 
4 24 

6 
4 

4 
1 
1, 
2 18 -

8 
16 
36 
2 
2 
4 
6 74 

ii6 
Total No. 
of Capsules 
to Hold 
Specimens 

bDuplication dFluence Levels fCeramics, electrical, and heat sink materials 

-1>-
CO 

I 
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Table 2.9-7. Design Values for Test Module #4 

REACTOR OPENING 

Maximum axial opening of 90 cm 

TEST ~10DULE 

Haterial of Construction: HT-9 

Size: Inside radius - 18 to 22 

Outside radi us - 38 to 42 

cm 

cm 

Length - 55 cm (end to end) 

No. of Capsule Tubes: 180 

( con i ca 1 ) 

(conical) 

42.4 cm straight 

Total Heat Generation: 572 kW 

Coolant: Helium at 3448 kPa and 125°C 

Flow Rate: 33.7 x 103 !/min 

Coolant Pipe Size: 12.5 cm diameter 

section 

Instrumentation Per Capsule Tube: 2 pair thermocouple leads - chromel 
alumel 

SPECIMEN CAPSULE 

2 gas leads- 0.158 cm diameter for 
gas gap control 

• Material of Construction: 316 SS 

Size: 5 cm diameter by 20 cm long 

Specimens: Various shapes packed to 50% of capsule volume in NaK 
(22/78) 

Instrumentation: (2) 0.168 cm diameter stainless steel sheathed MgO 
insulated thermocouples 

Sealing: 

Gas Gap: 

All welded construction with bellows for NaK expansion 

Variable annulus 0.018 - 0.100 cm filled with helium or neon 
or mixtures of the two gases 

2.9-16 
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Fig. 2.9-6. Dpa profiles in the two material test modules. 
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Q Percent of Final dpa Value 100 
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Fig. 2.9-7 The capsule discharge scheme. 
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specimen capsules is predetermined by engineering the thermal barrier between 

the specimen capsule and the heat sink. Individual capsules can be indepen

dently accessed and are designed to operate at a predetermined temperature 

within the range of 350 to 650°C. The total irradiation volume within the 

module is 70.6 liters. Table 2.9-7 lists the detailed test module design 

values determined during the initial conceptual design. 

Neutranies calculations have been performed to determine the specimen 

darnage profiles and testing capability of the materials testing modules in 

blankets #3 and #4. Profiles of the power density resulting from neutron and 

gamma heating in the modules have also been determined as they are required 

for proper design of the cooling system. The capsules are assumed to consist 

of 50 vol.% NaK, which is used as a thermal contact material, and 50 vol.% 316 

SS, which represents the specimens and capsule structural material. The 

module structure is assumed to represent 20% of the module volume and is made 

of HT-9. The helium gas coolant occupies the remaining volume of the test 

module. 

The dpa and helium production profiles in modules #3 and #4 have been ob

tained from three-dimensional Monte Carlo calculations. These profiles reveal 

that the peak dpa an~ He production rates in the test modules are 10 dpa/FPY 

and 120 He appm/FPY, respectively. The dpa rates drop to a value of ~ 1.5 

dpa/FPY at the back of the module and the helium production rate drops to ~ 10 

He appm/FPY. Figure 2.9-o shows the dpa profile in one of the capsules. 

Finally, the accumulated darnage and capsule discharge schedule is given 

in Fig. 2.9-7. At the present time only 116 capsules are required and the 

potential of module 4 is for 180 capsules. This leaves room for even more 

testing capability than that outlined in Table 2.9-6. The materials community 

should welcome the additional space and we have no doubt that it will be used. 

Finally, the cumulative darnage and dpa·~ figure of merit is shown in Fig. 2.9-

8. As stated previously the over 4000 dpa·~ product is an indication of the 

ultimate usefulness of TASKA-M compared to lower volume test sources. 

2.9-21 
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2.10 Maintenance 

In order to guarantee sufficient availability of TASKA-M, a maintenance 

scheme on the basis of remote handling systems was evaluated. It is 

expectedthat all its elements can be designed and provided for operation of 

the device in the 1990 1 s. 

The major subsystems and components of TASKA-M are categorized into four 

general maintenance classes according to their lifetime. 

Class 1: Components which have a full lifetime, such as buildings, support 

structures, shielding, superconducting magnets. 

Class 2: Components with a lifetime of more than 3 full power years, such as 

central cell insert, ICRF antennas. 

Class 3: Components with a lifetime of less than 3 full power years such as 

ion sources, test blanket inserts, diagnostic equipment, neutral 

beam dumps. 

Class 4: Parts with a very short lifetime or scheduled operating time such as 

samples in materials test blankets. The parts in this class can be 

exchanged quickly. 
The requirements on the maintenance equipment are essentially posed by 

the sizes and weights tobe handled and by the radiation environment in which 

an operation takes place. 

The problern of radiation doses can be solved without the use of a 

shielded protection containment. It will be sufficient to increase the wall 

thickness of the reactor hall as a biological shield and carry out all the 

operations inside remotely, if the radiation dose level is unacceptably high 

for manned access. 

Sizes and weights of parts are given in Table 2.10-1. They are signi

ficantly reduced in comparison to TASKA, in agreement with the overall ob

jectives of TASKA-1'1. 

In order to minimize machine downtime, maintenance schemes were developed 

for Class 2 and 3 components which do not break the vacuum boundary outside of 

magnets and shield. An example is given in the following description of the 

test b 1 anket mai ntenance. In order to change C 1 ass 1 equi pment (such as the 

central cell magnet or Yin-Yang magnets), the vacuum boundary must be opened. 

This is possible because the vacuum vessel is segmented ·and joined by bolts 

and renewable lip welds. 

2.10-1 
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Table 2.10-1. Main Components - Estimated Sizes and Removable Weights* 

Vacuum chamber (section) 

Breeding test blanket 

Central cell coil 

High field coil 

Yin-Yang coil 

Transition coil 

Beam dump 

Centrai cell insert 

NC-coil insert 

* may include shields, supports, etc. 

0 = di ameter 

Size (m) 

5.5 X 4.5 X 4 

4.45 X 2.50 X 0.88 

5.16 0 xl. 06 

3.70 0 x2.06 

6.5 X 3.2 X 2.95 

4.05 X 3.85 X 3.45 

0.65 0 x3.5 

2.45 0 xl.36 

1. 95 0 x2 .1 

Removable 
Wei ght ( t) 

17 

35 

110 

73 

52 

35 

6 

38 

40 

Maintenance of Blankets. The blankets inside the vacuum chamber face the 

plasma directly, thus forming the first wall with their innermost parts. 

Besides their replacement according to the maintenance schedule, the exposure 

to extreme thermal and radiation loads may necessitate frequent exchange, in 

addition to scheduled maintenance. The main operations are: 

breaking the blanket seal, 
removing the blanket, 

transporting the blanket to a storage cell or hot cell, 

transporting and installing a new blanket, 

restering vacuum tightness. 

To fulfill the requirements of vacuum tightness, a combination of a 

welded joint and a metal gasket is proposed. After first inserting the 

blanket, the gasket flange with the gasket is forced against the vacuum 

chamber flange by means of flange bolts. This operation can be performed by 

tools inside the protection containment. Then the containment can be removed 

and the joint can be welded. The metal gasket protects the vacuum chamber 

from such impurities as welding vapor and allows tightness checks tobe made. 

2.10-2 
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To break the blanket seal, first the gasket flange is tightened by the 

flange bolts, and then the welded joint. is cut. Next the protective ~ontain

ment is attached to the machine; after unbolting, the blanket can be with

drawn. 

Various methods of blanket handling were investigated in previous 

studies. The use of roller rails permanently installed on the blanket or in 

the vacuum chamber is critical because of lubricant in the vacuum. One method 

could be the use of roller chains. To remove the blanket, a pair of chains is 

introduced through blanket openings normally closed. Then the guide track for 

the chain mounted at the bottarn of the vacuum chamber is mechanically lifted 

from the outside and the blanket can be withdrawn. 

Flasks can be used to transport blankets. Because of the high radiation 

level of blankets after an operating time of 2 or 3 full power years, the 

shielding would have to be very thick to permit access of the personnel during 

transport. Therefore, remotely controlled transpor~ in less shielded trans

port flasks is ,preferred. The transport flasks can simultaneously serve as a 

protective containment. For this purpose, the transport flask is attached 

directly to the machine (Fig. 2.10-1). Double covers close the machine and 

the flask; tools and devices for sealing the blanket opening as well as ex

change equipment are integrated. Consequently, the transport flask is large, 

heavy and also quite expensive. lf more than one flask is used all transport 

flasks must be fully equipped for the exchange of blankets. As an alter

native, a transfer unit may be set up between the machine and the transport 

flask. lt contains all the exchange equipment and is equipped with double 

covers at each end.· The unit remains attached to the machine during the 

blanket exchange. 

2.11 Costs 

2.11.1 Direct Costs 

The costing format for TASKA-M follows that established for INTOR. The 

unit costs and cost algorithms were obtained from INTOR (FEDC-M-81-062), PNL-

2987, ORNL and Westinghouse document (WFPS-TN-057) and the recent detailed 

costing of TDF. A summary of the total direct costs is given in Table 2.11-1. 

In addition to the direct costs, certain percentages for indirect costs 

such as engineering, assembly and contingency have to be included. As an 

2.11-1 
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Table 2.11-1. Summary of Accounts 

1.1 Vacuum tank blanket/shield 

1. 2 t~agnets 

1.3 Plasma heating 

Support Systems 

2.1 Electrical 
I 

2.2 Auxiliary cooling 

2.3 Instrumentation and control 

2.4 Fuel handling 

2.5 Maintenance equipment 
2.6 Heat transport 

2.7 Reactor vacuum 

2. 8 Radwas te trea tment 

2.9 Thermal dumps 

2.10 Reactor support structure 

2.11 Special Materials 

2.12 Miscellaneous plant 

3.0 Buildings 

Total Direct Costs 

$ X 106 

21.27 

58.70 

91.12 

31.00 

16.36 

25.00 

22.74 

19.66 

12.45 

16.37 

3.00 

0.54 

7.50 
2.40 

10.00 

67.27 

405.38 

example, in INTOR, these consisted of 45% and 15% of the direct costs for 
engineering and assembly respectively, and 30% of the direct and indirect 

costs for contingency. 

2.11.2 Operating Costs 

The operating costs for TASKA-M consist of operation and maintenance,. 

tritium costs and power costs. Tritium costs are based on the annual burnup 

and the decay. Power requirements are estimated at 166 M~le during operation 

and 12 ~lWe during downtime. The availability for TASKA-f>l is the same as in 

INTOR-with the final (50% availability) period extended from 15 to 20 years. 

The levelized annual operating cost for the 20 years is $42.8 x 106. The 

total tritium costs over the 20 year life of the plant would be 30 million 

doll~rs or a levelized cost of ~ 1.5 million dollars per year. 

2.11-2 
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In either case, on the basis of capital costs or operating costs, TASKA-M 

is well within the capability of any major fusion research program or it could 

be built and/or operated as part of an international collaborative effort. 

2.11.3 Camparisan to Other Test Facilities 

A final comparison of TASKA-M can be made to other recent test reactor 

proposals. Figure 2.11-1 graphically displays the quoted direct costs of 3 

tokamak test facilities (INTOR, FED, and TFCX-S) and 3 tandem mirrar test 

facilities (TASKA, TDF and TASKA-M). Also quoted on the figure is the year 

the cost estimates were made (1981-1983) and the cumulative maximum neutron 

fl uence to the tes t modu 1 es in MW-y 1m2 ( 0. 01-10). I t can be seen tha t the 

tandem mirrors and tokamaks separate into two categories. Progressing from 

TFCX-S at 230 MW and 530 M$ one notes that only 0.01 MW-y/m2 of neutron 

fluence is expected over the lifetime of the device. The FED device increased 

the neutron exposure by a factor of 10 to 0.1 MW-y/m~ but the direct cost in 

1981 $ exceeded 1 billion dollars. To get a respectable neutron fluence (3 

MW-y/m2) the INTOR device direct cost exceeded 1.4 billion dollars. 

On the other hand, Fig. 2.11-1 demonstrates that tandemmirrar facilities 

could achieve rather high neutron fluence levels (7~10 MW-y/m2) at direct 

costs of 400-800 million dollars. The main difference between TASKA-M and 

TASKA is the inclusion of the thermal barrier. While such a design is more 

reactor relevant, one must examine whether or not it is worth the extra 400 

million dollars in the test phase of the fusion program. The final point of 

note in Fig. 2.11-1 is that the total DT power of the tandem mirrar can be 

made quite small, reducing. the problems of handling tritium, thermal power and 

large reactor components. It also relieves the necessity of breeding tritium 

for continued plant operation. 
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The basic configuration of TASKA-M consists of an axisymmetric central 
cell and two yin-yang end cells, as shown in Fig. 3.1-1. The central cell 
contains hat, magnetically trapped deuterium and tritium ions which react via 
fusion to produce 14.1 MeV neutrons and 3.5 MeV alpha particles. The hat 0 
and T ion population in the central cell is sustained by injection of ener
getic neutral beams which are trapped by impact ionization and charge ex
change. These neutral beams are injected at an angle to the magnetic field in 
order to produce a so-called 11 Sloshing ion plasma 11

; the hat ion density peaks 
away from the central cell midplane. This produces an electrostatic potential 
well at the central cell midplane; this potential well traps warm ions which 
are provided by a low energy neutral beam. The warm ions fill the loss-cone 
of the hat ions and thereby provide microstability of the central cell plasma. 

In order to provide a sufficiently deep electrostatic well and to mini
mize the effect of electron drag on the hat ions, the electrons are heated by 
RF power. Rather than use electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) which 
would require very high frequency gyrotrons because of the high magnetic field 
strength, we propese to heat the electrons using Landau damping of ion cyclo
tron waves. These waves are generated by antennas which are driven with RF 
power at frequencies in the ion cyclotron range. Electron heating is dis
cussed in Chapter 6. 

The yin-yang end cells have the solepurpese of providing plasma in a 
magnetic field with good curvature and thereby provide MHD stability for the 
enti re pl asma. Consequently they are call ed 11 anchors. 11 Unl i ke a usual tandem 
mirror, they do not provide any plugging of the axial lass from the central 
cell. Since the plasma in the anchor cells is also mirror-confined, the 
neutral beams sustaining this plasma are also injected at an angle to produce 
a sloshing-ion plasma and electrostatic well. Trapping of warm plasma in this 
electrostatic well fills in the loss-cone distribution of the hat ions and 
provides for microstability of the anchor plasma. Good connection between the 

central cell and anchor plasma is required in order to assure both MHD sta
bility and trapped particle stability of TASKA-M. This requires feeding gas 
into the transition region between the central cell and anchor in order to 
maintain a sufficient plasma density there. This plasma is electrostatically 

3.1-1 
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Fig. 3.1-1. The TASKA-M configuration and the magnetic and potential 
profiles. 
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contained by the anchor; some of it can scatter into the electrostatic well in 
the anchor. This is the source of the warm plasma required to maintain micro
stability of the anchor plasma. 

The basic configuration of TASKA-M therefore consists of three separate 
mirror-confined plasmas; a central cell and two anchors. Unlike usual tandem 
mirrors, electrostatic confinement of the dominant plasma components is not 
utilized. An electrostatic potential is used only to trap a warm plasma which 
is roughly 10% of the total density. The plasma in each cell is separately 
microstable, but the conn~ction of the three plasmas is required for overall 
MHD stability. Electron heating in the central cell is assumed to heat all. 
electrons because of good electron thermal transport along the magnetic field. 
The central cell plasma is 50:50 deuterium-tritium and therefore provides the 
neutrons for the test modules; the anchor cell plasmas are essentially 100% 
deuterium and therefore generate few neutrons. This reduces the shielding 
required for the yin-yang magnets and transition magnet. 

The TASKA-M configuration makes considerable use of sloshing-ions to 
generate electrostatic wells and trap warm plasma for microstability. A 
sloshing-ion plasma has been produced in TMX-Upgrade( 1) and the asso~iated 
improved microstability has been observed. Direct electron heating by Landau 
damping of ion cyclotron waves has not been attempted, although the effect is 
well-founded in theory. Experimental observations of electron heating by RF 
in the TFR( 2 ) tokamak have been interpreted as due to Landau damping. Backup 

options for electron heating are ECRH in the transition region or electron 
Landau damping of lower hybrid waves. 

Finally, it should be noted that the TASKA-M configuration does not 
contain a thermal barrier. The reason for this is two-fold. First, a thermal 
barrier has not yet been produced (as of the writing of this report) and it 
was our desire to keep the physics as simple as possible and to minimize the 

extrapolation from the present data base. Second, neutral beam pumping of the 
thermal barrier in TASKA(3) presented considerable complications and expense. 

It was our objective in TASKA-M to minimize the cost. Recently, ideas con
cerning drift pumping(4) of thermal barriers have emerged. These, however, 

are untested experimentally and are not completely evaluated from the point of 
view of theory. Consequently, to incorporate a thermal barrier based on drift 
orbit .pumping would be inconsistent with our physics philosophy. 
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In the following sections of this chapter we present the detailed physics 
analysis of TASKA-M. These include the power balance model (Section 3.2) and 
the design pofnt chosen using this model (Section 3.3), Fokker-Planck calcu
lations of the sloshing-ion plasma (Section 3.4), MHD stability (Section 3.5), 
central cell microstability (Section 3.6), trapped particle stability (Section 
3.7), and the halo plasma (Section 3.8) surrounding the hot plasma. Finally, 
in Section 3.9, we present some work on the startup of theTASKA-M plasma. 
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3.2 Power Balance of TASKA-M 
The basic performance of TASKA-M has been calculated using a zero

dimensional model for the power and particle balance of the plasma. ·It treats 

two distinct regions of the machine (central cell and anchor) and includes 
power and particle flows required to sustain the various hot ion, warm ion, 

and electron species. A zero-dimensional model was chosen for this study 

since, in addition to being tractable, it permits quick solution of the system 

of equations and is therefore well-suited to design studies. This approach 

requires some approximati0ns; thesewill be discussed where appropriate. All 

formulas are written in SI units except certain selected formulas which are 

written in plasma engineering units (cm, keV, tesla, s, except that power is 

measured in MW and neutron wall loading in MW/m2). Theseare noted where they 

occur. 
3.2.1 General Considerations 

There is assumed to be one electron population with density nec at the 

midplane of the central cell and density neA at the midplane of the anchor. 

The electron temperature, Te, is assumed to be the same in both regions. The 

four ion species are: (1) hot, magnetically trapped in the central cell (nHc' 

EHe); (2) warm, electrostatically trapped in the central cell (nwc' Ewe); 

(3) hot, magnetically trapped in the anchor (nHA' EHA); and (4) warm, electro

statically trapped in the anchor (nWA' EwA)· Here E refers to the mean ion 
energy and not the temperature, and n is the corresponding density. 

The radial density profile of each species is assumed to be 

n(r) = n(O)(l- (r/a)m) (3.2-1) 

where n(O) is the on-axis density and a is the plasma radius. The profile 

exponent, m, is taken to be three in this work. The mean ion energy and 

electron temperature is assumed to be independent of radius up to the plasma 

edge. These profiles are assumptions which need to be checked by either 

experiment or detailed radial beam deposition and plasma transport calcu

lations. They are qualitatively in agreement with experiments so far. Conse

quently the pressure profile, p(r), is the same as the density profile and the 
fusion power density varies only as n2(r). Finite ß corrections to the mag

netic field strength are calculated using the 11 long-thin 11 approximation: 

3.2-1 
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2 8 (r) + p(r) = constant • 
2ll

0 

Because of the radial Variation of B(r) and the axial variation of ß = 

p/(B2/2lJ
0

), the axial mirrar ratio is a function of radius. In evaluating the 
confinement time of mirror-trapped ions, the mirrar ratio calculated using the 
radial-averaged ß is used. The radial-averaged ß is given by 

a 
4nlJ

0 
T I n( r) 

o ß(O)m <ß> = ---.......... ...,......-- = ...:........:..,..:....,.. 2
8
2 m + 2 na 

rdr 
(3.2-2) 

where ~ is the profile exponent and ß(O) is the on-axis ß. 
A quantity appearing in many of the equations is the volume average of 

the square of the plasma density. We assume the density n(r,z) can be written 
as a separable function of r and z: 

n(r,z) = n(O,O)(l - (r/a)m) f(z) . (3.2-3) 

Thus 

We define the effective volume, VP' suchthat 

(3.2-4) 

Thus 2 m2 2 
V p = n a ( m + 1) ( m + 2) I dz f ( z) (3.2-5) 

The axial density profile is normalized suchthat f(O) = 1. We can also 

define an effective plasma length, LP' by 

2 Lp = J dz f ( z) • (3.2-6) 

Fora sloshing ion plasma, f(z) rises above unity at the density peaks. In 
this case Lp can be langer than the physical length of the plasma. In the 
following sections, we drop the argument (0,0) and let n represent the on-axis 
density at the midplane. 

3.2-2 
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3.2.2 Central Cell Ions 

Hot ions in the central cell are produced by ionization and trapping of 

the high energy neutral beams injected into the central cell. A low energy 

beam is also injected in order to produce a population of warm ions filling 

the loss-cone of the hat ions and thereby providing microstability. Both 
neutral beams interact with both the hat and warm components of the plasma by 

charge exchange, as well as by ion and electron impact ionization. Conse
quently, hat and warm charge exchange neutrals are generated; these have a 

finite probability of escaping from the plasma. Pitch angle scattering and 

energy diffusion also cause hat and warm ions to become untrapped and escape 
axially. 

Let nHb and nwb be the density of hat and warm beam neutrals, respective
ly, in the plasma. Also, let Vb be the volume in which the beams interact 
with the plasma. Then, particle conservation on the hat ion component gives 

(3.2-7) 

The left side is the axial lass of hat ions; (nT)Hc is the confinement product 
of the hot ions and is discussed later. The first term on the right side is 

the source due to electron and ion impact ionization of the high energy 
neutral beam. The second term is the source of hot ions due to charge ex
change of the high energy beam with the warm plasma. The third term is the 
hat ion source due to charge exchange of the high energy beam with the hot 

ions; a fraction f~ of the hat charge exchange neutrals escapes the plasma and 

a fraction (1 - f~) is re-ionized before escaping. The fourth term is the 

loss of hat ions because of charge exchange of hat ions with the warm beam in

jected into the plasma. In Eq. (3.2-7) and elsewhere, <ov>e, <ov> 1, <ov>cx 

are the rate coefficients for electron and ion impact ionization, and charge 
exchange, respectively. The superscript H or w denotes the mean energy at 

which <ov>; and <ov>cx are evaluated. 
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Particle conservation for the warm ion component gives 

(3.2-8) 

+ Vw< W (1 _ fw) + Vw< >H H VHfw nwcnwb b av>cx e nHcnwb b ov cx- nwcnHb<ov>cx b e · 

The first term on the left represents the lass of warm ions due to Coulomb 
collisions among themselves. Since these ions are trapped in an electrostatic 
well, the confinement product, (nT)wc• is calculated using the Pastukhov 
formula; this is discussed in a later section. The second term on the left is 
the lass of warm ions due to Coulomb collisions of warm ions with hot ions; 
(nT)wHc is the appropriate confinement product for this process. The first, 
second, and third terms on the right are the sources due to electron, warm 
ion, and hot ion impact ionization of the warm neutral beam, respectively. 
The fourth term is the source due to charge exchange between the warm neutral 
beam and the warm plasma; a fraction fw of the warm charge exchange neutrals e 
escapes before re-ionization. The fifth term is the warm ion source due to 
charge exchange of the warm neutral beam with the hot ions. The last term is 
the lass which occurs when warm plasma charge exchanges with the high energy 
neutral beam. 

The neutral atom densities, nHb and nwb• in the beams are obtained from 
the trapping rates of the neutral beams. Let IH and Iw be the injected cur
rents of the high and low energy neutral beams, respectively, and f~ and f~ be 

the corresponding fraction of the incident currents that are trapped (i .e., 
interact with the plasma). Then 

(3.2-9) 

I fw = en bvwb[n <ov> + n <ov>~ + nwc<ov>wcx w t w ec e wc 1 

(3.2-10) 

H H + nH <ov>. + nH <ov> ] . c 1 c cx 
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Using Eqs. 3.2-9 and 3.2-10, we can eliminate "Hbvb and "wbvb from Eqs. 3.2-7 

and 3.2-8. This gives us two equations for the injection currents IH and Iw 
required to sustain the plasma. These equations can be solved to yield 

where the elements of the matrix a are 
' 

a = n (<ov> + <ov>~) + n <ov>H + nH <ov>H (1 - fH) · 11 ec e 1 wc cx c cx e 

= n <ov>H fw - wc cx e 

= n <ov> + n <ov>~ + nH <ov>~ + n <ov>w (1 - fw) ec e wc 1 c 1 wc cx e 

H + nH <ov> c cx 

The elements of the vector b are 

2 

b1 
nHc V He 

= 
{n·r)Hc 

2 V 
b2 = "wc wc 

( n·r) 
WC 

The coefficients DH and Dw are 

nHc nwc Vwc 
+ 

( n T) wHc 

DH = n ( <ov> + <ov>H + <ov>H ) ec e cx cx 

3.2-5 
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(3.2-12) 

(3.2-13) 

(3.2-14) 

(3.2-15) 

(3.2-16) 

(3.2-17) 

(3.2-18) 

(3.2-19) 
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D = n <ov> + n (<ov>w + <ov>~) + nH (<ov>H + <ov>~) • w ec e we cx 1 c cx 1 
(3.2-20) 

Equations 3.2-11 to 3.2-20 are sufficient to determine the required currents 
of the high and low energy neutral beams. 

In addition to the various particle source and lass terms, we have to 
consider energy sources and sinks as well. Apowerbalance on the hot ion 
component' gi ves 

(3.2-21) 

The first term is the alpha power deposited in the hot ions; Oa is the energy 
of the fusion born alpha particles and fi is the fraction of this energy going 
to the ions, fi = 1 - 0.91 exp(-Te/102), where Te is in keV. The secend term 
on the left is the power deposited by the high energy beam in the hot ions due 

to ionization and charge exchange of the beam. The energy EHb is not the full 
energy component, but a mean energy which takes into account the current in 
the one-half and one-third energy components of the beam. The first term on 
the right is the power carried by ions escaping axially; they leave with mean 
energy Eout· The secend and third terms represent the lass due to charge ex
change of the hot plasma with the hot and warm neutral beams. The charge ex

change neutrals are assumed to have the mean hot plasma energy, EHe' and an 
escape probability f~. The fourth tenn is the cooling of the hot plasma by 
electron drag and the fifth tenn is the cooling by the drag of the hot ion 
component on the warm ion component. 

Apower balance on the warm plasma yields 
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{3.2-22) 

n2 n n 
+ ( we + we He ) V ( ß<P + 2 E ) e ( 1 5 T E ) V 

(nT)we (nT)wHe we we "J wc - nwe vew • e - we we 

- n n ve V { E - E ) wc He Hw we He we • 

The terms on the left side of Eq. 3.2-22 represent the power deposited in the 
warm ions by the low energy neutral beam; deposition oceurs by ionization and 

eharge exehange proeesses with both the warm and hot plasma components. The 
first two terms on the right are the power lasses due to the eseape of warm 

eharge exehange neutrals; these are ereated by charge exehange of the warm 
plasma with the high energy and low energy neutral beamst respectively. The 

third term is the energy carried out by warm ions upseattering in energy and 

eseaping the eonfining potential well. ß<Pwe is the potential eonfining the 

warm ions. The fourth and fifth terms represent the heating of the warm 

plasma by Coulomb collisions with eleetrons and hat ionst respectively. 

The neutral beam intensitiest nHbvb and nwbVbt in Eqs. 3.2-21 and 3.2-22 
ean be eliminated using Eq. 3.2-9 and 3.2-10. The resulting equations ean 

then be used to solve for either the mean ion energiest EHe or Ewe for given 
neutral beam injeetion energiest or solved for the required injeetion energies 

to sustain given mean ion energies. 

The (nT)Hc product of the hot sloshing ion plasma component is calculated 
using the Logan-Rensink model (1) but with the eoeffieients modified by fitting 

the (n<)Hc and mean ion energyt EHct to Fokker-Planck eode ealculations for 
the sloshing ions for parameters in the range expeeted for TASKA-M. Thus, we 

write 

3T 
(1 - ~)]-1 

He 
{3.2-23) 

3. 2-7 
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where Einj is the full energy component of the injected beam, ln Ai and ln Aei 
are the Coulomb logarithms for ion and electron scattering, respectively, mH 

and m0 are the proton and deuteron masses, respectively, mi is the ion mass, 
and c1 is a coefficient to be determined. Equation 3.2-23 is written in 

plasma engineering units. Reff in Eq. 3.2-23 is the effective mirrar ratio 
and is defined as 

Reff = 1 + ( cf> - cf>t) /E. . e 1nJ 
(3.2-24) 

where Rm is the beta-corrected mirrar ratio 

B2 
Rm =-----

B111 - <ßc> 
sinj is the injection angle, cf>e is the potential at the central cell midplane, 

and cf>t is the potential at the mirrar throat. We define a cutoff energy 

cf>e - cf>t 
E = ----..,...-----

c R . 2s 1 s1n .. -m 1nJ 

Then the mean ion escape energy is given by 

T· 
(E .. + E - 1

) 
1 nJ c Td 

Eout = T. 
(1 + _1) 

Td 

(3.2-25) 

(3.2-26) 

where Ti/Td, the ratio of the ion collision time to the electron drag time, is 
gi ven by 

(3.2-27) 

c2 is a second adjustable constant. The coefficients c1 and c2 are obtained 
by fitting the (nT)Hc confinement product and mean energy EHe to Fokker-Planck 

results, as described in Section 3.A. The values chosen are 
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and c2 = o.o55 • 

The warm ion confinement product (nT) c is simply the Pastukhov( 2) 
formula as corrected and expanded by Cohen13) 

3.51 x 1011 E3/2 m ß~ ß~ G(R /2) 
( nT) = -~r=-.----W_C_ ( _j_) 1/2 r e Xp (r) .......... -W--r:-~ 

wc 1 n Ai mH wc wc I ( E w/ ß~ c) 

in plasma engineering units, where 

G(x) = 4 (1 + }) 112 ln 
(1 + .!._ )1/2 + 1 

( X ] 
(1 + _!_ )1/2 - 1 ' 

X 

1 + X 
2" I(x) = -~ 2 

1 + X 
4 

(3.2-28) 

(3.2-29) 

(3.2-30) 

and Rw is the mirror ratio between the midplane of the central cell and the 
turning point of the sloshing ions, 

1 
Rw = - . ....,..2--

sln s .. 
1 nJ 

(3.2-31) 

The confinement product (nT)wHc is the effect of Coulomb collisions be
tween the warm ions and the hot ions on the loss rate of the warm ions. For 
this nT we use 

(nT) H = (nT) w c wc 
E 
(~)3/2 

wc 
(3.2-32) 

since the relative speed between the warm and hot ions is determined primarily 
by the hot i on energy. 

The rate of cooling of the hot ions by collisional exchange of energy 

with the electrons is determined by the coefficient v~H' which in plasma engi

neering units is given by 

1.03 x 10-13 n ln A • mH 
vc = ec e1 (-) 

eH T • mi 
(3.2-33) 

e 

3.2-9 
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The same expression is also used for v~w' the collisional transfer between the 
electrons and warm ions. For the energy transfer between hat and warm ions, 
we use 

-12 4.4x10 n lnA. 
vc = ---:::---'-......"...._wc....,.... __ , _ 

Hw (2 mi )(E ~ + EHe )1.5 • 
mH He mi ~ 

(3.2-34) 

The warm plasma is taken to be pure deuterium, whereas the hat plasma is a 
50:50 mixture of deuterium and tritium. Thus we take mi/mH = 2.5. 
3.2.3 Hot and Warm Ions in the Anchor 

T~e same considerations apply to the ions in the anchor as to the central 
cell ions. The one exception to this is the ion population in the transition 
region; these ions are electrostaticaily contained by the anchor potential 
relative to the transition region. Upon being detrapped by -Coulomb collisions 
they pass through the anchor with low velocity on their way out of the 
machine. Since they 11 dribble 11 through the anchor, they have a reasonabl e 
probability of being trapped in the anchor; this trapping process provides a 
source of warm plasma for the anchor. For this reason, we do not use a low 
energy neutral beam in the anchor to provide warm plasma. The only beam in
jected into the anchor is the high energy sloshing ion beam. With this 
change, the analysis in Section 3.2.2 for the central cell ions also applies 
to the anchor ions. The same basic formulae are used for the various nT 1

S and 
Eout in the particle and energy conservation equations. 
3.2.4 Electrostatic Potential 

Since the electrons are taken to be Maxwellian along magnetic field 
lines, the potential differences between various points in the plasma is ob
tained by the Boltzmann relation 

where ~ and Te are measured in the same units. This relationship is used to 
determine the potential profile in the central cell and anchor assuming a 

starting value, ~e' for the potential at the midplane of the central ce~l 

relative to the end wall; we take the end wall potential tobe zero here, al-

3.2-10 
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though its value is arbitrary. The potential ~e is found by assuming ambi
polarity of the partiele fluxes to the end walls. Sinee only the net flux and 
not the axial flux is required to be ambipolar, this assumption is based on 
another assumption -- either the radial partiele loss is separately ambipolar 
or that it is negligible eompared with the axial loss. In TASKA-M, most of 
the partieles are eontained in the eentral eell, whieh is axisymmetrie. 
Henee, we do not expeet an enhaneed ion radial loss due to non-axisymmetrie 
effeets for these partieles. Furthermore, the ion distribution is sloshing 
and therefore poorly eonfined against piteh angle seattering leading to axial 
loss. Consequently we expeet the axial loss to dominate over the radial loss. 
The MHD anehor is a yin-yang eonfiguration and therefore is not axisymmetric, 
but has a quadrupole eomponent. The drift surfaees of trapped ions, however, 
eoineide with the flux surfaees, at least to lowest order. Consequently, a 
large radial loss is not antieipated. The axial loss should dominate beeause 
the ions are only mirror-eonfined in a modest mirrar ratio and have a sloshing 
distribution. 

For the above reasons, we eonsider only axial lasses in the ambipolarity 

eondition determining the potential ~e· Equating the eleetron eurrent to the 
ion eurrent at the end wall gives the equation 

2 V 2 2 2 
"He He+ ( "we + "He"we)) V + 2 "HAVHA + 2 ( "wA + "wA"HA ) V 
(n,)He (nT)we (nT)wHe we (nT)HA (nT)wA (nT)wHA wA 

= 
f n~ dV 

(nT) e 

where the integral is over the entire plasma. We take 

(3.2-35) 

(3.2-36) 

For the eleetron eonfinement produet (nT)e we use the Pastukhov formula, 

3.2-11 
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{3.2-37) 

where Rm is the beta-corrected mirror ratio in the central cell, and G and I 

are defined in Eqs. 3.2-29 and 3.2-30. Equation 3.2-35 gives us a trans

cendental equation for ~e· Alpha particles are neglected since their current 
is small compared with the other currents. 

3.2.5 Electron Power Balance 
The remaining consideration in the power balance model is the electron 

power balance. This determines the amount of electron heating, PE, required 
to maintain a given electron temperature. This gives the result 

{3.2-38) 

The first term on the right of Eq. 3.2-38 is the power carried by the axial 

electron loss; the electrons are assumed to carry energy (~e + Te) as they 
leave the plasma. Px is the bremsstrahlung radiation; the third term is the 

alpha heating power transferred to the electrons. We take 

fe = 0.88 exp(-Te/67.4) , {3.2-39) 

where Te is in keV, as the fraction going to the electrons. The remaining 

term in Eq. (3.2-38) is the collisional energy transfer between the electrons 

and the various ion species. 

3.2.6 Neutral Beam Trapping Fraction 
The trapping fraction, ft, is defined as that fraction of the incident 

neutral atoms in the beam which upon hitting the plasma, are either ionized or 

undergo charge exchange with the plasma ions. The shine-through fraction, f 5 , 

3.2-12 
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is that fraction which traverses the plasma without interaction. Thus 
ft + fs = 1 in our ,definitions. If the beam were a pencil beam (i.e., zero 
transverse size) then we would get 

n ( s) <ov>T 
ft = 1 - exp {-f ds} 

vb 

where the integral is along the beam path, <ov>r is the total rate coeffi
cient, and vb is the beam velocity. Realistic neutral beams for mirror de
vices, however, have beam dimensions on the order of the plasma size and thus 
the trapping fraction along different "beamlets" varies greatly. We have to 
consider the finite beam and plasma size to get an accurate estimate of the 
net tra~ping fraction. 

We assume that the plasma is cylindrical with a radial density profile 

r < a 

and is uniform in z, the cylindrical axis, at least 6ver the section inter
cepted by the beam. The beam axis is assumed to be in the x-z plane and to 
intercept the z-axis at an angle e; e = n/2,corresponds to normal incidence. 
The incident beam is assumed to have negligible angular divergence at the 
plasma, but a finite extent in the plane perpendicular to its axis. Consider 
an infinitesimal beamlet at height y and axial coordinate z at the midplane 
(x = 0). All such beamlets see the same plasma over their path length and 
hence have the same trapping fraction. Thus we can write the beamlet trapping 
fracti on as 

x1 
ft(y) = 1 - exp {- f 

-x1 

<ov>T dx } n(x,y) --:-v- s1n e 
b 

where the integral along the beam path has been transformed to an integral 
over x; the limits tx1 are given by 

Now n(x,y) dx 
a dx 

= 2 f n( r) ar dr = 
y 

3.2-13 
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and 
dx _ r _ r 
dr- x-

//- y2 

since r2 = x2 + y2. 

n( r) to get 
We let u = r/a, u0 = y/a and use the radial profile for 

1 
I(y) = 2n am f um- 1 /G 2 - u~ du , 

0 u 
0 

after integrating by parts. This can be evaluated analytically, but there is 
no single form for all m. We let 

2n am 
I(y) = m ~ 1 Im(uo) 

where 
1 

Im= (m + 1) f um- 1 /u2 - u~ du • 
uo 

Im is tabulated in Table 3.2-1 form = 2, 3, 4. 

The trapping fraction of an individual beamlet at height y is thus 

(3.2-40) 

where a = 

We now integrate over the beam cross section to get the net trapping 
fraction. Let (x',y') be Cartesian coordinates in the plane perpendicular to 
the beam axis, with y' = y, and integrate the beam current density over x' to 
get 

As a model, we take 

I(y) = f J(x' ,y') dX'' • 

I (y) = 

2 
J e-(y/>.) 

0 ' 

0 

3.2-14 
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Table 3.2-1. The Function Im(u0 ) 

m 

2 

3 

4 

The beam is tobe collimated at a height A. The net trapping fraction is then 

Ymax A 2 
J dy e-(YI ) ft(y) 

0 
f t = --~-----=----

/ dy e- ( y I A) 2 
( 3. 2-42) 

0 

where Ymax is the lesser of A and a. The integral to evaluate ft has to be 
done numerically and depends on the choice form and ajA. Figure 3.2-1 shows 

ft versus a for m = 3 and various values of a/A. In the TASKA-M power balance 
code we use m = 3 and A = 0.8a to get the trapping fraction of the various 

neutral beams. 

3.2.7 Neutron Wall Loading 

The neutron wall loading is nonuniform axially because of the density 

profile of the hot ions in the central cell. A simple estimate of the local 

wall loading, r(z), can begatten using the lang-thin approximation: 

_ n~c (z)<ov>fQnr~(z) 
r(z) - 8rw(z) 

where rp(z) is the local plasma radius, rw(z) is the local wall radius, <ov>f 

is the D-T fusion reaction rate, and On= 14.1 MeV. TASKA-M is defined so 
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that rw(z) is greater than rp(z) by one gyrodiameter of a 3.5 MeV alpha parti
cle; this avoids direct bombardment of the first wall by energetic alpha 

particles. 
The above estimate for the local wall loading overestimates the peak wall 

loading by about 20%. This is because the long-thin approximation fails near 

the peak; the wall radius is comparable to the axial extent of the peak. Con

sequently, a more accurate expression for the local wall loading has been de
veloped. The plasma is assumed to be a line source at r = 0 which emits Q(z 0 ) 

neutrons isotropically per unit length per second at the source point z = z0 • 

The number of neutrons emitted at z0 and passing through an annular ring at z 
is then 

dN = Q(z ) dz ~ 
0 0 'tlT 

where dS'l is the solid angle subtended by the ring; see Fig. 3.2-2. Now, the 
incremental wall loading at z due to the source at z0 is 

dr=~Q = dA n 

where dS'l = 21r sin 8 d8, dA= 21rr dz, R d8 = sin 8 dz, and R2 = r2 + (z - z0 )2. 

Thus 

r Q(zo) 
d r ( z ) = ----,;~----;.........,.-rn dz Q 

2 z )2]3/2 41T o n • [r + (z 
0 

Integrating over the line source gives 

The source strength is simply 

dz 
0 

n2 ( z ) 
Q( ) = He o 

2 o 4 

(3.2-43) 

(3.2-44) 

This allows us to compute a better approximation for the local wall loading. 
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Fig. 3.2-2. Notation for computing the wall loading of a nonuniform line 
source. 
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The neutron source strength Q(z0 ) is also used in the neutranies calculations 
in Chapter 5. 
3.2.8 Structure of the Power Balance Code 

The power balance code solves the relevant equations in Sections 3.2.1-
3.2.6 for a solution consistent with the objectives of TASKA-M. The input 
data are of three types. First, there are the machine parameters: vacuum 
magnetic field everywhere, energy and injection angle of the high energy 
central cell beams, injection angle of the anchor beams, species of the vari
ous injected particles. Second, there are plasma parameters: electron 
temperature; beta in the central cell and in the anchor; the ratio of the po

tential of the anchor, ~a' to the central cell potential, ~e (this determines 
the anchor density relative to the central cell density). Finally, we have 
various parameters which are obtained or inferred from other codes. The 
bounce-average Fokker-Planck code yields values for the density ratio, 
nH(z)/nh(O), of the sloshing ions in the central cell and anchor. This, com
bined with the magnetic field profile, yields the effective length of the hot 
and warm ion species. 
escape probability f~ 

The neutron wall 
input data. The code 

A neutral atom transport code gives estimates for the 
of the hot neutrals. 

loading at the midplane of the central cell is also 
then solves in an iterative fashion for the plasma 

density, plasma radius, and wall radius to yield this wall loading consistent 
with the other input data. The warm plasma required for microstability is 
evaluated self-consistently using the analysis described in Section 3.6.4. A 
rough flow diagram of the power balance code is shown in Fig. 3.2-3. The 
final convergence test is that all iteration loops between points 1 and 4 be 
passed on the first try with an error criteria of 10-3 since the last time 
point 1 was reached. 
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Fig. 3.2-3. Flow diagram of the power balance code. 
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3.3 The TASKA-M Design Point 

The power balance model described in Section 3.2 was used to compute the 

required plasma parameters, neutral beam powers, and electron heating power to 

achieve a given neutron wall loading at the midplane of the central cell. 

With this code, one can perfonn a series of parametric calculations to 11 0pti

mize11 the TASKA-M parameters. In addition to minimizing the injected power 

for a given magnetic field and neutron wall loading, one has to consider other 

aspects of the design point. For example, there are limitations on how much 

neutral beam power can be injected through a single beam line, or how much RF 

power can be applied to a single antenna. The number of beam lines and 

antennas is limited by the space available. One also needs to retain suffi

cient space (with good access) for blanket and materials test modules. There 

are also plasma physics considerations not incorporated into the power balance 

model; these are usually checked after some possible design points are se

lected for more detailed examination. These include MHD interchange stability 

criteria, Fokker-Planck calculations of the sloshing-ion plasma, microstabili

ty of the mirror-confined ions, and trapped particle stability. These con

siderations may suggest changes in the plasma parameters; the process is then 

iterated again. 

The above process was used to 11 Zero-in 11 on the TASKA-M design point se

lected. First we give the details for this design point and then present re

sults in which some of the design parameters are varied. Table 3.3-1 lists 

the main machine and power parameters of TASKA-M. Table 3.3-2 presents the 
main plasma physics parameters, and Table 3.3-3 lists the neutral beam and RF 

heating parameters. The neutron wall loading is 0.7 MW/m2 at the central cell 

midplane and rises to a peak value of 1.3 MW/m2 at the density maximum; the 

wall loading profile is shown in Fig. 3.3-1. This is calculated using Eq. 

3.2-43 and assuming the local wall radius follows the local plasma radius with 

a separation of 2 alpha particle gyroradii. The actual f1rst wall radius of 

the machine is somewhat different for construction simplicity, and hence the 

wall loading used in the neutranies analysis is different in some regions. 

Shown in Fig. 3.3-2 is the effect of varying the wall loading; other design 

parameters (e.g., ß, magnetic fields, neutral beam injection energy, etc., are 

held constant). We see a sharp rise in the injected power and the electron 

heating power with increasing wall loading. In this parametric variation, the 

3.3-1 
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Table 3.3-1. TASKA-M General Parameters 

Neutron Wall Loading 

Central cell midplane (at 0.25 m radius) 

Central cell maximum 

Fusion Power 

Magnetic Fields 

Central cell - midplane 

Central cell - maximum 

Transition region - minimum 

Anchor - midplane 

Anchor - maximum 

Central Cell Dimensions 

Length between magnetic field peaks 

Length between density peaks 

Wallradius in the test zone 

Anchor Dimensions 

Length between magnetic field peaks 

Length between density peaks 

Wall radius - midplane 

3.3-2 

0. 7 MW/m2 

1. 3 MW/m2 

6.8 MW 

4.2 T 

17.5 T 

2.2 T 

1.0 T 

2.7 T 

5.5 m 

3.4 m 

0.22-0.25 m 

5.4 m 

3.4 m 

0.37 m 
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Table 3.3-2. TASKA-M Plasma Parameters* 

Central Cell 

On-axis ß 
Radially-averaged ß 
Electron temperature 
Hot i on dens ity 
Hot ion sloshing density ratio 
Mean hot ion energy 
Mean hot ion escape energy 
(nT)Hc - hot ions 
Warm ion density 
Mean warm ion energy 
(nr)wc - warm ions 
Potential (to ground) 
Warm ion confining potential 
Plasma radi us 
Radial profile exponent 

Anchor 
On-axis ß 
Radially averaged ß 
Electron temperature 
Hot i on dens i ty 
Hot ion sloshing density ratio 
Mean hot ion energy 
Mean hot ion escape energy 
(nT)HA - hot ions 
Warm dens ity 
Mean warm ion energy 
(nT)wA - warm ions 
Potential (to ground) 
Warm ion confining potential 

Plasma radius 
Radial profile exponent 

0.50 
0.30 
14 keV 
3.3 x 1014 cm-3 
1.59 
84 keV 
67 keV 
1. 0 x 10 13 s I cm 3 

3.0 x 1013 cm-3 

5.8 keV 12 s/cm3 1. 3 X 10 

59 kV 
5.3 kV 
12 cm 
3 

0.50 
o. 30 
14 keV 

2.6 X 1013 
1.4 
60 keV 
56 keV 

12 3.0 X 10 

2.6 X 1012 
6.6 keV 
6.6 X 1011 

24 keV 
3.4 keV 

24 cm 
3 

sjcm3 

cm-3 

sjcm3 

* spatially dependent parameters are given on-axis at the midplane. 
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Table 3.3-3. TASKA-M Neutral Beam and RF Heating Parameters 

Central Cell 
High Energy Neutral Beams 

Injection valtage 

Total injected power 
lnjection angle 

Species 
Trapping fraction 

Number of beam lines 

Low Energy Neutral Beam 

Injection valtage 

Total injected power 

Injection angle 

Species 
Trapping fraction 
Number of beam lines 

Anchor 

Medium Energy Neutral Beams 

lnjection valtage 

Total i njected power /anchor 
Injection angle 

Species 
Trapping fraction 

Number of beam lines/anchor 

RF Heating 

Absorbed power 

Frequency 

3. 3-4 

90 kV 

21 MW 
45° 
0.5 D/0.5 
0.92 

4 

12 kV 

0.60 MW 
70° 
D 

1 
1 

73 kV 

3.5 MW 
50° 
D 

o. 37 

1 

12 MW 
25 MHz 

T 
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Fig. 3.3-1. Axial profile of the 14.1 MeV neutron wall loading assuming the 
wall follows the plasma radius with a separation of 2 alpha 
particle gyroradii. 
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Fig. 3.3-2. Variation of the high energy neutral beam power and electron 
heating power with the midplane neutron wall loading. 
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primary change is in the plasma radius, which has to increase to produce the 
higher wall loading. The neutral beam power and electron heating power in
crease because of the increased plasma volume. 

The hot ion sloshing density ratio of 1.59 in the central cell is typical 
of values obtained from the Fokker-Planck calculations described in Section 
3.4. This density ratio is very sensitive to the injection angle. With the 
present configuration it is difficult to getan injection angle less than 45° 
without lengthening the central cell. A smaller injection angle and a higher 
density ratio would yield a greater wall loading near the peak and allow a 
reduced electron temperature for a given warm ion confining potential. 

The sloshing density ratio is maintained by the high energy neutral 
beams. Charge exchange between the incident neutral beam atoms and the plasma 
removes ions with pitch angles near 90° and replaces them with ions at the 
injection angle. Consequently, the density dip is pumped by charge exchange 
while being filled by collisional scattering. Because charge exchange de
creases with increasing energy in the energy range of interest, the effective
ness of this process decreases with increasing beam energy. Raising the beam 
energy also reduces the plasma density for a given ß and thereby reduces the 
fusion power density. On the other hand, too low a beam energy leads to high 
collisional lasses per unit volume. Shown in Fig. 3.3-3 is the effect of 
changing the high energy neutral beam energy in the central cell. The slosh
ing ion density ratio is held constant in this variation; this is not realis
tic but not enough Fokker-Planck calculations have been done in order to para
meterize this effect. There is little effect of the beam energy on the beam 
power; the electron power decreases somewhat with increasing beam energy. A 
compensating effect not included in this graph is the reduced neutralization 
efficiency with increasing beam energy. 

TASKA-M is designed with an electron temperature of 14 keV. Decreasing 
the electron temperature reduces the required RF power to sustain the 
electrons. · This also reduces the electron contribution to the beta and there
by allows a higher plasma density and smaller radius for a given wall loading. 

On the other hand, one gets a smaller potential, ß~W' in which to confine the 
warm plasma. Figure 3.3-4 shows the effect of electron temperature on the 

neutral beam and electron heating power and on ß~wiEwc· Because of concern 
about ß~wiEwc' we chose Te tobe 14 keV. 
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Fig. 3.3-3. Variation of the high energy neutral beam power and electron 
heating power with the energy of the high energy beam. 
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Fig. 3.3-4. Variation of high energy beam power, electron heating power, and 
warm ion confining potential with electron temperature. 
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The warm ion density in the central cell and anchor is determined by 
microstability requirements, as described in Section 3.6.4. The power balance 
code gives a warm ion neutral beam energy of 7 keV and a current of 14 amps to 
sustain the warm ion plasma. The warm ion beam energy has been raised to 12 
keV in order to improve penetration and because low energy neutral beams are 
difficult to make. The neutral beam current has al'so been raised to 50 amps 
because of a concern that only a small fraction of the 12 keV ions will down
scatter into the 5 keV warm plasma population. The power balance model 
described in Section 3.2 uses the Pastukhov time for the warm plasma confine
ment time. This assumes the warm plasma is essentially Maxwellian with 

ß~wciEwc ~ 1. Because a higher energy was chosen for the warm plasma neutral 
beam, this model is not directly applicable for determining the required beam 
current. Figure 3.3-5 shows the velocity space in the vicinity of the warm 
plasma energy at the central cell midplane. Assuming the beam ions are 
initially spread isotropically by interaction with both the hot and warm 
plasma, about half of the injected particles will enter the warm part of 
velocity space. Some of these will be lost by scattering into the loss-cone 
before getting very deep into warm plasma region. In addition, charge ex
change lasses further reduce the fraction getting to the warm plasma region. 
Based on these considerations, the current of the warm plasma neutral beam has 
been raised to 50 amp at an energy of 12 keV. This is still only 500 kW of 
injected power, and thus this power level is not a major concern. 

Finally. we consider the effect of varying the beta of the central cell 
and anchor simultaneously. We keep ßc = ßA in this variation in order to pre
serve the beta ratio of the plasma in good curvature in the anchor to the 
plasma in bad curvature in the central cell. Shown in Fig. 3.3-6 is the ef
fect on the neutral beam power and electron power of changing ß. As can be 
expected, increasing ß reduces the required power. We have chosen ßc = ßA = 
0.5 in order to have margin for stability against ballooning modes, as well as 
interchange stability. 

The TASKA-M design point was mainly chosen from these considerations. It 
does not represent an optimum configuration (it is not even clear what 
functional to optimize), but represents a reasonable choice in order to obtain 
a design which is credible from both a physics and an engineering viewpoint. 
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Fig. 3.3-5. Velocity space at the central cell midplane showing the low ener

gy neutral beam and the loss-cone. 
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Fig. 3.3-6. Variation of the high energy beam power and electron heating 
power with ß. In this variation, central cell and anchor beta 
are kept equal. 
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Further analysis may suggest ways TASKA-M could be modified to be less expen
sive or have higher performance for the same cost. 
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3.4 Fokker-Planck Calculations for Ion Distribution Function 
3.4.1 Introduction 

The ion velocity space distribution function in TASKA-M is important for 
two reasons: 
1. Detailed design of the blanket and material test modules depends on the 

neutron wall loading profile which, in turn, depends on the density pro
file derived from the distribution function. 

2. Microinstabilities which will possibly degrade plasma confinement can 
occur if the ion distribution function does not fit certain criteria 
dtscussed in Section 3.6. 
Only the central cell neutral beams are investigated here, since they 

possess the largest amount of power and the end cell beam physics should be 
similar. Also, the reference case gives the ion distribution function for the 
90 keV neutral beams, but neglects the effect of the 12 keV beams. Although 
it would clearly be desirable to have that effect included, the presence of a 
low energy component in the ion distribution alters the fundamental time scale 
on which processes occur which, in turn, causes Fokker-Planck codes to require 
inordinate amounts of computer time. Since the low energy component is only 
about 10% of the total ion density, neglecting it should not alter the basic 
hot ion distribution function. Thus, the neutron wall loading profile should 
be reasonably accurate. For microstability calculations, however, warm ions 
must be added in an ad hoc way. 

The goals of these calculations were to: 
1. Model the physical processes involved with reasonable accuracy. 
2. Find a reference case which was close to the plasma physics power balance 

and magnetic field reference case values. 
3. To the extent possible, optimize the ion distribution function for micro

stability and wall loading criteria. 
The method used to find the distribution function is to run the LLNL 

Bounce-Average Fokker-Planck computer code (BA code).(1) The essence of the 
physics of bounce-average Fokker-Planck calculations is straightforward, al
though the calculations are typically very time consuming. The basic assump
tionisthat the plasma collisionality is sufficiently small so that particle 
bounce times are much less than collision times. The distribution function 
along the axis of a mirrar machine (z direction) thus depends only on the 
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distribution function at the midplane. The evolution of the distribution 
function in time may then be calculated by bounce averaging the collision 
operator and applying the resulting operator to the midplane distribution 
function. For details of how this procedure is implemented in the BA code, 
the reader is referred to Ref. 1. 

Section 3.4.2 describes the models used for magnetic field, electrostatic 
potential, and neutral beams. Section 3.4.3 presents some of the cases which 
were run in the process of choosing reference case parameters for TASKA-M. 
The reference case ion di~tribution function and plasma properties derived 
from it are given in Section 3.4.4. 
3.4.2 Models for Electrostatic Potential, Magnetic Field, and Neutral Beams 

Al.though the BA code is able to self-consistently solve for the electro
static potential, it is extremely time-consuming when it does so. Therefore, 
the cases presented in the next sections were run with a constant axial po
tential profile, and a check for self-consistency with density and temperature 
was done at the end of the run. The model potential profile and the computed 
density profile for the reference case are shown in Fig. 3.4-1, which shows 
that they correspond qualitatively quite well to the electrostatic potential 
calculated from the Boltzmann relation e~ =Te ln n/n

0
• Also, the electron 

temperature is 14 keV, giving a potential dip of 5.2 keV, so quantitative 
agreement is also very good. 

It was originally assumed that a parabolic axial magnetic field profile 
would be sufficiently accurate for investigating density profiles. As dis
cussed in the next section, however, more accuracy was required. The model 
magnetic field compared to the actual field generated by the detailed magnet 
analysis of Chapter 9 is shown in Fig. 3.4-2. 

Aceurate modeling of the interaction of the neutral beams with the plasma 
is a difficult task, and only a very simple model is used here. Ideally, a 
realistic beam profile, plasma profile, and reionization of charge exchanged 
neutrals would be included in the analysis. A radial transport equation would 
then have tobe solved in order to find a self-consistent plasma profile. 
Since the BA code is a velocity space code with only axial space dependence, 
another code would have had to be written in order to analyze radial depen
dence. The compromise chosen for TASKA-M was to use a simple mean free path 
attenuation of the beam to some nominal radius (chosen here to be 6 cm) as 
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Fig. 3.4-1. (a) Reference case density profile. (b) Model potential profile 
(solid) and potential profile calculated from ~(z) = Te ln 
n(z)/n0 (dashed). 
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input to the BA code, and to use the resulting approximate ion distribution 

function for subsequent analysis. Absolute plasma density values, therefore, 

need to be calculated by other means, as described in Section 3.2, although 

axial profiles and the general shape of the ion distribution function should 

be reasonably accurate. A brief description of the calculational method used 

here follows. 

Initially, the neutral beam source is taken tobe composed of 90% atomic 

D and T, and 5% each of two- and three-atom molecules. When dissociated, this 
leads to a beam with 78.3% full energy, 8.7% one-half energy, and 13% one
third energy components. When divergence due to the thermal spread in energy 

of the beam components is considered, the energy composition of the neutral 

beams becomes 87.4%, 6.0% and 6.6%. These divergences were calculated for a 
beam with a thermal energy, T, of 10 eV in the ion source, a 10 cm beam 
radius, a beam energy of 100 keV, and a 10 m beam path length. The final 

TASKA-M reference case (see Chapter 6) is close to these parameters, and re
fining them is not warranted, since the uncertainty due to charge exchange 
effects is much larger. The beam divergence angle is approximately given by 

arcsin [(T/Einj)112]. The density of the neutral beam at radius r is assumed 
to be given by n(r) = n0e-A(r) where 

10-7 1/2 < ov> tot rc 
dr (_!:___) 3] >-(r) = 7.15 X n J.l. f [1 -0 1 E ~~~ s 1 n e. rc r 1 nj 1nJ 

(3.4-1) 
1/2 4 

7.15 X 10-7 no J.li <ov\ot (i r c + r ) = EI/2 . 
- r 

. . s1 n e. . 4r~ 1 nJ 1 nJ 

where n0 is the on-axis plasma density in cm- 3, Einj is the neutral beam 

injection energy in eV, einj is the neutral beam injection angle, J.li is the 

ion mass divided by the proton mass, <ov>tot is the total charge exchange plus 

ionization rate, and a cubic radial density profile has been assumed. The 

overall attenuation of the neutral beams is about 92% (see Section 3.3) so, 

when attenuating to the r = 6 cm point, only the near side of the plasma is 

considered. The neutral beams are assumed to have Gaussian radial profiles, 

giving the effective area of a 10 cm radius beam as 
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( 3. 4-2) 

The beam current is taken to be given by Ib = Pb/<E>b, where <E>b is the aver
age beam energy. The total beam density at the plasma edge is then given by 

( 3.4-3) 

where the sum is over all energy components, fE is the fraction. of the beam, 

and vE is the velocity of an ion with energy E. The BA code requires ioni
zation and charge exchange rates as input. These are given by 

S = n e-A(r=6cm) <ov>. f 
iE bs 1E E ( 3. 4-4) 

and ScxE = n e-A(r=6cm) <ov> f bs cxE E {3.4-5) 

where SiE is the ionization rate for a beam with energy E, ScxE is the charge 
exchange rate, and the <ov>•s are defined similarly. 

The detailed Monte Carlo calculations of Section 6.2.3 give a reioni

zation rate of about 30% for charge exchanged neutrals. To model the effect 
of this on the ion distribution function, an extra beam is included with 30% 

of the charge exchange rate of the original beams. The energy spread of this 

beam will be larger than the very monoenergetic original beams, consequently 

reducing the sloshing ion density ratio. This is clearly rough, but is proba

bly within the accuracy of the calculations for which the distribution 

function wi 11 be used. 

3.4.3 Special Cases 

As the physics parameters of TASKA-M evolved, a variety of Fokker-Planck 
cases were run. In particular, the electrostatic potential went through con

siderable evolution. Since the BA code is very time-consuming, little para

metric variation could be done but, within a limited range, the following 

items were investigated: neutral beam species mix, electron temperature, beam 

injection angle, beam energy, magnetic field axial profile, and reionization. 

Reionization was modeled for a few cases (in a rather ad hoc way). When vary

ing a parameter, other parameters remain approximately constant unless stated 
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Table 3.4-1. Case Used for Varying Parameters -- NOT the Reference Case 

Average ion energy 
Average ion nT 

Electron temperature 

Midplane magnetic field {beta-corrected) 
Peak magnetic field 

Mirrar half-length 

Neutral beam source radius 

Midplane to mirror-peak potential 
Potential dip 

Comeuter Code In~ut 

Ionization source, s-1 

Charge exchange source, s-1 

Velocity spread, keV 

8-spread parameter 
(see Eq. 3.4-6) 

100 keV 
944 

891 

1 
200 

Neutral 

102 keV 
8.0 x 1012 cm-3 s 

14.7 keV 

3.5 T 
17.5 T 

270 cm 

10 cm 

32.4 keV 
11.3 keV 

Beam Com~onent 

50 keV 
52 

49 
0.5 

200 

33 keV 
46 

44 

0.33 
200 

otherwise. Most of the variation was done araund the case presented in Table 
3.4-1; the final reference case is presented in the next section. 

Beam species mixes for ion source components at 90:5:5, 75:15:10, and 
50:25:25 were tried, where the numbers represent the percentage of the ion 

source in one-atom, two-atom, and three-atom molecules~ respectively. The 
results are plotted in Fig. 3.4-3. Both the average ion energy and the aver

age nT values increased as the full energy fraction of the beam rase; the 

maximum sloshing ion peak to midplane density ratio also rase slightly. 

Therefore, the 90:5:5 mix was chosen for the reference case. This species mix 

is an the borderline of present day technology for neutral beams. 
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The electron temperature, Te, was varied from 10 to 20 keV in order to 
test whether a small change in Te would give a significant change in the 

sloshing ion density ratio. As expected, due to reduced electron drag on the 

ions, the average ion energy and n• values rose as Te rose, but there was less 
than a one percent change in the density ratio. From plasma power balance 

considerations, a value of Te= 14 keV was eventually chosen. 
Details of the magnetic field axial profile have a large effect on the 

ion distribution. When cases were run for both a parabolic magnetic field and 

for the actual design magnetic field, the sloshing ion density ratio changed 

dramatically, although the average ion energy and n• values did not. The 

parabolic magnetic field case had a sloshing ion density ratio of 1.81 while 

the actual field case had a density ratio of 1.57 and a 20% lower midplane 
density for the same ionization and charge exchange rates. Note that these 
test cases are not the final reference case. The reasons for this behavior 
arenot fully understood, and the reference case used the actual magnetic 

field, since it is more accurate in any case. The streng dependence on 

magnetic field implies, however, that it may be desirable to tailor the 
magnetic field, if possible, in future designs. 

The neutral beam injection angle, einj' is a very important parameter, as 
shown in Fig. 3.4-4, where a 10° change in einj is seen to give a 60% change 
in the sloshing ion density ratio. Unfortunately, it is difficult to inject 

the neutral beams at a lower angle than the 45° reference case because of 
engineering considerations. 

The neutral beam injection energy affects parameters primarily through 

the fact that charge exchange and ionization rates depend strongly on Einj· 
Higher energy, as expected, also gives better n• values due to the consequent 
lower collisionality. However, as energy rises, the charge exchange cross 

section falls, making it more difficult for the beam to pump ions and maintain 

the sloshing ion distribution. A difficulty with the BA code is that ioni

zation and charge exchange rates are not calculated self-consistently for 
given beam and plasma characteristics. In practice, a plasma ion energy is 

chosen, from which rates are found by the procedure given in Section 3.4.2, 

then the BA code is run and gives an average plasma ion energy. The ioni
zation and charge exchange rates must then be iterated with the plasma ion 

energy until a self-consistent case results; this is done by hand and can be 
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Fig. 3.4-4. Sloshing ion density ratio versus neutral beam injection angle. 
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extremely time consuming. The reference case given in the next section uses 
Einj = 90 keV with an average plasma ion energy of 90 keV for calculating 
rates, while the output plasma ion energy is 98 keV. These appear to be close 
enough for practical purposes. The plasma physics power balance calculations 
are based on a fit to Fokker-Planck code runs called the Logan-Rensink plug 
model, but with modified coefficients (see Section 3.2).(2) That model gives 
numbers qualitatively similar, but not equal, to the results of running the BA 
code for the reference case. 

To model the effects of reionization of charge exchange neutrals on the 
ion distribution, results are used from a separate analysis (Section 6.2.3) 
indicating that the total reionization fraction for the plasma power balance 
reference case is 30%. A case with reionization is generated by using ioni
zation and charge exchange rates calculated from the total beam current, beam 
energy mix, and attenuation to r = 6 cm in the plasma. 30% of the charge ex
change is then subtracted from each of the components at full, half, and third 
energy and is put into a beam with the average ion energy of the plasma. The 
angle and velocity spreads of the added beam are difficult to estimate, since 
the cross section for charge exchange is peaked at low energy and, therefore, 
the rate is higher for plasma ions traveling in the same direction as the 
beam. The added beam must have spreads somewhere between those of the plasma 
and the original beam. For the cases given here, a velocity spread of 5 keV 
is used, and the angle distribution is modeled by 

(3.4-6) 

with Se = 80 for the added beam, as opposed to Se= 200 for the original beam. 
The effect of reionization is strong. With reionization, the reference case 
sloshing ion density ratio is 1.45, without reionization, the ratio is 1.80. 

3.4.4 Reference Case 
The reference case for the TASKA-M ion distribution function is given in 

Table 3.4-2. The case chosen models reionization in the way discussed in the 
previous section. Attempts to use the BA code to model the physics of the low 
energy neutral beam have been less successful. When a significant amount of 
low energy plasma is present, the characteristic time scale drops by approxi
mately the ratio (Tw/Ehc)1.5 ~ 0.03, and the BA code takes a very long time to 
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Table 3.4-2. TASKA-M Fokker-Planck Calculation Reference Case 

Average ion energy 98 keV 
Average ion nT 7.4 x 1012 cm-3 s 

Electron temperature 14 keV 

Midplane magnetic field (beta-corrected) 
Peak magnetic field 

Mirrar half-length 

Neutral beam source radius 

Midplane to mirror-peak potential 

Potent i a 1 di p 

90 keV 45 
727 40 

609 33 

Neutra 1 Beam 

keV 30 keV 
35 

29 

Computer Code Input 
Ionization source, s-1 
Charge exchange source, s-1 

Velocity spread, keV 

8-spread parameter 
0.9 0.45 0.3 

200 200 200 
(see Eq. 3.4-6) 

3.5 T 
17.5 T 
270 cm 

10 cm 

35.4 keV 
5.5 keV 

Component 

90 keV 11 Reionization 11 

288 

0 

5 

80 

reach equilibrium. Therefore, only a few cases have been run, and a case that 
reasonably approximates the plasma power balance reference case has not been 
found. However, the BA code qualitatively supports the concept of trapping 

warm plasma in a potential dip. Figure 3.4-5 shows a 3-D plot of the ion 

distribution function versus velocity and pitch angle (8 ~ arccos v"/v) when 

the low energy beam is included. Although this case failed to adequately 
model TASKA-M, the presence of warm ions is clear. 

Figure 3.4-1 shows that the density computed by the BA code for the 

reference case input parameters compares quite well with the model potential. 

Recall that the density should satisfy 
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PITCH ANGLE 

Fig. 3.4-5. Ion distribution function versus velocity and pitch angle, e = 
arccos (vn/v), when 10 keV beam is present. 
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( 3.4-7) 

where ~ = 0 at the reference density n0 • Figure 3.4-2 compares the model mag
netic field to that calculated from the magnet design of Chapter 9. The ion 

distribution function as a function of velocity and pitch angle, a = arccos 

(v
11
/v), is shown in Fig. 3.4-6. Its "sloshing" ionnature is clearly brought 

out there. A contour plot of f(v
11
,v

1
) at the midplane is shown in ~g. 3.4-7. 

An important quantity for microstability analysis is the integral of the 

distribution function over the parallel velocity, F(v 1); it is shown in Fig. 

3.4-8, which also gives the analogaus quantity, F(v
11
). 

Experimental evidence for the sloshing ion concept exists from the TMX-U 
experi~ent.{3) Figure 3.4-9a shows the angular distribution of the charge 

exchange flux in one TMX-U end plug; it is clearly peaked near the neutral 

beam injection angle of 47°. The BA codewas used to model this flux, with 

the result shown as the solid line in Fig. 3.4-9a. The experimental data 

pointsfit the curve quite well. Figure 3.4-9b shows the sloshing ionaxial 

density profile calculated from the charge exchange data. Other experimental 

support of the concept, particularly with regard to microstability, would be 

very useful. 
The average ion energy of 98 keV is somewhat higher than the power 

balance value of 84 keV, while the bounce averaged nT is lower, at 7.4 x 1012 
cm-3 s compared to 1.0 x 1013 cm-3 s. Given the approximate nature of both 

calculations, however, the difference does not appear to be significant. 

In summary, the model of TASKA-M physics used in the bounce average 

Fokker-Planck code reproduces the essential details of the configuration. The 

calculations also support the plasma power balance analysis used in Section 

3.2 to choose the·reference case operating point. Areas with the most po

tential for improvement in future designs are the neutral beam injection angle 

and the magnetic field axial profile. 
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Fig. 3.4-6. Reference case ion distribution function versus v and a. 
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The magnets and plasma of TASKA-M must be designed so that the plasma is 

MHD stable. As in TASKA,(1) only the interchange instability has been ana

lyzed. Because of finite gyroradius effects, ballooning modes are expected to 

be stable unless one gets too close to the interchange stability boundary. 

The magnets, shown in Fig. 3.5-1, have been optimized so that the curvature of 

the magnette field lines is good in the anchors where the plasma pressure is 

high and the magnetic field is low. For the optimized magnet set, the plasma 

pressure profile is varied to investigate the dependence of the MHD inter

change mode stability on plasma parameters. The general result of this 

investigation is that TASKA-M in its base case plasma configuration is stable 

against MHD interchange modes. 

3.5.2 Anchor Magnet Design 
The anchor magnets have been designed to provide good curvature, 

(3.5-1) 

in the center of the anchor and a mirrar ratio in the anchor of about 2.7. 
The minimum magnetic field in the center of the anchor has been set at 1 tesla 

by design. The anchor magnets have also been designed in such a way that a 

magnetic flux tube which is circular in the central cell is nearly circular in 

the center of the anchor. 
The end magnets are shown in Fig. 3.5-1. The magnetic field profile is 

shown in Fig. 3.5-2. Each end cell magnet set consists of an inboard recircu

larizing coil between the yin-yang magnets and the high field central cell 

magnets. These recircularizers roughly cancel the quadrupole moments of the 

inside magnets of the yin-yang sets so that the flux tube is close to circular 

at the center of the anchor. There are no outboard recircularizers because, 

with the adopted end dump design, a circular plasma is not needed at the end 

dumps. 
The magnetic field shown in Fig. 3.5-2 for the magnet set shown in Fig. 

3.5-1 for half of the machine, has good curvature over most of the anchor 

cell. The curvature is very good on the outside half of the anchor cells 
which, as the following discussion shows, leads to global stability against 
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Fig. 3.5-1. TASKA-M magnet coils. 
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Fig. 3.5-2. Magnetic field and normal curvature of a TASKA-M flux line going 
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the MHD interchange mode. Figure 3.5-3 shows the positions of a flux line in 

. the x-z and y-z planes where z is parallel to the axis of the machine. The 

reason for the worsening curvature on the inboard side of the anchor can be 

seen from these plots: the recircularizing coils and the rather large 
distance between the two yin-yangs on each side lead to a slight bowing out of 
the flux lines on the inside half of the anchor cells. 

3.5.3 Plasma Pressure 
I 

Since the driving term for the MHD interchange instability is proportion-
al to the plasma pressure times the curvature of the flux lines, it is re
quired that the plasma pressure profile be known. 

A model has been developed for the plasma pressure that considers three 
different regions: the central cell, the transition region and the anchor 

cell. The model uses components of the plasma ion pressureparallel and 

perpendicular to the local magnetic fields as calculated with the bounce
averaged Fokker-Planck computer code described in Section 3.4, which are de

noted P
11 

and P 
1 

respectively. It has been assumed that the central cell has 

neutral beams injected at 45° while the anchor cells have 50° injection and 
P

11 
and P1 are calculated accordingly for the different regions. The Fokker-

. Planck code provides P1 , P
11 

and the plasma density n as functions of 

~ = B(z)/Bmin where Bmin is the minimum field in the magnetic mirror cell 
under consideration. Since B(z) is known from Fig. 3.5-2, P

11
, P

1 
and n can be 

found as functions of z. In all regions, the plasma pressure has both 
electron and ion components. In the central cell the ion pressure is 

(3.5-2) 

where Te is the electron temperature and nt is the density in the transition 
region. The elect.ron pressure in the central cell is 

(3.5-3) 
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Fig. 3.5-3. Position of flux lines on TASKA-M in x-z and y-z planes. 
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In the transition regions, the pressure is assumed to be isotropic and the ion 
temperature is assumed to be half the electron temperature. The plasma densi
ty is assumed to be constant at nt. The ion and electron pressures in the 
transition regions are thus 

(3.5-4) 

and (3.5-5) 

respectively. In the anchor cells, the electron pressure is taken to be the 
same as in the transition regions expressed in Eq. 3.5-5. In fact, the 
electron density in the anchor should vary like the ion density but this will 
not make much difference to the TASKA-M base case. The ion pressure is 

1 EHA nt 
P · = -2 -E-- (P 5oo(z) + P 5oo(z)) ' 

10n He nc 1 U 
(3.5-6) 

where EHA is the average energy of the ions in the anchor and EHe is the 
average energy of ions in the central cell, where it has been assumed both 
here and in Eq. 3.5-1 that the Fokker-Planck calculations are done to yield an 
average ion energy of EHe· If the Fokker-Planck calculations yield an, average 
ion energy of something other than EHe' the ion pressures must be appropri
ately scaled in average ion energy. 

The pressure profile for the TASKA-M base case is shown in Fig. 3.5-4. 
The corresponding plasma density profile is shown in Fig. 3.5-5. Notice that 
the sloshing ions in the central cell and the anchor cells cause peaks in the 
pressure at the points where the ions are turning against increasing magnetic 
fields. This effect is very important in the outside halves of the anchor 
cells where the pressure peaks coincide with the peaks in good curvature. The 
importance of this to the MHD interchange stability is made clear when one 
examines the product of the pressure and the curvature divided by the magnetic 
field plotted against axial position in Fig. 3.5-6. One should notice the 

dominating peak at the outside edge of the anchor which stabilizes TASKA-M 
against MHD interchange modes. The peak in the pressure in the central cell 
is seen to be not a great problern because the bad curvature at the pressure 
peak is not large compared to the good curvature in the anchor. Also the 
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Fig. 3.5-4 Plasma pressure for TASKA-M base case. 
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magnetic field is lower in the anchor, increasing the importance of the good 

curvature in the anchor. 
3.S.4 MHD Stability Analysis 

The stability of TASKA-M to the MHD interchange instability is analyzed 
by considering the integral 

L 
I = f ds K(s) P(s)/B(s) , 

0 

(3.S-7) 

where s is the distance along the flux line of interest and L is the length of 
that flux line, starting at the center of the machine. The flux line which 
passes through the point x = S cm, y = S cm at the center of the machine 
(z = O)' is considered tobe most useful for MHD stability calculations. When 
I > 0 the machine is stable, if I < 0 it is MHD unstable. 

This is done with the code called STABS, which has been created from one 
of the STAB series codes developed at LLNL.(2) STABS searches for the value 

of the average ion energy in the anchor cells, EHA' which makes I = 0 for a 
given value of ntlncc· This is the condition for a so-called marginally 
stable case. As one can see from this scheme and from the plasma pressure 
model described in Section 3.S.3, the plasma density in the anchor remains in 
the same proportion with the plasma density in the transition. 

One particular marginally stable case has nt = 0.01 nc and EHA = 1.14 
keV. The plasma pressure in the anchor required for this case to be stable is 
low because there is such large good curvature in the anchor. This leads to 
the low value for the minimum EHA required for stability. It has been found 
that the most destabilizing part of the integral in Eq. 3.6-7 occurs at the 
points in the central cell where the sloshing ions are turning while the sta
bilizing part is due almest completely to the good curvature in the outer part 
of the anchor cells. 

Aseries of calculations have been carried out with STABSfora variety 
of values for ntlnc. The values of EHA giving marginal stability are plotted 
against ntlnc in Fig. 3.S-7. This value for EHA decreases with increasing 
ntlnc because the density of the anchor is tied to nt and when the anchor and 
transition regions are taken as a single cell, this cell has net good curva

ture. Thus, increasing "t increases the plasma density in a net good curva
ture region and reduces the required temperature of the region. One should 
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notice the point for TASKA-M which is very far into the stable region of the 

curve. 
A more conventional stability curve is given in Fig. 3.5-8, where 

ßcentral ce11/ßanchor is plotted against ßtransitionlßcentral cell" If the 
TASKA-M base case point could be put on this plot, it would show that TASKA-M 
is very stable against the MHD interchange mode. The base case has 

ßtransitionlßcentral cell = 0.1 and ßcentral ce11/ßanchor = 1.0, which is well 
below the marginal stability curve. 

Thus, the results shown in Figs. 3.5-5, 3.5-7 and 3.5-8 strongly show 
that TASKA-M is stable against MHD interchange modes. The temperature or 
density of the central cell could be increased or the magnetic field lowered 
in the central cell and the plasma would remain stable. 

References for Section 3.5 

1. R.R. Peterson, 11 MHD Stability Analysis for TASKA, 11 Fusion Power Associates 
Report FPA-83-1 (February 1983). 

2. Brad Johnson, LLNL, private communication. 
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The term microinstabilities covers a wide variety of modes, the common 
feature being that the plasma distribution as a function of velocity and space 
is not in equilibrium. In physical terms, this generally implies ion tempera
ture anisotropy, T

1 
> T

11
, an inverted ion energy population, df/dv~ > 0, or 

free energy for radial expansion, vn, VT * 0. The concern with microinsta
bilities in TASKA-M is that, if they appear, ionlass will be enhanced and 
will lead to increased power requirements. This section will discuss a small 
part of the vast literature an microinstabilites, but the reader is referred 
to Ref. 1 for a more complete treatment and a guide to further references. 
Much of the discussion which follows is based an Ref. 1. 

Physically, microinstabilities arise from the coupling of a plasma wave 
with a dissipative effect. Dissipation breaks phase relationships and allows 
growth of a wave which would otherwise oscillate at a constant amplitude. A 
variety of waves may be present in a plasma; the main ones which contribute to 
microinstability are ion drift waves, electron plasma waves, Alfv~n waves, ion 
Bernstein waves, and lower hybrid waves. Note, however, that mode names are 
merely guides, since distinctions blur as the plasma gets farther removed from 
theoretical conditions and idealized limits. Dissipative effects of im
portance are electron Landau damping, ion cyclotron and cyclotron harmonic 
damping, collisional damping, and turbulence-induced damping. The instabili
ties which are presently thought to be the most potentially dangeraus are the 
drift cyclotron loss cone mode (DCLC), the axial loss cone mode (ALC) or its 
convective version (CLC), the Alfv~n ion cyclotron mode (AIC), the negative 
energy wave (NEW), the drift cyclotron instability (DCI), the two component 
mode, and the lower hybrid mode (LH). The relationships between the insta
bilities, the waves, and the dissipative effects are shown in Fig. 3.6-1.( 1) 

Most of the analysis presented in this section will concentrate on loss 
cone modes, since their mode of relaxation is to try to fill the loss cone. 
Anisotropy-driven modes, on the other hand, tend to remove the anisotropy, 
which may or may not lead to particle loss. The evolution of the modes in 
time is that unstable ion distributions modify themselves naturally to remove 
the anisotropy, or partially fill the loss cone to achieve marginal stability. 

3.6-1 
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a Strictly speaking, this mode was not destabilized by cyclotron damping, but did arise from the negative
energy nature of the medium. 

b Here the anisotropy was the drive, but the modealso required the inclusion of the ion-bounce motion. 

Fi g. 3.6-1. Relationships between microinstabilities, waves, and dissipative 
effects. 
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The theoretical results presented here must be kept in perspective: In 
general, experimental results are encouraging and the plasma tends tobe more 
stable than theory predicts. There are numerous explanations for this, but 
most arguments are qualitative, and a single, comprehensive theory including 
all effects neither exists nor is likely to exist for some time. Same con
siderations include: 
• Geometry can be crucial. Almostall of the theory is highly idealized, yet 

details of the modes and, in particular, stability boundaries often depend 
strongly on geometry. 

• Stability boundaries aresensitive to the choice of model ion distribution 
function. Analytical work utilizes a variety of models, none of which · 
reproduces all of the details of distribution functions as given by the 
Fokker-Planck codes. Figures 3.6-2, 3.6-3 and 3.6-4 compare the ion 
distribution function given by the BA code (see Section 3.4) to the most 
common models. Further discussion will follow. 

• Most existing theory uses linearized equations. This is adequate for find
ing unstable modes, but says nothingabout the amplitude level at which the 
mode saturates due to nonlinear effects. Same modes may remai n at 1 evel s 
with insignificant degradation of plasma confinement. A possible example 
of this appears in the present TMX-U experiment at Lawrence Livermore 
National Labaratory (LLNL), where low level fluctuations at about 1.8 times 
the ion cyclotron frequency were observed but did not appear to cause 
enhanced losses.(2) 

• The next step beyond linear theory is quasilinear theory, in which fluctu
ations maintain the plasma at marginal stability.( 3) The theory has had 
some success but, being a diffusive theory, predicts .a broad spectrum( 4) in 
cantrast to the· observed single frequency of the mode in TMX-u.( 2) 

• Other nonlinear processes are possible, such as nonlinear Landau damping, 
nonlinear frequency shifts, particle trapping in waves, three wave reso
nances, and orbit diffusion.(l) Microstability theory has only begun to 

examine most of these effects. 
TASKA-M achieves mierestabil ity through two features: an ion distri

bution peaked off-midplane (sloshing ions) and a warm plasma component trapped 
in the resulting potential dip. This differs from other designs such as the 
MARS thermal barrier tandem mirrar reactor design and the TMX-U experiment, 

3.6-3 
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where warm ions partially fill the lass cone at one of the density peaks. The 
lack of warm plasma at the peaks prompts the question of whether modes local
ized there can arise. No analytic criteria are available, such as exist for 
the DCLC flute mode. Therefore, numerical solution of a complicated differ
ential equation with the LLNL MICE code(5,6) or the MIT microstability code(7) 

is required. However, versions of the MICE code exist only without electo
static potentials for the original 2XIIB configuration or for thermal barrier 
tandem mirrors such as MFTF-B. No code completely suitable for TASKA-M is 
extant. Attempts were made to approximate TASKA-M physics with both the 2XIIB 
and MFTF-B ~ersions of MICE, but an acceptable resolution of the question was 
not attained. For the purposes of this study, therefore, the question of 
microstability was approached by utilizing existing analytic theory and by 
extrapolating as needed. The area is clearly one worthy of major effort in 
future studies, since the microstability of a single cell has implications for 
many applications. Since the theoretical models are very complicated, experi
mental results will, eventually, provide the only completely reliable answers. 

An outline of relevant microstability theory will now be presented. The 
reader is referred to Refs. 1, 8 and 9 for derivations and further details. 

At its most basic level, the analysis starts with the linearized Vlasov 
equation and Maxwell's equations. Combining these eventually leads to an 
equation for the perturbed electrostatic potential along the magnetic 
field: (9) 

(3.6-1) 

where s measures distance along B. The imaginary part of the solution for w 

gives growth or damping depending an sign. The first term is the fluid 
electron response along the magnetic field, Fe gives the electron response, 
and Fi~ gives the ion response. The notation is standard and is given in Ref. 
9. An eikonal approximation, 
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where ~(r,s) varies slowly with r, has been used since the modes of interest 
tend to have short perpendicular wav~1engths, k1P; > 1. The electron response 
is given by(S) 

where 

ß w 
1 - "2" ~2 - ~ ( 1 + ~2) 

+ } (----.:...:Cl~--)} 
1 - ~ (1 + ~2) 

wci 

(3.6-2) 

(3.6-3) 

The first term arises from electron polarization, while the second gives 
electromagnetic contributions. For the ions, Fi~ may be written 

(3.6-4) 

and two cases exist: 
1. For w not near wci' a fluid approximation suffices, in which parallel 

kinetic effects are ignored and only perpendicular kinetic effects are 
retained, 

n 
Mfl ui d 

2 w . 
- pl f - -:-2 

k1 
(3.6-5) 

2. For w ~ nwci' parallel i on thermal effects must be considered, leading to 

2 k w . 
d3v (af n -i __E2_ f - ~ _1_) J2 (k1v/wci) Mres = -::-2 nw . 

k2 a c, ax1 wci n 
1 v1 

(3.6-6) 

t t 
x f dt• exp{i f dt .. [w- nwci(t 11

)]}. 

-CD t 1 

Various limits of these equations lead to the results to be discussed in the 
following sections. 
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In order to solve the dispersion relation, Eq. 3.6-1, model ion distri
bution functions are required. However, in order to make the. problern amenable 

to analytic solution, models are used which do not necessarily fit the Fokker
Planck code distribution functions very well. In particular, theTASKA-M 

central cell ion 
standard models. 
Section 3.4} and 

distribution is not closely approximated by any of the 
Figure 3.6-2 shows the BA code distribution function (see 

one of the simplest models, 

~ -v2;v2 _ I 2 1 o 
F( V 1 ) = dv II f (V II, V 1) ~ V 1 e ( 3.6-7} 

-~ 

where v~ = 2E1 , E1 is the average energy, and mass is normalized to one. 
Obviously, neither the velocity spread nor dF/dv 1 is very close for the model. 

The model used for most of the DCLC/ALC references given here and for the MICE 
code is (in its essential form) 

( 3.6-8) 

where v~ = v~/R and R is a parameter. The average perpendicular ion energy 

resulting from this distribution is 

and the distribution peaks at 

The best fit to the BA code distribution function is given by matchi ng E 1 and 

the peak F(v 1 ) value (Fig. 3.6-3} rather than having the distributions peak at 
the same v1 (Fig. 3.6-4}, but neither alternative is particularly attractive. 
The values of dF/dv 1 appear close in Fig. 3.6-3, but they occur at different 

velocities. The distribution functions in Fig. 3.6-4 are normalized to the 

same peak value of F(v 1}, but this leads to very high average ion energies. 
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If the model F(v 1 )•s in Fig. 3.6-4 were normalized in E1 by dropping the peak, 

the dF/dv
1 

values would be even farther from the BA code case. 
The AIC mode has been analyzed using a number of distribution function 

models.(10) A contour plot of f(vu,v 1 ) for the model which most closely ap

proximates the TASKA-M case is given in Fig. 3.6-5. The TASKA-M ion distri
bution function, taken from Section 3.4, appears in Fig. 3.6-6, on a different 

scale. The functional dependence of f is given by 

'2 

f 2 ( 1 )5/2 v2 -V /2Ehc 
K[H( s) - n)) = 

3n3/2 
e 

2EHc 

2 s )2 
(3.6-9) 

( s - s. ) ( 1T - s -
x {exp [- 1 ] + exp [- i ]} 

2ß2 2s2 

where s = arccos vu/v, si is the pitch angle at the peak, and H(s) is the 

Heavyside step function. 

K- 1 (Re{exp[-as~] Z(~;;+)- exp[in- a(n- s.) 2] Z(~;; )})- 1 
= - 217 2 ß 1 1 -

a = (2ß2)- 1 

_ 1 a-1/2 1.a1/2 ~. 
!;;+ - 7 - ~1 

and Z is the plasma dispersion function. 
Section 3.6.2 treats the DCLC and ALC modes, since they are related and 

are the most worrisome. The AIC mode is treated in Section 3.6.3. The treat

ment of microstability as a constraint on the power balance analysis of 

Section 3.2 is discussed in Section 3.6.4. Section 3.6.5 summarizes the 

results. 

3.6.2 DCLC and ALC Modes 
These modes are driven by the inverted ion population characteristic of a 

mirror-confined plasma. The distinction between them rests primarily in 

terminology -- the DCLC mode is sometimes defined as the lowest order eigen 
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Fig. 3.6-5. Model ion distribution function for the AIC calculations. 
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mode in the family of ALC modes. Histori ca lly, the 11 DCLC mode 11 i s a flute 
(f·~ = 0) mode in a symmetric magnetic well ,{11) but the lowest eigenmode in 

wells with sloshing ions tends to localtze areund density peaks, where few 

warm ions exist. There is some physical justification for the difference in 

nomenclature: The ALC modes invoke reflection and transmission at resonances 

along the magnetic field to produce standing waves; processes which detune the 

system may significantly alter the details or even existence of the instabili

ties. For the purposes of this section, the DCLC mode will be defined as the 
lowest order unstable eigenmode for a system without warm plasma. This will 

generally be a flute-like mode, but it may be localized to the density peaks. 

Papers on the DCLC flute mode abound, but there has been relatively 
little work on the more difficult question of the ALC modes. The reason for 

this is that, for flute modes, derivatives along the magnetic field may be 
neglected and the differential equation 3.6-1 becomes a relatively simple root 

solving problem. 
The minimum amount of warm ion density required for warm plasma stabili

zation of the DCLC flute mode may be set by fairly well-defined cri
teria.{3,12-14) Reference 12 found the most effective stabilization to occur 

when the warm plasma had a Maxwellian distribution with density satisfying 

{3.6-10) 

and temperature satisfying 

1 > (Tw )3/2 nH/nw 
TH {R-172- R-1) ' 

{3.6-11) 

where rs: {dn/d ln rr1. Reference 3 found that, at finite beta, in the 

TASKA-M regime where 

{3.6-12) 

the required warm density was 

{3.6-13) 
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where PiH is the hot ion gyroradius. The TASKA-M reference case satisfies 
these criteria. A subsequent paper( 14) pointed out that the required warm 

density should be corrected for the fact that the warm plasma fills a smaller 

volume along the axis than the hot plasma does. In TASKA-M, the magnetic 
field and electrostatic potential are fairly flat near the midplane and only 
rise near the central cell ends, so the warm plasma will fill over half of the 

hot plasma volume and stability should be satisfied. 

Analytic work on the ALC mode concentrates primarily on the case of an 

empty loss cone. It is even harder to stabilize the ALC mode than the DCLC 
mode when no warm plasma is present; the maximum stable plasma length is 

L "'10 p.fß1/ 2 
1 

which is not satisfied by any present tandem mirror design. 
The only analytic model for warm plasma that has been used is that of a 

stream of plasma, which gives a Maxwellian component to the distribution 

function. Within that model, the 9.2% warm plasma in TASKA-M should be suffi
cient.(15) Again, however, the question is whether modes arise which are 

localized at the sloshing ion density peaks where there is no warm plasma. A 

quantitative answer requires a suitable version of the MICE code. 

We have chosen to use the DCLC mode rather than the ALC mode as a con
straint on the TASKA-M design because of the following reasons: 

• The ALC mode has not been identified experimentally, although the PR-6 
experiment(16) should have been in the ALC unstable regime. Figure 3.6-7a 

shows magnetic field, density, and potential profiles used in the theoreti

cal calculation. Figure 3.6-7b shows the DCLC and ALC stability boundaries 

for PR-6. The results are sensitive to the values chosen for R, Thot• and 
ß, but, as a rough guide, the plot is encouraging. 

• The analysis of the ALC mode is very complicated, and depends on details of 

wave reflection at magnetic field resonances. It is, therefore, rather 

sensitive to the assumptions required to make the analysis tractable. 

• ALC theory is relatively young, and a number of effects may alter stability 
boundaries. These include Landau damping, magnetic field ellipticity, 
electron bounce resonances, nonlinear saturation, and density gradients. 
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Same guidance regarding TASKA-M stability to the DCLC and ALC modes may 

be drawn from published results of the MICE code for 2XIIB and MFTF, although 

the differences in configuration create difficulties of interpretation. Also, 

most of the MICE cases were run with the parameter R = Thot/Thole = 10, while 
R = 2 is perhaps more realistic for TASKA-M (see Fig. 3.6-3). The stability 

boundary for 2XIIB, which was a singlemirrar cell with warm·neutral beam 

injection perpendicular to the magnetic field at the midplane, is shown in 

Fig. 3.6-8. The stability boundary for MFTF is shown in Fig. 3.6-9. Note 

that 

R Twarm = 

\ot 
Twarm "' 0.41 
Thole 

for TASKA-M, where Twarm = 5.8 keV and Thole = 14 keV. Also, nwarm/nhot "' 
0.09. Thus, if the DCLC and ALC microstability analysis for 2XIIB or MFTF 

applies to TASKA-M, TASKA-M will be stable. It is encouraging to note that 

the two-component mode, which is the closest boundary to the TASKA-M operating 
point, is highly localized to the midplane(9) and should, therefore, be 

susceptible to stabilization by warm plasma localized there. 

The analysis of the axicell version of MFTF-s(5) is not so encouraging. 

The stability boundaries are shown in Fig. 3.6-10. The amplitude and phase as 

a function of z are given in Fig. 3.6-11, where the flute nature of the nz = 0 

(
11 DCLC) mode and the strongly localized nature of the nz = 1 ( 11 ALC 11

) mode are 
clear. However, from the MFTF-B axial profiles for potential and other 

quantities shown in Fig. 3.6-12, it is obvious that TASKA-M is a very differ

ent configuration. In particular, the extremely deep potential well from plug 

midplane tosloshing ion peak in MFTF-B implies that it will be very difficult 

for warm plasma to reach the peak. In contrast, the shallow potential dip in 

TASKA-M should mean that much less warm plasma is required. 
A recent, qualitative result from particle simulations of ion cyclotron 

lass cone instabilities is also encouraging.( 17 ) Sloshing ion distributions 

with a potential dip at the midplane 
1
and a warm ion density component show 

significant improvement in fluctuation levels over the empty lass cone case. 

Figure 3.6-13a shows the parameterization of the potential dip, while Fig. 

3.6-13b shows the reduction in ~2 , the amplitude of the fluctuations in po

tential. Although the assumptions required to da the simulations make the 
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results only qualitative, Simulations are presently the only means of treating 

some nonlinear effects, so the results support the general approach. 

3.6.3 AIC Mode 
In cantrast to the theory of the DCLC and ALC modes, where a multitude of 

references treat various aspects of the problem, a concise summary of the 

state of the art in AIC mode theory is given in Refs. 10 and 18. For high 

beta plasmas with anisotropic pressure distribution functions, this mode can 

be unstable. Except for very anisotropic plasmas, the instability is produced 
by waves resonating with ions and satisfying 

( w - w . ) 
Cl 

V II = ---.:----

It is an electromagnetic mode which propagates mainly along magnetic field 
lines. The results presented here are taken from Ref. 10, and the reader is 

referred to that reference for details of the dispersion relation and its SO

lution. 
In general, the stability criterion for the AIC mode is not that it be 

completely stable, but that it be convective (growing in space) rather than 

absolute (growing in time). The deleterious effect of the instability is 

mitigated in the convective case when the plasma length is less than a few 

times the spatial e-fold growth length of the wave, since the wave then propa

gates to a region where it is evanescent. 

Figure 3.6-5 shows the model ion distribution function. In order to ana

lyze stability, a measure of the pitch angle spread, 6, is required. Roughly 

estimating from Fig. 3.6-14, where contours are separated by a factor of 0.5, 

and using the full width at half maximum value of 6, 6FWHM = 2.35 6, gives 
6 ~ 13°. AIC mode stability boundaries are shown in Fig. 3.6-15 for a variety 
of beta values.(10} lhus, lASKA-M is nominally in the absolutely unstable 

regime. However, two strongly stabilizing effects discussed in Ref. 18 are 

present in lASKA-M. First, the presence of both deuterium and tritium causes 

the effective beta for the AIC mode analysis to be about one-half of the nomi

nal value. Second, the finite magnetic field scale length lowers the required 

ß considerably. lhus, lASKA-M is expected to be stable to the AIC mode.(19) 
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Fig. 3.6-14. Gontourplot of f(v,e) from the Fokker-Planck calculations. 
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3.6.4 Microstability Constraints on Power Balance 
The power balance code, described in Section 3.2, uses the analysis of 

Baldwin, Berk, and Pearlstein(3) for the evaluation of the amount of warm 
plasma required to stabilize the DCLC mode. This analysis uses the model 

distribution function given in Eq. 3.6-8. In this expression, vH is not to be 
interpreted as the r.m.s. ion speed; it is simply a parameter of the model. 
The velocity vh determines the size of the 11 hole 11 in F(v

1
) at low v

1
• 

The important parameters determining stability are 

and the ion beta, 

Here n is the ion cyclotron frequency, M is the ion mass, r 5 is the radial 
scale length for the density gradient, nwc is the warm ion density, and "He is 
the hot ion density. The parameter E is effectively the ratio of the ion 
gyroradius to the scale length r

5
• 

The marginal stability criteria for the density and temperature of the 
warm plasma depend on E and divide into three regions, as given in Table 
3.6-1. The expressions in this table are only approximate and meant to apply 
in the middle of the regions; they do not join well at the boundaries between 
the regions. Since one expects that ß should be a monotonically increasing 
function of E, 

11 humps 11 in ß(E) are smoothed out in the power balance code. In 

Table 3.6-1, vw is the mean perpendicular speed of the warm ions filling the 
loss-cone of the hot ions. The temperature, Tw, of the warm ions is then 

. b T 1 2 g1ven y w = 2 Mvw. 
For application to TASKA-M, the power balance code assumes that 
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Table 3.6-1. Marginal Stability Criteria 

Region Range t. Vw/Vb -
V VH 

I e: 0 < e: < €1 2 J:!. (~)3 e:-vh ß vh 

V V 
II €1 < e: < €2 2 (_h e:3) 1/2 (e: -ji)1/2 

VH h 

V 
III €2 < e: 1 (_h)2 1 

2" VH 

2 w = 
Pi 

and 2 2EHe . 2 
<v 1> = -M- s1 n ai nj • 

This allows us to ealeulate the parameters vH, vh, and e: for a given EHe and 
injeetion angle for the sloshing ions. The expressions in Table 3.6-1 are 
then used to determine the amount, t., of warm plasma, and the warm ion temper
ature, Tw = ~ Mv!. TASKA-M operates in Region II in this table. 

This value of the warm ion temperature is used as one estimate; a seeond 
estimate is gatten by eonsidering MICE ealeulations for MFTF-s(9) and TMX-u.(2) 

These suggest that Tw should be greater than ~ 0.25 EHe sin2ainj in order to 
avoid the two-eomponent mode. The latter eriterion normally gives a higher 
eriterion forTwand is diffieult to satisfy. In order to not deviate far 
from either eriterion, the power balanee eode uses the geometrie mean of these 
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two estimates for Tw. Figure 3.6-16 shows the effect of different Tw on the 
net F(v

1
_) of the ions when 9.2% warm plasma is included. (This example is for 

TASKA-M parameters.) All three distributions have a region of positive slope 

to some degree. The hole is largest for Tw = 11.2 keV, which is from the two
component mode criteria. The DCLC criteria can tolerate a hole in F(v

1
) to a 

certain degree; the criterion for stability is(1) 

00 k 
f dv ~ J 2 (,"' 

1
) < 0 

0 
1 a 2 n •• 

v1 

where Jn is the Bessel function. The two lower values for Tw have a smaller 
hole and therefore provide a larger safety margin. TASKA-M is designed using 

Tw = 5.8 keV since it is difficult to obtain a suitable warm plasma source at 
lower energies. 

3.6 .5 Summary 

TASKA-M is microstable to the DCLC and ALC modes when related calcu

lations are extrapolated. However, uncertainties exist which can only be re

moved by extensive, numerical calculations and, ultimately, by experiment. 

Experimental and numerical results support the basic TASKA-M approach to 

mi crostabi 1 i ty. 

The AIC mode is expected to be stable. 

would probably evolve to a marginally stable 

degradation of plasma confinement. 

However, even if unstable, it 

distribution without significant 

Thus, there is considerable reason for optimism that TASKA-M will be 
microstable, but only experimental verification of the theoretical results can 

adequately address the issue. 
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Fig. 3.6-16. Model ion distribution function (Eq. 3.6-8) with warm plasma 

included. 
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3.7 Trapped Particle Stability 
In 1982, Rosenbluth(1,2) found, from theoretical calculations, a new 

instability which can affect tandemmirrar performance. This instability is 
related to particles trapped in regions of bad magnetic curvature and hence is 
known as a trapped particle instability. This instability is related to 
trapped particle instabilities in toroidal devices, e.g. tokamaks. Trapped 
particle instabilities in tokamaks have small growth rates compared with MHD 
growth rates and hence their effects are not as serious. In fact, trapped 
particle instabilities have not yet been experimentally identified in toka
maks, although moderate level fluctuations in the appropriate frequency range 
are observed. The trapped particle instability in a tandemmirrar is po-. 
tentially more dangeraus because, at least in some configurations, a majority 
of the particles can be trapped in regions of bad magnetic curvature and the 
resulting growth rate can be of the order of the MHD growth rate. The design 
implication is that one needs to maintain a sufficient fraction of particles 
which pass from regions of bad curvature to the good curvature region in the 
anchor. These passing particles provide connection between the plasma in the 
good and bad curvature regions and thereby stabilize the plasma in the bad 
curvature region. In this section we consider the implication of the trapped 
particle instability for TASKA-M. 

The trapped particle instability is an electrostatic mode in which the 
fluctuating potential localizes in regions of bad magnetic curvature. Using a 
slab model to describe the plasma, the dispersion relation can be written as 

q~ a f . 2 Ul,!r • 

0 = L __J_ I d e: I d \.1 TB . _91_ [ ( ~ - ~ ) . ( 1 - _J ) 
j mj J ae: J w 

(3.7-1) 

+ k2pi(l - :j) ~2 + ~j~j ~2] 
w 

where ~(t) is the amplitude of the fluctuating potential and is a function of 
t, the coordinate along B. ~ is the bounce-averaged value of ~ 
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where v
11
(t) is the parallel velocity of the particle and 'B is the bounce 

period. In Eq. 3.7-1, q and m are the charge and mass of a given species of 
particles, e and ~ are the energy and magnetic moment per unit mass, ~ is the 
diamagnetic frequency, wo is the curvature drift frequency, p is the gyro
radius, and wand k are the mode frequency and wave-number perpendicular to 
8. The sum in Eq. 3.7-1 is over the various types of particle trajectories 
and the various species of particles. 

Assuming a Maxwellian distribution for f 0 , 

1 dt af o 1 dt 
-m I de I d~ I - -- = - -T I -B n v

11 
ae 

for each species j. Then the dispersion relation can be written as 

w*. 1 n k2p~ ~. 2 
L [(4> -~)~(1--J)-I dt pass +_____::_J__ (1 -..::::..J..)~ I dt.!! 
. J w T. . B T. w . B 
J J J J J 

W* ·Wo. 1 -2 
+ J J - 4> I dt _Bn] = 0 • 

2 T. J. w J 

(3.7-2) 

The term involving (4> - ~) 2 is nonzero only for passing particles; for parti
cles trapped in the central cell or anchor, ~ = ~. Consequently, for these 
particles n ~ npaSS' the density Of particles passing into the anchor. 

For the axial variation of the fluctuation potential 4>, we take 4> = 4>c 
equal to a constant in the central cell and transition region, and 4> = 0 in 
the anchor. We also use square-well approximations for each cell. In TASKA-M 
only electrons pass from the anchor to the central cell; ions leaving the 
central cell are on unconfined orbits and are lost out the ends. Then 

d" nclc -~4>/Te L Lt 
I "' 2 (-a- + -) 
]; "pass = B2c e + "A B2a Blt 

where 

"c and nA are the electron density in the central cell and anchor, respective-
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ly, the effective lengths of the central cell, anchor, and transition region 
are Lc, La, and Lt, respectively, and the other symbols are as defined in 
Section 3.2. For passing electrons 

where 'c• 't• 'a are the transittime through the central cell, transition 
region, and anchor, respectively. Then, for the passing electrons 

(<I> - ~)2 = 
2'A'B <1>2 

2 c 
'T 

where 'B = 'c + 2•t 

'T = 'B + 2•a • 

For electrons or ions trapped in the central cell, we have 

and ~2 2 For ions trapped in the anchor, we have = <l>c· 

f n 2nala 
dR. - = 8La B 

and ~2 = 0. 
We put these expressions into the dispersion relation, Eq. 3.7-2, and 

write it as a quadratic equation for w, 

2 A A2 
w (1 + m~) - ww*·i [ (m - 1) - m] + y~ = 0 (3.7-3) 

where Yc is the MHD growth rate, 

2 w*i (~i - ~e) 
Yc = k2p~ 

1 
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n 
2 T 2 I do pass 

= (4l- ~) _j_ .!:._ "' 8 

Al ~~ Te P~ I dR. t 
c 

To get Eq. 3.7-3 we have neglected the finite gyroradius correction of the 

electron and invoked the transformation to cylindrical geometry, so that 

m k +
r or m - 1 

r 

as appropriate. Here m is the azimuthal mode number and r is the plasma 
radius. The ion diamagnetic frequency in Eq. 3.7-3 is defined for m = 1, so 

that Eq. 3.7-3 shows the m-dependence explicitly. 
Writing the dispersion relation, as 

Aw2 + 8w + C = 0 , 

we see that the plasma is stable if 

82 - 4AC > 0 • 

The effect of finite ion gyroradius stabilizing the plasma is the first term 

in 8 and vanishes form= 1. The A2 term in 8 comes from the electrons pass
ing between the central cell and anchor. If the connection were by ions in

stead of electrons, the sign in front of A2 in Eq. 3.7-3 would be positive 

instead of negative. The passing electron contribution in A2 can stabilize 

the plasma for m = 1 if A2 is large enough. For higher azimuthal mode 
numbers, m, 82 decreases at first and then increases when 

A2 = m( m - 1) • 

This leads to the possibility of an unstable window in m. This arises because 

the passing electron contribution defeats the finite gyroradius stabilization 
for some m. 
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Applying this analysis to the TASKA-M design point, we get 

~i = 9.2 x 105 s-1 

A1 = 64 

A2 = 16 

Yc = 3.3 x 105 s-1 • 

With these parameters, we get stability form= 1, 2, 3, and m) 6. The dis
persion relation predicts a trapped particle instability for the azimuthal 
mode number, m, equal to 4 and 5. For these values of m, the growth rate.is 
about 1.4 x 105 s- 1, which is about one-half the MHD. growth rate. This result 
is a basis for concern about trapped particle instability in TASKA-M. The 
analysis, however, is only approximate; a number of complicating effects have 
not been considered. Furthermore, the nonlinear consequences of the trapped 
particle instability are unknown. Presumably, the fluctuations caused by the 
instability would lead to enhanced radial transport. Because of the large 
azimuthal mode number (m ~ 4-5), the transport should be considerably smaller 
than for lower mode number instabilities. 

This model assumes the plasma is azimuthally symmetric and therefore 
modes with different m values are independent in the linear regime. In TASKA
M, however, the anchors have a quadrupole moment. If this were taken into ac
count, one should get a coupling between various mode numbers. It is possible 
that the unstable mode numbers could be stabilized by coupling to neighboring 
stable mode numbers. An analysis of this effect is beyond the scope of this 
study, however. 

A recent theoretical development impinges on the trapped particle sta
bility of TASKA-M. It has been found in an analysis of trapped particle sta
bility of the TARAexperiment that a small negative electric field in the 
radial direction can stabilize the trapped particle stability.(3) The stabil
izing effect comes from the Coriolis force associated with plasma rotation and 
increases in strength with mode number. Although the analysis is not directly 
applicable to TASKA-M, the TARA experiment (presently under construction) is 
similar to TASKA-M with respect to trapped particle effects, and consequently 
the same effect should be operative here as well. The negative radial 
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electric field can be obtained by biasing the end plasma dump negative rela
tive to the side walls and the halo. The present end dump design in TASKA-M 
does not allow this, but it could be accommodated with a modified end dump 
desi gn. 

We conclude from this analysis that trapped particle stability in TASKA-M 
is an open question requiring further theoretical analysis and experimental 
confirmation. The TARA experiment should provide a good experimental data 
base on which one can make more definitive statements about TASKA-M. 
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The plasma halo is a low density, low temperature plasma filling the 
volume between the core central cell plasma and the first wall. It serves to 
shield the core plasma from cold, neutral hydrogen atoms and from impurities. 
These arise from processes such as outgassing of the chamber walls, sputtering 
from beam dumps, and cold gas streaming down neutral beam lines. A halo 
plasma is generally required in magnetic fusion devices in order to protect 
the core plasma from lasses due to charge exchange and impurity radiation. 

The halo model used for TASKA-M aims at predicting the shielding and 
vacuum pumping properties of the halo. Both of these depend only weakly on 
the hal~ plasma temperature (for halos above about 20 eV) through ionization 
and charge exchange rates. Density dependence enters primarily through inte
grals of density over radial profiles, so it may be adequately approximated by 
an average value. Therefore, the halo is modeled very simply as a single zone 
of constant plasma density and temperature. Halo ions and electrons are as
sumed to have the same temperature. The results for quantities such as first 
wall surface heat load, shielding from sputtered atoms, and vacuum pumping 
speed by the halo are rough due both to the simple model and to uncertanties 
in cold gas sources and sputtering rates. Further refinement of the model is 
not warranted because of those uncertainties. However, should modification of 
the halo density be required, added cold gas sources or vacuum pumping could 
be used. 

The geometry used for the TASKA-M halo calculations is shown in Fig. 
3.8-1. The halo extends from the core plasma radius at 12.1 cm to the largest 
radius (18 cm) flux tube which passes through the choke coils at the central 
cell ends. Beyend that radius, magnetic field lines intersect the wall at or 
before the choke coils. Thus, electron thermal conduction keeps the region 
too cold to ionize gas, and essentially no plasma forms. In the cold gas 
zone, diffusion is assumed to distribute the gas fairly uniformly along the z 
direction and to smooth out the effects of the varying wall radius. 

The shielding of the core plasma from cold gas and sputtered atoms will 
be estimated first. Second, halo particle and power balance will be dis
cussed. Third, TASKA-M halo reference parameterswill be given. Finally, 
calculations of vacuum pumping by the halowill be presented. 
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COLD GAS ZONE 
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Fig. 3.8-1. Geometry of the beam dump. 
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Units used are cgs, except that energies will be in eV and powers will be 
in watts unless stated otherwise. 
3.8.2 Shielding from Sputtered Beam Dump Atoms 

The analysis presented here consists of two parts: First, the amount of 

sputtering due to shine-through neutral beam atoms impacting the beam dumps is 
estimated using the analysis of Bohdansky.(1,2) Second, the number of sput

tered atoms which reach the core plasma is approximated by geometric argu
ments. Both calculations are rough, but they suffice since shielding require

ments are defined by the pessimistic assumption that ~ sputtered atoms 
reaching the core are absorbed by the core. 

The central cell neutral beams total 20.9 MW of power and nominally have 

three energy components: 87.4% at 90 keV, 6.0% at 45 keV, and 6.6% at 30 keV. 

The values used here differ slightly from the reference case values given in 
Chapter 6, but the differences do not alter the final results significantly. 

This gives an average energy of 83.3 keV and total current of 251 amperes or 
1.6 x 1021 atoms/s. Ofthis current, 92% is trapped in the core plasma. Con-

• servatively, neglecting the trapping fraction in the halo, about Nbd = 1.3 x 
1020 atoms/s impact the beam dumps. The beam dumps are assumed to be molyb

denum, but results for other choices such as copperwill be very similar. 

Figure 3.8-2 gives the sputtering yield of Mo per incident deuterium atom for 

normal (0°) incidence. Examining Fig. 3.8-2 indicates that tritium should 
give sputtering yields about a factor of two larger than those of deuterium. 

Roughly extrapolating to the 10 to 100 keV energy range, the total sputtering 

yield for normal incidence should be approximately v0 = v0 + Yr = 3Y0 = 1.1 x 
1o-3 atoms/incident particle. 

Sputtering yield depends on the incident beam angle as(1) 

Y(<l>) = Y(O) cos-f <I> (3.8-1) 

where f ranges from one to two. f is one when incident atoms penetrate so 

deeply that the resulting, scattered atoms have randomized direction. f = 1.8 

will be used here. In the reference case, the beam dump is inclined at 

<1> = 71° to the neutral beams in order to minimize the surface heat load. 
Sputtering yield is proportional to E-2 and peaks in energy at about 

E = 2Eb/3, where Eb is the surface binding energy.(1) For very high 
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Fig. 3.8-2. Sputtering yield of molybdenum per incident atom for normal 
incidence versus incident atom energy. 
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energy incident particles {90 keV is borderline), the sputtered atoms have a 

cos e cos ~ distribution, where e and ~ are 0° normal to the surface. 

Figure 3.8-1 shows the geometry of the beam dump. Assuming that the 
neutral beam is highly localized in intensity at its axis {adequate for the 

level of approximation used in this halo model), sputtered atoms can po

tentially impact the core plasma if 62° ~ e ~ 80° and if ~ = arctan(rc/170 

cm) ~ 4.1°. rc is the radius of the core central cell plasma. 

The probability that .a sputtered atom with energy E penetrates the halo 
is assumed to be exp(-A), where Ais the ratio of path length in the halo to 
mean free path, given by 

1/2 
X 10

-7 nR.<ov>Mo I-Mo 
A = 7.15 

E1/2 {3.8-2) 

where ~Mo is the ratio of the mass of Mo to the proton mass. Although the 

path length, R., depends on e and ~' the ranges of e and ~ aresmall and R. is 

taken to be a constant here. <ov>Mo is the ionization rate for Mo and is 
given by{3) 

( 3.8-3) 

where Te is the halo electron temperature, IMo = 7.3 eV is the ionization po
tential for Mo, and the reaction rate has been averaged over Maxwellian 

electrons. 

The number of sputtered Mo atoms per secend which reach the core plasma 
is therefore given by 

•s 
N 

Mo 

Nbdyo Eb 4.1o 8oo Einj 
= ___ f d~ f da f dE cos e cos ~ e -A 

cos ~ 4 o 6 2 o E b E 2 

2.8 X 10
27 

= (1 + A) 
2 

( n R.< ov> Mo ) 
e 

E=E. . 
- A 1 nJ 

E=E 
b 
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. 
where Nbd is the particle source to the beam dump, a normalization factor of 

9Eb/16 has been included, and n is understood to be the halo density. Note, 
however, that most of the Mo atoms which reach the core plasma edge will be 

quickly ionized and lost out the ends since the axial potentials are small at 

large radii. Ns thus probably gives an overestimate of the number of Mo 
Mo 

atoms which actually are trapped in the core plasma. 

Since Mo is a high-Z material and sputtered Mo atoms hit the core plasma 

inside the central cell potential dip, the end loss time is very long. 

Classical radial transport, therefore, sets the Mo loss rate. The radial loss 
time is approximately 

( 3.8-5) 

where ( 3.8-6) 

is the classical radial diffusion coefficient, rc is the central cell radius, 

v1 is the 90° scattering time, PMo is the Mo gyroradius, nHc is the core hot 

ion density, and EHe is the core hot ion energy. The radial loss rate is thus 

n 
N• r -- f Mo V 9 8 10 4 - 1 

Mo ·- "' • x n Mos 
rp1 'Mo c 

(3.8-7) 

where frp 1 = 0.6 is the radial profile factor for cubic profiles, and Vc is 
the effective central cell volume. 

The particle balance for Mo, given by 

(3.8-8) 

then sets the equilibrium density, nM0 , of Mo in the core plasma. Recall that 

this is probably an overestimate. Since the energy of the core plasma is high 

enough to completely strip the Mo, the fusion power reduction factor due to a 

given density of Mo is 

3.8-6 
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3.8.3 Shielding from Neutral Gas 
The attenuation of neutral gas for a given f n d~ is given in Fig. 

3.8-3.(4) From that figure, assuming a constant density halo, the proportion
ality constant relating f n d~, the density of neutral gas at the outer edge 
of the halo, nw, and the density of neutral gas a distance ~ into the halo, 
ng, i s 

CA = n:~ - 5.5 x 10-
12 

• 
g 

At the edge of the core plasma, the neutral gas density is therefore 

nw 
= ..,.c-A=:n (r::r~h--~r:=-c...,..) • 

where rh is the outer radius of the halo. 

(3.8-9) 

The quality of shielding of neutral gas done by the halo may be measured 
by the amount of charge exchange which occurs between neutral gas and the core 
plasma. The amount of charge exchange is estimated as follows. Effectively 
no attenuation occurs in the core plasma until CAn(r)~ = 1, where n(r) here is 
the core plasma density given by 

n ( r) 

with n0 the plasma density on axis. Define rA by the condition that 

(3.8-10) 

Then, nwc will be assumed constant for rA ~ r ~ rc; this is rough, but so is 
the radial density profile. 

Total ionization of neutral gas in the core plasma is then given by 

rA n <ov>. r 
c . 

f d wc 1g f n( r) <ov>. N. = 21rL r r + 2nl r dr n 
1 gc c CA(rc- r) c wc 1g 

0 rA 
(3.8-11) 
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where <av>ig is the ionization rate for neutral gas and Lc is the effective 
eentral cell length. Total charge exchange, by a similar argument, is 

. 
N 
cxgc 

3.8.4 Halo Particle Balance 

<av> exg • 
= <av>. Nigc 

19 
(3.8-12) 

Since the eentral cell magnetic fields are axisymmetric, classical radial 
transport may be assumed. Only hot eentral cell ions are considered because 
they are both hotter and denser than the warm ion population. The eentral 
eell ion radial transport coefficient is thus 

2 0.105 "He 2 2 
Dr ~ vlpiH .. El/2 B2 sin einj = 33 em /s 

He c 
(3.8-13) 

where "He is the central cell hot ion density, einj is the neutral beam in
jection angle, EHe is the hot ion energy, Be is the central cell magnetic 
field, v1 is the 90° scattering time, and PiH is the hot ion gyroradius. The 
radial loss time may be approximated by 

r2 
c 

'r ~ "'2'ö":=- "' 2. 2 s 
r 

giving a radial loss from the central eell to the halo of 

n 
N rO ~ f ~ V "' 2. 0 x 10 

19 
s -

1 
• 

rp1 • c 
r 

(3.8-14} 

Radial transport to the cold gas zone from the halo is, similarly, 

By an argument analogous to that of Seetion 3.8.3 for ionization of neutral 
gas in the core plasma, ionization of neutral gas in the halo is given by 

3.8-9 
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2nl r - r 
N. = -C c n < av>. [ r 1 n ( w t, c) - ( r - r - t,r) ] 

19 A w 1g w r w c 
(3.8-15) 

+ nl n n < av > . [ 2 r t,r - ( t,r) 2 ] 
c w 19 w 

where 

<av> 
• cxg • 
N = ---N. 
cxg <av>. 19 

1 g 
(3.8-16) Also 

Note that the <ov>•s here are not the same as those for the central cell. 
Attenuation of the neutral beams in the halo is modeled by 

->. b 
f nb ~ 1 - e n ( 3.8-17} 

where fnb is the neutral beam trapping fraction in the halo and the ratio of 
path length to mean free path is given by 

7 m. 112 nt(<av>. b + <av> b) 
- (-1) 1n cxn 

Anb = 7.15 x 10 mH E~/~ 
1nJ 

(3.8-18) 

where R. is the path length on one side of the halo, <av>inb is the ionization 

rate, <ov>cxnb is the charge exchange rate, E;nj is the neutral beam energy, 
mi is the ion mass, and mH is the proton mass. The total trapping rate in the 
halo on both sides of the core plasma is thus given by 

(3.8-19) 

where Inb is the incident current and ftr is the trapping fraction in the core 
plasma. The fraction of this current which ionizes and fuels the halo is 

<ov>. b 
• 1 n • 
Nnb1" = -------- Nnb <av>. b + <av> b 

1n cxn 

Similarly, the fraction which charge exchanges with the halo is 

. 
N 

nbcx 

<ov> b cxn • 
= -------- Nnb 

<ov>. b + <ov> b 1n cxn 
3.8-10 

(3.8-20) 

(3.8-21) 
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Some neutrals from charge exchange events in the halowill reionize in 

the halo. The model used here is rough, but should suffice for the accuracy 

of this calculation. The two chief assumptions are that the core plasma may 
be neglected due to its smaller volume, and that slab geometry may be used. 

The mean free path for reionization of a charge exchanged neutral is 

[ 
E 1/2 ] 

>. ,.. 

mfp 7.15 x 10-7 n<ov>i(mi/mH)l/2 (3.8-22) 

where <ov>i is the ionization rate and E is the neutral •s energy. The very 
simple assumption utilized here is that the neutral escapes if its path 

length, t, to escape the halo is longer than Amfp• The following conceptual 

picture is used in the analysis: t = rh - rcx is greater than >-mfp if the tip 
of its velocity vector lies on a zone of height h on a sphere of radius Amfp• 
The geometry is shown in Fig. 3.8-4a. The ionization probability, f; 0 n, is 

then the area of the zone divided by the total surface area of the sphere. 

The three possible cases are shown in Fig. 3.8-4b. For case 1, >-mfp < rh -

rcx' and fion = 1. For case 2, rh - rcx < Amfp < rh + rcx' and fion = 0.5 + 

(rh- rcx)/2~fp• For case 3, rh + rcx < >mfp' and fion = rhf>mtp· 
The source of halo ions due to reionization of charge exchanged neutrals 

is then 

N. = t. (Nb + N ) • 1cx 1on n cx cxg 
(3.8-23) 

These particle sources are balanced primarily by end loss. Two regimes 
may be defined, rather arbitrarily, as collisionless and collisional. They 

are delineated by the ratio of ion-ion scattering time, •1 , to bounce time, 

'n· For •1 < • 11 , the halo is collisional and a simple flow time may be used: 

nRclc/2 
(n•)flow"" (2T/mn.)1/2 

1 

(3.8-24) 

where Re is an appropriate mirror ratio and the ~ comes from taking a directed 

Maxwellian velocity distribution. For 'n < <1 , the halo is collisionless and 

(3.8-25) 
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where the ion-iön scattering time is 

End lass is then given by 

5 T3/2 
Ti i "' 4.9 X 10 -n- . 

Finally, total particle balance requires 

. . . . . . 
N + N b' + N. + N. = N + N ro n 1 1 g 1 cx r e.R. 

3.8.5 Halo Power Balance 

(3.8-26) 

(3.8-27) 

(3.8-28) 

Somewhat surprisingly, halo power balance is not dominated by the - 90 
keV brought into the halo when a neutral beam particle ionizes or charge ex
changes. The reason is that often the hat ion charge exchanges with neutral 
gas before it slows down appreciably. The pertinent times are 

1 
Tex "' n <av> 

n cx 

(m; /mH )T3/2 

Tdr "' 3.2 x 10-8 n • 

(3.8-29) 

(3.8-30) 

Total halo power drain on the neutral beams is N bE .. , but the effective 
n 1 nJ 

power given to the halo may be approximated by: 

• • • 3 
P "' N E - (N + N ) - T nb nb inj nb nbcx 2 

(3.8-31) 

T • cx 
pnb "' N bE. ' n 1 nJ T dr 

• • 3 
(N + N ) - T nb nbcx 2 

(3.8-32) 

3.8-13 
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Another possibly important term stems from alpha particle orbits inter

secting the halo. Whether significant halo heating occurs depends on the 

relative thermal equilibration times for alpha particles in the halo and in 
the core plasma. In the core plasma,( 3) 

(m E + m T ) 3/ 2 

T - ------:e;:..,...::cx:..____::cx::........::-e7.c .....---........---- - 0 • 08 s 
E 1.8 X 10-19 (m m )112 z2n ln A ecx cxe 

while in the halo, 

(m E + m T) 312 

T hE - ___,_ __ ---;.e=-=-cx-____.:.:.cx--;--;-=-----;;;--- - 2n4 ( 3 • 5 x 1 0 6 + 7 300 T) 3 I 2 s 
1.8 x 10- 19 (m m )112 z2n ln A e cx cx 

(3.8-33) 

(3.8-34) 

where ln A ~ 20 is the Coulomb logarithm. T~ - 0.15 s for the reference case. 

For the purposes of this analysis, the region with the smaller TE will be 
assumed to absorb the alpha particle power. The amount of power absorbed in 
the halo may be reduced to the geometric question of what fraction of the 

alpha particle orbits intersects the halo. A slab model and analysis analo

gaus to th~ reionization model of Section 3.8.4 will be used. Then, for an 

alpha particle born at radius r with angle e with respect to the magnetic 

field, two cases exist: 

2p - r .;; r .;; r 
Cl c c 

rc 
f ( r) --

Cl - 2p 
Cl 

r - r 
f (r) = l (1 - c ) 

Cl 2 2p 
Cl 

(3.8-35) 

(3.8-36) 

where fcx(r) is the fraction of alpha particles at radius r which have orbits 

intersecting the halo, and Pcx is the maximum alpha particle Larmor radius. 

For the cubic radial profile of the reference case, the fraction of total 

alpha particle orbits which intersects the halo is 

J 
r -2p c Cl 

(3.8-37) 

3.8-14 
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Total power to the halo is thus at most 

(3.8-38) 

h For the reference case, TE < TE' so no halo heating due to alpha particles is 

assumed. 
The most important heating mechanism for the halo turns out to be radial 

transport from the central cell. Core plasmaradial transport qives a halo . 
particle qain rate of N as discussed earlier. The corresponding energy gain 

ro 
is 

p ~ N Eh ~ 0.27 MW • 
ro ro c 

(3.8-39) 

Unless Te is very high, the hot, radially transported ions will deposit their 

energy in the halo before being lost, since their thermal equilibration time 
is less than their lass time. The lass time for the hot ions once they are in 

the halo is 

(3.8-40) 

Their energy equilibrium time with the halo is 

5.6 X 1018 1 
TE - n ln A [ 1/2 + T)3/2 + 

mDT (Ehe 

(m m )1/2 
e DT r1 

(m E + m T) 372 
e hc DT 

( 3 .8-41) 

TE - 0.17 s for the reference case. 
Charge exchange with background gas will contribute an important term to 

power balance. The charge exchange rate, N , was computed in the previous 
cxg 

section, and the power lost will thus be 

p 
cxg 

3 • = - N (T - T ) 
2 cxg g 

where Tq = 3 eV is taken as typical of Frank-Condon neutrals. 

3.8-15 

(3.8-42) 
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Similarly, reionization of charge exchanged neutrals will take away 

P. 
lCX 

3 • 
= - N T • 

2 icx 
(3.8-43) 

Estimating roughly,(S) neglect of line radiation appears tobe a good 

assumption. 
The largest power loss term is generally due to end loss. Using the 

particle end loss term from the previous section, the end loss power is simply 

p = ~ N T • 
eR. 2 eR. 

(3.8-44) 

3.8.6 First Wall Surface Heat Load 

An important consideration for the TASKA-M LiPb blanket test module is 

that the first wall surface heat load be kept below about 10 watts/cm2, since 

the first wall is cooled by circulating LiPb. This section discusses the 

contribution to that heat load from processes related to the halo only. These 

are: 
1. Neutral gas penetrating the halo and charge exchanging with the core 

plasma. 

2. Ions resulting from neutral beam charge exchange with or ionization on the 

halo and subsequent charge exchange with the neutral gas. 

3. Halo ions charge exchanging with neutral gas and the initial charge 

exchange events of the neutral beam with the halo. 
The heat load due to the first process may be calculated using the charge 

exchange rate found in Section 3.8.3: . 
N E cxgc hc 

= 
2nr L 

w c . 
The second term, using N from Section 3.8.4 is approximately 

nbcx 

r = 
E .. 

1 nJ 

. 
N bE. . - p b n 1 nJ n 

2nr L 
w c 

(3.8-45) 

(3.8-46) 

The final term is given by that part of the charge exchanged halo ions which 

3.8-16 
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is not reionized: 
3 

( 1 - f. ) (N + N )T 
2 1on nbcx cxg 

2nT L 
(3.8-47) 

w c 

The distribution of the surface heat load over the first wall is related 
to the ratio of the bounce time for trapped neutral beam ions, 

(3.8-48) 

to the charge exchange time 

1 
'c x .. -n-n -r< CJV........")_c_x_n_b • ( 3.8-49) 

Since 'b f 'cx' the surface heat load is assumed to be distributed evenly over 

the whole'first wall. 
3.8.7 Halo Reference Case 

The TASKA-M halo reference case is given in Table 3.8-1 and 3.8-2. Al
most the only available knob to turn in choosing a reference case is the base 

pressure, which gives the neutral gas density at the first wall. Furthermore, 
since it is convenient to have the halo do all of the vacuum pumping, essen

tially no freedom in picking parameters exists. Therefore, it is fortuitous 

that the final reference case satisfies all necessary criteria. 

As stated in the introduction to this section, the main constraint on the 
choice of, a reference case is that the halo must shield the core plasma from 

neutral gas and sputtered beam dump atoms. The other major consideration is 
that surface heat load should be as low as possible. A secondary effect of 

that is to keep the neutral beam attenuation small, which is also desirable. 

The dependence of halo density and temperature on the base pressure is 

shown in Fig. 3.8-5. For cases with base pressures, Pb, below about 5 x 10-5 

torr, the halo is in the collisionless regime. The input power is almost 
totally due to radial transport from the central cell and is, therefore, con

stant. Since the particle source to the halo is primarily due to ionization 

and charge exchange (with subsequent reionization) of neutral gas, it is pro
portional to the base pressure. Constant power and a lower particle source 
combine to give a rising temperature as base pressure falls. The approximate-

3.8-17 
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Table 3.8-1. General Halo Parameters 
Density, n 3.5 x 1012 cm- 3 

Temperature, T 615 eV 
Inner radius, rc 12.1 cm 
Outer radius, rh 18 cm 

Surface heat to first wall (rw = 25 cm) from halo 
at ~ 90 keV 
at ~ 84 keV 
at 615 eV 
Total 

Particle flux to first wall 
at ~ 90 keV 

at - 84 keV 
at 615 eV 

Neutral density 
at core plasma edge 
at first wall 
Base pressure at wall 

Charge exchange of neutral beam ions 

Charge exchange time, 'cx 

Drag time, 'dr 
Bounce time, 'b 

Reionization of charge-exchanged neutrals 
Mean free path 

Reionization fraction 

Beam dump sputtering 
Beam dump material 

Surface binding energy, Eb 
Maximum fusion power degradation 

3.8-18 

3.0 W/cm2 

0.8 W/cm2 

1.8 W/cm2 

5.6 W/cm2 

2.1 x 1014 cm-2 s-1 

5 7 1013 cm-2 s-1 • X 

1 2 1016 cm-2 s-1 • X 

2.1 x 109 cm- 3 

2.4 x 1011 cm- 3 

7.2 X 10-6 torr 

4.7 x w-6 s 

0. 34 s 

2.7 x w-6 s 

238 cm 
0.076 

Mo 
86 eV 
0.1% 
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Table 3.8-2. Halo Particle and Power Balance Parameters 
Confinement parameters 

End lass, (n·r)et 
Collisional flow, (nt)flow 
Mirrar lass, (nt)scat 

Pa rt i c 1 e g a i n 

Radial transport, ~r~ 

Neutral beam ionization, ~nbi 

Neutral gas ionization, ~ig 

Reionization of CX neutrals, ~icx 

Pa rt i c 1 e 1 o s s 

Radial transport, ~r 

End 1 oss, ~et 

Power gain 
Radial transport, Pr~ 
Alpha particles, Pa 
Reionization of CX neutrals, P;cx 
Neutral beams, Pnb 

Power lass 
Radial transport, Pr 
Neutral gas CX, Pcxg 
End lass, Pet 

Neutral beam attenuation in halo 

Halo pumping speed 

3.8-19 

7. 5 x 109 cm- 3 s 

2.9 x 108 cm-3 s 
7.5 x 109 cm-3 s 

2.0 x 1019 s-1 

8.7 x 1018 s-1 

3.5 x 1020 s- 1 

7.7 x 1019 s-1 

2.1 x 1016 s- 1 

4.5 x 1020 s- 1 

272 kW 
0 kW 
11 kW 
0 kW 

0 kW 
149 kW 
134 kW 

1.0% 
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ly constant density in this regime is due to the strong increase in confine

ment time with temperature. When Pb is greater than 5 x 1o-5 torr, the halo 

is in the collisional regime, where the confinement time is almost independent 
of density. Thus, since the particle source is rising with base pressure, the 

density also rises. Also, attenuation of the neutral beams becomes a signifi

cant contributor to power balance, with power to the halo rising linearly with 

density. Because both power and particle sources are rising approximately 

with density, the halo temperature remains essentially constant. 
The most important ~onclusion to be drawn from Fig. 3.8-5, however, is 

that considerable leeway exists in the TASKA-M halo operating regime~ If, for 

example, unexpected cold gas sources lead to a reference base pressure as much 
as a f~ctor of six higher than that used here and calculated in the next 

section, the shielding properties of the halo remain essentially unchanged. 

Thus, we may have good confidence that the TASKA-M halo will shield the core 

plasma and vacuum pump central cell cold gas, despite the rough nature of the 

model. 

3.8.8 Vacuum Pumping of the Central Cell by the Plasma Halo 

3.8.8.1 Introduction. In view of the fact that the nominal density and 
temperature of the halo ions are ~ 3.5 x 1012 cm-3 and 615 eV, respectively, 

it might be expected that the plasma halo would provide a vacuum pumping 
surface for cold background gas in the central cell. It i s the purpose of 

this section to quantify the pumping properties of the halo and, given the 

expected gas loads into the central cell, determine typical steady-state gas 

pressures under operation. It will be demonstrated that the plasma halo is a 
very effective pumping medium and is capable of maintaining the central cell 

pressure at < lo-5 torr under operation. 

3.8.8.2 The Halo Pumping Eguation. We begin with the ideal gas law 

PV NkT {3.8-50) 

where k is Boltzmann•s constant and N is the total number of gas molecules in 

system. At constant temperature, the total differential with respect to time 

i s 

3.8-21 
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Since TASKA-M has, under steady-state, a well defined plasma radius, we are 
pumping a central cell of constant volume V. Therefore, Eq. 3.8-51 becomes 

dP dN 
V dt = kT dt • (3.8-52) 

The rate of change of gas molecules in the system will be equal to the 
gain due to all source terms of cold input gas (dNs/dt) minus the lass rate 
due to the halo pumping (dNh/dt). Therefore, 

dP dNs dNh 
V dt = kT (dt (P) -dt (P)). (3.8-53) 

Note that the input and pumping rates have been written as pressure dependent 
terms. The source term expressing the throughput of cold gas to the central 
cell may be written 

(3.8-54) 
_ 1 dNcx dN0g dNnb dN0 · 
- kT (~ + dt + ~ (P) + dt (P)) 

where qcx = throughput due to reflux of cold charge-exchange gas from first 
wall, 

qog = throughput due to general outgassing from wall materials etc. , 

qnb = throughput due to influx of gas from beam lines, 
q0 = throughput from any other subsidiary sources. 

Note that qcx and q0 g are independent of system pressure. Customary units of 
q are torr R. s-1 

In terms of particle rates, Eq. 3.8-54 becomes 

(3.8-55) 

Ta solve Eq. 3.8-53 for pressure as a function of time in the system, we 
need a functional relationship for the halo pumping rate as a function of 
pressure. The analysis in Section 3.8 indicates a reasonably linear relation
ship between the halo pumping rate and the cold gas pressure, thus 

3.8-22 
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dNh 
dt (P) .... cP (3.8-56) 

where c is a constant. Accordingly, from Fig. 3.8-6 in the low pressure 
region of interest, we obtain c .... 7.2 x 1025 torr-1 s-1 (atomic). This 
constant expresses the effective pumping speed of the halo. A plot of the 
halo pumping rate versus cold gas pressure is given in Fig. 3.8-6. 

Substituting Eq. 3.8-56 into Eq. 3.8-53 gives the first order differ
ential equation 

dP(t) + ckT P(t) _ kT dNs ( 
dt V -Vdt P(t)). (3.8-57) 

To solve Eq. 3.8-55 we make the simplifying assumption that the cold gas 
throughput in Eq. 3.8-54 above is dominated by the first two terms, i.e. qcx 
and q0 g; this is an excellent assumption as will be seen later. Accordingly, 
we can relax the pressure dependence of the RHS of Eq. 3.8-55 and solve the 
resulting linear equation as follows 

1 dNs e-(ckT/V)t 1 dNs 
P(t) = {Po - c dt} + c dt (3.8-58) 

where P0 is the equilibrium system pressure at t = 0 (i.e., before the plasma 
is turned on). 
3.8.8.3 Application of the Halo Pumping Eguation to TASKA-M. Application of 
Eq. 3.8-58 leads to the following scenario. The system vacuum at t < 0 is 

' 
maintained at P0 by some external method (e.g., cryopanels in the end cell, 
etc.). At t = 0 the beams turn on, the plasma is initiated, the halo begins 
to pump, and we disconnect all auxiliary vacuum pumps. The time behavior of 
the system pressure then follows Eq. 3.8-58. At equilibrium, the systemwill 
have attained a final pressure given by 

(3.8-59) 

which is dependent on the effective halo pumping speed c and the cold gas 
input rate dNs/dt. The rate at which the halo effects the pressure transition 
from the original base pressure P0 to the final equilibrium pressure Pfinal is 
dependent on the exponential term in Eq. 3.8-58. This rate will evidently be 
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Fig. 3.8-6. Halo pumping rate versus base pressure. 
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rapid for a large halo speed c, a high temperature T or a small system volume 
v. 

Computation of Pfinal for TASKA-M requires computation of qs (i.e., 
dNs/dt) via Eq. 3.8-54. From Sectiqn 6.2.3, the cx particle intensity to the 
first wall is 3.40 x 1020 s-1 (atomic). In equilibrium, this is equal* to 
cold gas reflux rate, thus dNcxldt = qcxlkT = 1.70 x 102° s-1 (molecular). A 
typical outgassing constant for stainless steel after bakeout( 6) is ~ 5 x 10-9 

torr t s-1 per cm2 of surface area. A worst-case upper bound for the convo
luted surface area in the central cell for outgassing purposes is ~396m2 

which yields a total outgassing particle rate of 6.8 x 1017 s- 1 (molecular) 
into the vacuum chamber. 

To estimate the cold gas contribution from the beam line, we note that 
the system base pressure P0 before operation of the beams and plasma is main
tained at typical machine pressure (~ 1o-5-1o-6 torr). Since the beam line 
exit ducts are maintained at a quiescent pressure of the same order of magni
tude by the beam line pumping system, qnb will certainly be small relative to 
qcx and can be neglected here. 

Our final source term for input gas is q0 in Eq. 3.8-54 which accounts 
for all other sources of gas input. Normally, excepting large leaks into the 
vacuum chamber, other sources of gas will be small compared with qcx and q09 . 

However, for completeness, we could assume that the beam dumps are not 
supplied with an auxiliary pumping system. From Section 6.2.3, we have a 
total shine-through particle intensity of 1.825 x 1020 s-1 (atomic). There
fore, under equilibrium conditions, we obtain an equivalent cold gas reflux 
from the dump surfaces of 9.125 x 1ol9 s-1 (molecular). 

Our source term for the total cold gas input to the central cell is, 
therefore, dNs/dt ~ 2.6 x 102° s-1 (molecular). Substituting this into Eq. 
3.8-59 yields a final system pressure under halo pumping of ~ 7.2 x 10-6 torr. 
Note that if the beam dump gas reflux were to be accommodated by a separate 
auxiliary pump, this equilibrium pressure would be maintained at 4.7 x 10-6 
torr by the halo. 

*The fra~tion which diffuses to the back surface of the first wall is less 
than 10- of the implantation rate so the vast majority is emitted as cold gas 
reflux to the vacuum chamber. 
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3.8.8.4 Discussion. It appears from above that the plasma halo provides a 
very effective vacuum pump, and is capable of maintaining the central cell 

pressure at less than 10-5 torr under Operation without the need for other 

pumping systems. Auxiliary pumps would, however, be required for initial 

pumpdown before the plasma (and thus the halo) is initiated. 
A quantitative figure of merit for the pumping capabilities of the halo 

can be obtained if we transform the speed constant c in Eq. 3.8-56 from units 
of torr- 1 s-1 to units of liters per second and, thereby, obtain a convention

al pumping speed. Accordingly, we obtain c = 1.0 x 106 ~ s-1. With a mean 

halo radius of ~ 15 cm and an effective central cell plasma length of 495 cm, 

this gives a specific pumping speed per unit area of halo 11 SUrface 11 of ~ 21 t 

s-1 cm-.2. This is a very large pumping speed and should be compared with 
typical speeds for D and T exhibited by present day cryopanels of ~ 5 t s-1 
cm- 2, and Zr-Al getter panels of ~ 0.9 t s-1 cm-2.( 7) This clearly demon

strates the potential of the plasma halo as affording a very effective vacuum 
pumping medium for the central cell. 

References for Section 3.8 
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communication (1981). 
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3.9 Plasma Startup 
The plasma physics and engineering considerations so far have dealt with 

only the steady-state, or burn, phase of operation. In this section we dis
cuss startup of the plasma, i.e. the process of bringing the plasma to its 
desired operating point. The startup phase involves creation of an initial 
target plasma, turning on the various neutral beams and programming the 

electron heating power. A related consideration is the 11 thermal 11 stabil ity of 
the desired operating point. We address these issues in this section with a 
time-dependent rate code which calculates the evolution of the central cell 
density and electron temperature. 

An initial target plasma can be created either by injection of plasma 
along the magnetic field from a stream gun in the end walls, or by injecting 
gas into the discharge chamber and applying low power microwaves at the 
electron cyclotron frequency to ionize the gas and make a target plasma. The 
latter method is preferred because it gives a cleaner plasma which is not so 
strongly connected to the end walls. Creation of a target plasma by ECRH has 
been accomplished in the TMX-Upgrade and Phaedrus tandemmirrar experiments. 
A suitable target plasma for TASKA-M would have a density of ~ 5 x 1012 cm-3, 
an electron temperature of ~ 30 eV, and an ion temperature of ~ 1~ eV. These 

parameters have been obtained in Phaedrus, for example. This could be 
achieved with an initial ECRH pulse of a few kilowatts of power lasting for 
~ 10 ms. The best point for application of the ECRH microwave power would be 
either in the transition region, or in the anchor, where the magnetic fields 
are lower and the required frequency is therefore smaller. 

Given an initial target plasma, we model the evolution of the hot plasma 
by rate equations for the hot ion density and electron temperature. In order 
to reduce the number of rate equations tobe solved simultaneously, we con
sider only the startup of the central cell plasma; starting up the anchor is 
conceptually the same problem. Our two rate equations are 

(3.9-1) 

3.9-1 
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(3.9-2) 

The notation is the same as in Section 3.2. ns and Ts are the density and ion 
temperature of the target plasma, respectively. IHb is the injected high 
energy neutral beam current and fp is a trapping fraction, which is calculated 
differently than in Secti,n 3.2.6. We use the pencil beam approximation for 

fp' 

where 

-a fp = 1 - e 

vba = f ds (nHc(<av>. + <av> ) + n (<av>. + <av> + <av> )) 
1 e s 1 e cx 

(3.9-3) 

(3.9-4) 

and the integral is along the beam path. In this expression for a, we con
sider trapping by ion and electron impact ionization with the hot plasma and 
cold target plasma, and by charge exchange with the cold ions. Charge ex
change of a beam atom with a hot ion does not lead to an additional trapped 
ion, and is therefore not included. This effectively assumes the escape 
probability of the hot charge exchange neutrals is unity. This is true in the 
early phase of startup but underestimates the trapping by charge exchange as 
the design point is approached. On the other hand, the pencil beam overesti
mates the trapping coefficient to some extent (see Fig. 3.2-1) so these ef
fects compensate each other to some degree. The effect of the warm plasma 
neutral beam is also neglected in Eqs. 3.9-1 and 3.9-2. An additional 

simplification isthat ~e/Te, which is contained in (nT)e, is not solved for 
self-consistently, but is replaced by its value at the design point, as given 
in Section 3.3. These simplifications are made in order to increase the 
computational speed for solving the rate equations; a consequence of these 
approximations is that the steady-state solution predicted by Eq. 3.9-1 and 
3.9-2 will not precisely reproduce the solution of the more complicated power 
balance equations given in Section 3.2. This is not a major disadvantage, 

3.9-2 
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since the purpose of this analysis is to establish the gross startup require
ments and feasibility; minor differences will not negate the basic conclu

sions. 
Equations 3.9-1 and 3.9-2 are solved using a predictor-corrector tech

nique with the initial conditions: 

"He ( 0) = 0 

T e(O) = 30 eV 

ns(O) = 5 x 1012 cm- 3 • 

The tar.get plasma density ns(t) is allowed to decay in such a way that ne(t), 

(3.9-5) 

is constant until ns(t), as calculated from Eq. 3.9-5, becomes zero. From 

then on, ns(t) is set to zero and ne(t) = "Hc(t). 
Figure 3.9-1 shows the result of a startup simulation with no RF heating 

of electrons. The beam is turned full on at t = 0; all other input parameters 
are given in Tables 3.3-1 to 3.3-3. The rise in the electron temperature to 
about 6 keV is due to heating by drag on the hot ions. This is an important 
effect since electron heating by Landau damping is ineffective at low electron 
temperature and low density. Hence, we need the high energy beams to both 
raise the total density and the electron temperature before RF heating is 
applied. 

Next we consider startup with RF electron heating. A rough model for the 
coupling efficiency, ne, of the heating process is obtained by putting 

The dependence of n1 on "e and n2 on Te is shown in Fig. 3.9-2. With this 
model, we get little heating with ne < 1013 cm-3 orTe< 2.5 keV. The coupled 

power is given by 

3.9-3 
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Fig. 3.9-1. Rise of the hot ion density and the electron temperature; the 
high energy beam is turned on at t = 0. There is no RF heating 
of electrons in this simulation. 
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Fig. 3.9-2. The factors used in determining the coupling of the RF power to 
the electrons. 
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where PRF is the applied RF power. In order to avoid overheating the 
electrons when the density is low, the applied power has to be programmed in 
time during the starting phase. Figure 3.9-3 shows the results of a startup 
simulation when 

0 

PRF = 7.5 MW 
15 MW 

t < 0.05 s 

0.05 < t < 0.1 s 

t > 0.1 s • 

We see that the density and electron temperature both rise to plateau 
values which are reasonably close to the design values. The final density is 
slightly above the design value; this can be attributed to the neglect of the 
low energy neutral beam which causes a lass of hat ions by charge exchange. 
The final electron temperature is slightly below the design value. This can 
be attributed to the density being too high. The humps in the Te(t) curve 
occur at the steps in the RF heating power. A smoother Te curve could be ob
tained by a moregradual rise of PRF(t). This calculation is sufficient, how
ever, to demonstrate a successful startup of TASKA-M using only the beams and 
RF systems required in the burn phase, except for the initial ECRH pulse. The 
neutral beams are not programmed; they are turned full an at t = 0. Program
ming of the RF power is required in order to avoid overheating the electrons 
at low density, but this is not a technological difficulty. 

We also have found that the plasma comes up to its steady-state values 
and sits there. Hence, the design equilibrium is thermally stable; a compli
cated feedback system is not required to maintain the plasma at the desired 
burn point •. A control systemwill be required, of course, to adjust for slow 
variations in the input beams and RF power. 

The variation of the trapping fraction, fp, with time is shown in Fig. 
3.9-4. The trapping fraction is low for the first 40 ms, but is essentially 
at its design value after 60 ms. Hence, the beam dumps only have to take the 
full incident neutral beam power for about 50 ms; this is a consideration in 
the design of the beam dumps. 

3.9-6 
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Fig. 3.9-3. The rise of the hot ion density and the electron temperature with 
both beam injection and RF electron heating. 
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Fig. 3.9-4. The increase of the high energy neutral beam trapping fraction as 
the hot ion density builds up. 
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4. Overall Design 

4.1 Introduction and Overview 

The lASKA-M test facility (Fig. 4.1-1) is a triple mirrar with a 
solenoidal central cell and MHD-stability anchors. No electrostatic 

plugging is provided. The central cell is used only as a zone for testing 

both materials and breeding blankets. In order to reduce the capital cost, 
there is no tritium production. In cantrast to a power reactor, energy 

conversion ist not provided. However a space at the end dump is reserved 

for experimental purposes. 

The overall length of the facility is approximately 50 m subdivided into 

an 8.7 m central cell length, two 9.1 m anchor regions, and two 11.5 m end 

dumps. While the maximum plasma radius is 0.12 m in the central cell an 

average wall diameter of approx. 0.4 m is needed in the test zones. 

Fueling and heating of the plasma is accomplished with ICRF and neutral 

beam injection (NBI). The ICRF antennae in the central cell are integrated 

into the blankets. 

The neutral beam injectors are located in the central cell and in the 

anchor regions. In the central cell there are four high energy beam lines 

(HE-NBI) aimed of the midplane of the central cell and a low energy beam 
line (LB-NBI) with the injection point axially displaced by 0.60 m from 

the midplane. The radial arrangement of the HE-NBI and the LE-NRI is shown 
in Fig. 4.1-2. Each of the two anchor regions have a singlemedium energy 

neutral beam injector (ME-NBI) with the injection point between the Yin 

and Yang coils. 

The distance from the extraction grids of the ion sources to the plasma 

axis is 12m for the HE-NBI and ME-NBI, and about 5 m for the LE-NBI. 
Opposite each NBI, except for the LE-NBI, there is a beam dump for the 
particles which arenot trapped by the plasma (Fig. 4.1-3). 

4.1 - 1 
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The end cells are characterized by dumps for the plasma and the plasma

hal o. 

Locating the vacuum boundary represented by the vacuum chamber outside the 
blankets, reflector, shield and coils was an important decision, which 
provids, the advantage of a cold support structure between the magnets and 

easier assembly and maintenance of the vacuum chamber, especially for coil 

replacement. 

The vacuum chamber with an average radius of 2.5 m in the central cell 

region and 4 m in the anchor regions consists of a lower and an upper 

shell (see Fig. 4.1-2). The lower shell, designed as a box section, rests. 

on pillars and carries the support structures for all the internals, i .e. 
blankets, coils, shield etc. The upper shell, reinforced against 
atmospheric external pressure, is divided into segments and will be fitted 

to the lower shell after the installation of those internals which cannot 

be inserted through blanket or insert openings. The lower and the upper 
shells, as well as the segments, are connected by clamps and by lip 
welding to achieve good tightness. 

For better handling and maintenance, the reactor hall level was made about 

1m below the vacuum chamber separation line. Since the neutral beam injec
tors had tobe arranged around the machine, some of them are installed in 

the basement, as are some of the beam dumps, which are inserted from the 

bottom. This requires that maintenance of some of the injectors and beam 
dumps be carried out from the basement. 

The basement also contains the vacuum systems for the beam dumps and the 
end dumps. The cryopumps of the neutral heam injectors and beam ducts, 

however, are located outside the injector boxes and ducts. 

4.1 - 5 
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4.2 Central Cell 

4.2.1 General 

The central cell consists of a cylindrical structure bounded on both ends 
by the high field coils. It is composed of the vacuum chamber, in which 

the central cell coil and its support structure, as well as parts of the 

reflector and the shielding, are permanently installed. The super
conducting c~ntral cell solenoid and the two superconducting high field 
choke coils provide the confining field within the central cell. Retween 

these magnets there are zones for breeding and materials test modules. 

In addition the large exhaust duct for the central cell vacuum chamber and 

for the thermalized gas from the beam dumps is located there. The duct 
goes downward into the basement where the vacuum pumpesarealso located. 

4.2.2 Blanket 

Figure 4.1-3 shows the layout of the central cell with the blankets 

numbered 1 to 4, with an additional insert which fits inside the central 

cell magnet and protects the solenoid from radiation. As can be seen in 
Fig. 4.2-1 blanket test modules 1 and 4 are inserted horizontally, with 
their flanges providing closures for the blanket openings in the vacuum 

chamber. 

Testmodules 2 and 3 in turn are inserted into the modules described 

above. Figure 4.2-2 and 4.2-3 show the test modules in more detail. 

Blanket module 2 is reduced in size to leave more space for the neutral 

beam dumps and the exhaust duct. Table 4.2-1 shows the room temperature 

dimensions and locations of each module. The axial distance is measured 
from the center of the central cell, where negative numbers indicate 

locations left of the centerline. The spacing between the modules is 2 cm 

to accommodate thermal expansion and neutron induced swelling. Additional 
blanket parameters are given in Table 4.2-2, while the central cell 

engineering parameters are given in Table 4.2-3. 

4.2 - 1 
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Table 4.2-1 Blanket Module and Insert Dimensions and Locations 

BLANKET MODULE LOCATION OF AXIAL INNER 
NUMBER MODULE CENTER LENGTH DIAt~ETER R E M A R K S 

LI NE (CM) (CM) (CM) 

BL. 1 -176 88 44/58 BREEDING TEST BLANKET (LIQUID) 
SPACE 2 

.j::o 

BL. 2 -95 70 50 BREDDING TEST BLANKET (SOLID) . 
N 
I 

SPACE 2 (.J'1 
1\J 
~ 

01 

INSERT +10 136 140 CENTRAL CELL SHIELD INSERT 
SPACE 2 

BL. 3 +105 55 50 MATERIAL TEST BLANKET } 
SPACE 2 · ONE UNIT 

BL. 4 +175 83 36/44 MATERIAL TEST BLANKET 
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Table 4.2-2 First Wall Parameters at the Central Cell Insert 

Heat Flux 

Peak Pressure 

Inlet Temperature 

Outlet Temperature 

Velocity 

Tubular Design 

First Wall Radius 

Coolant Tubes Material 

Inner Radius 

Wall Thickness 

L~q1 Wall 

L~q2 

Maximum Surface Temperature 

First Row of Tubes 

Plasma S ide 

140 W/cmz 

4 bar 

30 oc 

60 oc 

3.26 m s-1 

70 cm 

HT 9 

0,7 cm 

0,3 cm 

31,8 K 

57,3 K 

117,3 oc 

4.2-6 
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Table 4.2-3 Central Cell Engineering Parameters 

Unit Dimension 

Central cell 1 ength m 
Central cell insert diameter m 

Blanket inner diameter (average) m 
Length of blanket test module 1 m 

Length of blanket test module 2 m 
Length of CC-insert m 

Length of materials test module 3 m 

Length of materials test module 4 m 

Total ICRF zone length m 
Area of blanket test module 1 m2 

Area of blanket test module 2 m2 

Area of materials test module 3 m2 

Area of materials test module 4 m2 

Total ICRF 1 aunchi ng area m2 

Blanket 1 thickness m 

Blanket 2 thickness m 

Number of high energy-neutral beam injectors (HE-NBI) 
Number of low energy-neutral beam injectors (LE-NBI) 
Angle between adjacent NBI's 

Injection angle (HE-NBI's) 

Injection angle (LE-NBI) 
Point of intersection (HE-NBI's) 
Point of intersection (LE-NBI's) 

Footprint diameter (HE-NBI's and LE-NBI) 

4.2 - 7 

deg. 

deg. 

deg. 
m 

m 

m 

4.4 
1.4 

0.47 

0.88 

0.7 

1.36 

0.5 

0.88 

1.0 

0.66 

0.67 

0.36 

0.66 

0.08 

0.45/0.64 

0.15 

4 

1 

45 

45 

70 

0 

0.6 

0.2 
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4.2.3 ICRF Antennae 

The four ICRF antennae are integrated into the blanket modules. They are 
arranged at distances of ± 1.2 m and ± 2.1 m from the midplane. In case of 

failure they can be extracted tagether with the corresponding blankets. 

4.2.4 Central Cell Coils and Coil Supports 

Figure 4.2-4 shows the symmetrical arrangement of the central cell coils. 

The high field magnets are composed of two superconducting coils enclosed 
in a common casing, and normally conducting insert coils. The normal coils 
are assembled as one unit tagether with their casings and shield. They fit 

inside the bore of the superconducting coils and protect them from radia

tion. The dimensions and locations of the coils are given in Chapter 9. 

The schematic diagram shwon in Figure 4.2-4 gives the axial forces acting 

on the coils, both under operating conditions and when the coils are de
energized. The maximum axial force occurs at the central cell coil, when 
one of the high-field coils fails. Quench detection and parallel discharge 
of the other central cell solenoids make this force somewhat academic. 

Therefore, it is not taken into consideration in our stress calculation. 
The critical components are the support struts and the coil casings. 

Figure 4.2-5 is a schematic diagram of the central cell magnet. It is com

posed of the superconductor and the electrical insulation surrounded by a 

steel casing. Six cm of kapton between this casing and the dewar vessel 
provides thermal insulation. The superconductor is cooled with liquid 

helium, while the dewar vessel and ths support struts are cooled with 

liquid nitrogen. The dewar vessels arenot insulated on the outside and, 

therefore, act as cryopumps. Poisoning of these surfaces can be avoided by 
insuring that central cell components are always replaced under vacuum 

conditions, unless the magnets are warmed up initielly. 

4.2 - 8 
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Central Cell Coil Support Strut 
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Cell Coi 1 Coi l Coi l (NbTi) (Nb3Sn) 

Axial force normal (MN} 0 60 47 2 

Warking conditions 

Max. axial force·single (MN) 85 60 47 2 

Coils not energ1zed 

Fig. 4. 2- 4 Central Cell Coil 
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Support struts 

Four 40 cm diameter steel struts on both sides of the central cell 
coils are arranged symmetrically between the central cell coil and 

superconducting choke coils. 

The calculated compressive stress of 300 MPa can be tolerated for steel 

at liquid nitrogen temperature. 

Casing of superconducting choke coils 

It can be assumed that the mechanical loads are reacted by the steel 
coil casings and the hoop stresses, by the windings or the winding 

reinforcement. In this case, the maximum reference stress will be 260 

MPa~ an acceptable value for steel at the low temperature of the 
casings. The maximum reference stress is produced by the bending 

moments and shear forces acting on the coil casing in the regions of 

the support struts. 

4.2.5 Central Cell Shield Insert 

The central cell insert is arranged inside a tube which is part of the 

central cell coil casing. Although the plasma radius in this region is 

only 12.1 cm, the wall radius is set at 70 cm because of the heat flux 
originating from charge exchange from the neutral beams. As Table 4.2-4 

indicates, the heat flux will be 140 W/cm 2 on the first wall, which is 

water cooled and composed of tubes arranged cylindrically with manifolds 

extending in the axial direction. Both are made from HT9. The inner radius 

of the coolant tubes is 0.7 cm, the thickness 0.3 cm, and the peak coolant 
pressure 4 bar. Water cooling for the insert is dictated by the nuclear 

heating in the shiel and is summarized in Chapter 5. 

Since the insert is designed to last the lifetime of the facility, it will 

have tobe exchanged only in case of failure. The insert can be replaced, 

however, in the same manner as the blankets, after modules 3 and 4 have 
I 

been remov ed. 

4.2 - 11 
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4.3 Anchor and Transition Region 

The main components of the anchor and transition region are a pair of Yin 

Yang coils and the transition coil which are all superconducting. Each of 

them is enclosed in adewar vessel, which is cooled by liquid nitrogen and 
acts as a cryopump. Figure 4.3-1 shwos that the inner steel casings of the 

magnets are reinforced. The additional support struts are provided to 

compensate for the bending forces. 

Figure 4.3-2 shows that the center of the transition coil is placed at a 

distance of 6.35 m from the midplane of the central cell. The remaining 

Yin Yang coils which have no common coil centers, are placed at q.85 m and 

10.45 m respectively. 

Unlike TASKA /1/, where the Yin Yang coils were surrounded by a comnon 

dewar, the Yin Yang coils in lASKA-M are contained in separate dewars. 

This concept was chosen for the following reasons: 

The coils can be exchanged independently; 

consequently, the coils can be assembled and dismantled 

outside the facility. 

The coils can be tested externally before installation in the machine. 

The advantages of the TASKA design were 

A common dewar would permit a solid support 

structure between the coils to react the magnetic 

forces acting on the magnets, 

Cold support structure between the coils prevents thermal 

heat transfer. 

4.3 - 1 
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Thus, in order to avoid these drawbacks in the lASKA-M concept, additional 

coil supports are provided by wedges located between the dewars, while 

plates of synthetic carbon fibre resin transfer the loads from the inner 

casing tothedewar wall. Thermal conductance through such composits is 

low enough to prevent excessive heat transfer between the dewar vessel and 
the inner casing. 

To protect the coils from radiation, shielding is provided between the 
plasma and the coils. The shielding is divided in sections and can be 
removed in case of coil failure. An additional biological shield is 

located outside the coils. The upper vessel shell and the shield are 

mounted independently and can therefore be removed without difficulty in 

order to provide access to the coils. 

Two medium-energy neutral beam injectors are arranged in the anchor 

regions. The neutral beams intersect the plasma axis at a distance of 

10.55 m from the centerline of the facility. The neutral beam duct 

penetrates through the vacuum vessel and the bi ol ogi cal shi el di ng. The 
beams are arranged in this manner because of the shape of the Yin Yang 
support structure and the shielding. The divergence of the neutral beam 

leads to a footprint of 25 cm diameterat the focal plane. At the 
injection point, the plasma has dimensions of 34.8 x 72 cm. It is 

theoretically possible to shift the point of injection to the center of 

the Yin-Yang coils but this would require openings in the magnet support 

structure and reduce the magnet shielding. 

The neutral beam dumps are similar to those locard in the central cell, 

but they do not have a separate exhaust systems, because the anchor 

regions are connected to the end dump zones and will be evacuated by the 

exhaust systems in these regions. 
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The central cell length in TASKA-M is 5.5 m (peak B to peak B). In this 
relatively short central cell, the 0-T neutron source has a strong axial vari
ation. The source is symmetric about the reacto'r midplane (z = 0). The axial 

variation of the linear neutron source strength is shown in Fig. 5.1-1. Also 
included is the axial variation of the plasma radius. 

A lthough a fi rst wa 11 radi us of 25 cm can be used in the central part of 
the central cell, the wall is recessed to 70 cm to reduce the surface heat 
flux due to charge exchange between the incoming beams and the central cell 
plasma. TASKA-M utilizes four test modules, two of which are devoted to 
blanket tests (blankets #1 and #2) and the other two to materials tests 
{blankets #3 and #4). In order to accommodate the ICRF antennas, the first 
wall is recessed at four locations. 

Table 5.1-1 gives the axial locations for the different test modules as 
well as the wall radius and width for the different segments of each module. 
The average neutron wall loading in each segment is also given. The method 
used to calculate the neutron wall loading is described in Section 3.2.7. The 
average wall loading in the liquid metal breeder test zone in blanket #1 is 
0.85 MW/m2. The corresponding value for the solid breeder test zone is 0.73 
MW/m2. The two materials test modules in blankets #3 and #4 have average wall 
loadings of 0.69 and 1.23 MW/m2, respectively. Figure 5.1-2 shows the axial 
variation of the neutron wall loading in the central cell. While a uniform 
wall radius is used in the liquid and solid breeder test modules, the wall 
radius is tapered in the material test module of blanket #4 to achieve a peak 
neutron wall loading of 1.34 MW/m2• The peak neutron wall loadings in the 
liquid metal and solid breeder test modules are 1.22 and 0.78 MW/m2, respec
tively. The ICRF antennas are expected to reduce the neutron wall loading 
behind them by less than 10%. 
5.1.2 Anchor and Transition Regions 

Two neutron sources exist in the anchor and transition regions of TASKA-M. 
One source is due to 0-T fusion reactions and the other is due to 0-0 fusion 
reactions. The anchor plasma is 100% deuterium and, hence, 0-0 reactions pro
ducing 2.45 MeV neutrons are important. The transition region is fueled by 
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Table 5.1-1. Geometrical Gonfiguration and Average Wall Loading 
for the Test Modules 

Axial Wall 
Axial Location Wi dth Radius Average Wall 

{cm) Segment {cm) {cm) Loading {MW/m2) 
-220 ( z ( -132 1 i qui d breeder test 30 29 0.39 

liquid breeder test 53 22 1.11 
shield 5 32.5 o. 7 2 

-130 ( z ( -60 shield 27 32.5 0.64 
solid breeder test 43 25 o. 7 3 

.80 ( z .. 135 materials test 23 25 o. 7 4 
materials test 32 32.5 0.65 

137 ( z ( 220 materials test 53 18-22 1. 23 
shield 30 29 0.39 

deuterium, but it has been assumed for neutranies purposes that there is a 5% 
tritium background as well. This can arise from tritium in the halo diffusing 
into the core of the transition region. Since the transition region plasma is 
cool (Ti"' 7 keV), the reaction rate is small. A peak in the DT reaction rate 
occurs in the overlap region between the transition zone and the anchor. 
Interaction between the cooler tritium in the transition zone and the hotter 
sloshing-ion deuterium plasma yields an increased production rate of DT 
neutrohs. The axial variation of the linear source strength due to D-T and 
D-D n~utrons in the transition and anchor regions of the end cell is shown in 
Fig. 5.1-3. The axial variation of the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) half 
widths for the plasma and first wall is illustrated in Fig. 5.1-4. The plasma 
has an elliptical shape with varying ellipticity in these regions. The first 
wall closely follows the plasma boundary and allows for the required spacing 
for the halo region. 

Due to the ellipticity of the first wall, an azimuthally nonuniform 
neutron wall loading is obtained at a given axial location. Figure 5.1-5 
shows the axial variation of the maximum neutron wall loading. The contri
butions from D-T and D-D fusion neutrons are given. Notice that the neutron 
wall loading is defined as the energy flux resulting from the uncollided 
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source neutrons whether they are 14.1 MeV D-T neutrons or 2.45 MeV D-D 
neutrons. The neutron wall loading in the anchor and transition regions is 
about four orders of magnitude less than that in the central cell. 
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5.2 Magnet Shielding 
This section focuses on the shielding requirements to protect all magnets 

in the central cell and transition and anchor regions which include the 

central cell, choke, transition, and anchor Yin-Yang coils. The general 
arrangement of these coils is described in Chapter 9 and Table 5.2-1 sum
marizes their material compositions. The production of the high axial mag

netic field (17.5 T) to mirror confine the plasma requires the use of hybrid 
choke coils with an outer superconducting (S/C) part and an inner normal con

ducting (N/C) insert coil. The N/C is located coaxially with respect to the 

outer S/C magnet and is positioned with no intervening shield between its coil 
case and the plasma. Shielding is placed between the two coils to ensure the 

operational integrity of the S/C magnet. 
The radiation transport problern was modeled for a one-dimensional dis

crete ordinates code to investigate the various responses of interest. In the 
normal coil there is concern with the mechanical degradation of the ceramic 

insulation. Problems of concern in the S/C magnets are the atomic displace
ment (dpa) rate in the stabilizer of the conductor, the nuclear heating in the 

S/C magnet, the neutron fluence in the superconductor, and the dose to the 

insulators. 
5.2.1 Radiation Limits 

Shielding is required to protect the magnets from neutron and gamma radi

ation. The shielding requirement is determined by the radiation limits for 

the different magnet components. The components most sensitive to radiation 

darnage in a S/C magnet are the superconductor, the stabilizer, and the insu

lators. All S/C magnets in TASKA-M use NbTi except for the inner part of the 

high field choke S/C magnet where Nb 3Sn is used because of the high field re
quirement. Irradiation of the superconducting material results in degradation 

of the critical current density. The· critical current density for NbTi de
creases rather slowly with neutron fluence. In this work we consider the 
limit on the peak neutron fluence (E > 0.1 MeV) tobe 3 x 1022 n;m2 which 

corresponds to a 10% decrease in the critical current density on the average 

for commercial alloy with optimized pinning behavior.(1) There are indi

cations that 70% of this effect will anneal out at room temperature.( 2) 

TASKA-M is expected to have a total lifetime of 7.8 full power years (FPY) 
(see Section 10.2). The operating schedule allows for room temperature magnet 
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Table 5.2-1 Material Compositions of TASKA-M Magnets 

Central cell and outer S/C choke coil 60 v/o 304 ss 
15 v /o Al 
5 V/0 Nb Ti 

10 v/o He 
10 v/o GFF epoxy 

Inner S/C choke coil 47 v/o 304 ss 
21 V/O Al 

12 v/o Nb 3Sn 
10 v/o He 
10 V/0 GFF epoxy 

Normal i nsert coi 1 60 V/0 Cu 
25 v/o MgO * ( 90% d. f. ) 

15 V/0 H20 

C coils 76.6 v/o Cu 
3.4 v/o Nb Ti 

10 V/0 He 
10 v/o GFF polyimide 

* d.f. = density factor 

annealing every 0.5 FPY. For the fluence not to exceed the limit at the end 
of life, it is therefore required that the fast neutron fluence after 0.5 FPY 
of Operation does not exceed 5.5 x 1021 n;m2. Hence, ~he fast neutron flux 
(E > 0.1 MeV) should not exceed 1.1 x 1022 n;m2 FPY. For Nb 3Sn, following an 

initial critical current density increase with fluence, Je starts to drop 

rapi dly at a neutron fl uence (E > 0.1 MeV) of 4 x 1022 n;m2. ( 3) . Thi s effect 

does not recover by room temperature annealing, implying that for the fluence 
not to exceed the limit at the end of 7.8 FPY's of operation, the fast neutron 
fl ux must not exceed 5.1 x 1021 n;m2 FPY. 
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The central cell and choke coils utilize aluminum as a stabilizer while 

the transition and anchor magnets use copper. Upon irradiation of the sta
bilizer at cryogenic temperatures, immobile point defects are produced re
sulting in an increased resistivity. For the magnettobe cryostable, the 
resistivity increase must be limited suchthat the r2R heat generated in the 
stabilizer can be removed by the normal helium (LHel) coolant. The unirradi
ated resistivity of the Al stabilizer is taken tobe 5 nn cm. For cryosta
bility conditions tobe satisfied, the resistivity of Al after irradiation is 
not allowed to exceed 10 11D cm implying that the limit on the radiation 
induced resistivity is 5 nn cm. Abdou( 4) used experimental data to derive the 
formula 

Apr = 800 [1 - exp(- 366 d)] nn cm, (5.2-1) 

that relates the radiation induced resistivity in Al to the atomic displace
ments (d). Using Eq. 5.2-1 yields a dpa limit of 1.7 x 10-5 dpa. Complete 
recovery of the radiation induced defects in Al can be achieved by room 
temperature annealing. Considering an operating schedule that allows for 
annealing every 0.5 FPY, a dpa rate limit of 3.4 x 1o-5 dpa/FPY is obtained. 
At several locations in the magnets, namely the outer bore of the choke coil 
and the inner bore of the central cell coil, where the field is low and a 
large contribution from neutron streaming exists, the limit on the total Al 
resistivity is increased to 20 nn cm yielding a dpa rate limit of 1.0 x 1o-4 

dpa/FPY. 
The situation is quite different for Cu stabilizer due to the strong de

pendence of magnetoresistivity on magnetic field and Cu purity(5) and the fact 
that only 80-90% of the radiation induced defects are removed by room tempera
ture annealing.(6) Chartsbasedon a Kohler plot for Cu were generated to 
determine the maximum allowable dpa rate for the magnettobe cryostable.(7) 

Thesecharts account for the partial darnage recovery with annealing. We 
assume that half hard copper with a residual resistivity ratio RRR = 80 and a 

residual resistivity of 19.3 nn cm is used in the transition and anchor coils. 
Considering a limit of 120 nn cm for the total resistivity and a maximum field 
in these coils of 6 tesla, the charts yield a dpa limit of 5 x 10-4 dpa which 
should not be exceeded any time during the reactor life. For an annealing 
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recovery fraction of 0.85, 0.5 FPY between anneals, and a total reactor life
time of 7.8 FPY, the charts give a dpa rate limit of 3.1 x 1o-4 dpa/FPY. 

Mechanical strength tests of irradiated magnet insulators have shown that 
polyimides are 5 to 10 times more radiation resistant than comparably prepared 
epoxies.(8) Glass fiber filled (GFF) polyimide is used for electrical insula
tion in the transition and anchor coils. However, the factor of three eheaper 
GFF epoxy is used in the central cell and choke coils where low doses are ob
tained. Aluminized Kapton (a polyimide)~ which is about 100 times more radi
ation resistant than aluminized Mylar(9) is used for thermal insulation. 
Radiation effects on organic insulators are not reversible and it is essential 
that they last for the whole reactor life. An end of life dose of 1010 rad is 
considered tobe the limit for the thermal insulator. The dose limits for GFF 
polyimide and GFF epoxy electrical insulators were taken to be 5 x 109 and 
6 x 108 rads, respectively. 

The limit on the cryogenic heat load resulting from nuclear heating in 
the magnet is design dependent. Although peak power densities in the winding 
pack as large as ~ 200 mW/cm3 can be accommodated without exceeding the heat 
flux limit of 0.2 W/cm2 that can be handled by LHei, much lower power densi
ties are required to assure stable operation and to avoid excessively high 
cryogenic refrigeration and plant cost. A peakpower density limit of 0.1 
mW/cm3 is used in this study. 

As for the normal copper coils, five radiation mechanisms can degrade the 
performance of the coils.(10) These are: (1) the resistivity degradation of 
the insulator under instantaneous dose rates, (2) mechanical and structural 
degradation of the insulator under long-term neutron fluence, (3) radiolytic 
dissociation of the coolant water leading to corrosion product formation, 
(4) resistivity increase in the copper conductor due to radiation darnage and 
neutron-induced transmutations, and (5) mechanical and structural degradation 
in the copper conductor under long-term neutron fluence. The analysis per
formed for the MARs(11) normal insert coils indicated that of these five 
mechanisms only two are seen as determining the minimum coil lifetime, namely 
neutron darnage to the copper conductor and neutron-induced swelling in the 
ceramic insulator.(10) Due to the lack of high fluence irradiation data for 
copper alloys, the first mechanism is rather unknown and the swelling of the 
ceramic insulator is considered to determine the lifetime for TASKA-M normal 
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conducting insert coils. Compacted MgO powder insulation is used in TASKA-M. 
A packing fraction of 0.9 is assumed implying that a local swelling of 10% is 
tolerable. The reported irradiation swelling data for MgO indicates a swell
ing of 2.6-3% forafast fission irradiation of 2.1 x 1026 n/m2 at 430 K.(12) 
With the rather conservative assumption that the harder degraded fusion 
spectrum will enhance the swelling by a factor of two, and assuming a tolera
ble swelling of 10%, the limit on the fluence will be 3.5 x 1026 n/m2 (E > 0.1 
MeV). 
5.2.2 Shield Optimization 

Optimizing the shield satisfies one of the design goals as the thinner 
the shield the less expensive the magnets and consequently the reactor. The 
purpese of this optimization study is to reduce the magnet radiation effects 
by using an optimal combination of several layers of shielding materials, in
cluding Fe, B4C, H20, and Pb. 

The linear neutron source distributions in the central cell and tran
sition and anchor regions are given in Fig. 5.1-1 and 5.1-3, respectively. In 
the transition and anchor regions, the D-T neutron source is ~ 4 orders of 
magnitude less than the central cell source and drops to a negligible value in 
the anchor region, while the D-D neutron source is characterized by two rela
tive peaks. The secend branch of the D-D reaction leads to the production of 
tritium which reacts with the deuterium and produces a 14.1 MeV neutron source 
which is ~ 2 orders of magnitude less in ~trength than the D-D neutron source 
in the anchor region. 

Two sets of shield optimization studies were performed: the first set is 
for the D-T neutron source (at 14.1 MeV), and the secend set is for the D-D 
neutron source (at 2.45 MeV). In the central cell and the choke coil region 
the neutron source is mainly from the D-T reaction and the design driver for 
the shield optimization study was the peak dpa rate in the Al stabilizer of 
the S/C coils. The D-D neutrons in the anchor region dominate the source and 
the primary motive for the secend set of the optimization studies was to mini
mize the peak power density in the Yin-Yang magnets. The shield design driver 
for these coils is the peak power density rather than the stabilizer dpa rate 
as a result of using copper with its lower radiation induced resistivity. 
Higher resistivity values were also allowed for Cu (see Section 5.2.1). 
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A series of one-dimensional (1-D) calculations was performed to determine 
the optimal shield configuration using the discrete ordinates code 
ONEDANT,(13} the cross section library XSLIB (30 neutron and 12 gamma energy 

groups) based on the ENDF/B-V evaluation, and the P3-s8 approximation in 
cylindrical geometry. The shield was configured originally in three layers: 
first, an Fe-shield (Fe 1422 and H20) to slow down the high energy neutrons; 
next a B4C-shield (B4C [87% d.f.], Fe 1422 and H20) tomoderate the neutrons 
further and absorb the low energy neutrons; and finally a thin Pb-shield (Pb, 
Fe 1422, and H20) to reduce the gamma heating in the S/C magnets. The Fe and 
Pb-shields are 10 vol.% water cooled and the structural material (Fe 1422) in 
the B4C and Pb-shields was kept at 10 vol.%. The relative content of the B4C 
to the water in the B4C-shield was varied in the optimization study. 

The central cell S/C magnet has the most severe radiation effects as the 
first wall is recessed to a 0.7 m radius to reduce the surface heat flux due 
to charge exchange and, as a result, the shield is constrained to 0.78 m. The 
central cell coil and its associated cryostat are represented schematically by 
Fig. 5.2-1. The shield was optimized in several steps. First, the Pb-shield 

was varied in thickness and the proportion of the Fe-shield to the B4C-shield 
thickness was kept the same. Figure 5.2-2 indicates that the Pb-shield is not 
helpful and a shield consisting of s4c and Fe is more effective in reducing 
the dpa rate in the Al stabilizer. Second, the thickness of the B4C-shield 
was varied under the constraint that the total shield thickness remains 0.78 
m. Figure 5.2-3 shows that 0.68 m of Fe-shield backed by 0.1 m of B4C-shield 

is the optimal combination of the shield. Finally, the s4c content in the 
B4C-shield was found to barely affect the dpa rate and a reasonable value of 
10 vol.% s4c was chosen to avoid excessive dosein the insulator and heating 
in the magnet. 

In the anchor region the same optimization scheme was followed for the 
D-D neutron source. In agreement with the previous analysis, the Pb-shield 
has proven to be useless in minimizing the peak power density in the Yin-Yang 
magnets as illustrated by Fig. 5.2-4. Moreover, replacing the Fe-shield by 

the B4C-shield is significantly helpful 'as shown in Fig. 5.2-5. It is of 
interest to notice in Fig. 5.2-6 the drop in the radiation darnage resulting 

from replacing the B4C by water in the B4C-shield. In conclusion, the shield 
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required for the 0-0 neutron source is mainly water with 10 vol.% structure 

and 15 vol.% B4C. 
5.2.3 Central Cell Magnet 

As mentioned before, the radiation analysis was carried out at the mid
plane of the reactor where the shield is constrained to 0.78 m. The optimal 
shield configuration for the 0-T neutrons was used in the 1-0 calculations and 
the radiation effects in the S/C magnet are summarized in Table 5.2-2 along 

' with the design limits for the different responses. The optimal combination 
of the Fe and s4c actually provides more shielding than the design goals and 
to avoid redesigning the magnet the first wall could be recessed by ~ 0.07 m 
to further lower the surface heat flux due to charge exchange. The dpa rate 
implies that magnet annealing is required every 3.3 FPY of operation or two 
anneals are necessary during the test facility life. 
5.2.4 Choke Coils 

Of the five radiation mechanisms likely to degrade the performance of the 
normal magnet, only one is seen as lifetime limiting for the coil design, 
namely the swelling in the compacted powder MgO (90% d.f.) ceramic insulator. 
The fluence limit to the MgO for the swelling design limit of 10 vol.% was 
found to be 3.5 x 1026 n/m2 for En > 0.1 MeV. The peak neutron wall loading 
at the normal magnet is 0.1 MW/m2. The 1-0 calculation results in a peak 
neutron fluence in the MgO of 3.15 x 1025 n/m2 at the end of the reactor life. 
Therefore, there should be no need to replace the normal insert coil during 
the 7.8 FPY designed life of the reactor due to radiation darnage in the 
insulator. 

The S/C choke coils seem tobe overprotected and the radiation effects 
are reported in Table 5.2-3 at the inner and outer bare of the coils. The 
same design limit~ given in Table 5.2-2 are applied here except for the 
neutron fluence limit in the Nb3Sn superconductor which is used in the inner 
S/C choke coil. This limit is 4 x 1022 n/m2 for En > 0.1 MeV at the end of 
the reactor life. The results show that no anneal is required for the S/C 
choke coils. However, radiation darnage due to neutron streaming through the 
penetrations of the central cell will require magnet annealing every 0.5 FPY 
as explained in Section 5.3. 
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Table 5.2-2. Radiation Effects in the Central Cell 

Peak dose in kapton (rad/7.8 FPY) 
Peakdose in epoxy (rad/7.8 FPY) 
Peak power density in S/C magnet (mW/cm3) 
Peak dpa rate in Al stabilizer (dpa/FPY) 

Peak neutron flux (En > 0.1 MeV) in NbTi 
( n/m2 FPY) 

1.12 X 109 
6.58 X 107 
4.47 X 10-3 

5.15 X 10-6 

4.94 X 1019 

Magnet 
Design Limits 

1010 

6 X 108 

0.1 
3.4 X 10-5 

1.1 X 1022 

Table 5.2-3. Radiation Effects in S/C Choke Magnets 

Peak dose in kapton (rad/7.8 FPY) 
Peakdose in epoxy (rad/7.8 FPY) 
Peak power density in S/C magnet (mW/cm3) 
Peak dpa rate in Al stabilizer (dpa/FPY) 

Peak neutron fluence ~E0 > 0.1 MeV) in 
superconductor (n/m -1.8 FPY) 

5.2.5 Anchor and Transition Magnets 

Inner Bore 
3.23 X 107 

9.39 X 106 
9.14 X 10-4 
5. 56 X 10-7 

3.52 X 1019 

Outer Bore 
1.21 X 104 

2.62 X 104 

1.39 X 10-6 

2. 52 X 10-9 

1.96 X 1017 

The D-T neutron source, shown in Fig. 5.2-1, extends axially up to 8.5 m 
from the midplane, while the D-D neutrons are mainly generated in the axial 
positions from 8.5 to 12.5 m. Accordingly, the same compositions and relative 
thicknesses as those of the central cell shield are used up to an axial 
distance of 8.5 m, and the D-D neutron source optimized shield is used to pro
tect the rest of the C coils. In both cases, the shield configuration and the 
coil bundle were modeled for the 1-D code to determine the shield performance 
and the radiation effects in the magnets. In the modeling, a space of 0.13 m 
was reserved for the cryostat of the C coils. It consists of 0.03 m as a 
vacuum dewar followed by 0.02 m superinsulation, 0.06 m 304 SS coil case, and 
then 0.02 m GFF polyimide insulation. A clearance of 0.03 m was left between 
the shield and the S/C magnet. 

Our results indicate that a negligible contribution to the darnage in the 
Yin-Yang magnets comes from the 14.1 MeV neutron source generated from the 
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other branch of the D-D reaction (see Section 5.2.2) in the anchor region, 
even when the D-D neutron source optirnized shield was used. Hence, the D-D 
neutron source drives the shielding design for the Yin-Yang rnagnets in the 
anchor region. Calculations for several shield thicknesses yield the radi
ation darnage results shown in Figs. 5.2-7 and 5.2-8 using the peaks of the 
D-T and D-D neutron sources, respectively. To rneet'the heat load requirements 
of the S/C rnagnets, the shield thicknesses were set at 0.17 and 0.12 rn in the 
two zones described above. This is not expected to cause any problern since in 
the magnet design a space of 0.35 rn was left to accomrnodate the shield and the 
magnet cryostat. Other data of interest are reported in Table 5.2-4. The 
resulting peak dpa rate implies that no anneal is required for the C coils 
during the reactor life. 

Table 5.2-4. Radiation Effects in C Coil s 

Region 

Neutron source 

Required shield thickness (m): 

Fe-shield 

B4C-shield 

Peak pow~r density in S/C rnagnet 
(mW/c!W) 

Peak dpa rate in Cu stabilizer 
. ( dpa/FPY) 

Peak dose in GFF polyirnide 
( rad/7 .8 FPY) 

Peakdose in Kapton (rad/7.8 FPY) 

Peak neutron fluence (En2> 0.1 MeV 
in NbTi conductor (n/rn per 
7.8 FPY) 

Transition Anchor 

D-T 

0.17 

0.148 

0.022 

0.1 

D-D 

0.12 

0.12 

0.1 

Design 
Lirni ts 

0.1 

4.78 x 1o-5 6.4 x 1o-5 3.1 x 1o-4 

9.65 X 108 1.31 X 109 5 X 109 

2.20 X 109 3.14 X 109 1010 

4.82 X 1021 6.09 X 1021 3 X 1022 
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The central cell shield has penetrations for four high enerqy heating and 
fueling neutral beams and one low energy beam tagether with their associated 
beam dumps. Furthermore, there are two anchor neutral beam penetrations in 
the anchors. These penetrations must fit between the magnets. Radiation 
streaming into these penetrations can lead to adverse radiation effects in the 
superconducting magnets. It is, therefore, essential to provide sufficient 
shielding between the penetration wall and the magnets. Since the neutron 
wall loading in the anchor is .about four orders of magnitude less than that in 
the central cell, only radiation streaming into the central cell penetrations 
is considered. 

The most serious streaming problern in the central cell occurs due to the 
large (32 cm diameterat the first wall) penetrations for the high energy 
neutral beams. These beams have injection angles of 45° with the plasma axis. 
For vacuum pumping considerations the beam ducts open to a width of 67 cm re
sulting in a limited shielding space between the duct wall and the central and 
high field superconducting coils. Also, significant radiation effects can re
sult in the magnets due to streaming into the large beam dump exhaust ducts 
which are about 1 meter wide. The radiation effects in the magnets due to 
streaming into these penetrations will be assessed in the following two 
sections. Streaming into the low energy beam duct has not been analyzed be
cause of its relatively small size and the large injection angle of 70° which 
results in larger shielding space between the duct and the magnets as compared 
to the space available at the high energy beam ducts. 

In general, detailed three-dimensional neutranies calculations are re
quired to determine the radiation effects in the magnets due to radiation 
streaming. This tends tobe very expensive and time consuming particularly 
when iterations are required between plasma physics, magnet design and 
neutranies calculations to produce a werkable design that satisifies both 
plasma and magnet shielding requirements. An approximate calculational method 
was developed to estimate the shield required for protecting the magnets 
against streaming radiation in the penetrations of tandemmirrar reactors.( 1) 

The approach involves using a one-dimensional model to represent the actual 
three-dimensional problem. The problern is simplified further by developing 
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simple analytical forms based on the buildup factors to represent the one
dimensional results. The formulas can be integrated with the plasma physics 
modelstoperform a complete parametric study. The method was applied to the 
MARS axicell design and was found to give darnage rates only a factor of ~ 1.3 
higher than those obtained from the detailed three-dimensional calculation.(1) 
This results in overestimating the required shield thickness by only a few 
centimeters. Thi s fairly accurate method was used to eval uate the magnet 
radiation effects due to streaming in TASKA-M. The calculational method is 
explained below. 

A schematic showing a duct with injection angle 6i that fits between two 
superconducting magnets is given in Fig. 5.3-1. The points on the duct wa~l 
closest to the left and right superconducting magnets are denoted I and II, 
respectively. The peak radiation effects in these magnets will result from 
the neutrons impinging on the duct wall araund these points. The first step 
in the present approach is to calculate the neutron wall loadings at these 
points. This gives a measure of the energy current of the fusion neutrons 
coming directly from the plasma. 

Assuming a line source of fusion neutrons along the plasma centerline, 
the neutron wall loading at either point I or II on the duct wall is given by 

(5.3-1) 

where rw is the wall loading at a first wall radius rw in the plasma chamber, 
R is the radius of the point under consideration and 6i is the angle between 
the duct wall and the plasma centerline. The angles 6min and 6max correspond 
to the boundaries of the plasma zone that will contribute direct neutrons to 
the point of interest on the duct wall. This formula can be used for any duct 

shape which will impact only the values of Bmin and Bmax· 
The calculated wall loading gives only the contribution from the primary 

source neutrons produced in the plasma. It does not include the secondary 
component resulting from neutrons having collisions in the plasma chamber and 

succeeding in streaming into the duct. Although as many secondary ~eutrons as 
primary neutrons can stream into the duct, these secondary neutrons have a 
much softer spectrum and their contribution to the energy current is small. 
In addition, the softer spectrum leads to smaller shield penetration. 
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Fig. 5.3-1. A schematic of a neutral beam injector duct fitting between two 
superconducting magnets in a tandem mirrar reactor. 
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The problern can then be modeled as a one-dimensional problern with a 
neutron source at the duct center that gives the same wall loading (at the 
point on the duct wall which has the largest contribution to the radiation ef
fects in the magnet) as the one resulting from the actual neutron source. 
Notice that modeling the duct in a one-dimensional calculation will also 
account for the contribution of secondary neutrons and gamma photans resulting 
from primary streaming neutrons impinging an all of the duct walls. Using 
this approach will result in conservatively large shield thickness require
ments because in the one-uimensional model most source neutrons are incident 
perpendicularly to the duct wall while in the actual case they are incident at 
an angl.e. This is expected to overestimate the required shield thickness by a 
distance an the order of a transport mean free path which is the distance 
beyond which the neutron 11 forgets 11 its original direction. However, the 
amount of overestimate will be decreased due to neglecting the contribution 
from secondary neutrons streaming from the plasma chamber in the wall loading 
calculation. Notice that the radiation effects calculated using this model 
represent only the contribution due to streaming. A conservative estimate for 
the total radiation effects can be obtained by adding the bulk shield contri
bution evaluated in Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. 

A homogenized shield composition of 79.7 vol.% Fe-1422, 1.3 vol.% B4C and 
19 vol.% H20, which corresponds to the optimized central cell shield discussed 
in Section 5.2.2, was used in th~ calculations. The magnet cryostat and the 
beam dump were included in the model to account for their shielding contri
bution. The one-dimensional discrete ordinates code ONEDANT(2) was used to 
perform the one-dimensional calculations in cylindrical geometry. The P3s8 
approximation was used tagether with the LANL 30 neutron-12 gamma group cross 
section data based on the ENDF/8-V evaluation. 
5.3.2 Streaming into the Neutral Beam Injector Ouct 

As discussed before, the duct has a diameter of 32 cm at the first wall 
and opens to a width of 67 cm at the back. The injection angle between the 
beam centerline and the plasma centerline is 45°. Figure 5.3-2 illustrates 
the beam duct relative to the surrounding magnets. The largest radiation 
effects from streaming neutrons will occur at the inner corner of the central 
coil (r = 1.8 m and z = 0.35 m) and the outer corner of the high field coil 
(r = 1.7 m and z = 2.5 m). The points on the duct wall closest to these 
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Fig. 5.3-2. Geometrical configuration of the NBI duct relative to the central 
and high field coils. 
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corners are designated I and II in Fig. 5.3-2. Point I has the radial and 
axial coordinates of 1.47 and 0.8 m, respectively. The corresponding values 
for point II are 1.97 and 2.24 m. The angles emin and emax defined in Fig. 
5.3-1 are 87° and 89.2°, respectively, for point I and 36.1° and 45° for point 
II. Using the neutron wall loading of 0.25 MW/m2 for a wall radius of 70 cm 
at the reactor midplane (z = 0), Eq. 5.3-1 yields values for the neutron wall 
loading at points I and II of 1.56 x 10-3 and 5.35 x 1o-4 MW/m2, respectively. 

The distance between point I on the duct wall and the inner corner of the 
central coil is 55 cm. 32 cm of this space is utilized by the shield. In the 
remaining 23 cm space for the magnet case and cryostat, an effective 304 SS 
thickness of 13.3 cm exists. The distance between point II and the outer 
corner of the high field coil is 37.7 cm. The useful shield thickness it this 
section is 24.25 cm while the effective stainless steel thickness in the case 
and cryostat is 10 cm. Notice that the corner of the cryostat was cut to 
allow for a thicker shield which is more effective in reducing the magnet 
radiation effects. A summary of the parameters at points I and II used in the 
neutranies calculations is given in Table 5.3-1. 

One-dimensional calculations have been performed for the sections at 
points I and II to calculate the peak radiation effects in the central and 
high field coils, respectively, resulting from radiation streaming into the 
NBI duct. The results are given in Table 5.3-2. The radiation limits dis
cussed in Section 5.2.1 are also included. The value for the resistivity of 
Al after 0.5 FPY of operation before the first magnet anneal is based on an 
initial unirradiated resistivity of 5 nQ cm and a radiation induced resis
tivity calculated using Eq. 5.2-1. · It is clear that the stabilizer dpa rate 
is slightly lower than the limit while all other.radiation effects are well 
below the corresponding design limits. Although as far as darnage to the NbTi 
superconductor is concerned no magnet annealing is needed during the whole 
reactor life of 7.8 FPY, annealing every 0.5 FPY is required to avoid exces
sive increase in stabilizer resistivity that could jeopardize magnet cryo
stabi 1 i ty. 

Since in this calculation only radiation effects resulting from streaming 
into the NBI duct are considered, the extra contributions from the bulk shield 
must be accounted for. The bulk shield contributions are given in Sections 
5.2.3 and 5.2.4. Adding these contributions, the peak radiation effects in 
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Table 5.3-1. Parameters at Points I and II on Duct Wall 
Used in Neutranies Calculations 

Radius (cm) 
Axial location (cm) 
Neutron wall loading (MW/m2) 
Distance to magnet corner (cm) 
Shield thickness (cm) 
Effective SS thickness in case and 

cryostat ( cm) 

Point I 
147 
80 

1.56 X 10-3 

55 
32 

13.3 

Point II 
197 
224 

5.35 X 10-4 

37.7 
24.25 

10 

Table 5.3-2. Peak Radiation Effects in Central and 
High Field Coils at the NBI Duct 

Central Coil 
High * 

Field Coil 
Streaming & 
Bulk Shield 

Design 
Limit 

Streaming 
Contribution 

Streaming & 
Bulk Shi el d 
Contribution Contributions 

Opa rate in Al stabilizer 
(dpa/FPY) 

Resistivity of Al after 
0. 5 FPY ( nQ- cm) 

Dose in epoxy after 
7.8 FPY ( rad) 

Dose in Kapton after 
7.8FPY (rad) 

Power density
3 

in winding 
pack (mW/cm ) 

Neutron flu~ (E > 0.1 
MeV) (n/m per FPY) 

7.63 X 10-S 8.14 X 10-5 

16.1 16.8 

1.8 X 108 

2.1 X lOq 3.2 X 109 

0.034 0.038 

6.2 X 1020 6. 7 X 1020 

* Negligible contribution from the bulk ~hield. 

5.3-7 

9.8 X 10-5 

19.2 20 

1. 5 X 108 6 X 108 

2.9 X 109 

0.047 0.1 

8.1 X 1020 1.1 X 1022 
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the central and high field coils at the NBI duct have been calculated and are 
given in Table 5.3-2. We notice that the bulk shield contribution to the peak 
radiation effects at the outer corner of the high field coil is negligible and 
is about four orders of magnitude lower than the contribution from streaming 
radiation. This is attributed to the large shielding provided by the normal 
copper insert coil and the superconducting magnet itself. On the other hand, 
the bulk shield contributes about 10% of the total radiation effect at the 
inner corner of the central coil. Comparing the results to the radiation 
limits, it is clear that dll limits are satisfied and adequate protection is 
provided for the central and high field coils against radiation streaming into 
the NBI duct and radiation penetrating the bulk shield. 
5.3.3 Streaming into the Beam Dump Duct 

Streaming into the beam dump duct can result in large radiation effects 
in the central and high field coils. The exhaust ductat the beam dump is 1m 
wide. The beam dump makes an angle of 60° with the plasma centerline. The 
beam dump and its associated duct are shown in Fig. 5.3-3 relative to the sur
rounding magnets. As in the case for the NBI duct, the largest radiation ef
fects occur in the inner corner of the central coil and the outer corner of 
the high field coil. PointIon the duct wall is the closest point to the 
central coil while point II on the beam dump is the closest point to the high 
field coil. Point I has the radial and axial coordinates of 1.2 and -o:g m, 
respectively. The duct wall at this point makes an angle of 47° with the 

plasma axis. 
specti vely. 

The values of emin and emax at this point are 47° and 74°, re
Using a neutron wall loading of 0.25 MW/m2 for a wall radius of 

70 cm at the reactor midplane, Eq. 5.3-1 yields a neutron wall loading of 8 x 
1o-3 MW/m2 at point I. Point II has the radial and axial coordinates of 2.15 

and -1.77 m, respectively. The values of emin and emax are 47° and 57°, re
spectively. The calculated neutron wall loading at point II is 10-3 MW/m2. 

The distance between point I on the duct wall and the inner corner of the 
central coil is 80 cm. 50 cm of this space is occupied by the shield while 
the remaining magnet case and cryostat has an effective 304 SS thickness of 
19.1 cm. The distance between point II on the beam dump and the outer corner 
of the high field coil is 85 cm with only 20 cm of it devoted to the shield. 
The effective thickness of 304 SS in the magnet case and cryostat at this 
section is 18.5 cm. The beam dump at this section can be represented by a 
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Fig. 5.3-3. Geometrical configuration of the beam dump and exhaust duct relative 
to the surrounding magnets. 
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1 cm thick Cu layer followed by a 2 cm thick H2o layer, 1 cm thick Cu layer, 
2 cm thick 304 SS layer and a 5 cm thick H2o layer. A summary of the para
meters at points I and II used in the neutranies calculations is given in 
Table 5.3-3. 

The results for the peak radiation effects at the magnet corners obtained 
by performing one-dimensional calculations at the sections through points I 
and II are given in Table 5.3-4. The peak radiation effects obtained by 
adding the bulk shield contributions arealso given. It is clear that all 
radiation effects are well below the corresponding design limits. Comparing 
the results of Tables 5.3-2 and 5.3-4, we notice that the hot spots in both 
the central and high field coils occur in the zones close to the NBI duct. 

Table 5.3-3. Parameters at Points I and II in the Beam Dump Penetration 
Used in the Neutranies Calculations 

Radius (cm) 
Axial location (cm) 
Neutron wall loading (MW/m2) 
Distance to magnet corner (cm) 
Shield thickness (cm) 
Effective SS thickness in case and cryostat (cm) 
Effective beam dump thickness (cm) 

5.3-10 

Point I 
120 
-90 

8 X 10-3 

80 
50 

19.1 

Point II 
215 
-177 
10-3 

85 
20 

18.5 
1 cm Cu 
2 cm H~O 
1 cm u 

2 cm 304 SS 
5 cm H20 
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Table 5.3-4. Peak Radiation Effects in Gentral and High Field Coils 
at the Beam Dump Duct 

High * Design 
Gentral Goil Field Goil Limit 

Steaming & Streaming & 
Streaming Bulk Shield Bulk Shiel d 

Gontribution Gontributions Gontributions 
Opa rate in Al 2 x w-5 2.5 x w-5 4.4 x w-5 w-4 

(dpa/FPY) 
Al resistivity after 8 8.7 11.4 20 

0.5 FPY ( nn cm) 
Dose in epoxy after 2.8 X 107 9.4 x w7 6 X 107 6 X 108 

7.8 FY (rad) 
Dose in Kapton after 5. 3 X 108 1.6 X 109 1.1 X 109 1010 

7.8 FPY (rad) 
Power density in 

winding pack W/cm3) 
0.008 0.0012 0.018 0.1 

Neutron flu~ (E > 0.1 1. 6 X 1020. 2.1 X 1020 3. 6 X 1020 1.1 x 1o22 
MeV) (n/m per FPY) 

*Negligi~le contribution from bulk shield. 

References for Section 5.3 

1. M. Sawan, G. Maynard, and L. El-Guebaly, 11 Buildup Factars for Magnet Shield
ing in Tandem Mirrar Fusion Reactors, 11 Proc. 6th International Gonf. on 
Radiation Shielding, Tokyo, Japan, 16-20 May 1983. 

2. R. o•oell, E. Brinkley, Jr., and D. Marr, 11 User•s Manual for ONEDANT: A Code 
Package for One-Dimensional Diffusion-Accelerated, Neutral-Particle Trans
port, .. LA-9184-M, Los Alamos National Labaratory (1982). 
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n. HEATING ANO FUELING 

6.1 Introduction 

As described in more detail in section 3.9, neutral beam injection is the 
method chosen for plasma build-up, plasma fueling and ion heating in the 

central cell and in the two anchors. Alternatives to this scheme, for in

stance the method to build up a hot plasrna at full density by filling the 
vacuum vessel with neutral gas, ionizing and heating it by radiofrequency 
cannot be applied in TASKA-M. Since the plasma confinement timeT decreases 

with temperature, the initial power for startup would be extremely high. 
Even though a low density startup is possible in principle since n · T does 
not depend on plasma density n and would lower the power by n2, fueling 

would cause a problern as the density rises. According to the ablation law 
found experimentally, the penetration depth of pellets at full density is 
very small in comparison to the plasma radius of TASKA-M even at the high

est pellet velocities which seem to be credible. 

To provide a mechanism suppressing microinstabilities, the beams are in
jected at 45° and 50° in the central cell and the anchors respectively. Thus 

sloshing ion distributions are achieved with density dips in the center of 

the two regions for the confinement of warm plasma filling the loss cones. 
The i njected power and the energy of the neutra 1 s are 20.8 ~1W 0° + T0 at 

90 keV in the central cell and 3.5 MW 0° at 73 keV in each of the tvJO an
chors. A 0.6 MW 0°-beam at 12 keV is injected at 70° into the central cell 

to build up and fuel the warm plasma. In the anchors, warm plasma is expec

ted to be provided by the end losses from the transition zone plasma. 

To decrease the electron drag on the ions which spoils the ion confine
ment the plasma electrons are heated separately. Since TASKA-M has no 
thermal barrier the electrons should communicate in the whole machine. 

From this point of view the power for heating the electrons could be 

coupled to the plasma anywhere, preferably outside the central cell to 

keep the interference with the blanket as small as possible. Choosing 
ECRH, another advantage of electron heating in the transition region 

would be relatively low magnetic field strength. Nevertheless, ECRH 
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was ruled out because of cost considerations and difficulties with 
wave accessibility and heating .of relatively high density plasmas with 
w /w =1. The excitation of plasma waves near the ion cyclotron fre-pe ce 
quency was chosen instead, using the high efficiency Landau damping 
mechanism to heat the electrons. There is a drawback however since 
for absorption of the ICRH to be high enough, a relatively high density 
must be maintained and the antennae have to be installed in the central 
cell. The radio-frequency power which has tobe coupled to the plasma 
is 12,5 MW at 25 MHz. 

6. 1-2 
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6.2 Neutral Beam Injection 

6.2.1 General 

The initial hot ion build up, plasma fueling and ion heating in both the 

central cell and in the two anchors is achieved by neutral beam injection 

(NBI). The overall neutral beam injection requirement is divided into 
several beam lines because of spatial constraints for the beam ducts by 
the blanket and by the magnetic field coils. The number of sources for 
each beamline is given by cooling and by breakdown limitations of both 
the extraction area and the power density. The steady state NBI system 

for TASKA-~·1 includes· four high energy beam lines (HE-NBI) and one medium 

energy beam line (ME-NBI) to buildup and to maintain the plasma in the 
central cell and in each of the two anchors respectively. The beams are 
injected at 45° and .at 50° to the axis of syrnmetry respectively to build 
upsloshing ion distributions in order to suppress microinstabilities. 
~1eanwhile it has been proven qualitatively in the TMX-upgrade pl~sma 

that the sloshing-ion scheme works as expected /1/. 

In order to fill the potential dip of the sloshing ion distribution with 

warm plasma, which is required for the stabilization of the DCLC- and 

the ALC-modes, an additional low energy beam (LE-NBI) is injected into 
the central cell at 70°. The warm plasma for the stabilization of the an-, 
chors is expected to be provided by the end lasses from the transition 
zone plasma. The general layout of the whole Nßl-system on the TASKA-M 

vessel is shown in Fig. 4.1-1. The specific NBI equivalent current and 
energy requirements for each region and each function in TASKA-M are the 

result of a set of parametric code studies of plasma equilibrium (except 
the LE-NBI) needed for the neutron wall loading goal (described in chap
ter 3). The procedure used to determine the design data of the LE-beam 
is outlined in chapter 3. 

The specific Nßl parameters needed to produce the specific incident (on 

plasma) neutral beam current and power forTASKA-M are given in Table 6.2-1, 
including the estimated ion source high valtage power supply current re-

6.2-1 
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quirements .. For simplicity in initial wide ranging parame:ter studies, 
the equilibrium code calculations and the resultant NBI parameter listing 
in Table 6.2-1 are both based upon a beam composition of 90% o+, 5% D~, 
and 5 % o; and similarly for the tritium. Taking into account the differ
ences in neutralization efficiencies and divergence for these species, 
the HE-NB incident on plasma is co~posed of 83.3% full energy particles, 
7.5 % of half and 9.2 % of one third energy. Therefore, some revisions 
are to be expected in the NBI requirements of Table 6.2-1 when more re
fined e~uilibrium and self-consistent NBI calculations are made using the 
actual detailed output species composition from the ion sources. 

6.2.2 Design of the beam line components and determination of their 
physical parameters 

Since the basic considerations concerning the design of the beam-lines 
are the same as in TASKA, they are not repeated here and the reader is 
referred to /2/. 

It should be mentioned that 80 kV, 60 A H+-beams extracted from an~ 103 cm2 

surface multiaperture single source (JET) can be considered as the state 
of the art. Therefore to be conservative, the values of the size and of 
the power density of the TASKA-M-sources do not exceed the corresponding 
data of the JET Nßi-system. According to these considerations the number 
of sources per beamline was chosen to be three for the He-NBI system and 
two for the ME- and the LE-NBI system. Also the operation of langpulse 
sources (30 s) with actively cooled grids has been demonstrated /3/ 
(JET sources: :::: 10 s), thus s teady s tate beams as necessary for TASKA-~1 
seem to be credible. However, although the total power and the power den
sities at the injection point of a JET- and a TASKA-M-beamline are compar
able for 24 cm diameter beams (6.9 kW and 5.2 kW, 15 kW/cm2 and 11.5 kW/cm2 

respectively) there is a considerable difference between the port areas 
(~ 40 x 100 cm2 and 804 cm2 circular hole respectively) increasing the risk 
of beam choking. The diameter of the TASKA-M ports cannot be increased 
because of the relatively small diameters of the vacuum vessel and of the 
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plasma. However basically the port and the beams may be elongated in 
the direction parallel to the plasma axis to descrease the risk of choking 
but not without other problems arising due to the increased perforation 
of the blanket with enhanced neutron streaming and due to the rather 
limited space available between the coils. 

Because of this and, because the design is well within the state of 
the art with respect to all other NBI-parameters the relatively narrow 
ducts and ports are accepted for now. 

The parameters of the LE-Beam are determined by considerations discussed 
in Sec. 3.2 and 3.3. The required current is 50 Amp.and the required primary 
energy is 12 keV. Applying the neutralization efficiency of a 12 keV-
beam and the transfer efficiency of the beam lines, the final electrical 
power extracted from the LE-beam sources will be ~ MW. 

The pumping system of the beam lines was changed, as compared to that 
in TASKA; cryopumps instead of getter pumps are used (s. 6.2.4.). Special 
attention was given to a beam dump for the particles which are not 
captured by the plasma (see chapter 7). Since the shine through of the 

I 

HE-beam in the central cell plasma is 8% at full plasma density, the 
resulting wall loading would be prohibitive if a beam dump were not used. 
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Table 6.2-1 TASKA-M Neutral Beam lnjector Requirements 

Units HE - NBI ME - NBI LE - NBI --

Location centra 1 cell anchors central cell 

lnjection angle Degrees 45 50 70 

Primary energy kV 90 73 12 

Mean energy of neutra 1 
atom keV 81 66 11 

Transmission 
efficiency 0,7 0,7 0,6 

Neutralization 
efficiency 0,57 0,57 0,9 

Neutr(ll atom Ao 64 53 50 
current /NBI Do+To oo oo 

Pov1er/NBI MW 5,2 3,5 0,55 

No. of ion sources 
per NBI 3 .~ 2 

Total No. of NBI 4 2 

I+ per source A 46,7 57,5 41 '7 

Total electric 
power p MW 50,4 16,8 1 '0 

Extraction area cm2 20x50 20x50 20x50 
per source 

Current density at A/cm2 0,047 0,058 0,042 
source 
Beam divergence Degrees ±0,5 ±0,6 ±1x±2 
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6.2.3 Charge-Exchange First Wall Heat Fluxes from the Central Cell Neutral 
Beams 

6.2.3.1 Introduction. For a given power of neutral particles injected into 
the plasma~ a fraction will penetrate the plasma with no interaction and will 
11 Shine through 11 tobe absorbed by the beam dumps. The remaining neutrals will 

either undergo ionization and become trapped or experience charge-exchange 

reactions with the plasma ions. In turn, the secondary neutral atoms formed 
in the charge-exchange (CX) process will either escape and bombard the first 

wall or undergo ionization or further CX interactions within the plasma. 
Therefore, from considerations of particle and energy balance, a fraction of 

the incident beam is absorbed in the plasma, a fraction escapes as shine~ 

through to the beam dumps and the remainder appears as CX neutral bombardment 
of the surrounding first wall surface. These processes are illustrated sche

matically in Fig. 6.2-1. 
As we shall see, the CX neutral power to the first wall can b~ a signifi

cant fraction of the incident beam power. Accordingly we are faced with the 
following potential problern areas: 

• High local power densities to the first wall of up to several 
kW cm- 2 with corresponding requirements for sophisticated high 
heat flux surfaces. 

• Sputtering of the first wall surface resulting in reduced life
times. 

• Tritium implantation and diffusion through first wall surfaces. 

• Additional heat loads to the neutral beam dumps over and above 

the non-interacting shine-through fraction. 
• Resulting reflux of cold neutral CX gas to the plasma chamber. 

• Constraints on location of RF antennas, blanket modules and 
plasma instrumentation. 

With regard to the last point above we should note that blanket m?dules ~hich 

do not have an efficiently cooled first wall exhibit a fairly low tolerance 

for surface heat fluxes. This is especially true for liquid-metal-cooled 
blankets where, due to the poor heat transfer properties of a liquid metal in 

a strong magnetic field, maximum permissible surface heat fluxes are in the 
vicinity of- 10 W cm-2. Similarly, RF antennas and sensitive plasma diag

nostic instrumentation at the first wall arealso limited in their surface 
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heat flux accommodation and, therefore, cannot be positioned too near the 

neutral beam interaction region. 
Therefore, in TASKA-M, which requires appreciable neutral beam injection 

power, it is important to accurately model the productiori and transport of CX 

neutrals and thereby predict the power density distribution of the CX flux 
over the first wall surface. Accordingly, it is the purpose of this section 

to illustrate the application of Monte Carlo methods to the modeling of 

neutral-beam-driven charge-exchange phenomena. Further details of the method

ology can be found in Ref. 4. 

6.2.3.2 The Need for Monte Carlo Methods. Modeling the beam/plasma/wall 
system in three spatial dimensions is, in general, a very complex process. In 

the past, various simple analytic and numerical investigations have been per
formed which have incorporated various simplifying assumptions regarding 
system parameters.(5-7) For example, in their analytical study of neutral 

beam injection into the FERF minimum-B mirrar machine, Carlson and Hamilton(5) 

employed the simplifying assumptions of a uniform ion density, a single plasma 

species, an isotropic angular distribution of plasma ion velocities, an infin

itesimal beam diameter, and a spherical plasma geometry. Unlike the simpler 
model of Hovingh and Moir,(7) Carlson and Hamilton•s analysis did allow for 

re-ionization of CX neutrals within the plasma, but second and subsequent 

generations of CX neutrals were not considered. 
However, if formal investigation of charge-exchange phenomena is required 

in a three-dimensional system with the retention of all major phase space ani

sotropies inherent in the interaction of multiple neutral beams with a multi

species mirror-confined plasma, then recourse is necessary to Monte Carlo 

methods. In particular, as we shall see, the CX surface heat fluxes at the 

first wall exhibit severe local hot spots due to the complex dependence of the 

CX angular distribution on beam and plasma properties. Realistic modeling of 

these heat fluxes can, therefore, only be obtained via Monte Carlo techniques. 

In this respect, Miller(8) has pointed out the similarity of neutral particle 

transport in a complex pldsma medium and neutron transport in a three

dimensional neutron scattering medium and has underlined the need for analo

gaus Monte Carlo methodology. In his study, Miller employed Monte Carlo 
tracking techniques to study energetic neutral-beam heating of a minimum-B 
mirrar plasma. Hughes and Post(9) have e~ployed similar Monte Carlo methods 
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in their analysis of charge-exchange and ionization of neutral gas in toka

maks. 
Accordingly, a Monte Carlo neutral beam interaction code MCNEUT is em

ployed here to model CX production and transport. In addition to computing 

general particle and power balances for neutral beam interaction, CX power 

density distributions are mapped over the first wall surface in both the axial 

and azimuthal directions. 

6.2.3.3 Application of the MCNEUT Monte Carlo Code to TASKA-M. The Monte 

Carlo code MCNEUT was originally generated by Kaiser at Lawrence Livermore 

National Labaratory for the purpose of modeling the energy spectra of CX 

fluxes to CX detectors in the 2XIIB minimum-B mirrar device.(lO) The code was 

configured for a single-species beam incident on a single-species plasma and 

has been modified here to accommodate multispecies beams (i.e., mixed 

deuterium-tritium) incident on multispecies plasmas and to allow for multiple 

beam directions. 

In the code, a large number of neutral particle histories (~ 40,000 for 

this study) are followed in three dimensions from their emission from the 

neutral beam injector through a mirror-confined target plasma. The beam 

geometry is configured to match that of the beam injector under consideration 

and incorporates the Gaussian angular divergence of the source. The plasma 

can be represented either by a specific bi-Maxwellian characteristic of the 

beam interaction point or by a generalized mirror loss-cone distribution 

function, and is taken to be in steady state with respect to the neutral beam 

input. Electron/ion ionization and charge exchange of transported neutrals 

are simulated via Monte Carlo techniques similar to those employed by Hughes 

and Post.(9) Oescendent generations of charge-exchange neutrals are followed 

through phase space until each particle is either ionized and integrated into 

the background plasma or escapes to bombard the first wall. Charge-exchange 

events between neutral particles and plasma ions are simulated in MCNEUT via a 

Monte Carlo sample collision scheme. Both ion and electron ionization events 

are incorporated by decreasing the statistical weight of a neutral particle 

each time it undergoes a charge exchange by the ratio of the ionization col

lision frequency to total collision frequency. Aseries of charge-exchange 

events are treated as equivalent changes in the phase-space coordinates of the 
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primary neutral with appropriate flagging of the mass of the particle after 

each collision (i.e., deuteron or triton). 
Further details on the application of the code to tandem mirror plasmas 

can be found in Ref. 4. 
Application of MCNEUT to two neutral beam systems in TASKA-M was made, 

namely the four high energy (90 keV) central cell beams and the single low 
energy (12 keV) central cell beam. CX fluxes from the anchor beams were con
sidered to present little problern and, as such, will not be considered further 
in this section. The major plasma, beam and first wall parameters employed in 
MCNEUT for these two beam systems are shown in Table 6.2-2. In each case, the 
plasma was modeled as a long cylinder with axial extent large relative to the 
characteristic beam attenuation length such that end effects could be ne
glected. 

In MCNEUT, the beams are configured to intersect at the midpoint of the 
z-axis of the cylindrical plasma model. For convenience, this intersection 
point will be designated z = 0 for defining the axial location of CX flux 

distribution. This point should not be confused with the z = 0 datum coordi
nate which is conventionally employed as the center midplane of the machine. 

The plasma radial density profilewas accommodated by radially portioning 
the target plasma into 32 annular zones in each of which the plasma properties 

were assumed constant. Escaping CX neutrals were scored on a cylindrical 
first wall detector grid having 36 azimuthal bins in the 6 direction and, de
pending on the resolution required, between 20 and 40 axial bins in the z di

rection. 
6.2.3.4 Results. We now consider the CX heat fluxes obtained from MCNEUT at 

the 11 detector 11 gri ds on the fi rst wa 11 surface. As di scussed in Sect i on 
6.2.3.2 above, the detector grid was discretized into N6 = 36 azimuthal bins 
in the 6 direction with a resulting bin width of ß6 = 10°. In the z di

rection, a value of Nz in the range 20 to 40 was employed, depending on the 
axial extent required, with bin widths of ßz = 5 to 10 cm depending on the 

resolution required. Therefore, at each of the N2 discrete axial z positions 

measured from the beam intersecton point (z = 0), a slice is obtained of the 
first wall in the xy plane with 36 discrete values of the CX power density 

spaced 10° apart around the surface. 
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Table 6.2-2. Principal Input Parameters to the Monte Carlo Code MCNEUT 

High Energy Central Low Energy Central 

Number of Beam Lines 
Total Injected Power (MW) 
Inject i on Angl e1 

Azimuthal Angle Between Beam Lines 

Beam Voltage (kV) 
Mean Beam Energy 

Beam Components 2 (%) 
Beam Species 
Beam Profile 

Beam Divergence 

Plasma Species 

Plasma Geometry 

Plasma Radius (cm) 

Plasma Radius Profile 
Midplane Ion Density5 (x 1014 cm-3) 

T perp (keV) 

Tparallel (keV) 
Electron Temperature (keV) 
B-Field at Midplane3 (T) 

First Wall Radius (cm) 
Grid Azimuthal Bin Width t.e 

Grid Axial Bin Width l:!.z (cm) 

No. of Neutral Histories 

D 

Cell Beam 

4 
20.8 

45° 
45° 

90 
82.49 

83.3/7.5/9.2 

(50%), T (50%) 
Gaussian 

0.5° 

DT 
Cylindrical 

12 
Gaussian 

3.6 

26.07 

25.76 

14.0 

4.2 

25 4 

100 

10 
40,000 

1. Angle between beam line and negative z axis. 
2. Percentage of full, half and third beam energy components. 
3. For computat i on of i on gy roradi i. 

Ce 11 Beam 

1 

0.6 

70° 
N/A 

12 
11.0 

83.3/7.5/9.2 

D {100%) 
Gaussian 

1.00 

DT 
Cyl i ndri ca 1 

12 
Gauss i an 

3.8 

26.07 

25.76 

14.0 

4.2 

5 

40,000 

4. Original design value. This was subsequently increased in the vicinity of 
the beam interaction region due to high CX heat fluxes (see later). 

5. Composite density of hot and warm population at injection point. 
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Figure 6.2-2 isapolar plot of the first wall CX power density distri-
1 

bution in the xy plane at a z coordinate of z = -5.2 cm from the beam in-

jection point for the high energy central cell beams. Two distributions are 

shown in Fig. 6.2-2. The inner distribution is that for a single beam (beam 

number 1 in the figure); note that the angular distribution is backward-peaked 

relative to the incident beam direction. The outer distribution is the corre
sponding polar plot obtained when all four beams are included; note the po

sition of the four beams spaced 45° apart. The maximum power density is seen 

to be ~ 440 W cm-2 and oc~urs at backward angles between beams 2 and 3 as ex

pected. 
Given the MCNEUT output, it is possible to construct polar plots similar 

to Fig. 6.2-2 for each of the axial (z) grid positions along the first wall 
surface. However, it is more instructive here to preprocess this data and, 

for each separate polar plot, extract the maximum, minimum and average CX 
power densities and plot these as a function of the corresponding z coordi
nates. Accordingly, these data are shown in Fig. 6.2-3. Peak values of the 

maximum, minimum and average power density distributions are seen to be 
~ 470, 330 and 390 W cm-2. 

For brevity here not reproduced are the individual CX polar distributions 

for the low energy central cell beam. Suffice it to say that they exhibit 

maximum values in the backward and sideways directions (i.e., at 180° and 
90°/270° relative to the incident beam direction). The important engineering 

parameter here is the variation of the maximum, minimum and average first wall 

heat flux relative to the beam injection point (z = 0); this is shown in Fig. 
6.2-4. The peak value of the maximum CX heat flux is seen to be ~ 190 W cm-2 

atz- -2.5 cm. Note that atz= 20 cm from the beam injection point (i .e., 
z = 80 cm from the machine midplane, the position of the inside edge of the 

materials test module) the maximum heat flux is still - 90 W cm- 2• 

Typical CPU times on a GRAY 1S computer required for the runs in this 

study were - 3-4 minutes. With a detector grid of N6 x Nz - 36 x 20 elements 
and 40,000 neutral particles followed in one run, this is equivalent to- 5 ms 

perneutral history. 

6.2.3.5 Discussion of Results and Their Engineering Implications. One of the 

major features of Fig. 6.2-2 is the backward peaking of the CX flux distri

bution for the single beam. This should be contrasted to the CX flux distri-
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Fig. 6.2-2. Polardistribution of CX heat flux at the first wall (rw = 25 cm) 
for the high energy central. cell beams. The distribution for one 
beam is shown together with the composite distribution for all 
four beams. 
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butions exhibited in the earlier phases of the machine design where strong 
forward peaking was observed. Similar backward peaking was observed in the 
Technology Demonstration Facility (TDF).(4) It is also interesting to note 
that the distribution in Fig. 6.2-2 for the single beam is quite symmetric 
about the y-axis. This is to be expected in view of the incident beam di
rection. The slight deviations from true symmetry which can be seen are, of 
course, attributable to Monte Carlo statistics (~ 10% here). 

For the composit~ distribution for four beams in ~g. 6.2-2, the backward 
peaking has been somewhat ameliorated by the superposition of multiple beams. 
However, the composite heat fluxes are still dominant in the general backward 
direction. This backward peaking is interesting in that when TASKA-M proceeds 
through startup, the neutral heat flux will progress from strongly forward 
peaked at low plasma densities to backward peaked at full plasma conditions. 

Generally, for a single isolated CX interaction, the product neutral has 
a higher probability of forward emission because the CX cross section is large 
for particle pairs with small relative velocities.(11) In other words, an 

I 

incident neutral with a given direction of travel is more likely to Charge-
exchange with a plasma ion having a velocity vector in the same direction. 
However, those forward peaked CX neutrals directed into the bulk of a dense 
plasma have a strong chance of undergoing a further interaction (either CX or 
ionization) before escaping. In addition, the incident neutral beam will be 
attenuated exponentially in the plasma, thus the primary CX production rate 
decreases along the chord length of the incident beam through the plasma. 
Therefore, in general, for a high energy beam and/or low plasma line density, 

the polar CX flux tends to be forward peaked. Conversely, for lower energy 
beams and/or higher plasma line densities, the CX heat flux at the first wall 
tends to a maximum in the backward direction. As the beam trapping fraction 
approaches 100%, strong backward peaking would be expected. 

With these above physical arguments an account can be made for the back
ward peaking from the high energy beams in TASKA-M. The plasma density is 
relatively high and beam absorption is fairly good. In addition, compared 

with the interim phases of the machine design, the mean hot ion energy is 
lower (84 keV compared with 112 keV). Therefore, forward directed CX products 
have a good chance of absorption before penetrating to the opposite wall, 
leaving backward-directed CX neutrals to dominate the angular distribution. 
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In the event of a higher plasma density, lower beam energy or lower plasma hot 

ion energy, we would expect very strong peaking in the backward direction. 

The low energy central cell beam, for example exhibits strong backward peaking 

which is tobe expected in view of the high beam trapping fraction (> 99%). 
Note also that a high trapping fraction with a low beam energy implies an 
intense CX source region localized in the first few cm of plasma on the inci

dent beam side. 
These high peak CX heat fluxes at the first wall present some significant 

technology problems. Clearly, the first wall heat loads of nearly 500 W cm- 2 

are too large given the current and near term status of high heat flux tech

nologies. Neutral beam dumps based on the 11 Hypervapotron 11 principle are cur
rently being incorporated on JET for heat loads of ~ 1-1.5 kW cm-2 under 

quasi-steady-state (~ 20 s) conditions.(12) Similarly, MFTF-B will incorpo

rate tubular beam dumps probably based on the swirl-flow principle and with 
power density capabilities in the same range.(13) However, beam dump designs 

such as these have a rather bulky configuration and could not conceivably be 

integrated araund the first walls of TASKA-M where space is at a premium. 

In test facilities such as TASKA-M where true steady-state operation is 
envisaged and where component reliability is a key requirement, heat loads 

should be limited to water-cooled first wall surfaces to certainly no more 
than a few hundred W cm- 2• In the STARFIRE conceptual tokamak reactor design, 

for example, maximum surface heat loads to the water-cooled limiter were re
stricted to ~ 240 W cm-2.(14) 

6.2.3.6 Variation of CX Heat ~uxes with ~rst Wall Radius. As an alterna

tive to reconfiguring beam parameters and/or geometries, for the high energy 

central cell beams, the most effective method of reducing the peak heat loads 

in Fig. 6.2-3 is to simply increase the radius of the first wall. This would 

only be necessary in the vicinity of the beam interaction region and would 

not, therefore, be detrimental to neutron wall loading levels elsewhere in the 

machine. Accordingly, further MCNEUT runs were performed for TASKA-M employ

ing various first wall radii. 

In Fig. 6.2-5, we compare the axial (z) distribution of the maximum CX 

heat flux in TASKA-M at a new wall radius of rw = 70 cm with that for the ori

ginal radius of rw = 25 cm for the interim design. Note that the peak CX heat 
flux has been reduced from ~ 470 W cm-2 for rw = 25 cm to a much more accep-
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table value of- 65 W cm-2 for rw = 70. Note also that this reduction in heat 

flux with increasing radii is considerably greater than the 1/rw scaling which 
would b~ expected from a line source emission. This is due to the distributed 

nature of the CX emission across the volume of the plasma. Given the problems 

of integrating high heat flux surfaces at the f1rst wall, it was felt that 

this latter peak heat load of less than 70 W cm- 2 was a reasonable design 

goal. Accordingly, a recessed first wall of 70 cm was specified in the 

vicinity of the beam interaction region. 

6.2.3.7 Conclusions on CX Heat Fluxes. In conclusion, we have seen that 
first wall CX heat fluxes from neutral beam injection in TASKA-M can attain 

peak values of several hundred W cm-2. The angular distributions can be 

forward or backward peaked, relative to the incident beam direction, depending 

on the characteristic parameters of the beam/plasma system. For the final 

system design parameters, fluxes tend to be backward peaked. Aceurate charac

terization by Monte Carlo methods of the heat flux distributions, both azimu

thally and axially, is important for the prediction of hot spots on the first 

wall surface. One effective method of reducing the peak power densities at 

the first wall is to recess the first wall in the vicinity of the beam inter

action region and taper it back to the original dimensions at axial Coordi

nates where CX loads have fallen to acceptable levels. In view of the fact 

that space is usually at a premium at the first wall of any fusion device, 

further work is needed in developing sophisticated high heat flux surfaces 

with compact dimensions for incorporation in regions such as these. 
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6.2.4 Neutral Beam Vacuum System (Fig. 6.2-6) 

6.2.4.1 Overview 

In order to limit beam lasses due (Fig. 6.2-7) to reionization and 

scattering, the gas density in the neutral beam boxes and neutral beam 
ducts must be kept at a very low pressure. The operating pressurewill be 

in the range of several l0-4 mbar in the neutralizer region and approx. 

2xlo-5 mbar in the duct. 

The vacuum system of the neutral beam injectors and the neutral beam ducts 

is composed of cryopumps, Roots pumps or rotating plunger pumps, and 

turbomolecular pumps, plus control and isolation valves. Fig. 6.2-8 shows 

a neutral beam injector with the ion sources, neutralizer, ion sweep 

magnet, ion dump, calorimeter target diagnostics, and collimators. With 

the exception of the ion sources and the ion dump, all parts are installed 
in a rack located inside the neutral beam box. The ion sources and the ion 

dump are mounted separately from the back of the box. In order to reduce 

the dose rate outside the box, which originates from neutron activated 

parts inside, the neutral beam injector is shielded. Magnetic shielding of 

the box will be necessary due to stray fields. The amount of shielding is 

estimated in chapter 9.4. 

The neutral beam injector is subdivided into three vacuum regions (see 

Fig. 6.2-9): 

Stage 1 contains the ion source, accelerator, neutralizer, sweep 

magnet, and ion dump. 

The calorimetric target is located in stage 2. 

Stages 1 and 2 are separated by a sheet metal wall with openings for 

the neutral beams. 

Stage 3 is formed by the beam duct connecting the box and the 
plasma chamber. 
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The injector box and the beam duct can be shut vacuumtight by means of a 

gate valve. In this way, the injector box can be disconnected without 

breaking the vacuum in the box and the plasma chamber I beam duct unit. 

The ion sources can be exchanged individually after Separation from the 
injector box by means of gate valves. 

The neutral beam injectors must be designed for steady state operation. 

Excess gas can be removed from the injector box to achieve a low gas 

pressure, as mentioned above, either by Zr-Al getter panels 1151 or by 

liquid He cryopanels. Getterpanels have the advantages of being 
insensitive to thermal variations, releasing no gases, and of being less 

sensittve to neutron bombardment. Their Operating temperature is 670 K, 

the regeneration temperature 970 K 121. On the other hand, the gettering 
surface is approximately 1.5 to 2 times larger than the cryopump surface, 
which makes it necessary to set up the getter panels inside the box while 

the cryopumps 1161 are located outside and can be separated from the box 

by gate valves. These valves will be closed during the regeneration 

of a cryopump. As opposed to the operation I regeneration separation 

mechanism at the getter panels 121 the gate valve closes very tightly. 

Consequently, the regeneration pressure can be kept at a higher level of 

approx. 1o-3 mbar, thus simplifying the regeneration system for the 

cryopumps. Furthermore, getter panels are sensitive to poisoning by 

oxygen, especially at higher temperatures. Oxidation is irreversible. 

However, poisoning cannot be excluded, and since the capital costs of the 

getter panels ($ 3 million) and the cryopump system (S 3.5 milli.on) are in 

the same range, an exchange of the panels would double their original 

capital costs. The operating costs are higher for cryopumps due to the 

consumption of liquid He at 4 K. Nevertheless, after comparing the pros 

and cons, we selected cryopumps as the reference casel171. For the data, see 

Table 6.2-3. 
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Table 6.2-3 Vacuum System Parameters for Neutral Beam Injectors 
at the Sources 

HE-NBI ME-NBI LE-NBI Remarks 

Location Central Anchor Central 
Cell Cell 

Pe I NBI MW 12.6 8.4 1.0 

E keV 90 73 12 

Gas flow Torr·l/s 
Stage 38,6 31 '1 18,0 

Stage 2 6,0 5,6 l 6,8 

Duct 2,5 2' 1 

Vacuum pressure mbar 
Stage 1 10-4 10-4 10-4 

Stage 2 2x10-5 2x10-5 2x10- 5 

Duct 2x10-5 
2x10- 5 2x10-5 

Cryopumps 
number 3( +1) 3( +1) 2( +1) () for 

regeneration 
Stage 1 

Pumping speed 1/s 1. 5x 105 1.5x105 1. 2x 105 

number 3 ( + 1) 3(+1) 2( +1) () for 
Stage 2 regeneration 

Pumping speed 1/s 1. 5x1 05 1.5x105 1.5x105 

number 1(+1) 
Duct with 

Pumping speed 1/s 1. 5x 1 o5 stage 2 
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6.2.4.2 High Energy Neutral Beam Injectors (HE-NBI) 

Stage 1 of the HE-NBI's is equipped with four cryopumps, each with a 

pumping capacity of 150,000 1/s. Three of them will be in operation while 
one will be regenerated. Stage 2 is identical to stage 1. ßoth cryopumps 

of the beam duct have pumping capacities of 80,000 1/s and operate 

alternately. 

6.2.4.3 Medium Energy Neutral Beam Injectors (ME-NBI) 

Stages 1 and 2 of the ME-NBI's are equipped with four and three cryopumps 

respectively, each of 150,000 1/s pumping capacity. Three and two pumps, 

respectively, each will be in action while the third one will be 

regenerated. The beam duct is very short and is pumped by the anchor 

vacuum chamber. 

6.2.4.4 Low Energy Neutral Beam Injector (LE-NBI) 

The vacuum system of stage 1 consists of three cryopumps, each with a 

pumping capacity· of 120,000 1/s; two of the pumps operate while the third 

one is regenerated. Due to the dimensions of the beam duct its flow 

resistance is small. Thus, it was possible to combine its vacuum system 

with that of stage 2. The two cryopumps, each with a pumping capacity of 

150,000 1/s, are operated alternately. 
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6.2.4.5 Regeneration System 

The main fraction of the ·pumped gases will be hydrogen isotopes. This 

allows the regeneration systemtobe simplified. To release the hydrogen 
gas it is sufficient to warm up the liquid-helium cooled pumping surfaces 
from 4 K to 30 K. Roots pumps and I or rotating plunger pumps can be used 

to pump the gas released. These pumps allow an ultimate pressure of lo-3 

mbar to be attained. The operating pressure of the cryopumps, approx. 
lo-6 mbar, will be achieved by cooling the pumps to their operating 
temperatures. By this means the loading of the cryosurfaces is negligible. 

In order to evacuate each NBI after breaking the vacuum, they are equiped 

with ari additional turbomolecular pump. The ultimate pressure of this pump 
will be approximately lo-5 mbar in the NBI-box. 

Thesepumps provide the following advantages: 

The cryopumps will not be contaminated by impurities 

which cannot be removed at regeneration 
temperatures of.30 K. 

Therefore, the surfaces of the cryopumps are almost 

free from oxygen molecules which would react with 

tritium and hydrogen to form HTO. 

Helium penetrating into the ducts by backstreaming, 

which is not pumped by LHe-cryopumps can be removed 
by means of the turbomolecular pumps. 
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Additional electron heating power is advantageaus in the TASKA-M tandem 

mirror to decrease the electron drag on the ions which substantially lowers 

the required neutral beam power, and to increase the electron temperature 

which enhances the midplane potential dip. This dip traps warm ions which 

stabilizes the loss cone distribution caused by the injected ions in a mirror 

configuration. In conclusion, electron heating provides substantial improve

ment in overall machine power requirements and microstability properties as 

discussed in Sections 3.1-3.4 and 3.6 of the report. 

The methods for direct radiofrequency heating of electrons in mirror 
plasmas include: (1) electron cyclotron heating (ECRH), w ~ wce; (2) electron 

Landau and transit-time damping via the ion cyclotron range of frequencies 
(ICRF), w ~ 4 wci; and (3) electron Landau damping of lower hybrid waves 

(LHRF), w ~ wLH' Of these three, electron cyclotron heating is usually the 

most direct for tandem mirrors but the overdense (wpelwce > 1) high ß ~ 50% 
properties of TASKA-M which yield high fusion output make this wave•s pene

tration problern for heating in the central cell quite difficult. The ion 

cyclotron frequency range waves require elevated electron temperatures (Te~ 2 

keV) and the absence of ion resonances at substantial concentrations 
w * nw .(r) in the regions of substantial wave power flux where r denotes the 

Cl 
spatial position where a harmonic resonance could be present in the plasma 

interior. In addition, below the fundamental resonances, low frequency coil 

excitation is required and substantial plasma cross sections given by na 2 

(where n is the average plasma density and a is the plasma radius) as required 

for good coupling and is well satisfied in the central cell of the TASKA-M 

device. Finally, lower hybrid waves can heat electrons or provide current 

drive via electrons as observed in tokamaks. Although the electron heating 

results were moderately successful, the problern of wave spectrum and pene

tration with substantial Landau damping through the plasma edge at the ele

vated electron temperatures (Te ~ 14 keV) of TASKA-M are presumed to eliminate 

it from serious consideration for the purpese of this design study. 

This section on electron heating of the plasma will concentrate primarily 

on the ion cyclotron frequency range method for heating electrons with a brief 
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mention of electron cyclotron frequency heating in the accessible lower densi

ty, low ß transition region. 
6.3.2 Electron Heating Physics 
6.3.2.1 Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) . 

The formulation of wave coupling, propagation, and absorption are pre
sented in this section. We start with the rationales for choosing the various 
heating zones in the machine. The relevant assumed plasma operating para
meters are shown in Table 6.3-1. 

A 6 cm central cell annular halo plasma is required between the hot 
plasma edge and the walls (see Section 3.8). In addition, power balance 

calculations show an electron heating power required to achieve the steady 
state operating characteristics of 12.4 MW. Figure 6.3-1 illustrates the 
overall potential (~) and magnetic field (B) structure on the axis which can 
be used to visualize the electron heating regions. 

The previous table indicates that the central cell beta corrected steady

state electron cyclotron frequency is 83 GHz with a wpefwce(ß0 ) value equal to 
1.8. This means that steady-state gyrotron sources of 83 GHz with a single 
tube power output of 250 kW for a 12.4 MW total would require at least 50 
gyrotrons. These sources are not currently available but may become available 
in a period of five to ten years. It should also be noted that this is a 
central cell minimum frequency and that non-ß corrected cyclotron resonance 
such as for startup would require tubes at a frequency of 117 GHz, clearly 
we 11 above the near term sta te of the art. In additi on, even if the gyrotron 

sources were available, wpefwce(ß0 ) values are near 1.8 for the high ß TASKA~M 
central cell parameters. As discussed by Audenaerde and Scharer( 1) and 
others, overdense plasmas such as this are very difficult to penetrate with 

electron cyclotron wave power due to wave cutoff effects for oblique launehing 

angles. Even for nearly axial propagation relative to the magnetic field, 
recent work by Lam, Scharer and Audenaerde( 2) has shown that for overdense 
mirror plasmas, electron cyclotron wave energy can diverge radially before 
reaching cyclotron resonance regions due to radial density gradients. Thus we 

do not support the use of electron cyclotron central cell heating for the 
overdense TASKA-M parameters based on near-term technological requirements and 
wave penetration problems. 
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Table 6.3~1. TASKA-M - Plasma Parameters for RF Heating 

Parameter Central Cell Transition Anchor 

8min (T) 4.2 2.18 1.02 
8max (T) 17.5 (17.5, 2.7) 2.7 

ne (cm-3) 3.5 X 1014 2.6 X 1013 2.6 X 1013 

Te (keV) 14.0 14.0 14.0 
E. (keV) 84.1 7.3 60.3 

1 

rp (cm) 12.1 (17 ·7)eff (24.4)eff 

rw (cm) 25 (36 )eff 37 
ß 0.5 0.05 0.5 

fce(ßo) (GHz) 83 56 20 

wpefwce(ßo) 1.8 0.83 2.33 

fcT(ßo) (MHz) 15 (z = 0) 10 no tritium 
15 (z = 1 m) 

35 (z = 2.2 m) 

The use of electron cyclotron heating in the anchor region is also not 

desirable since the plasma is even more overdense; wpefwce(ß0 ) = 2.33 in this 
region. The steady-state cyclotron frequency is 20 GHz in this region allow

ing the use of high power steady-state klystrons which are currently available 

at up to 500 kW levels. The near axial wave launehing access in the anchor 
region is improved near the ends of the machine. However, questions about 
good electron heat flow from the anchor to the central cell region given the 
complex magnetic and potential structure of TASKA-M and the diverging of 

axially launched electron cyclotron wave energy before reaching the resonance 
zone in overdense plasmas make this alternative much less than ideal. 

Finally, the transition region for electron heating is the most desirable 
if this scheme is used. As shown on the table, ß-corrected cyclotron fre

quencies of 56 GHz are required. The plasma is not overdense even at the low

est field point of 2.2 T. Oblique propagation of the X mode in this region 

will allow good wave penetration and absorption. However, the lack of steady
state 1 MW or 250 kW gyrotrons operating at 56 GHz required to make this 
scheme attractive for a near-term technology device makes this approach 
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questionable. In addition, physics questions about electron trapping near the 

transition minimum, electron heat transport to the central cell and velocity 

space considerations must be analyzed before it can seriously be proposed for 

the longer term future. 

6.3.3 Electron Heating in the Ion Cyclotron Range of Freguencies (ICRF) 

The most successful radiofrequency heating experiments for plasmas to 

date have bee~ primarily in tokamaks in the ion cyclotron frequency range. On 

the PLT tokamak Hwang et al.( 3) have coupled 3.4 MW for several hundred milli

seconds at densities of 3 x 1013 cm-3 with a 2 keV ion temperature rise and a 

similar electron heating primarily due to electron drag on the fast ion tail. 

Wave coupling efficiencies vc = Pc/PG = 80% have be_en achieved with heating 

efficiencies PH/Pc of about 60% (PH = ß(nkTi )/•E) at the secend hydrogen ion 
cyclotron harmonic f = 2 fcH = 42 MHz corresponding to resonance at the center 
of the machine. On the TFR tokamak( 4) substantial direct electron heating, 

ßTe = 1 keV, has been observed for a hydrogen/deuterium plasma with densities 

of n = 1.5 x 1014 cm-3 at RF power levels of 600 kW. The heating process is 

attributed to mode conversion from the fast magnetasonie wave propagating on 

the high field side to an ion Bernstein mode whfch is rapidly electron Landau 

damped. It should also be mentioned that electron heat transport in tokamaks 

is highly anomalaus and sensitive to machine conditions. This condition re

quires a careful experi~ent to test direct electron heating via ICRF. Other 

experiments utilizing Landau damping on electrons from lower hybrid waves have 

been observed on tokamaks to heat electrons such as JFT-2 (1981). Today's 

current drive experiments have shown promising results involving an inter
action with fast electrons. Also surface wave excitation by ICRF antennas has 

been shown to directly heat electrons on the Phaedrus( 5) tandem mirror and 

other tokamak experiments. 

In the theoretical area electron Landau and transit-time heating via ICRF 
has been studied by Stix,( 6,?) by Scharer, McVey and Mau(8) and by Scharer, 

Beyer, Blackfield and Mau( 9) for a tokamak reactor. The basic result for 

power absorption per unit volume can be expressed as 

p 
e 

1/2 2 v w2- -(w/kuve) 
= ~ Eo(wpe/wce) e 8ze 

6.3-5 

2 

watts 

cm3 (6.3-1) 
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~ 

where Bz is the wave magnetic field parallel to the static field and the other 
plasma quantities take their usual definition. The spatial wave absorption 
can be obtained approximately from the wave quality factor with the electron 

absorption treated as a wave cavity loss.term, Oerf' 

wr wUS ww~e 4k 
11
e
1 

Q er f = w i = ~ = -1T-r1 /,.,2.----v"""A2...;;_2.;;_JJ_E_w~2 -k-::12:-v
o o pe e 

(6.3-2) 

where Us is the time averaged fast wave energy density, VA is the Alfven 
velocity and w :! k

11
ve is assumed. Thus, the axial damping decrement for 

TASKA-M steady-state parameters becomes 

L ( dampi ng decrement) = ~ = k 
11
Qerf = 10-20 cm 

e i 
(6.3-3) 

with the wave strongly damped and an electron heat distribution ov~r a large 
volume and velocity class due to the launched k 

11 
spectrum. 

The antennas used to couple the waves require a moderate density and 
lower temperature to ensure wave propagation over most of the transverse cross 
section and to isolate the antennas from the hot ion core. We, therefore, 
propose a 10 cm annulus halo with <n> = 5 x 1012 cm-3 determined by the 

n~ = R cutoff condition for the fast wave and Tedge ~ 100 eV. The general 

density for cutoff for the fast wave can be expressed as 

(w + w .) 

I 10 11 k2 Cl 
noT cutoff = 1·3 x 11 w (6.3-4) 

where k
11 

corresponds to the dominant part of the k
11 

spectrum, w is the fre

quency of the ICRF wave and wci is the ion cyclotron frequency. 
The density and total plasma radius (ncr~) of the central cell for TASKA

M make the radial mode structure very good for efficient fast magnetasonie 
wave coupling from antennas. There are many perpendicular wavelengths over 

the hot plasma core plus halo plasma such that 

(6.3-5) 
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even for frequeneies below the minimum tritium resonanee. 
For the TASKA-M deviee, to ensure that the ICRF power flow is primarily 

to the eleetrons, we have to ensure that the ion resonanees for deuterium and 

tritium as well as any substantial ion impurities are not present in the 
vieinity of the antenna and RF power flow region. In addition, the eleetron 

temperature should be well elevated (Te ~ 2 keV) before the antenna excited 
parallel phase velocity for the fast magnetasonie wave is eomparable to the 

parallel eleetron thermal velocity for substantial electron damping to oceur. 
We expeet that electron-electron and electron-ion eollisions over the length 
of TASKA-M at higher density will rapidly isotropize the electron distri
bution. At lower electron temperatures such as is the ease for startup, ion 
resonances further from the antenna regions can be used to initially heat the 
plasma with electron absorption dominating at higher temperatures when the 

plasma reaehes steady-state conditions. To ensure dominant electron heating, 
the wave frequeney should be chosen below the beta-eorrected tritium ion 

cyclotron resonanee in regions of strong wave excitation fcr(ß 0 ) = 15 MHz. 
One could also eonsider setting the wave frequency between lower ion 

eyclotron harmonic resonanees (f = 25 MHz) for the deuterium-tritium plasma 
but the elose spacing due to axial gradients in the eentral eell magnetic 
field makes this diffieult to achieve without some ion heating. Same direet 

ion absorption at lower temperatures during startup eould be quite beneficial. 

Even at the elevated temperatures of the full operating characteristic, the 

volumetrie electron Landau and transit-time damping between the antennas eould 

dominate over the axially localized heating near the ion resonance. If a 25 
MHz design were used, a O,n phasing for adjacent antennas would yield a de

sired spacing of dA(O,n) = Au/2 = nve/w = 90 em. Another alternative is to 

operate at frequencies well above the lower beta-corrected, central cell 
(z = 0 + 2.2 m) ion cyclotron resonances where ion absorption is predicted to 

be very weak; f ~ 3 fci(ß) ~ 200 MHz. This higher frequency allows more 

versatility in wave. launeher design in that antennae or waveguide launchers 
eould be considered. However, no plasma experimental work in this range has 

been earried out. 
lt should also be mentioned that the transition region eould also be eon

sidered for coupling and heating via these waves. However, the lower wave 

frequencies required for heating outside the eentral eell region and the non-

6.3-7 
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circular cross section of the plasma makes this alternative less desirable for 
wave coupling and heating than in the central cell. 

Thus we propose to excite fast magnetasonie waves below the beta cor
rected tritium cyclotron resonance f ~ fcr(ß) as a base case or well above the 
lower ion cyclotron resonances f ~ 3 fco(ß) in the region where the antennas 
are located as an option for electron heating in TASKA-M. The k

11 
spectrum of 

the antennae will also be used for fast wave mode selectivity in the lower 
frequency case. 
6.3.4 ICRF Antenna Design for Electron Heating 

We now consider the appropriate antenna design and layout for the TASKA-M 

device for the low frequency f ~ fcr(ß) case. As noted in Section 6.3.2 a 
total electron heating input level of 12.4 MW is required. We consider a four 
coil set of antennas with an assumed coupling efficiency of 90% and a heating 
efficiency of 80% based on previous high power experiments in this frequency 
range on PLT( 3) and TFR. (4) The total RF power output from the RF generators 

would then be 17.2 MW which can be produced with a source efficiency of about 
80% requiring 21.5 MW from the D.C. high valtage power supplies. A single 
antenna would then be required to couple 3.9 MW to the plasma. This is surely 
somewhat above the current state of the art which is in the range of 0.75 MW 
coupled for the half-turn narrow antennas on PLT and TFR. However, improve
ments utilizing wider antennas with improved center feeds, feedthrough, and 
Faraday shield designs can be expected in the near future. New antenna de
signs for PLT, TFR, JET, Doublet 111-0~ and TFTR are being made at total 
powers up to 50 MW which can reasonably be expected to increase the current 
maximum antenna surface power flux by a factor of four. The PLT antennas 
which were end fed and not optimized have produced RF power fluxes of 0.5 

kW/cm2 whereas current lower hybrid launchers have reached 10 kW/cm2. An 
antenna design flux of 2 kW/cm2 is used for this study. Thus, a single 
antenna properly matched could theoretically couple 

P/antenna = S x n x 0 x W = 2 kW/cm2 x n x 40 cm x 25 cm = 6.3 MW (6.3-6) 

where D is the antenna diameter and W is the antenna width. This is more than 
the TASKA-M coupled design value of 3.9 MW but it is recognized that this is 
clearly a maximum design. lf near termexperimental progress were not able to 
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reaeh this value then additional antennas eould be installed in the eentral 

eell or transition zone to reaeh the 12.4 MW absorbed power level. 

A water eooled 15 em O.D. eoax of low impedanee Z0 = 20 ohms is used to 
provide high power transfer from the generators to the antenna. If the val

tage standing wave ratio (VSWR) in the seetion of the eoax between the antenna 

and matehing system were too high, then a larger 23 em O.D. eoax would have to 

be used to aeeommodate the higher voltages. To mateh the generator impedanee 

to the antenna, a stub matehing system loeated outside the one meter radius 

blanket and shield eentral eell seetion is proposed. Figures 6.3-2 and 6.3-3a 

show the overall antenna unit, eoaxial feeds and matehing generator unit. 

Water eooling of the eopper and stainless steel eoil is shown tagether with a 

low Z graphite or base water eooled metal Faraday shield. A neutron shielded 

vaeuum window is shown in Fig. 6.3-2 with gas pressurization (perhaps SF6 or a 

lower neutron aetivated gas) behind the window to reduee RF breakdown 

properties. 

The eross seetion of the eoil and shield would be 25 em width by a maxi

mum of 10 em depth to keep the antenna well away from the indented machine 

walls. An axial cut in the blankets of about 35 cm by 10 cm depth is indi

cated to allow good magnetic flux coupling to the plasma with minimal redue

tion due to image eurrents in the walls. Figure 6.3-3b shows an alternative 

slot design which has been used for heating at 100 kW levels in the ICRF range 

by Shvets et al. at Kharkov on a stellarator which might be more eompatible 

with the reaetor situation than coils if it can be developed further. The 

simplicity of a gap exeitation and flat large surfaee area exeitation would be 

attraetive if higher power operation without breakdown and more analysis of 

the coupling speetrum were carried out. 

Finally, if a'high frequeney seheme, f "'200 MHz, were used then possible 

waveguide or compact adjaeent eavity resonant systems eould be envisioned to 

couple the power. However, only lower hybrid tokamak experiments with no 

experimental work and little detailed analysis of this scheme in the ICRF 

range have been done so that it is not considered in detail for the purpose of 

this design. 

The wave frequeney, antenna dimensions, axial location as well as their 

relative plaeement in reg·ard to the plasma will affect the coupling and heat

ing through the wave spectrum (k 1 ,k ") generated. In the simplified analysis 
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Fig. 6.3-2 TASKA-M ICRF (T ) antenna reference design for 15 MHz 
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presented here, we determine the dominant part of the k" spectrum through the 
antenna spacing and phasing so that the fast magnetasonie wave will be strong

ly damped at the steady state operating characteristics of TASKA-M, namely 
Te= 14 keV. The convenient adjacent antenna coil spacing of 90 cm and opera
tion at 15 MHz requires a (0°,90°) phasing on the adjacent antenna drive to 
resonate with the bulk of the electron thermal distribution and Landau damp. 

This requires that the antenna spacing, dA, be determined by the equation 

(6.3-7) 

The frequency of the antenna is chosen as 15 MHz which is below the local 

tritium resonance near the z = 1m location of the first antenna. This base 
' 

design has an excitation frequency of 15 MHz, an antenna center-to-center 
spacing of 90 cm, a 0,90° adjacent phasing and a total power coupled of 15.5 
MW. 

It should be mentioned that the ß-corrected magnetic field imposes a 
fairly low frequency of the generator f = 15 MHz to be below the tritium 

resonance. This has adetrimental effect on the antenna•s radiation resis
tance for the moderate diameter of the TASKA-M plasma. Operation at a higher 
frequency would tend to improve the antenna coupling with attendant compli
cations for power fraction coupled to the electrons and ions and would require 
a different antenna excitation scheme. The detailed antenna design shown in 
Fig. 6.3-3a would have to be modified to efficiently couple power to the 
electrons for the 200 MHz wave case. At these higher frequencies they could 
be well accomodated in the TASKA-M axial layout. 

The placement of the ICRF antennas in the overall machine is shown in 
Fig. 6.3-4. The antenna center line placements are at z = 1.2 m and z = 2.1 
m. This was done to keep the antennas away from the neutral beam charge 
exchange flux, beam path and dump. Each antenna location was chosen to lie 
within a single blanket module to allow for simpler removal and replacement. 
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Fig. 6.3-4: Placement of the ICRF antennas in the overall machine (cm) 
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6.3.5 Power Generator for ICRF 

After the experimental results obtained during the last 5 years on TFR /10/, 
PLT /11/ and JFT-2 /12/, heating in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies 
(ICRF) appears as one of the most powerful and reliable methods for plasma heat
ing. The basic principles have been confirmed by experiment, good heating effi
ciency has been observed of both the ions and the electrons and the different 
damping mechanisms suggested by theory have been shown to apply in a wide range 
of density, temperature and magnetic field. On TFR, the rf power sources deve
loped by European companies were operated in the power range between 1 and 2 MW. 
Each of the two output amplifiers includes a single Thomson CSF TH 518 power 
tetrode. Those tubes were capable of transmitting up to 1.5 MW RF power in pul
ses of.0.1 s duration in a broad range of frequencies (50- 85 MHz). 

High power, high energy ICRF experiments are presently in preparation for 
TEXTOR /13/, ASDEX /14/ and JET /15/. For TEXTOR, an RF power source capable of 
3 s operation at 1.5 MW was satisfactorily developed at 27 MHz. For ASDEX, RF 
sources are under construction with 2 x 1.5 MW during 10 s bebJeen 30- 115 MHz, 
and for JET, several units at 2 x 1.5 MW with long pulse capability (~ 20 s) in 
the frequency range of 25 to 55 MHz. Consequently, the state of the art in high 
power generator technol ogy in the frequency range of 25 to 90 MHz a 11 ows an RF 
power of about 1.5 MW per tube. 

The cost of ICRF generators should be rated at about 0.3 ~ per Watt. The 
total cost per Watt of complete and fully automated ICRF systems (lines, 
generator, power supplies, control} should still be considerably higher (1 to 
2 ~/Watt), but much lower than other RF heating·schemes. 

As far as area requirements are concerned, it can be noted that the two 1.5 MW-
3 s units for TEXTOR, comprising the various amplifier stages, the control 
units and the cooling aggregates, are housed in two cells measuring 3.6 m x 

2 . 
4.2 m x 8.5 m each. A floor area of about 3000 m for the d.c. power supplies 

appears to be adequate. 

The main charaGteristics of the ICRF equipment, determined by the requirements 

of TASKA-M power balance, are the following: 

Total RF power coupled to the plasma: 
Total RF output power of the generators: 

Rf pulse duration: 
Frequency: 

6.3-14 

12.4 MW 
17.2 MW 

steady state 
15 MHz 
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RF power transmitted to each coupling system: 
Number of antennas: 
Fieldon axis near antennas: 

4.3 MW 

4 

4.2 T 

Extrapolation from existing high power ICRF heating will require a certain 
extent of developments: 

1. Development of a 5 MW quasi-c.w. tube or use of a combination of presently 
available < 1.5 MW units by means of 3 dß couplers. 

2. Development of antenna structures and transmission lines to carry the signi
ficant thermal load due to the quasi-c.w. operation. 

Consequently, if a combination of 2 x 1.75 MW units is used, the RF power 
source will consist of 4 ·units. The outputpower of each unit is obtained by 
a low power solid state broad band amplifier, driver stages and two high power 
output amplifiers. A possible block diagram of a power unit as discussed for 
Tore Supra /16/ is given in Fig. 6.3-5. The operating frequency can be adjusted 
continuously over a certain range by tuning the amplifier cavities. This scheme 
allows amatching of the antenna impedance by frequency modulation. 

Each tetrode of the output cavity for Tore Supra will be supplied by a 25 kV-
100 kA power supply with dynamic voltage regulation. This will allow the op
timization of the RF output power level of the tetrode arid limitation of the 
anode dissipation power under VSWR > 1 conditions caused by a change of the 
antenna loading impedance. 

6.3.6 Transmission lines 

To transfer more than 1 MW of active RF power to the antenna, precautions 
against breakdown in coaxial lines have tobe taken since the peak voltage on 
the line will be > 20 kV, depending on the coupling characteristics of the 
antenna with the plasma. For that reason a 15 cm O.D. coaxial line between 
the generator and the antenna may not be sufficient and the choice of a 23 cm 
O.D. line has tobe made. Fig. 6.3-6 gives the possible lay-out of the coaxial 
lines bet\-Jeen the generator and the antennas. The line consists of elbows, de
mountable elements, gas barriers and rigid straight sections. The total line 
should be pressurized protected against overvoltages or voltage breakdown. 
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6.3.7 Matehing System 

To match the antenna impedance to the output impedance of the RF generator, 
tuning with two stubs, placed as near as possible to the antenna, was used 
on TFR. It had the advantages of a short coaxial transmission line between 
the tuning circuit and the antenna, loaded with high VSWR. A disadvantage 
of this scheme was that tuning during RF pulses (30 s every 5 min) had to be 
performed by changing the electrical length of the stub, i .e. by mechanically 
moving the stub sh~rt circuits under high RF current conditions. Therefore, 
tuning with one stub and modulating the frequency was also considered on TFR 
and JET. 

Tuning stubs, adapted to cover a 36- 65 MHz range of frequencies, require a 
length of 2.5 m. These, as well as the various components of the transmission 
lines are currently available from industry. For TASKA-M, the transmission 
and matehing system should be developed according to the results of current 
high power experiments. lt will be located outside the blanket and shield of 
the central cell. A remote matehing system could also be considered for TASKA-M 
since it is not desirable to locate matehing elements near the reactor core, 
e.g. a broad band generator using frequency tunin0. 

Fig. 6.3-6: Lay-out of the coaxial lines between the generator 
and the antenna for Tore Supra 
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The vacuum- and exhaust system is used in two distinct modes: 
a) Before operation it has to evacuate the whole interior of the machine 

to generate the vacuum condition for start up (<10-6 mbar). 
b) During operation it has to ensure that the neutral gas pressure and the 

content of high Z-material in the plasma chamber is kept at the low 
level required for the fusion process. 

The technical design objectives are mainly determined by the opera
tional, i.e. the exhaust conditions. Ta fulfil these requirements, a parti
cle stream corresponding to the particle stream supplied by the neutral 
beam-injectors (NBI) for plasma heating and fuel supply must be exhausted 
in such a way that the gas composition and the gas content in the machine 
remains constant with time. Fig. 7.1-1 is a schematic representation of the 
particle streams observed during operation of the machine (see also Table 
7.1-1). The injected neutral particle streams of the high energy and anchor 
NBI's (2 and 4 in Fig. 7.1-1) split in three paths when they come in con
tact with the plasma: in shine through fractions of neutral particles 
which pass the plasma without interaction (6 and 7), in trapping fractions 
which sustain the fusion plasma and become a part of it and in charge ex
change fractions which strike the first wall and form the halo plasma. The 
low energy NBI (3) creates no shine through fraction. A plasma stream equi
valent to the sum of the trapping fractions and the charge exchange frac
tions leaves the machine axially (5) and has tobe extracted from the end 
cells (9) tagether with the thermalized shine through fractions of the 
anchor NBI's (8). The thermalized shine through fraction (10) of the high 
energy NBI's is removed directly from·the central cell. 

Besides these process streams, additional gases must be exhausted 
which might enter the machine via leaks from outside, or which might be 
released from the numerous gas or liquid containing components inside the 
machine, e.g. superconducting coils, coolant pipes, blanket modules etc. 
Furthermore, it cannot be excluded at present, that even after start up 
during a certain time some noticeable amounts of gases are still released 
from the very large surfaces of the internal components. 

The majority of particles to be exhausted during operation occur as 
directed neutral particle beams and plasma streams which must be converted 
first to thermal gas. Specially designed dump plates, bombarded by the 
particle beams and plasma streams serve this purpose. Because of their 
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Tab. 7.1-1: Process Par·ticle and Gas Streams (g/s) 
( see a I so F i g. 7. 1 -1 ) 

E.n~.IlliLt i c Part i c I e Input by Neutra I Beam In j ecto rs ( Nill 
(Species atomic) 

Deuterium 
I I 
I Tritium I He I i um 

I I__ . I --------------------------------------------1 I 1~.-----------

(1) Total p<trticle input I 5.95E-3 I 4.011E-3 I 
(2) Input by four high energy NBI I 2.69E-3 I 4.04E-3 I 
(3) Input by one low energy NBI I 1.04E-3 I - I 
(4) Input by two anchor NBI I 2.21E-3 I - I 

Rema rks 

part. trapping 
fract i ons: 

0.924 
1.000 
0.365 

- -----------------1 I__ I , ___________ ___ 
' I I ' 

~nergetic Particle flow_t9 Beam Dumps 

A. End dumps (Plasma/Halo) 

Contrihlltion rrom four high energy NBI 
Gontribution from one low cnergy NBI 
Gontribution from two anchor NBI 
Gontribution from fusion process 
total flow for two end dumps 

(5) total flow for one end dump 

B. Central cel I dumps 

Contriblltion from rour high ener·gy NBI 
(6) total flow for four central cell dumps 

tOL<tl flow for one central cel I dump 

C. Anchor dumps 

Gontribution from two <tnchor NBI 
total flow for Lwo anctwr dumps 

(7) total flow for one anchor dump 

1.79E-3 I 7.03E-4 
6.69E-4 I 3.68E-4 
5.35E-4 I 2.68E-4 

-
2.99E-3 I 1.34E-3 
1.50E-3 I 6.70E-4 

2.05E-4 
2.05E-4 
5.11E-5 

I I 
I 1 
I I 
I I 
I 2.69E-3 I 1.06E-3 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

2.69E-3 I 1.06E-3 I 
1.34E-3 I 5.28E-4 I 

I 

3.07E-4 
3. 07[-1~ 
7.68E-5 

1.111E-3 I I 
1.41E-3 I I 
7.03E-4 I I 

I I 

1. 60E-5 
1.60E-5 
8.00E-6 

Total flow to beam dumps I 5.95E-3 I I 4.06E-3 
___________________ I l __ l ' '---------

. I I I I· 

11!9 I"I!J<!J._G!!~_Q!L!,!l!!.L.!!~a u s t System 
( Spec i es mo I ecu Ia r) 

A. fnd cel I 
Gontribution from one end dump (Piasma+Halo) 

(8) Gontribution from one anchor dump 

(9) total flow from one end cel I 

IL Gcntra I ce II 
Gontribution from four central cel I dumps 

(1U)total flow from central cel I 

I I I I 
I I I I 

Deuterium IDeut.-Tritium I Tritium I Helium I 
-
______ I I I _________ __ 

1.38E-3 I 1.98E-3 
7.03E-4 I -

I 
2.08E-3 I 1.98E-3 

. ' I 

6.88E-4 8.00E-6 

6.88E-4 8.80E-6* 

I 
I 
I 
I 
l*includes 10% 
I sa fety ma rg in 
I to provide for 

1.03E-4 I 2.55E-4 I 1.54E-4 I - I leakages from 
1.03E-4 · I 2.55E-4 I 1.54E-4 I - I SC coi ls and 

I I I I cryosurfaces 
4.26E-3 I 4.20E-3 I 1.53E-3 I 1.76E-5 I (11)Total gas output 

----------I I I I I ___________ _ 

(Output values are taken from Tab. 7.3-1 and 7.3-2) 

c.:o 
~ 
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extraordinary loading conditions these beam dumps (BD) constitute one of 
the most critical component of the whole machine and consequently one of 
the most important component of the whole exhaust system. In Sec. 7.2 these 
aspects are covered in more detail. 

The gas pressure in the vicinity of these dump plates must be kept 
close to the neutral gas pressure in the halo to Iimit the amount of reflux 
of cold thermalized gas and sputtered plate material to the plasma (see 
also Subsect. 7.1.3). For the axial plasma dumps this requirement would 
also apply if the end dump region were used to test direct converter compo
nents.The gas pumping requirements during operation are met with appropri
ate pump chains. Their first stages consist of cryopumps which have to 
be frequently regenerated. 

The same pump chains are used for the evacuation process before start 
up. However, to remove the bulk of the contained gas efficiently when 
starting with approximately atmospheric pressure some additional pump sets 
for pre-evacuation are provided. In Sect. 7.3 the gas pumping facilities 
are described. 

The operational sequence during the evacuation process and the total 
time required to reach the start up conditions is strongly determined by 
the design concept of the main vacuum boundary. Unlike most of the 
previous experimental fusion facilities the 11 0uter wall 11 concept is selec
ted here, similar as it will be realized in the US Tandem Mirrar Fusion 
Test Fac i 1 i ty (MFTF). Fig. 7.1-2 presents a schematic draft of the two 
different design concepts with inner and outer vacuum wall. 

The advantage of the 11 0Uter wall 11 concept is that it avoids vacuum 
tight welds with highly irradiated materials close to the plasma and that 
it allows Volumetrie and geometric changes of the materials and structural 
parts by irradiation induced swelling and creep. For this purpose adequate
ly wide clearances and gaps between all adjacent components are provided in 
the inner region. The support and the precise alignment of the components 
is performed by the outer structure of the machine, which is essentially 

not affected by irradiation. Also the main vacuum boundary is located out
side the main neutron shielding. 

The disadvantage of this design concept with respect to the vacuum 
conditions is easily shown: There are numerous individual components with 
large surface areas within the vacuum boundary which have to be degassed 
when the start up vacuum is generated. Baking out to aceeierate degassing 
of the materials and discharge cleaning of the surfaces as commonly used in 
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the previous fusion facilities with a smooth inner vacuum wall is applica
ble here on ly to a very I imi ted extent. Therefore, in any case, the fi rst 
evacuation of the facility will require a comparatively lang time and it 
cannot be excluded, that even some time after start up a certain amount of 
irnpurity gas is still liberated, as mentioned before. In this context, a 
specific effect should be mentioned here for which quantitative Information 
is not available at present. The sharp increase of ionizing radiation with
in the facility after start up will Iead to a drastic increase of the gas 
desorptionrate /1,2/. The burst of gas generated in this way must be 
removed also by the vacuum and exhaust system, respectively, without an 
undue impact on the plasma condition. Finally, the possibility of inner 
leaks, which are difficult to detect and to locate, is another burden of 
this design concept. 

In MFTF-B an additional getter process inside the machine is used to 
support the vacuum facilities. Unfortunately, for lang continuous opera
tion, as in the present case, this method cannot be applied. 

In a DT burning fusion facility the outer wall concept has also se
rious Impacts on the repair schemes, because all components within the 
vacuum boundary become radioactively contaminated. Probably, also the 
amount of tritium withheld in this way from the fuel cycle must be consid
ered. 

There is no question, that a final quantitative assessment of the 
vacuum process for a plant designed according the "outer wall" concept 
needs additional specific experimental investigations and much more in 
depth studies as could be carried out within the scope of this work. How
ever, it is expected, that the !arge cryopump capacity of a mirrar fusion 
device and the !arge cross sections of the gas flow paths will be advan
tageaus in generating and sustaining the required vacuum conditions under 
these aggravated requirements given by the outer wall concept. 

References for Section 7.1 
1. 0. Gröbner, et.al.: "Studies of photon induced gas desorption using 

synchrotron radiation", Vacuum ~ (1983) 7, p. 397-406 

2. R.S. Vaughan Watkins et.al.: "An appraisal of glow discharge treatment 
of copper surfaces by the techniques of electron stimulated desorption", 
Vacuum 28 (1978) 10/11, p. 459-465 
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In the process of neutral beam heating of the plasma, the trapping of 
the incident neutral partiales is not complete. Depending mainly an particle 
energy, plasma density,and path length, a substantial fraction of partiales 
penetrates the plasma without interaction and has to be collected at appro
priate heat sinks, the so-called beam dumps (BD). In TASKA-M, BDs are 
needed for each of the four HE-NBis being focused at the mid point of the 
central cell (CC) and for the two Anchor-NBis. According to their location 
the BDs will therefore be referred to as CC-BD and Anchor-BD respectively. 
There is a third tye of NBI, the LE-NBI in the CC, which, due to its low 
energy and power and thus neglegible shine through fraction, is assumed to 
not require additional means besides the water cooled first wall. Finally 
the end lass partiales fanning out into both end cells have to be therma-
l ized by adequate collectors, the so-call'ed end dumps. The end dumps are 
exposed to plasma partiales, i.e. ions and electrons, in cantrast to the 
BDs, which only see neutral partiales and neutrons. 

Overall design requirements based an the envisaged operational modes 
and the specific TASKA-M NBI parameters are established in the following 
Subsect. 7 .2.2. The des ign concepts for the CC-BD, the Anchor-BD and the 
end dumps, all based an the water cooled Hypervapotron /1/ heat sink, are 
described in Subsect. 7.2.3. 

The phenomena to be considered in beam and end dump design are the 
following: (1) Max. heat flux and heat flux distribution- Since there is 
a !arge discrepancy between the heat flux per unit area within the shine 
through beam and the allowable heat flux at the dump surface, the heat flux 
has to be attenuated. The methods employed here are the geometric disper
sion of the beam behind the focus and the inclination of the dump surface 
relative to the beam axis. The resulting maximum and average heat fluxes 
are evaluated in Subsect. 7.2.4. (2) Heat transfer and power absorption -
The allowable heat flux referred to in item (1) is set by the achievable 
plate/coolant heat transfer in steady state condition. During transients, 
as for instance at start up, the maximum structural temperatures as well as 
stress and fatigue effects may be the life limiting factors. This will be 
briefly addressed in Subsect. 7.2.5. (3) Sputtering of the dump surfaces -
The high energy particle impact leads to high erosion rates, which, accord
ing to present knowledge, will dictate predominantly the achievable life 
time of the dump surfaces. For the CC-BD and the Anchor-BD the sputtering 
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yields available in the open literature reveal acceptable life times, as 
shown in Subsect. 7.2.6. At the end dumps however, the erosion process is 
much more complicated due to recycling and impurity sputtering phenomena. 
These effects have been neglected in the present analysis. (4) Gas exhaust 
and reguired duct sizes - The particle flow impinging onto the dump surface 
is considered to be thermalized and completely released as neutral molecu
lar gas. To prevent considerable back flow into the plasma, the gas has to 
be pumped continuously at sufficiently low pressures. Thus the dump design 
has to provide adequate exhaust space, which is evaluated in Subsect. 7.2.7. 

The T permeation into the dump coolant flow is investigated in Sub
sect. 8.4.1. No work was performed in this study on DT and DD neutron 
generation in addition to what was done in the TASKA study /2/, Sect. 
VIII.3.6. 

7.2.2 Design Philosophy 
As design basis for the BDs three operational modes have been defined, 

i.e. normal operation, cal i bration and start up (Tab. 7.2-1 ). 

Table 7.2-1: BEAM AND END DUMP OPERATIONAL MODES 

Plasma Dump Power to be absorbed 
Operational Mode Density 

Normal Operation nominal 

Calibration zero 

Start up zero 

fT = Trapping fraction 

CC-BD 

(1-fT) p. . 
1nJ 

• 33 p. . 
1nJ 

Pi . nJ 

P .. = Injected beam power per NBI 
1nJ 

Pel =End loss power at one end 

7.2-2 

Anchor-BD 

(1-fT) P inj 

.5 Pi . nJ 

P .. 1n] 

End Dump 

zero 

zero 
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In the normal operation mode TASKA-M is assumed to run steady state, 
at rated power. The BDs are exposed to the shine through fraction of 
the injected beam power, and the end dumps see the rated end lass power. 
The calibration mode is needed to calibrate, adjust and check out the NBI 
and BD systems without plasma prior to start up. The idea is to turn on the 
individual sources within each NBI sequentially, so that only one out of 
three sources, as in the case of the HE-NBI, or one out of two sources, in 
the case of the Anchor-NBI, is operating at a time, leading to a time 
average power at the dumps of 1/3 or 1/2 of the nominal injected power 
respectively. During start up, as the third operational mode, the full 
injected power is needed, and the plasma is expected to ramp up from zero 
to nominal. For simplicity it is assumed that the beam dumps are exposed to 
the rated injected beam power during the start up mode, which is terminated 
by either a normal operation mode or a shut down, if the plasma is not 
developing as specified. It should be noted, that calibration and start up 
in this sense do not enhance the heat Ioad at the end dumps (except tran
sients) and are hence not considered there. 

The mission time in the three operational modes is, of course, very 
different. As a goal, the dumps should withstand normal operation for at 
least 0.25 full power years. Thus the design has to be developed with 
respect to the lang term effects (heat rejection, sputtering) and replace
ment primarily for this mode. The calibration periods may accumulate up to 
several hours during the dump life time and are relevant with regard to the 
maximum allowable quasi steady state heat Ioad. For start up it has been 
estimated (Sect. 3.9), that the plasma density builds up within about 80 ms. 
So for the maximum duration of the start up mode defined above, 200 ms 
seem to be reasonable, provided the diagnostics and scram system is fast 
enough, as required for plant protection. 

Besides these general rules, the neutral beam parameters and the 
plasma parameters (Tab. 7.2-2) provide the design basis for the dumps. Tab. 
7.2-2 contains in the first bleck the parameters established by the physics 
basis (Chap. 3). In the secend bleck, the relevant NBI design data (Sect. 
6.2) are compiled, based on our present knowledge. The third bleck lists, 
besides the fundamental assumptions on beam focusing, some derived key 
variables pertinent to the dump design. 

One of the most important parameters is the maximum allowable heat 
flux at the dump surface. Primarily with reference to the experience gained 
in the NBI development for JET /1/, a maximum heat flux of 5 MW/m2 for the 
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Tab. 7.2-2: TASKA-M NEUTRAL BEAM AND PLASMA PARAMETERS RELEVANT TO BEAM AND END DUMP DESIGN 

Neutral Species D/T/He 

Grid Valtage 

Average Particle Energy D/T/He 

Injected Power per NBI or per end 

Beam Angle relative to CC Axis 

Trapping Fraction 

Plasma Diameter and width, respectively 

Number of Neutral Beam Injectors 

Number of Sources per NBI 

Beam Source Envelope Area 

Source Distance from Focus 

Divergence Angle 

Mode of Focus at Intersection2) 

Foot Print Diameter at Intersection2) 

Average Beam Power Density at Intersection 

Total Particle Flow Rate per BD or end 

(Atom-%) 

(kV) 

(keV) 

(MW) 

(de.g) 

(m) 

(m2) 

(m) 

(deg) 

(m) 

(MJN/m2) 

(1020 /s) 

Neutral Beam Parameters 

HE-NBI 

50/50/0 

90 

81 

5.2 

45 

.924 

.242 

4 

3 

1.1x.5 

12 

0.48 

point 

0.20 

166 

4.0 

Anchor-NBI 

100/0/0 

73 

66 

3.5 

50 

.365 

= .28 

2 

2 

.5 X .65 

12 

0.6 

point 

0.251 

71 

3.3 

Plasma 
End Lass 

Parameters 

62.5/37.3/0.2 

105/126/185 

15 

0 

.87/7.371) 

Subsect. 7.2.4 

7. 1 

1)Refers to minor and major ellipse axis, respectively, at a distance 19.5 m from the midpoint of TASKA-M 
2)Defined as the intersection of the main beam land the plasma { 

(..) 
I'IJ 
(..) 

I 
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normal operation mode and 10 MW/m2 for the calibration mode has been cho
sen. The first figure is equal to half the design value adopted for JET (10 

MW/m2) and reflects additional margin for the continuous operation of 
TASKA-M. The figures are related to the selected design concept, the Hyper
vapotron, as described in the next Subsect. 7.2.3. For the start up mode, 
no maximum heat fl ux is establ ished because of the thermal inertia effects. 
The maximum surface temperature will be the limiting factor (Subsect. 7.2.5). 

7.2.3 Design Concept 
As design concept for the beam dumps the Hypervapotron cooling tech

nique was chosen. This has been developed by Thomson CSF in France for anode 
cooling of high power electrode tubes and is utilized in the JET project 
for NBI ion dumps and for limiters /1/. Successful experience is available 
with steady state dissipation up to 10 MW/m2, the burn-out Iimits being 
near 18 MW/m2 in the JET design /3/. The advantage of the Hypervapotron 
technique, if compared to a tubular array with highly turbulent water flow 
/2, 4/, is the low pressure drop and relatively thick front wall with 
regard to sputtering lasses. 

The Hypervapotron principle is easily explained, though the detailed 
heat transfer mechanism from the wall to the coolant is complex and subject 
to optimization. The water flow is perpendicular to macroscopic grooves. 
Vapour bubbles are formed near the bottarn of the grooves, are ejected into 
the subcooled bulk flow and recondense. The grooves are refilled with liquid 
water, and the process starts over again. 

A schematic diagram of the beam dump element is shown in Fig. 7.2-1. 
Typical dimensions are proposed for this application with reference to /1/ 
as first approach and will not be further substantiated in this study. An 
appropriate number of such elements is arranged to form the CC-BD, the 
Anchor-BD, and the end dump inserts as described below. Reference material 
is a chromium copper alloy (with approx. 1 % Cr) because of its excellent 
thermal conductivity and its promising strength properties. An alternative 
would be plating the surface with a material of higher strength, e.g. 
Molybdenum. In the following subsections, both versions are evaluated. 
The design data for the CC-BDs, Anchor-BDs and end dumps are listed in Tab. 
7.2-3. 

The CC-BD concept is shown in Fig. 7.2-2 through 7.2-4. The finger
like BDs are designed as individual inserts (one insert for each of the 
four HE-NBI lines) penetrating the vacuum boundary at an angle of 60 
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30 

Coolant 

(Dimensions in mm ) 

~==========~======~==~~~~~~ 

FIG. Z2 -1 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE HVPERVAPOTRON 
BEAM DUMP ELEMENT 
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degrees, relative to the plasma axis (Fig. 72-2). The normal to the heated 
surface forms an angle relative to the bearn axis of 75 degrees, resulting in a 
nominal foot print contour as shown in Fig. 72-3. Adding some margin of 
about 6 cm for beam and beam dump misalignment in each direction (perpendi
cular to the beam axis) leads to the required BD size of roughly 1.6 m x 

0.52 m for the coo led structure. 
The cooled structure is composed of parallel Hypervapotron elements 

supported at a central manifold for coolant supply to the individual ele
ments. The manifold in turn is guided in a support structure allowing for 
differential thermal expansion. Coolant is fed to the elements into the 
upper chamber, is reversed at the element ends into the lower chamber and 
returned to the exit manifold (Fig. 7.2-3). The elements are shaped like a 
campeund curve in order to further enlarge the incident angle in the edge 
region, where the power density in the shine through bearn is the highest 
(Subsect. 7.2.4), particularly in case of misalignment of the beam and 
plasma axes. Another design feature is the ti lting of the Hypervapotron 
elements relative to the gross BD surface in order to allow a certain 
staggering to avoid heat and particle fl ux peaks at the leading edges by 
shadowing. This reduces the effective angle from 75 degrees to approx. 71 
degrees, and must be considered when surface effects such as sputtering 
and transient heating are investigated (Subsect. 72.5 and 7.2.7). 

The arrangement of the four CC-BDs according to the NBI positions is 
shown in Fig. 7.2-4 in an end v iew. The Inserts are penetrating into a 
common exhaust chamber, from where the thermalized gas is extracted down
wards via a large exhaust duct (Subsect. 7.2.7). The downward di rection was 
chosen to ease the shielding of the streng 14 MeV neutron flux leaving the 
CC. The BD Inserts comprising the Hypervapotron assembly, manifolds, sup
port structure, shielding plug, coolant piping and Instrumentation are 
installed via nozzles and can be replaced by means of special transfer 
flasks, compatible with the overall maintenance scheme as described in 
Sect. 11.2. 

The anchor-BDs are essentially of the same design as the CC-BDs, 
though the size and shape are different corresponding to the heat load to 
be dissipated. Furthermore pumping of the neutralized gas is achieved by 
the end cell evacuation system, so that no separate exhaust duct is neces
sary (Fig. 7.2-5). The main design data resulting chiefly from the choice 
of the inclination angle and other geometric restrictions are tabulated in 
Tab. 7 .2-3. 
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Tab. 7.2-3: TASKA-M BEAM AND END DUMP DESIGN DATA 

Beam Dump Concept 

Gross Inclination Angle rel. to Beam Axis 

Effective Inclination Angle of BD Segments 

Dump Distance~from Focus and Midpoint, resp. 

Foot Print Area at Dump 

Foot Print Envelope Dimensions 

Dump Dimensions (width x length) 

Total Dump Beat Load 

During normal operation, incl. CX 

During calibration 

Flow Rate of Primary Cooling Water 

Coolant Inlet Temperature 

Bulk Coolant Temperature Rise 

Coolant Inlet Pressure 

Coolant Pressure Drop 

Reference Material of Dump Elements 

Maximum allowable Surface Temperature 

Depth Sputtering Yield Design Limit 

Expected Sputtering Life Time 

(deg) 

(deg) 

(m) 

(m2) 

(m x m) 

(m x m) 

(MW) 

(MW) 

(1/s) 
(oC) 

(K) 

(bar) 

(bar) 

(oC) 

(mm) 

(FPY) 

l) . . f . b . . h f · at 1ntersect1on o ma1n eam ax1s w1t BD sur ace 

CC-BD Anchor-BD End Dump 

Hypervapotron Hypervapotron Hypervapotron 

75 

71 

1.7 

0.41 

0. 4 X 1. 16 

0.52x 1.60 

0.45 

1. 72 

20 

60 

20 

<6 

<2 

Cu, 1%Cr 

450 

.8 

65 

60 

5.0 

0.77 

0 

0 

19.5 

5.03 

0.58 X 1.48 z0,87 X 7,36 

0.7 xl.8 

2.22 

1. 75 

26.5 

60 

20 

..::.6 

<2 

Cu, 1%Cr 

450 

.8 

Fig. 7.2-6 
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The end dumps have to dissipate the high power of 15 MW per end, more 
than 99 % being in the plasma region and the rest in the halo region. To 
accommodate this power at acceptable heat fluxes, the streng spread of the 
plasma fan in the end cells is used at the expenses of a large collector 
area which, in essence, will face an elliptical foot print with a high 
aspect ratio. A modular end dump collector is proposed, consisting of 
parallel overlapping inserts similar to the BD design. The inserts are 
arranged in the following manner (Fig. 7.2-6). 

insert axes being parallel to the minor ellipse axis, 
- collector surface beyend the design heat flux Iimit curve, 
- collector width similar to BD width, i.e. approx. 0.5 m, 
- overlapping of the inserts at least 5 cm (perpendicular to field 

lines), 
- minimal pitch between inserts sufficient for manipulation, i.e. 

approximately 1 m. 

The central inserts can be removed for plasma direct convertor tests. 
The advantage of this concept is obvious: small units, easy replacement, 
individual replacement frequency, similarity to BDs, variable in the scope 
of plasma direct convertor tests. A panorama view of the end dump inserts 
and the produced plasma foot print is shown in Fig. 7.2-7. As can be seen, 
the Hypervapotron section is intended only to cover the plasma region plus 
an adequate margin. In the halo region of the individual inserts a simpler 
design is sufficient, since the heat flux is very low. 

7.2.4 Heat Flux Evaluation 
The radial power distribution within the incident beam is usually 

assumed tobe Gaussian (or due to collimator effects chopped Gaussian), the 
parameters of which depend on source geometry, divergence angle, focusing 
mode, distance from the source etc. Due to the radius dependent trapping 
efficiency in the plasma, the power profile in the shine through beam is 
even more complex and it may further be complicated by the curved beam dump 
surface. To estimate the maximum local heat flux at the dump surface, the 
empirical formula (Eq. 7.2-1) has been used. This is based on an average 
power density in a reference plane of the incident beam, which is being 
corrected by a number of factors accounting for the radial profile, geome
tric dispersion, trapping fraction, inclination angle and power condition. 
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(7.2-1) 

= Max. local heat flux at dump surface 
= Nominal injected power per NBI, Tab. 7.2-2 (for the end 

dumps it is the axial power lass per end, Pe 1) 
= Beam cross section in a reference plane 
= Peaking factor accounting for planar power distribution 

incl. uncertainties 

fGeo = 
fThru = 
f Inc 1 = 
fpower = 

Geometrie dispersion factor 
(1-fr) Shine through factor, where fr trapping fraction 
Attenuation factor due to inclination angle 
Ratio of actual to nominal injected power 

The results listed in Tab. 7.2-4 show, that the maximum heat flux at 
the CC-BD during normal operation (2.5 MW/m2) is only half as high as the 
design limit established in Subsect. 7.2.2, however during calibration, 8.7 
MW/m2 are obtained, which is close to the design limit in the calibration 
mode. This is therefore the limiting steady state operational mode. The 
high transient heat flux of 26.3 MW/m2 during start up will be discussed in 
Subsect. 7.2.5. For the anchor-BD we are close to the design 1 imit in 
normal operation, whereas during calibration there is a margin of more than 
a factor 2. Even the transient heat flux of 8.6 MW/m2 could be dissipated 
continuously. The end dumps are designed to be loaded at the design limit 
of 5 MW/m2 in normal operation. This applies to the four central inserts of 
the inner row (Fig. 7.2-6). The central inserts of the outer row are 
exposed to a maximum heat flux of about 3.5 MW/m2. This shows, that the 
maximum heat flux could be reduced by further optimization. 

The assumptions employed in evaluating the factors of Eq. 7.2-1 for 
the three dump types (CC-BDs, anchor-BDs and end dumps) and for the diffe
rent operational modes as defined in Ta~ 72-1 are summarized below. 
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Table 7.2-4: MAXIMUM LOCAL HEAT FLUX AT THE BEAM DUMP AND END DUMP (max :t) 

AND FACTORS AFFECTING IT 

Factars Eq.(7.2-l) max ~ 
Dump Operational Mode 

f f f f f (MW/m2) Peak Geo Thru Incl Power 

Normal Operation 2.0 0.3 ' .076 .33 1.0 2.5 

CC-BD Calibration 1.6 0.3 1.0 .33 .33 8.7 

Start up I, 6 0.3 1.0 .33 1.0 26.3 

Normal Operation 1.4 • 152 .635 .5 1.0 4.8 

Anchor-BD Calibration 1.6 • 152 1.0 .5 0,5 4.3 

Start up 1.6 • 152 1.0 .5 I .0 8.6 

End Dump Normal Operation 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 I .0 5.0 

Nominal Injected Power Pinj· and End Lass Power Pel 
For the neutral beam injectors the nominal injected power is derived 

by the physical requirements (Tab. 7.2-2). The end lass power, which has to 
be dissipated at the end dumps, results from the following power balance 
for TASKA-M. 

HE-NBI x trapping fraction = 
LE-NBI x trapping fraction = 

20.88 MW X 0.92 
0.6 MW X 1 

= 2 X 3.5 MW X 0.37 ME-NBI x trapping fraction 
Electron Power 
Fusion Power in' a- particles 
HE-NBI charge exchange lass 
LE-NB I 

ME-NB I 

II 

II 

II II 

II II 

6.8 MW x 0.2 

Total power lass to both ends 
Total power lass per end, Pel 

Beam Cross Section ~ in the Reference Plane 

= 19.2 MW 

= .6 MW 

= 2.6 MW 
12.4 MW 

= 1.36 MW 

= - 5.63 MW 

= - 0.18 MW 

= - 0.41 MW 
29.94 MW 
15 MW 

The reference plane for the neutral beams is taken as the focus plane 
(see Paragraph 11 Geometric Dispersion Factor 11 below). The cross section is 
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thus A
0 

= 202·1T/4 = 314 cm2 for the HE-N8I and A0 = 25.12•1T/4 = 495 cm2 
for the anchor-N8I. For the end dumps, the reference plane is taken at 19.5 
m away from the mid point of TASKA-M, where the plasma cross section is an 
ellipse with a minor semi axis of 43.5 cm and a major semi axis of 368 cm, 
resulting in a cross section A0 = 50326 cm2• 

Peaking Factor fpeak 
This is the ratio of the maximum heat flux to the average heat flux 

through the plane considered (perpendicular to the beam axis). In case of 
the CC-80 and for normal operation it is assumed, that the effects of the 
incident beam power profile (Gaussian) and of the plasma density profile 
(1- (r/R}3, r = distance from plasma axis, R = plasma radius) compensate 
each other, so that only the path length within the plasma determines the 
shine through profile. Adopting present parameters {plasma radius = 1~1 
cm, beam radius in focus plane = 10 cm) yields a peaking factor of approx. 
1.6. Since, however, the power peak is at the lateral edges of the foot 
print, and very sensitive to an offset between beam and plasma axes, a 
factor fPeak = 2.0 was assumed for this case. In case there is no plasma 
(calibration and start up mode), a peaking factor of 1.6 has been esti
mated, assuming a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 70% of 
the beamlet divergence, (beamlet divergence is the divergence angle from 
Tab. 72-2 multiplied by the distance of the plane considered from the 
source) and all beamlets focused to a single point. 

In the anchor beam the trapping fraction is very low (0.37), thus the 
profile of the shine through beam is, to a first approximation, similar to 
the profile in the undisturbed incident beam with the tendency tobe flat
tened. For the latter the peaking factor i s 1.6, as explained above. Taking 
into account some deduction for flattening, fPeak = 1.4 seems to be ad
equate for the power profile at the anchor-80 during normal operation. In 
the calibration and start up mode fPeak = 1.6 applies. 

For the end dumps it is assumed, that the power profile is identical 
to the density profile within the plasma and that the density profile is 
unchanged with the axial coordinate, also in the end cells, where the 
plasma cross section is elliptic. Thus the profile is proportional to 
(1-{r/R)3) as explained above, R being the major or the minor semi axis 
depending on the direction. The integration of such a power profile yields 
a peaking factor of 1.7. 
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Geometrie Dispersion Faetor fGeo 
The NBI sourees are assumed to be point foeused, i.e. to the point of 

intersection of the plasma and NBI axes (Fig. 7 .2-8). Due to the di vergenee 
angle of each beamlet, the foot print is cireular in the focus plane 
{perpendicular to the beam axis) and enlarges to a reetangle with rounded 
corners in eaeh plane behind the foeus. The foot print area A ( ~ ) as a 
funetion of the distanee from the foeus is derived by simple geometrie 
rules with referenee to Fig. 72-8, and the geometric dispersion factor 
fGeo is defined as the ratio of the foot print size in the reference plane 
( ~ = o) to the foot print size at the point of interest. For the beam 
dumps this is the interseetion of the beam axis with the beam dump surface. 

Using the parameters for the souree envelope dimensions from Tab. 72-

2 and for the dump distanee from foeus, yields a geometrie dispersion 
factor fGeo = 0.3 for the CC-BD and fGeo = 0.152 for the anchor-BD. 

For the end dumps the referenee plane i s chosen at 19.5 m from the mi d 
point of TASKA-M, where the maximum loaded inserts have been placed (Fig. 
7.2-6). Therefore the dispersion faetor is by definition equal to unity. 

Shine Through Faetor fThru 
The shine through faetor is the supplement of the trapping fraction to 

unity. Trapping fractions are given in Tab. 7.2-2. 

Attenuation Faetor due to Inelination flnel 
This faetor is defined as 

flnel. = eos 4> (7.2-2) 

where 4> is the partiele ineidenee angle measured to the dump surfaee normal. 
Due to beam dispersion and eurvature of the dump surfaee, 4> varies aeross 
the foot print. However both effeets are small or zero at the point of 
maximum heat flux and are therefore negleeted. Thus the nominal effeetive 
inelination angle at the beam eenter line as listed in Tab. 7.2-3 has been 
used in Eq. (7.2-2). 

Power Faetor fPower 
The power faetor fPower is the ratio of the actual to nominal injected 

power, the numerator of which varies with the different modes of operation 
as deseribed in Subseet. 7.2.2 and as listed in Tab. 7.2-4. 
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7.2.5 Thermohydraulic and Thermomechanical Performance 
Reguired Coolant Flow 

The cooling water is supplied to the individual Hypervapotron ele
mentsvia the central inlet and outlet manifold, where orifices in the 
inlet nozzles provide for flow adjustment, corresponding to the integral 
heat load applied to the different elements. The flow path within the 
elements is described in Subsect. 7.2.3. In the following the required mass 
flow rate and the associated flow velocity and pressure drop will be cha
racterized for the heaviest loaded element (termed as the hat element) and 
for the total beam dump. 

In the CC-BD the hat element is located in the middle region of the 
dump, where the beam axes meets the dump surface. The heated surface area 
is 0.1 * 0.38 m2 = 0.038m2 (Fig. 7.2-3) and the maximum steady state heat 
flux is 8.7 MW/m2 in the calibration mode (Tab. 7.2-4). Assuming that the 
average heat flux at the hat element is 80% of the maximum value, leads to 
a total heat Ioad of 0.264 MW. In order to dissipate this amount of heat a 
water flow rate of 2.1 1/s is necessary at a 30 K temperature rise. The 
bulk velocity in the Hypervapotron channel (Fig. 7.2-1) is 2.5 m/s and the 
pressure drop is in the order of 0.1 bar. 

The total heat load appl ied to the CC-BD i s 1.74 MW, requi ring a water 
flow rate of 20 1/s at a 20 K temperature rise. The lower temperature rise 
of 20 K for the whole BD as compared to the 30 K value chosen for the hat 
element accounts for orificing uncertainties. 

For the anchor-BD and the end dump the procedure is the same as for 
the CC-BD, and since the heat Ioads are similar, the results are in the 
same range. The required water flow rate for the hat element is 1.8 1/s and 
22 1/s for the anchor-BD and for the end dumps, respectively. For the 
total beam dump insert the required water flow rates are 26.5 1/s and 20.3 
1/s correspondingly. It should be noted, that in the case of the end dump 
the given values refer to the hat inserts, which are located in the inner 
row next to the plasma axis (Fig. 7.2-6). All the other inserts, in parti
cular the central insert in the outer row, obtain less power due to over-
1 app i ng and rad i a 1 prof i 1 e effects. 

Steady State Surface Temperature 
The temperature drop in a 6 mm Cu wall at a heat flux of 8.7 MW/m2 

(maximum steady state heat flux for the CC-BD, Tab. 7.2-4) is about 135 K. 

Assuming at the water side in the Hypervapotron grooves a wall temperature 
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of approximately 200 °C Ieads to a peak surface temperature of 335°C for 
the CC-BD in the calibration mode. During normal operation, the surface 
temperature will be in the range 230 to 250 °C. At the anchor-BDs and the 
end dumps the surface temperature will be somewhat higher (about 275°C) 
during normal operation. These numbers will not change significantly in 
case of a 1 mm thick Mo plating instead of the pure Cu version. 

Transient Surface Temperature 
Prior to the start up transient, the BDs are considered isothermal at 

approximately 60°C, which is the assumed coolant inlet temperature for 
steady state operation. During the transient, the surface temperature rise 
is determined by the thermal inertia only. Fig. 7.2-9 shows the transient 
surface temperature rise of a plate with infinite thickness at an arbitrary 
heat flux of 10 MW/m2 for different wall materials. Applying the curve for 
copper at a heat flux of 26.3 MW/m2 (Tab. 7.2-4) we find a temperature rise 
of about 350 K after 200 ms, at which time the plasma should be established 
( Subsect. 7.2.2). Thus we obtain a surface temperature peak of 410 °C, 
whi eh then decays to the steady state temperature profi le di scussed above. 
As can be seen from Fig. 7.2-9 the transient temperature rise for other 
materials is higher than for copper, e.g. for molybdenum it is twice as 
high, leading to a peak surface temperature of 710°C. For the anchor-BD the 
transient peak Ioad (8.6 MW/m2) is much lower and is therefore covered by 
the CC-BD case. 

It should be noted, that if for some reason the initial temperature is 
higher than 60°C, as for instance after a brief interruption, the peak 
temperatur could exceed design Iimits. This case would have to be investi
gated in more detai 1. 

Therma 1 Stress 
The thermal stress during the start up transient is to a first appro

ximation equal to /5/: 
a· E·l\T s = 

(1 - v) 
(7.2-3) 

where a thermal expansion, E Young's modulus, ßT transient surface tempera
ture rise discussed in the previous paragraph, v Poisson's ratio. For Cu ( a 

= 17·10-6 K-1, E = 120 GPa, v= 0.3, ßT=350 K) we obtain S ~ 1000 MPa, which 
is about twice as high as the double yield strength. In the case of Mo (~ = 
5.4·10-6 K-1, E=300 GPa, v = 0.32, ßT = 650 K) we obtain s~ 1500 MPa being 
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Fig. 7.2-9: Transient Surface Temperature Rise of a Plate with 
infinite Thickness at a Heat Flux of 1 kW/cm2 
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close to the double yield strength. Thus, we cannot exclude surface cracks 
after a certain number of load cycles. At the anchor-BDs the transient 
thermal stresses are reduced to one third of the above values due to the 
1 ower heat f 1 ux. 

In steady state operation the temperature and stress distributions 
within the Hypervapotron structure are very complex and have not yet been 
evaluated. However,applying a simple flat plate model with a linear tempe
rature gradient, reveals thermal stresses below 200 MPa for the present BD 
and end dump design, which should be acceptable. An additional fatigue 
problern could arise with the concept of bonding a Mo layer onto a Cu 
substrate because of the different thermal expansion coefficients. 

7.2.6 Sputtering and Lifetime 
The wall erosion rate 6w/6t due to D,T ion bombardment {physical 

sputtering) has been calculated by use of Eq. (7.2-4) 

6W/6t = M2 (i 0 s0 + iT ST) (7.2-4) 
p·L 

where M2 target mass number, P target density, L Avogadro's number, i 
incident ion flux per unit area and S sputtering yield. Subscripts D and T 
refer to the D and T particle streams, respectively. The sputtering yield S 
in turn is a function of ion enery E and incident angle ~ and is approxi
mated by the empirical formula 

(7.2-5) 

where S(E, ~ = 0) sputtering yield at normal incidence and n empirical con
stant. We assumed n = 1.8. The functions S(E, ~ =0) are available in the 
Iiterature for many ion-target combinations from measurements /6/ and can 
be numerically approximated by a model proposed by Smith /7/, 

S(E -O) _ 20 z2 z2 M1 E 
,~- - U0 1 2 f'f2 (E+50·z

1
.z

2
)2 

(7.2-6) 

where S is in atoms per·incident ion, and the incident particle energy E 
(Tab. 7.2-2) and surface binding energy U0 are both in electron volts. Z and 
M are atomic and mass numbers with the subscripts 1 and 2 refering to the 
incident particles and target atoms, respectively. Fig. 7.2-10 show~ the 
sputtering yield S(E, ~ = O) according to Eq. (7.2-6) for Copper and Molyb
denum, which,in the energy regime E>l keV,are in reasonable agreement with 
available experimental data /6/. 
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In order to calculate the maximum local erosion rate, max. Aw/At, we 
have to use corresponding ly in Eq. (7 .2-4) the maximum local inc ident ion 
flux per unit area, max i, which can be derived in the spme way as the 
maximum local heat flux using Eq. (7.2-1) by substituting Pinj by the D and 
T particle flow rate to the dumps, 10 and Ir, respectively (Tab. 7.2-2). In 
the case of the end dumps the additional small fraction of He particles 
{0.2%) has been added to the T fraction for simplicity. 

Applying the above procedure for Copper as the reference material and 
for Molybdenum as a candidate plating material leads to the sputtering 
results listed in Tab. 7.2-5. The following constants were used for Cu (Mo): 
M2 = 63.5 (95.9), Z2 = 29 (42), p = 8.93 (10.2) g/cm3, U0 = 3.52 (6.8) eV. 

Table 7.2-5: BEAM AND END DUMP SPUTTERING RESULTS FOR CU AND MO SURFACE 

CC-BD Anchor-BD End Dump 

Cu Mo Cu Mo Cu Mo 

Maximum Wall Erosion Rate -9 ( 10 cm/s) 3.8 3.5 4.0 3.8 .43 .4 

Sputtering Life Time. (FPY) 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 7.4 8.0 

Total Valurne Sputter Rate 3 (cm /FPY) 190 180 580 560 400 380 

It follows from Tab. 7.2-5, that the sputtering life time for the CC
BDs and for the Anchor-BDs and for both materials is about the same, i.e. 
approximately 0.8 full power years (FPY), assuming a maximum allowable 
material lass of 1 ~ For the end dump the maximum wall erosion rate is 
about one order of magnitude lower than for the BDs. This is due to the 
lower particle flux per unit area and because of the normal particle inci
dence (~=0 in Eq. 7.2-5). Thus the sputtering life time for the end dul!l>s 
is expected to be in the order of 8 FPY, given an allowable wall lass of 1 
mm. It should be noted, however, that due to the curvature of the surface 
of the individual end dump inserts the incidence angle increases towards 
the edges from ~ = 0 up to ~ = 90 degrees (Fi~ 7.2-6), leading to enhanced 
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edge erosion. This can be compensated for by appropriate wall thickening in 
the edge reg i on s. 

The total sputtered volume, expected to be collected somewhere in the 
exhaust chambers, is in the order of 190 cm3/FPY for one CC-BD and about 
580 cm3/FPY for one Anchor-BD. For one end dump (all 15 inserts) this 
amounts to approximately 400 cm3/FPY (excluding the sputtering due to the 
halo end lasses, which is estimated to be in the order of 15% of the plasma 
sputtering). 

It should be noted, that the uncertainty of the sputtering assessment 
may be half an order of magnitude to both sides, which would have to be 
compensated for by adjusting the accumulated operating time and the allow
able material lass, respectively, in the final analysis. Nevertheless it 
shows, that the target 1 ife time of 0.25 FPY tan be easi ly attained. 

7.2.7 Exhaust Channels 
The philosophy of the CC evacuation system as described in Subsect. 

7.3.2 is to keep the neutral gas pressure at the CC-BDs sufficiently low to 
prevent a net back flow from the BDs into the CC via the beam port (Fig. 
7.2-11). Given a pressure in the CC, p1, and a reasonable pressure at the 
exhaust channel exit, p4, the required exhaust channel size can then be 
derived by empirical pressure drop calculations for the molecular flow 
regime as developed in /8/. For this assessment the shine through fraction 
of the high energy neutral beam is assumed to be released from the BD . 
surface as a source term M and has to be pumped as a neutral gas through 
the exhaust channe 1. 

Appling this model yields a required exhaust channel cross section at 
the exit of about 0.5 m2 per one CC-BD, if the following data are employed: 
p1 = 3*10-5 mbar (this was a first result obtained from physics calcula
tions, which later on was revised by applying a refined model, Subsect. 
3.8.8),p4 = 6.6*10-6 mbar, M = 0.13 mg/s, molecular weight = 5, gas tempe
rature = 500 K (this corresponds roughly to the BD surface temperature, 
Subsect 7.2.5). Since in the early design phase of the CC evacuation system 
there was the tendency to not only pump the shine through fraction of the 
HE-NBis but also an appreciable amount of charge exchange (CX) gas from the 
CC, the exhaust channel cross section at the exit was chosen to be 0.8 m2 

per BD (instead of 0.5 m2, if no CX gas had to be pumped). This Ieads to a 
cross section of the common exhaust channel of 4* 0,8 m2 = 3,2 m2, as it is 
designed in Figures 7.2-2 and 7.2-4. 
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Recent calculations of the halo pumping capability as described in 
Subsect. 3.8.8 revealed, that the halo is a very efficient pump for CX 
neutral gas from the recessed CC chamber to the end cells, and may even 
allow a certain back flow from the BDs via the CC chamber into the halo. lf 
this could be proved, the exhaust channel size could be reduced to about 2 
m2 or even less. In this case also the cryopumps for the CC evacuation 
system (Fig. 7.3-4) could be reduced. However the gain in cryo surface 
would have to be added to the end cell evacuation system (Sect. 7.3). 

The anchor-BDs do not have a separate evacuation system. The neutra
lized gas flows directly to the end cell evacuation system as indicated in 
Fig. 7.2-5. 
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During operation the gas pressure in the annulus surrounding the 
plasma (in the so-called 11 Halo 11

) and in the end cells must be kept below ap
proximately 10-5 mbar. This requires a continuous removal of the supply 
gas streams, of all leak flows and of the gas quantities which may be 
liberated from the large internal surfaces. The evacuated gas must be 
compressed up to nearly atmospheric pressure before it is fed to the Trit
ium reprocessing system (See chapter 8). 

Vacuum systems for such purpose usually consist of three different 
pumps. The first stage of such a pump train works in molecular flow regime 
(high vacuum), that is the pressure range below 10-3 mbar. Other pump types 
must be used in the medium pressure range between 10-3 mbar and 1 mbar. 
Forepumps work in the coarse vacuum range from 1 mbar up to 1000 mbar. The 
dominant factors for the design of the pumps last mentioned are the in
fluence of gas pressure forces, heat Ioads and leak flows. 

A short review of available pump types is given below in the sequence 
of their suction pressure region. 

Typical high vacuum pumps are cryopumps, turbomolecular pumps, getter 
pumps and diffus i an pump s. 

Cyropumps are mainly used in fusion plants ftir first stages of pumping 
trains. Their advantages are: adaptability to high flow rates, no oi 1 
contamination, low price, especially if the refrigeration device is also 
needed for superconducting coil cooling. 

Cryocondensation at 4.2 K is suitable for pumping all gases to pres
sures lower than 10-6 mbar, except Hydrogen and Helium. H2 and He can be 
pumped by cryosorption and cryotrapping pumps. Cryosorption is explored 
extensively, especially with MS-5A absorptionmaterial (which is a resin 
bonded in organic molecular sieve /1; 2; 3; 4/). Cryotrapping uses an 
additional process gas, e.g. Ar, so that the H2 and He becomes embedded in 
the solid Ar deposits. In both methods the ratio between H2 and He must be 
considered. Generally, the H2 fraction must be small, otherwise implanted 
He is displaced again by the excess H2• For cryotrapping of one He atom 
about 30 Ar atoms are necessa ry. H2, o2, and T 2 have to be condensed before 
the gas stream reaches the trapping surface to exclude He-displacement. 

The cryotrapping process seems to be preferable for the present condi
tions compared to the cryoadsorption process. In this way the disadvantages 
related to the latter, i.e. the ignition risk and the deterioration of the 
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adsorption material with increasing number of regeneration cycles, are 
avoided. Other pumps working in the molecular flow regime are ion- and 
titanium-sublimation pumps. However, getter pumps are restricted in their 
life time and the pumped gases are not completely recoverable. 

Turbomolecular pumps are limited at present in suction flow to about 
5000 1/s. These pumps are equipped with oil lubricated bearings so that the 
pumped gas may become somewhat contaminated, which is unacceptable for 
operation in a closed T-circuit. Only smaller units are fitted with magnet
ic bearings and fulfil the demand for not contaminating the gases. General
ly, all molecular pumps need forepumps to establish the outlet pressure 
below to- 1 mbar. 

With diffusion pumps, the contamination problems are even more aggra
vated. They would need additional provisions against oi 1-backstreaming and 
oil-carryover and it is uncertain whether the performance and the effec
ti veness of such provisions would be adequate. 

For the medium pressure range roots pumps are suitable because they 
can be sealed hermetically. Special types with separately sealed gear boxes 
should be available when they are demanded /6/. 

Forepumps that work in the viscous flow regime have to be hermetically 
sealed. The use of lubricants in contact with the gasstream is restricted. 

r For this purpose metal belldws and diaphragm pumps are available from 
commercial sources and have been used extensively /7/. Scroll pumps are 
suitable for low volume flows. They can be used in the medium pressure 
regime also /8/. Larger pumps of this design show good Volumetrie efficien
cies and can exhaust directly to atmospheric pressure. Rotating plunger 
pumps can be used for preevacuation purposes with lower risk of tritium 
contamination. 

The pressure level at which the vacuum pumps of the high, the medium 
and the coarse vacuum range interface is a question of optimization. The 
cryopump process e.g.,allows in principle a high compression ratio. How
ever, restrictions are given by the design details, e.g. the size of the 
dead space, the tightness of the vacuum valves, and the cooling and heating 
requirements. Detailed investigations of this kind could not be carried out 
within this work. All respective decisions were made on a qualitative basis 
taking into account existing vacuum installations and other design studies 
in the field of fusion engineering. Numerous alternative concepts seem 
feasible, e.g. the exclusive application of cryopumps in two successive 
stages shows some promise. 
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7.3.2 Design concept 
The flow sheet of the gas pumping facilities is given in Fig. 7.3-1. 

Three different kinds of pump trains satisfy the exhaust requirements 
during operation: 

- the D, T end cell trains which pump the majority of the gases (one 
train at each end cell) 

- the He end cell trains using the Ar cryotrapping process (one train 
at each end cell) 

- the D, T central cell trains (two parallel trains) 
The Subdivision of the whole pumping system allows the adaptation for the 
different gas compositions and independent operational sequences for each 
subsystem, e.g. for regenerat i on. 

Each pump train is equipped with one or more cryopumps (data and 
design calculation see Subsect. 7.3.3), one turbomolecular pump, one boos
terpump and one forepump. All mechanical pumps work without lubricant or 
are hermetically sealed against them to avoid contamination of the recycled 
gas. This and the required T-compatibility will require special R & D work. 
Additional pumps are connected to the He cryotrapping panels to allow the 
removal of He and Ar separate from D and T. These trains consist of a 
turbomolecular pump , a booster pump, a rotating plunger pump and a final 
cryopump cooled by liquid nitrogen. In these cryopumps the Ar is stripped 
from the stream, so that it is available for reuse after regeneration of 
these pane 1 s. 

Redundancy requirements for cryopanel regeneration are met as follows: 
cross over pipes between the D, T and the He end cell trains and a smilar 
cross over connection between the two central cell trains provide two 
independent systems for each cryopump. There is no redundancy in each of 
the He/Ar removal systems. However, it is assumed, that the process charac
teristic and the regeneration sequence of these systems will allow to per
form most of the routine repairs during plant operation. 

As indicated in the flow sheet,the end cell cryopumps are installed 
within the vacuum boundary of the machine. In this way large gas ducts on 
the suction side of these pumps are avoided. To the contrary, the central cell 
cryopumps are located outside because of space and neutron shielding re
quirements. Ducts of relatively large cross section are necessary here. 
After the first compresssion stage carried out with the cryopumps, the duct 
sizes become generally moderate. 
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For preoperational evacuation of the plant down to a pressure of 
approximately 10-3 mbar an additional start up vacuum system is provided, 
which feeds its effluent to the radioactive off gas systems. When this 
pressure level is reached, the other pump trains are started, first with 
non operating cryopumps. Finally, the cryopumps are activated to get the 
required start up vacuum within the facility of <10-6 mbar. 

Regeneration of the cryopumps must take place during plant operation. 
To allow this, the total cryosurface of each subsystem is subdivided into a 
number of independent modules, and valves are installed also on the suction 
sides. After closing the inlet valve and the cryogenic system of one mod
ule, the respective cryopanel will heat up by radiative and convective heat 
transfer. In this way the condensed gas becomes liberated and the gas 
pressure in front of the cryopanels increases. The pressure gain is large 
enough ·so that the gas can be evacuated directly by the booster pump, while 
bypassing the turbomolecular pump. The turbomolecular pump is used finally 
to remove the rest of the gas and to decrease the gas pressure within the 
module to an adequately low level to allow to start the next operational 
cycle. All modules are regenerated successively in the same way. 

The design basis for dimensioning the components are the process gas 
flow rates given in Fig. 7.1-1 and Tab. 7.1-1. Additional· gas loadings as a 
result of leaks and residual degassing of internal parts and surfaces are 
not taken into account, because it is assumed that these contributions are 
negligible within the accuracy of this conceptual design study and in view 
of the comparatively large process gas streams. An exception was made only 
for the relatively low He process flow rate. This rate was increased by 10% 
as provision against possible He leaks of the liquid He cooled coils or in 
the cryopumps. 

The cryopumps of the end cell systems for D, T and for He are located 
in the lower region of the end cells to minimize pressure lass. The pump 
pits are separated from upper parts of the end cells by water cooled 
shields, shaped like a coarse louvre type baffle. These shields are used to 
prevent excessive thermal radiation, to condense sputtered metallic atoms, 
and to catch coarse particles. The gas entrance of each pump pit can be 
closed by lids during regeneration. 

Fig. 7.3-2 shows in a cross section the principal arrangement of one 
D, T cryopump. The total length of the vessel is 7 m, the length of the 
cryosurface 6,25 m. With 0.8 m height of the condensing panel, each pump 
contains about 10m2 cryosurface. In each end cell 8 pumps of this type are 
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installed. The total pumping area of about 80 m2 perend cell includes the 
reserve of approximately 25 % required for regeneration. 

The He cryopump shown in Fig. 7.3-3 is of similar design. However, the 
additional Ar feed and distribution system in front of the cryosurface and 
a second baffle cooled by liquid He are necessary here.This baffle prevents 
the condensation of D and T on the cryotrapping surface. Two pumps with a 
cryotrapping surface of about 6m2 each are installed in each end cell. One 
of them is in operation, while the other one can be regenerated. 

The regeneration process consists of the following steps: 
1. sealing of pump vessel lid; 
2. draining of lHe from cryosurface cooling system; 
3. opening of cryopump outlet valve to connect the regeneration pump 

train (All pumps of the train work without interruption to keep their 
working temperature); 

4. evacuation of released gases while bypassing the TM-pump (in this way · 
the required elevated pressure level in the cryopump is maintained); 

5. evacuation of the residual gas via TM-pump; 
6. closing of cryopurrp outlet valve; 
7. refilling of lHe circuit and cooling down of cryosurface; 
8. reopen i ng of pump vesse 1 1 i d. 

The pressure in the cryopump during regeneration should be discussed 
in some more detail. This pressure results from the balance between the gas 
flow released from the cryosurfac·e, which depends on the heat transfer from 
the LN2 cooled baffle and the backside shield to the cryoplate, and the gas 
flow extracted by the pump train, which is determined by the flow versus 
suction pressure characteristic of the pump train. Because the convective 
term of the heat transfer depends also on the gas pressure, the pressure in 
the cryopump actually feeds back to both sides of this balance. Such scheme 
can result in an unstable behavior and lead to an unacceptably high pres
sure burst causing a gas back flow to the plasma chamber via the imperfect 
seals of the vessel lid. To prevent this,the pumping characteristic of the 
pump train must be adapted to the thermal behaviour of the cryopumps. A 
pressure rise to about 1o-2 mbar during regeneration should not be ex
ceeded. This requires a pumping speed of aproximately 2000 m3/h for a gas 
release time of about 30 min. 

The CC evacuation system differs from the end cell system 
mainly in a lower suction pressure, the need of pipewerk for distribution, 
and no He pumping capability. Fig. 7.3-4 shows the external arrangement of 
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the cryopumps. All components are located below the main floor. The cen-
tral duct is fitted to the outlet port with metal bellows to allow for thermal 
expansion, and distributes into two legs. Each leg supports 3 pump vessels 
wi th i ntegrated va 1 ves. 

The distance of the pumps from the outlet port eliminates all problems 
of additional radiation heating of cryosurface. It is expected that the 
deposition of sputtered material occurs before it reaches the pumps. A 
cross section of the cryopumps with the integrated valve mechanism is 
shown in Fig. 7.3-5. In the operational position, the valve dome is lifted 
by an elevator located in the upper section. The cylindrical cryosurface is 
protected by a chevron baffle at the inside and a lN2 cooled shield at the 
outside. The cooling of the condensation area occurs by boi 1 ing He. 8oth 
cooling systems consist of a lower cryogenic collector, a system of coolant 
pipes for heat removal from the baffle and from the condensation surface 
and an upper collector for separation of liquid and gaseaus cryogenics. The 
whole CC evacuation system consists of 6 pumps, 4 working while 2 are in 
regenerat i an mode. 

The regeneration process of the CC cryopumps is essentially the same 
as for the end cell pumps described before. Sealing of the pump vessel is 
performed here by lowering the valve dome inside the pump vessel. It is 
expected, that with this valve design a better tightness can be reached 
than with the lids used in the end cell pumps. Consequently, during the 
regeneration process a higher gas pressure within the pump is tolerable. 
This offers some advantages, because the regeneration process is faster and 
the duct cross section of the pump train can be kept smaller due to the 
higher compression ratio of the cryopumps. The gas pressure in the cryopump 
during regeneration could be controlled also by active measures, such as 
heating systems for the cryopanels or throttling devices in the pump train. 
However, it is preferable if the requirement can be satisfied by the inhe
rent characteristics of the whole system as described before. 

The cycle time of the cryopumps must be defined with regard to (1) the 
maximum amount of tritium stored an the cryosurfaces, because this amount 
increases the total tritium inventory of the plant, (2) the risk potential 
in case of a major leakage with air intake and (3) the reduction of the 
pumping speed by an increasing layer of solid matter an the cryosurfaces. A 
qualitative assessment (see Subsect. 7.3.3) shows that for the actual 
conditions of this study the last two arguments are relatively unimportant 
because they gain weight only with extremely lang cycle times or abnormal 
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operating conditions. On the other hand short cycle times tend to increase 
cryogenic consumption. A cycle time of 8 hours and a time interval of about 
2 hours to carry out the regeneration process seems to be an acceptable 
ratio for all cryopumps. Additional performance figures of the cryopumps 
are gi ven in Subsect. 7.3.3. 

7.3.3 Cryopump Assessment 

For the pumping speed of a clean cryosurface the following equation 
holds /5/: 

s = 36,38· a·Al{TiM (1- PsiP) 

with p gas pressure in front of cryosurface, Ps saturation gas pressure 
at surface temperature, T gas temperature in K, M molecular weight, A 
cryosurface size in m2, a sticking coefficient, that is the ratio of the 
number of gas molecules which 11 Stick 11 on the surface .( i.e. become frozen) 
to the number of incident molecules. 

In applying this equation for actual engineering tasks some additional 
problems must be considered. For instance, the assumption of a Maxwell 
distribution of the moving gas particles in front of the cryosurface is 
valid only if the cryosurface is small compared to the size of the vacuum 
chamber and for a uniform wall temperature of the vacuum chamber. This is 
not true in the present case. Other problems arise because the flow resi
stance within the gas conduit from the source (the dump surfaces) to the 
cryosurfaces must be taken into account. The available formulas are also 
based on a Maxwellian particle distribution before and after each single 
flow resistor. In reality, this assumption is violated and distinct 
streaming effects will take place. Therefore precise calculations in this 
field require the application of Monte Carlo methods. 

If a gas mixture is pumped by a cryosurface as in the present case the 
situation becomes even more complex because the pumping speeds of the gas 
fractions differ and may not correspond to the delivered mass ratios. To 
get steady state conditions, a corresponding shift in the partial gas 
pressure ratios will take place in the gas conduit in front of the cryo
pump. 

For a first assessment of the required size of the cryosurfaces a 
simplified method was used. In this calculation, the gas path is subdivided 
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into a number of subsequent sections, which represent the major resistors 
and a Maxwellian particle distribution is assumed throughout the gas con
duit. For these conditions, the available simple formulas can be used /5/. 
This method Ieads to a certain overestimation of the pressure drops and the 
size of the cryosurfaces. Therefore, no extra safety margins were applied. 
The results of this calculation are listed in Tab. 7.3-1 and 7.3-2. 

The calculation starts with the determination of the source term. The 
fuelling and exhaust flow rates within the facility are given in Tab. 
7.1.1. At the end dump and beam dump plates the atoms recombine to mole
cules whereby also a DT fraction is generated /10/. The reference gas 
temperatures for the calculation of the energy throughputs were estimated 
to 330 K (mean value within the end cells) and 300 K (at machine outlet 
port). These temperature values are also used for the calculation of the 
flow conductances of the first sections of the flow paths. The gas tempera
tures for the subsequent sections are determined by the wall temperatures 
of the preceding sections. 

The tonductance values result from the follo~ing equation /5/: 

C· 1 = A· * W· * V·/4 1 1 1 (m3 /sec) 

A = Flow Cross section (m2) 
w = Cl aus ing Factor 
V = 145,51 * (T/M) 112 

= Mean particle velocity (rn/sec) 
T = Gas temperature ( K) 

M = Molecular weight 
= flow path section numbe r ( i = 1 •.• n) 

The clausing factors for the cover grid and the chevrons depend on the 
geometric configuration of the baffle plates. lf the inclination angle, the 
pitch and the width of the plates is such, that optical shine through in 
the main flow direction is just suppressed and the gap length is large 
compared to the gap width and plate pitch, respectively, then the situation 
is simplfied. In this case, the clausing factor depends exclusively on the 
inclination angle. For the present study, these conditions are postulated 
and inclination angles of 45 degrees for the cover grid plates and of 60 
degrees for the chevron type baffles are assumed. The clausing factors for 
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Tab. 7.3-1 End Ce I I Exhaust 

Deuterium Deut.-Tritium Tritium I He I ium Rema rks 
-----------------------------------------------1 I I I I ____________ __ - I I I I . 

Gas sources: 
A. fnd dumps 

lncident atomic mass flow 
Released molecular mass flow 

B. Anchor beam dumps 
lncident atomic mass flow 
Released molecular mass flow 

(g/sec) 
(g/sec) 

(g/sec) 
(g/sec) 

Total gas energy throughput 
(at 330 K) 

( mba r*mE3/sec) 

Flow path conductance: 
A. Cover grid, H20 cooled (300 K) 

Gas entrance temperature 
Flow cross section 
Mean particle velocity 
Clausing factor 
Conductance 

B. 1st Chevron, I iqu. N2 cooled (77 K) 
Gas entrance temperature 
Flow cross section 
Mean particle velocity 
Clausing factor 
Conductance 

C. 2nd Chevron, I iqu. He cooled (5 K) 
Gas entrance temperature 
Flow cross section 
Mean particle velocity 
Clausing factor 
Conductance 

Total flow path conductance 

PumgllJ..g___§pee<!§.: 
Gas entrance temperature 
Cryosurface size 
Mean particle velocity 
Sticking factor 
Upper bound pumping speed 
(Surface temperature 5K) 

Effective pumping speed 

Qa s_Q r.~~~!!..!:Q~: 
Saturation pressure at surface 
Partial pressure in end cell 

( K) 
(mE2) 
(rn/sec) 
(-) 
(mE3/sec) 

( K) 
(mE2) 
(rn/sec) 
(-) 
( mE3/sec) 

( K) 
(mE2) 
(rn/sec) 
(-) 
(mE3/sec) 

(mE3/sec) 

( K) 
(mE2) 
(rn/sec) 
(-) 
(mE3/sec) 

(mE3/sec) 

( mba r) 
( mba r) 

Total end cel I pressure (mbar I Torr) 

2. 17E-3 
1.38E-3 

7.03E-4 
7.03E-4 

1.43E-2 

330 
49 

1322 
0.4 

6476 

300 
66 

1260 
0.27 
5614 

3007 

77 
66 

638.4 
1 

10534 

2339 

1.39E-7 
4.97E-6 

1.98E-3 

1. 08E-2 

330 
49 

1182 
0.4 

5792 

300 
66 

1127 
0.27 
5021 

2690 

77 
66 

571.0 
1 

9422 

2092 

1.29E-8 
4. 12E-6 

l.lOE-5 

1.87E-3 
6.88E-4 

3. 12E-3 

330 
49 

1079 
0.4 

5288 

300 
66 

1029 
0.27 
4584 

2455 

77 
66 

521.2 
1 

8601 

1910 

1.19E-9 
1. 29E-6 

8.25E-6 

. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

8.00E-6 
8.00E-6 

6.04E-5* 

330 
49 

1322 
0.4 

6476 

300 
6 

1260 
0.27 

510 

77 
6 

638 
0.27 

259 

179 

5 
6 

162.7 
1 

(244) 

( 103) 

( 0) 
5.85E-7 

*includes 10% 
safety margin 
to provide for 
leakages from 
SCcoilsand 
c ryosu rfaces 
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Ol 
1\) 
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Tab. 7.3-2 Central Cel I Exhaust 

Gas sources: 

lncident atomic mass flow 
Released molecular mass flow 

Gas energy throughput (at 300 K) 

Flow path conductance: 
Gas tempe ra tu re 
Mean particle velocity 

A. Vertical duct 
Interna! diameter 
Characteristic length 
Conductance 

B. Branch Pipes (two pipes paral Iei) 
Interna! diameter 
Characteristic length 
Conductance 

C. Ellbows (four ellbows parallel) 
Interna! diameter 
Characteristic length 
Conductance 

0. Chevron, I iqu. N2 cooled (77 K) 
Flow cross section 
Clausing factor 
Conductance 

Total flow path conductance 

Pump i ng s~ds: 
Gas entrance temperature 
Mean partiefe velocity 
Cryosurface size 
Cryosurface temperature 
Sticking factor 
Upper bound pumping speed 

Effective pumping speed 

Gas pressures: 
Saturation pressure at surface 
Partial pressure at CC outlet port 

Total pressure at CC outlet port 

(g/sec) 
(g/sec) 

( mba r*mE3/sec) 

( K) 
(rn/sec) 

(m) 
(m) 
(mE3/sec) 

(m) 
(m) 
(mE3/sec) 

(m) 
(m) 
( mE3/sec) 

(mE2) 
(-) 
(mE3/sec) 

(mE3/sec) 

( K) 
(rn/sec) 
(mE2) 
( K) 
(-) 
(mE3/sec) 

( mE3/sec) 

( mba r) 
( mba r) 

(mbar I Torr) 

Deuterium IDeut.-Tritium 

2.05E-4 
1.03E-4 

6.33E-4 

300 
1256 

3.7 
7.25 
1219 

3.2 
8.00 
1568 

2.3 
4.25 
1950 

54.8 
0.27 
4645 

457.4 

77 
636.2 
54.8 

5 
1 

8716 

435 

1. 39E-7 
1.60E-6 

2.55E-4 

1. 26E-3 

300 
1123 

3.7 
7.25 
1090 

3.2 
8.00 
1402 

2.3 
4.25 
1743 

54.8 
0.27 
4153 

409.0 

77 
568.8 
54.8 

5 
1 

7792 

389 

1. 29E-8 
3.27E-6 

6.65E-6 I 4.99E-6 

Tritium 

3.07E-4 
1. 54E-4 

6.33E-4 

300 
1025 

3.7 
7.25 

994 

3.2 
8.00 
1279 

2.3 
4.25 
1591 

54.8 
0.27 
3790 

373.1 

77 
519. 1 
54.8 

5 
1 

7112 

355 

1.19E-9 
1.79E-6 
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the circular ducts of the CC-exhaust depend an the length to diameter ratio 
of the respective section. Bends are of no concern because of the molecular 
flow regime. 

For the total flow path conductances the following equation holds: 

c9 = 1 I ( I: 1 /Ci ) 

The upper bound pumping speeds follow from the equation given at the 
beginning of this Subsection, neglecting the flow conductivities of the gas 
paths (p>> Ps; 1-ps/P"' 1). The effective pumping speeds take into account 
the real flow path conductance, according to 

Based an the effective pumping speeds it now has to be checked whether 
the assumed cryosurface sizes, the geometric parameters of the flow paths 
and the chosen temperature values result in acceptable total gas pressures 
within the end cell and at the CC outlet port. The pressure drops for the 
different gas fractions are given by the simple equation 

l\ P = p/Seff 
with p = gas energy throughput for end cell and outlet port 

temperatures, respectively. 

These pressure drops are added to the saturation gas pressure at the 
cryosurface to get the partial pressures in the end cell and at the CC 
machine outlet port. Finally, the summarized partial gas pressures deter
mine the total gas pressure within the end cell and at the CC-machine 
outlet port. The numerical values in Tab. 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 have to be fixed 
by an iterative process according to the requirements set forth in Sect. 
7.1 for the end cell and in Subsect. 7.2.7 for the central cell. 

The o2, DT and T2 saturat.ion pressures at the cryosurface were calcu
lated according to formulas and coefficient> given in/10/. It is shown, 
that their influence an the results is negligible, because the values are 2 
to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the values of the pressure drops and 
partial pressures, respectively. 

For the Ar cryotrapping process of the He pumps the He pressure in 
front of the cryosurface cannot be easily defined. It is assumed, that 100% 
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c.f the approaching He and Ar particles are captured (s.ticking factor 1, 
pressures ~o). Consequently the He partial pressure in the end cell 
depends only on the He pressure drop. As design goal it was specified, that 
the He partial pressure in the end cell can climb up to max. 5% of the 
total gas pressure and that such a He enrichment is acceptable for the 
plasma behavior. The cryosurface size of the He pumps and the respective 
geometric parameters of the flow path selected lead to a reference He 
partial pressure fraction of 4%. For comparison the He content of the 
incident mass flow amounts to 2% . 

The assumption, that the large o2, DT, T2-cryosurfaces of the end 
and central cell exhaust do not pump any amount of He is a conservative 
one. Actually, also these surfaces will probably trapp significant frac
tions of He simultaneously with the gases mentioned before. The He figures 
given in Tab. 7.3-1 should be considered therefore as upper bound. 

The thickness of the layer of condensed matter at the cryosurfaces 
increases with time at a rate of: 

d = m/ (A* p ) , 

with m condensed mass flow, A cryosurface size, p density of conden
sed layer. After the specified duty time of 6 hrs the thickness amounts to 
d = 0.02 mm for the end cell cryopumps and d= 0.003 mm for the CC cryopump 
(for the mean value of p = 100 kg/m3 according to /5/}. It is understood 
that such small values will not impair the heat transfer rate from the 
condensing gas to the liquid helium coolant. 

The total mass of all hydrogen isotopes stored at the cryosurfaces 
under the conservative and unrealistic assumption that all pumps work in 
phase is, before regeneration, 116 g at the end dump pump and 15 g at the 
four CC pumps. 

Forafirstrough estimation it is assumed that the design pressure of 
the end cell and the CC cryopump casings is 2 bar and a hydrogen- air 
explosion can yield a maximal pressure increase by a factor of 8. Conse
quently, it must be checked, whether at a pressure level of 0.25 bar the 
concentration of the hydrogen isotopes can be kept below the explosion 
limit of 4 Val. % /11/ in case of a larger air leak in the vacuum boundary, 
because such an incident would impair the thermal insulation of the cryo
pumps and lead to the evaporation of the hydrogen isotopes condensed on 
the cryosurfaces. 
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The above mentioned masses of the frozen hydrogen isotopes correspond 

to a gas volume at 0.25 bar; 330 K of 

V = (m * 22.4 /M * 1000) * (330/273) * (1.01325/0.25) 

=2.7 m3 fortheendcell } (forM=5) 
= 0.33 m3 for the CC cryopumps 

Corresponding to these figures, the end cell volume amounts to approx
imately 1000 m3 (7mwidth,10 m height, 16m length) and the volume of the 

four CC cryopumps to approximately 100 m3 (32m diameter, 3.2 m height). 
Consequently, the concentration of the hydrogen isotopes in air reaches 
only some 0.3 Val. %, which is well below the before mentioned limit. 

However, in a detailed safety analysis also abnormal operating conditions,such 
as operating the cryopumps at higher pressures of the hydrogen isotopes 
or over langer cycle times,and other effects, such as uncomplete mixing 

with the incoming air,would have to be considered. Nevertheless, for the 
, present stage of the study it can be stated, that the design concept 

selected wi 11 not result in undue safety problems. 
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The sole method of fuel delivery to the plasma is by means of the 4 D/T 
neutral beam injectors in the central cell. Because of the small burnup, 0.3% 
of fuel during each transit through the plasma, large am6unts of fuel must be 
recycled each day; see flow diagram Fig. 8.1-1. 

The complete flow diagram for the fuel cycle, Fig. 8.1-2, indicates that 
the recycled fuel must be purified and the hydrogen isotopic compositions re

adjusted before the fuel is returned to the D/T NBI 1 s. In addition, a storage 
unit f9r a continuous supply of tritium fuel is required because the test 
tritium breeding blankets arenot designed to'supply the required fuel, 1.03 g 
T/FPd (full power day). 

In addition to recycle of the fuel, deuterium and tritium gases are re
cycled within the NBI 1s because of the gas inefficiencies in the NBI •s. The 
complete flow D/T system requires an extensive recycle network as shown, Fig. 
8.1-2, and discussed in this section. 
8.1.2 Tritium Inventory 

Each of the equipment items shown in Fig. 8.1~2 has some residual tritium 
inventory during operation. This amount of tritium has been assessed in Table 
8.1-1. These inventories should be kept as low as possible because of the 
radiological hazards of tritium and the initial cost of tritium. Of the total 
tritium inventory 206.7 gare needed to provide the active inventory to the 
fuel cycle components. If all the recycle components are operating satis
factorily, a simple relationship(1) shows that the machine can be started 

using only the active inventory to saturate all the components in - 4 FPd. 
During this time the fusion test facilities will consume 4.12 g T; therefore, 
a total of- 211 g T is required to start the test facility plus a 30 day fuel 
supply (31 g) to keep it operational. At a cost of $104/g T this represents 
an initial cost of 2.4 million dollars •. At the time the test facility is de
signed, reliability studies of the fuel cycle components will be required in 

order to determine if this minimal startup inventory is adequate. 
After the initial startup, the test facility will require 1.03 g T/FPd or 

3.8 million dollars/FPY for the tritium fuel cost. 

8.1-1 
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Table 8.1-1. Tritium Inventory 

Location 

Acti ve i nventory 

HE-NBI cryopanels 

Centra1 ce11 cryopane1s 

End plasma exhaust 

D/T cryopane 1 s 

He cryopane 1 s 

Fue1 cleanup unit 

Isotope Separation system 

Inactive inventory 

Fue1 storage (30 day supp1y) 

Structure (end-of-life) 

Coolant water (end-of-1ife) 

Blanket test modu1es 

Liquid 1ithium 

Liquid LiPb 

Ceramic pe1lets/yr 

8.1-2 

T ( g) 

206. 7 

115.5 

4.2 

49 

!5.5 

2.5 

30.0 

66. 

31.0 

< 1.0 

34.0 

5.8 

0.01 

25.0 
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8.2 Fuel and Exhaust Systems 
8.2.1 Neutral Beam Injectors (NBI) 
8.2.1.1 D/T Fuel (HE-NBI). The sole method of fueling the test facility is 
by use of the 4 high energy, 90 kV NBI 1s located in the central cell~ These 
injectors provide a combined power of 20.88 MW to the plasma at an average 
particle energy of 81 keV. The total beam flux of 258 A delivers a 50:50 
mixture of D + T particles~ The amount of fuel delivered is - 8.05 x 1020 
T0 /s (4.01 mg/s) and- 8.05 x 1020 D0 /s (2.68 mg/s). Because of the small 

fraction of fuel which undergoes fusion, - 0.3%, the majority of this fuel 
must be recovered by the vacuum system at the two end dumps. 

The gas efficiency of these NBI 1 s is assumed tobe only 20%, i.e. neutral 
particies injected into the test facility compared to the gas atoms (supplied 
as molecular gas) to the NBI. The 4 NBI cryopanels are, therefore, accumu
lating fuel at the rate of 5.35 m mole/s (D 2 + T2). As the panels are re
cycled this will also be the rate of release. Because the minimumtime to re
cycle the cryopumps is- 2 hours, the inventory of fuel on the panels during 

this period is 115.5 g T2 and 77.0 g o2• In addition to the undelivered fuel 
on the cryopumps, these pumps also capture molecules which drift into the beam 
duct from the halo gas surrounding the plasma, at a pressure of 10-6 mbar and 
673°K. Of particular concern is the protium impurity at a concentration of 1% 
in the plasma halo, which accumulates at the rate of - 3.15 x 10-8 male H2/s. 
lf the H content, and other chemical or sputtered impurities did not accumu
late on these cryopumps the entire off-gas from the cryopumps could be re
cycled to· the NBI without purification; however, it is desirable to maintain 
the H atomic fraction of the fuel < 10-3. The H content of the NBI cryopanels 
would reach 10-3 H atomic fraction in 140 recycles; therefore, a 1% side
stream of the cryopanel off-gas is diverted to the fuel cleanup system for 
chemical purification and removal of protium. The composition and flow rate 
of this side-stream is shown, Table 8.2-1. Because the H/(D + T) ratio is 
- 10-3, the side-stream contains 8.8 x 10-8 g atoms H, mostly as HD. 
8.2.1.2 NBI 1 s Containing Only Deuterium. This category includes the one LE

NBI which supplies the warm beam ions to the central cell and the two ME-NBI•s 
(one at each end) which supply the sloshing-ion density in the anchor regions. 

The gas efficiency of the LE-NBI is 27% while that of the ME-NBI is 20%. 
Because of the low gas efficiencies, a large amount of o2 collects on the 
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Table 8.2-1. Compositions of Flow Streams from 
Plasma Exhaust and NBI Regeneration 

Molecular 
Species 

Plasma Exhaust(a) 
ll mole/s 

8. 7 X 10-2 

33.4 
7.8 

1009.2 

911.2 

208.3 

CO, NO 

C(H,D,T) 4 
N(H,D,T) 3 
Argon 

} "' 3.0 

a) l.lmole/s = 10-6 mole x2;s 
b) 1% recycle 

c) 100% recycl e 

Neutral Beam Injectors 
(Cryopanel Regeneration) 

HE-NBI(b) ME-NBI(c) LE-NBI(c) 
ll mole/s ll mole/s ll mole/s 

5.4 X 10-2 
5.4 x 10-2 

13.4 

26.7 

13.4 

2.1 X 10-2 
1.0 x 10-2 

2210 

1.5 

1. 05 X 10-2 
0.5 X 10-2 

706 

0.8 

cryopumps in these Nsr•s and is subsequently released upon regeneration of the 
pumps. As shown in Table 8.2-1, each of the cryopumps of these three beam 

ducts will also trap impurity gas molecules which diffuse from the halo gas 
near the plasma at the rate of 7.4 x 1o-7 mole DT/s, 1.05 x 10-8 mole HD/s and 

0.5 x 10-8 mole HT/s. In this case, the atomic fraction T compared to D is,... 5 

x 10-4. It is desirable to keep this ratio < 10-3 (T/D) so that the tritium 

contamination in the NBI is as low as possible for maintenance. These cryo

pump panels would reach the limit of tritium contamination in "' two regener

ation cycles; therefore, all of the gases adsorbed on these cryopumps are sent 

for chemical purification and the removal of tritium after each regeneration 
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cycle, according to the flow rate given in Table 8.2-1. These gases should 
not significantly increase the size of the Isotope Separation System because 
they can be inserted into the cascade of the distillation columns at a low 

tritium concentration point. 
8.2.2 Exhaust Pumps 
8.2.2.1 End Dumps. The cryopumps for the end cells are designed to be en
closed within the vacuum chamber; consequently, the pumps must be fitted with 
tight sealing covers which must be closed when the pump is being regenerated. 
Helium cooled cryopanel pumps are used to pump the hydrogen isotopes. For 
each end ce 11 si x of these pumps are in acti ve use whil e two addi ti ona 1 pumps 
are being regenerated. All of the cryopumps operate for 6 hours and are re
generated for 2 hours. The steady-state tritium inventory in these pumps is 
49 g. The composition and flow rates of these gases are shown in Table 8.2-

1. The protium H concentration is 1% of the total g•atoms D + T. 
Two additional compound cryopumps are installed in each end cell to 

evacuate helium by the co-deposition of argon. These pumps also condense some 
D/T on cryobaffles in front of the argon panels. The inventory of tritium on 
the cryopanels is · 5.5g when two pumps are in use and two are being regener
ated, based upon a 8-hour cycle. 
8.2.2.2 Central Cell Beam Dump Pumps. The 0/T neutral beam particles which 
shine through the plasma and impinge upon the beam dump rebound as thermalized 
molecular hydrogen species. These molecules are evacuated from the central 

cell by the use of cryopumps, four pumps active while two pumps are being 
regenerated. Fora cycle time of 8hours (fegeneration time of 2.7 hours, 
duty time 5.3 hours) the inventory of tritium is 4.24 g; 

8.3 Fuel Reprocessing Systems 
The fuel reprocessing system must chemically purify and isotopically 

adjust the hydrogen isotopes so that purified and blended fuel of the proper 
compositjon is recycled to the fuel injectors. The successful operation of 
this system is required with low tritium inventories because for this test 

facility > 99.7% of the fuel injected into the test facility must be recycled. 
In addition, the fuel reprocessing system accepts and purifies for recycle the 
gases condensed on the cryopanels within the NBI's. The flow diagram for the 
fuel reprocessing system, Fig. 8.1-2, specifies the types of apparatus re-
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quired and the flow rates. These components and their tritium inventories are 

discussed in the following sections. 

8.3.1 Fuel Cleanup Unit (FCU) 

The FCU is required to remove in a continuous process the non-molecular 

hydrogenic constituents from the plasma exhaust gases listed in Table 8.2-1. 

In addition to the nearly 1 mole % H2 impurity in the plasma exhaust, nearly 

0.1% of additional impurities, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and argon from the 

helium condensation pumps, appear as the chemical species shown in the table. 

The small amount, 1%, of the gases sent for purification from the D/T NBI •s is 

blended with the plasma exhaust stream for cleanup because it has a similar 

composition. 
Several chemical processing schemes( 2) have been suggested for use in the 

FCU in order to remove the chemical impurities from the mixed hydrogen iso

topic gases. The simplest and perhaps the least costly process, namely cryo

genic adsorption of the impurity gases, is the primary method suggested for 

this test facility. In this process, the gas stream flows through a column of 
type 5A molecular sieves (MS) cooled in liquid nitrogen, 77°K. In this column 

the compounds CH4, NH 3, H2o, and argon from the helium cryopumps are more 

strongly absorbed than the hydrogen molecules. The effluent from the column 

is monitared until the most volatile impurity begins to appear, at which time 

the inlet stream is switched to a freshly regenerated column so that only 

purified gases flow to the Isotope Separation System (ISS). 

The size of these columns can be estimated from TSTA data in which 1.6 kg 

MS is utilized for 356 moles H2/d; therefore, the present columns should con

tain 860 g MS. Such columns containing the impurity gases, CH4, NH3, and Ar 

at 77°K also contain some mixed hydrogen isotopes at the concentration of 35 

cm3 (STP) H2/g MS. As a result, the TASKA-M columns contain 

3 35 cm H2 860 g MS x g MS = 1.35 moles (D 2 + T2) . 

Because the exhaust contains ~ 31% atomic % T, the regenerated gases from each 

column contains ~ 2.5 g T/d. This quantity of tritium would be too large to 

discard with the impurity gases; therefore, the loaded column is regenerated 

by slowly warming to ambient temperature so that the molecular hydrogenic 

species are preferentially desorbed before the chemical impurities. This 
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process is repeated through several adsorption/desorption cycles until the 
major fraction of the molecular hydrogen is sufficiently pure to introduce to 
the ISS. 

Finally, the tritium bearing chemical species, such as CT4 and NT3 must 
be prepared for disposal. These gases are accumulated in a surge tank and 
monitared for their tritium content. If their tritium value were low, the 
gases would be sent to a Tritium Waste Treatment (TWT) system which would oxi

dize all the tritium to water and adsorb it on a desiccant. The volatile 
gases from the TWT are sufficiently low in tritium that they can be released; 
however, the tritiated water on the desiccant, which is retained for radio
active disposal, is usually too dilute to recover tritium economically. 
Consequently, if the impurity gases contain a large amount of tritium, they 
will be oxidized in a closed system so that all the tritiated water is re
covered with minimal dilution. This water is subsequently decomposed by 
either electrolysis or by reactive metal, such as hot· uranium, so that molecu
lar hydrogenic species are formed and nonvolatile uranium oxide and nitrides 
are retained. The hydrogen gases are sent to the ISS for enrichment of the 
tri ti um. 

A separate FCU is utilized for the chemical purification of the princi
pally deuterium gases which are released from the cryopanels from the deuteri
um NBI's. Thesegasesare similarly passed through a molecular sieve (MS) 
column at 77°K for the adsorption of the impurities and the purified hydro
genic gases are sent to the ISS. The size of the MS column in this case, 
which must process 252 moles o2/d, should contain 1.15 kg MS. When one of 
these columns is ready for regeneration it will contain 1.8 moles o2 plus a 
small amount of OT, e.g. 2 x 10-3 male OT. As a result, the tritium inventory 

is ~ 6 mg T per column. The regenerated gases from this column are, subse
quently, routed to the front end of the FCU for the plasma exhaust because the 
chemical impurities are small compared with those in the plasma exhaust. 
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8.3.2 Isotope Separation System (ISS) 

The three part-streams arising from the fuel Nßl and the exhaust (beam 

dump and pl asma), the warm NBI and the anchor NRI are combined after the 

rrecleaning into two feed streams for the isotope separation system 

(Fig. 8.3-1). 

The two feed streams with the composition as shown in table 8.3.-1 are 

decomposed in the ISS into three product streams. 

Tnble 8.3-1: Feedstream composition (chemical equilibrium at 300 k) 

H HO 
Fuel + exhaust 4.E-5 0.0151 

Horm + anchor 

HT [) DT T 

3.2E-3 0.46 0.42 0.1 

1 

atom 

fraction 

The pure D- and T-components are recycled for addition to the 0- and 0/T

fuel strearns. The protiurn separated is delivered to the offgas systf~1n. The 

quantity of protium is not specified in this study but for ISSdesign it 

is important to know which cornponents are in the feed. That has a strong 

influence on the column configuration. Secondly the concentration range is 

of importance, therefore a reasonable value of 3.5 g/d is estimated. 

Table 8.3-2 indicates the required cornposition of the product streams to 

he supplied by the isotope sepnration unit. 

Table 8.3-2: Purity of product streams (atom fraction) 

l~n ste T/(H + n) < 10-2 or better 

Deuterium (02) T/0 < lQ-3 } H < 5 . 10-4 

Tritium (DT + Tz) T/D >1 H + D + T 
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In TASKA-M, the technique of multi-stage distillation is used for isotope 

separation. The separtion effect is achieved on the basis of the sufficiently 

l~rge difference in vapor pressure of the hydrogen isotopes (in the order 

of decreasing vapor pressures: H2, HO, HT, 02, OT, T2). 

I 

The number of col umns connected i s determi ned roughly by the nUinber of 

product streams required, while the purity of the streams is a function of 

the number of separation stages per column. 

A column system has been calculated by means of the DEREK computer program 

/3/, the input and output streams of which meet the present TASKA-M speci

fications with a minimum activity inventory and minimum number of columns. 

Significant change in that specifications especially in product stre~n 

con1position and purities require new calculations and design. 

The DEREK program computes a cascade consisting of ideal separation 

stages; Table 8.3-3 shows the input and output parameters, respectively. 

Figure 8.3-2 shows the liquid and vapor concentration of the hydrogen 

isotopes on each theoretical stagein column 1. 

Table 8.3-3: Input and output data of the OEREK code 

Input Output 

columns pressure 

Feed composition 

Nwnher of theoretical stayes 

Number of feed stage 

Reflux ratio 

Product streams 

Temperatur profile 

r.oncentrntion profile 

Activity inventory 

Condenser and reboiler duty 

Co 1 umn geo1net ry 

The catalysts installed between the columns to shift the isotopic equili

brium were computed by means of the ISEQ program /4/. 
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TI1P rlesign data as computed are summarized in the table below. 

Table B.3-4: Design data 

C o 1 u m n 

1 2 3 

niameter mm 24 35 18 

LRnyth mm 4000 3000 2500 

tJo. of theor. Stages BO 60 50 

Feed stage 60 45 7 

Reflux ratio 30 17 500 

Activity Inventory Ci 2Rn780 10791 3 

r:onrlenser nuty Watt 63 137 31 

All columns use as rackings stainless steel helices 3 mm in diameter and 

3 mm lang. The length of a rractical stage containing these packings is 

ahout 50 mm (HETP - high equival ent of a theoretical pl ate). 

The process computerl comrrises three series-connected separation columns 

qeneratinq the gas streams for the 0-neutral beam, the nT-neutral beam, 

anct the offgas system. 

In the first column, the exhiiust stream coming from the fuel cleanup stage 

and contaminated essentially only with His ctecomposed into a fraction 

rich in tritium (bottom) anct rlepleted in T (top). The T-0 mixture extrac

ted through the bottarn only contains approx. 1 vppm of H, while the distil

li'lte contains 3n00 vppm ofT. Tothis distillate stream is added the 

refl11x stream of n-NHI corning from the deuteriurn cleanur stage, which 

consists of essentia.lly pure 0 with approximately 600 vppm T. 

In the second colwnn, the deuterium stream containing Hand T is largely 

stripped ofT, which required the rroti11m existing as HT tobe transferred 

into rn by shifting the chemical eCJuilibriwn in accorctance with 

HT + n2 - HO + DT; 

OT can be serarnted sufficiently well from the H-isotopes. 
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The shift in equilibrium is achieved by feeding n2 to the distillate from 

column 1 and by means of a catalyst at room temperature /4/. This 

additional D stream is approx. proportional to the H concentration in the 

feed streams of col umn 1. The bottom product of the fi rst and second 

column tagether makes up the D/T-NRI feed stream. In the third column the 

n- stream contami natect wi th 11 and T i s decornposed i nto the offgas stream 

containing only 0.03 vppm of T and the D-NRJ feed streams with 208 vppm H 

and 6 vppm T. 

He, traces of which are contained in the exhaust as 11 fusion ash 11
, goes 

into the waste stream as agastagether with the protium. The He-contami

nation of the NRI feed strearns is < 1 vppm. 

The total activity inventory of the isotope separation unit is approx. 

30 g of tritium, the required refrigeration capacity of the colwnns is 
approx. 230 W. 

R.3 - 9 
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8.3.3 Fuel Blending 

High purity tritium fuel (DT + T2) from the ISS must be blended in the 
proper proportians with the deuterium supplied by the ISS to form an atomic 

ratio T/D- 1. The desired T/D composition of the fuel will depend ~pon the 

efficiency of the NBI's to feed mixed fuel and the operational characteristics 

sought by the test facility operator. To these constituents must be added o2 
and T2 from storage to compensate for fuel no langer available because of: 

(1) consumption in the fusion reactions, (2) loss by permeation into both the 

test facility structure and coolant water, and (3) loss by chemical reactions 

in the reprocessing apparatus. This blending operation will be performed 

initially in a batch mode at a Blending Station. This station consists of a 

large surge tank equipped with agitators in order to thoroughly mix the gases. 

The composition of the tank will be determined before and after mixing by use 

of a mass spectrometer. Also, aliquots of the gases will be supplied to 

thermostatted chambers for P-V-T measurements and their tritium content deter

mined by use of a beta gauge. With experience this blending can be done, 

perhaps, with the use of accurately calibrated flow gauges, pressure measure

ment devices, the mass spectrometer and the beta gauge. This blended fuel is 

sent to the D/T NBI inlet tanks. 

8.3.4 Fuel Storage and Receiving 

Both T and D fuel must be supplied from external sources to start the 

test facil i ty. A 1 so a conti nuous supp ly of fue 1 i s requi red duri ng opera ti on 

because fuel is either consumed in the fusion process or lost in the repro

cessing system. Tritium breeding in the test modules is not sufficient to_ 

supply fuel at the rate at which it is burned in the test facility. For 

instance, the test facility consumes 1.03 g T/FPd (full power day) while the 

tritium breeding in the liquid metal test module is only 20% of this amount; 

see Section 10.3.5.2. 

The high purity deuterium fuel can be stored in high pressure cylinders 

using the same precautions as for the industrial stora~e and use of hydrogen. 

Special precautions must be taken, however, for the storage of tritium because 

of its radioactive character. As a result the tritium supply is stored in a 

vault-type room which is serviced by an atmospheric detritiation system. The 

majority of the tritium is storedas a solid metallic tritide such as uranium 

tritide. In this form a large quantity of tritium can be stored in a rela-
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tively small space and at a low pressure. The tritium is released when the 
metallic compound is heated to approximately 400°C for uranium. Because of 

the time involved in heating the UT3 to release the. tritium, some tritium is 
stored for immediate use in the gaseous form in metallic cylinders at less 
than atmospheric pressure. 

Both the gaseous form and the UT3 accumulate He-3 at the tritium decay 
rate, and the He-3 is transferred with the T2• The helium must be separated 
from the tritium by use of a series of adsorption/desorption steps using 
uranium powder as the absorbant. In this manner, T2 free of He-3 is delivered 
to the Fuel Blender as needed. 

Because tritium fuel must be constantly supplied to this test facility a 
special receiving station will be required. This station must contain: (1) a 
glovebox to receive the shipping containers and couplings to adapt the ship
ping vessel to the fuel system; (2) apparatus to transfer the tritium from the 
shipping cask to the storage containers, (3) instruments to assay the quantity 
and chemical purity of the tritium; and (4) apparatus for temporary storage of 
the tritium before transfer to the storage vault. This system is similar to 
the Tritium Storage and Delivery System( 5) fabricated for use at the TFTR lo
cated at PPPL. 

8.4 Tritiated Water Inventory 
8.4.1 Tritium Permeation Into Coolant Water 

Water coolant is utilized in numerous locations in this reactor to pro
tect structural materials from overheating. When metallic structural materi
als are in the plasma chamber, tritium contamination of the coolant water 
occurs by permeation of tritium from the plasma halo gas through the structure 
because of the ease by which hydrogen (tritium) permeates most metals at 
moderate temperatures. At low tritium partial pressures (< 1.3 x 10-4 mbar) 

in the halo gas and moderate temperatures (100-500°C), the tritium permeation 
rate into the coolant water is usually insignificantly small. Much higher 
tritium permeation rates are possible, however, when energetic tritium ions 

from the plasma impinge upon the structural material. Such critical areas 
occur in this reactor at three locations, namely: (1) the End Plasma Dumps, 
(2) the HE-NBI beam dumps, and (3) the Central Cell insert. Estimates are 
presented in this section regarding the tritium permeation at each of these 
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locations and related information regarding the tritium inventory in these 

structures. 

Several analytical transport models have been proposed recently for 

evaluating the steady state tritium inventory, recycle rate and permeation 

rate for surfaces exposed to energetic tritium ions. These models include the 

effects of implantation depth, diffusion, thermal gradients, recombination 

barriers to the release of tritium at the front and rear surfaces and tritium 

trapping at defects in the structure caused by ion bombardment or neutron dis

placement. For this study several example calculations were performed in each 

of the critical areas by use of the computer code, named DIFFUSE, prepared by 

M.I. Baskes.( 6) While the formalism of this code i~ exact, uncertainties in 

the relationship between neutron displacements and the number and energy depth 

of traps cause the results to be only qualitative at this time, as is dis

cussed in the following. 

8~4.1.1 End Plasma Dump. The energetic tritium ion loss to the two end dumps 

is ~ 5 x 1020 s-1 at an energy of 125 keV. These ions are intercepted by 

water-cooled copper plates which have ~ 9.8 m2 of surface area exposed to the 

ions. The ions penetrate the copper to a depth of 1.27 x 10-4 cm and diffuse 

toward the front and rear surfaces. Because the neutron flux is small at the 

end cell, no tritium traps were considered in the copper. Use of the DIFFUSE 

code indicated that after one year, the permeation rate to the rear surface 

was constant at 2.08 x 101° T atoms/cm2·s. The total accumulation rate in the 

coolant water is ~ 9 Ci/d. The tritium inventory in the copper was, also, 

constant after one year, at 4 x 1016 T atoms/cm2; the total tritium in this 

structure is only 20 mg. 

8.4.1.2 Beam Dumps. The four copper beam dumps, 4.3 x 103 cm2 each, inter

cept the 11 Shine-through 11 from the HE-NBI; therefore, each beam dump intercepts 

1.5 x 1019 T ions/s at 90 keV. These ions are implanted into the copper and 

diffuse toward the front and rear surfaces. The initial permeation into the 

coolant water is ~ 1.5 Ci/d. The beam dumps, however, are located in the 

central cell and receive neutron irradiation from the plasma which causes atom 

displacement and eventually leads to the formation of traps for the diffusing T 

atoms. When these traps occur, the diffusing of tritium to the water coolant 

is severely restricted. For instance, use of the DIFFUSE computer code based 

upon 1% atomic concentration of traps and a trap depth of 1 eV indicated that 
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no tritium diffused to the rear surface. Instead, a large inventory of triti
um was trapped at the rate of 3 x 1018 T atoms/cm2·yr which had penetrated 
approximately 0.02 cm into the copper. When this tritium inventory was scaled 
for the lifetime (~ 8 yr) of the machine, nearly 2.06 g (T) was found to be 

trapped in the 4 beam dumps, if they had remained in the reactor for its life
time. Further analysis is necessary, therefore, to determine if the 0.02 cm 

thick front surface of the copper retained its structural integrity and good 
thermal conductivity properties when it is loaded with such a large amount of. 
tritium (hydrogen) and a comparable amount of deuterium. At this time, it 
would appear prudent to change the beam dumps frequently, so that the neutron 
darnage is not high and the tritium inventory is only 3 mg for all the copper. 
8.4.1.3 Central Cell Insert. The wall at the center of the reactor has been 
recessed to 70 cm in order to withstand the high heat load from ion bombard
ment caused by charge-exchange (CX) of the HE-NB! particles with the plasma. 

These CX ions deposit 5.63 MW on the first wall of this insert which is formed 
from water-cooled tubes fabricated from the ferritic alloy HT-9. The D and T 
ions at 90 keV energy penetrate the steel to a depth of 1.02 x 10-4 cm and 
then diffuse to the front and rear of the steel tube wall. The tritium perme
ation in the ferritic steel reaches a steady-state value in ~ 12 days; conse
quently the coolant water receives tritium at the rate of 105 Ci/d. 

This central cell insert, however, is directly exposed to the neutrons 
emitted from the plasma; consequently, atomic displacements in the steel form 
traps to the diffusing tritium. For instance, use of the DIFFUSE code for 1% 

atomic concentration of traps with an energy depth of 1 eV indicated that in 
0.5 yr no tritium had diffused to the rear surface. In fact, the profile of 
the tritium in the steel indicated it had not progressed far beyond its com
puted injection depth. The tritium inventory in the steel, however, was very 
high. If the inventory were extrapolated to the lifetime of the machine, ~ 8 y, 
the tritium inventory in the steel would be 128 g. These tubes should probably 
be changed frequently so that the neutron darnage remains low; therefore the 

tritium inventory would be < 1 mg (T). 
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8.4.2 Tritiated Water Removal Unit 

As noted in the previous discussion and summarized in Table 8.4-1 the 

quantity of tritium which permeates into the coolant water changes markedly 

depending upon the length of time the beam dumps and the central cell insert 

remain in the reactor. Because of the large tritium inventory, and its un

known effect upon the metallic structural properties, a reactor lifetime resi

dence of these two components in the reactor is probably not advisable. In 

such a case, the tritium diffusion in these components would not be trapped by 

darnage caused by neutron irradiation; consequently, the total tritium perme

ation to the coolant water would be - 117 Ci/d (3.4 x 105 Ci in the reactor 

lifetime). If the coolant water from these three components were combined, 

approximately 2.4 x 105 kg, the concentration of tritium in the water at end 

of reactor life would be- 1.5 Ci/kg. Experience at o2o cooled fission re

actor plants( 7) indicate that tritium concentration at this level in coolant 

water < 100°C does not cause excessive tritium contamination of plant person
nel. At this time, therefore, a Tritium Water Removal Unitat this site does 

not appear to be necessary. This issue will need more further study whenever 

this test reactor site is designed. Such a study must also consider the dis

posal of the 130 m3 of coolant water containing - 34 g of tritium. 

Table 8.4-1. Tritium Permeation to Coolant Water and Inventory in 
Metal for High Heat-Flux Components 

Frequent Replacement(a) Reactor Life 

Permea:tion Inventory Permeation I nventory 

Component T ( C'i I d) T ( ~) T (Ci/d) T (~) 

End plasma dumps 10 0.02 10 0.02 

Beam dumps 2 3 X 10-3 - 0 2 (b) 

Central-cell insert 105 < lxlo- 3 
- 0 128 (b) 

(a) Time interval needs to be assessed based upon decreases of structural 
strength and thermal conductivity. 

(b) Hypothetical extrapolation 
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9. THE MAGNET SYSTEM OF lASKA-M 

9. 1 Introduct ion 

The design of th~ lASKA-M magnets follows the same guidelines as in 

the TASKA-study [1] and uses the same constraints in the magnetic data. 

The aim of lASKA-M was to decrease the costs while retaining a reasonable 

test volume compared with TASKA. Another plasma configuration is used, 

so the magnets are smaller, less numerous and therefore cheaper. 

In lASKA-M the field requirement in the central cell is 4.2 Tat the mid

plane; the high field hybrid mirrar coil gives 17.5 Tat the mirrar throat. 

The minimum field in the transition regionwas required tobe about 2.2 T. 

The anchors should have a mirrar ratio of 2.5 to 3 with a minimum field 

of about 1 T. This high mirrar ratiowas required to provide good con
finement of the sloshing ions in the anchors. 

The EFFI code [2] was used to calculate the electromagnetic character
istics of the magnet coil system. 

9.1-1 
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9.2 General Magnet Characteristics 

The magnet set of lASKA-M consists of 

- 1 central cell coil (CCC) 

- 2 high field hybrid mirrar coils (choke coils). Each consists of a 
normal conducting insert, a Nb3Sn part and a NbTi outer part (BC1, BC2). 

- 2 transition coils (RCP1, RCN2) 

- 2 Yin-Yang sets (CESN1, CESP1 and CESN2, CESP2). 

Fig. 9.2-1 shows a computer drawing of the magnet set with the names of 
the magnets and the magnetic field magnitude B along the z-axis 
(machine axis). The central cell coil and the choke coilsare solenoidal 
type magnets. All the anchor magnets are C-shaped coils. 

Table 9.2-1 lists the magnetic field at various cardinal points on 

the axis. 

Table 9.2-1: Special B-values 

z [mJ B [T] Comment 

0 4.2 Center of lASKA-M 
2.75 17.5 Maximum on-axis field; mirrar 
6.35 2.18 Transition region; minimum 
7.4 2. 72 1st anchor maximum 

10.2 1.02 Minimum anchor field 
12.8 2.67 2nd anchor maximum 

Fig. 9.2-2 shows the field lines in the x-z plane (top) and y-z plane 

(bottom). The lines startatz = 0 m, x = 0.125 m (plasma radius), 
z = 0 m, x = 0.25 m (wall radius) and z = 0 m, y = 0.125 m and 

0.25 m. 
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A critical area is the small radius corner inboard of the normal con
ducting insert coil, where the magnetic field is 13 T. At this location 
the beta-corrected plasma radius is 6.2 cm and the a-particle gyroradius 

is 2.1 cm. Allowing two gyroradii between the plasma and the wall gives 
a space of 4.5 cm for the structural material of the normal conducting coil. 

The field line fan in the end cell is elliptic because there is no re
circularising coil outside of the anchor cell. Allowing-an average_power 

density of 300 W/cm2 ,· a b~am dump can be placed at about 20m fro~ the 
center of the machine (assuming a total power of 15 MW streaming into each 

end of the machihe). (See Chapter 7.2.3). 

Table 9.2-2 and 9.2-3 contain the magnet data. 

Table 9.2-2 shows significant data of the solenoidal coils forming the 

central cell. TASKA-M uses only one central cell solenoid instead of 
three in TASKA. The choke coils are much smaller than in TASKA due to a 
smaller plasma radius and lower field requirement, and they are more 
compact. The amount of Nb3Sn conductor which was the most expensive part 
of the TASKA choke coil, is much smaller; it is only one fifth of the 

winding mass of the TASKA Nb3Sn coil. In addition, the total wei~ht 

of the winding of one of the choke coils is about 50 t, which 
eases the maintenance of such a coil. 

Table 9.2-3 gives the data of the C-shaped coils. In each anchor there is one 
reversed C-coil and two squeezed C-coils forming the Yin-Yang set. All 
the squeezed C-coils have the same geometry, but two have a current 

density of 2500 A/cm2 and two of only 1530 A/cm2 • All the electrical data 
are similar to the data used in TASKA, especially for the superconductors. 

Fig. 9.2-3 shows the resulting forces (MN) during normal operation. 
Compared with TASKA the forces in TASKA-M are much lower, especially in 
the Yin-Yang region. 

As the design procedure is the same as in the TASKA-study, only some 
specific problems are discussed in the following to avoid repetition. 
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These items are the design of the high field hybrid coil and the magnetic 
shielding of the neutral beam injectors. No detailed conductor design 
is presented, because all the conductors are similar to those in the 
TASKA report, e.g. Fig. 9.2-4 shows a possible scheme of Al-stabilized 

conductors for solenoids in TASKA-M. 
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Table 9.2-2: Solenoidal Coils of TASKA-M 

Central 
Unit Cell Coil 

NC-Insert 

m 0 + 2.7 -
m 1.8 ' 0.15 
m 2.4 0.65 
m 0.6 0.5 

m 0.7 0.7 

m 2. 1 0.4 

m 13.2 2.52 
m3 5.54 0.9 

0.8 0.6 
t/m3 5.6 5.4 
t 31.0 4.75 
A/cm2 2180 2200 
MW 18.0 

6 10 A-turn 9.2 7.7 
103kAm 122 19.5 
T 7.4 18 
10-6H;N2 5.5 0.36 
MJ 232 10.65 
MPa 290 133 

1 2 

Choke Coil 

Nb~Sn-Coil NbTi-Coil 

+ 3.3 + 3.3 -
1.15 1.34 
1. 31 1. 70 
0.16 0.36 

1.6 1.6 
1.23 1.52 

7.73 9.55 
2.0 I 

5.5 UJ 
CD 
CJ1 

I 
0.8 0.8 
5.6 5.6 

11.0 31 
2380 2750 

6. 1 15.9 
47. 1 152 
12 8.2 
2.05 2.7 

38.2 337 
330 300 

2 2 



Table 9.2-3: Data of C-shaped Coils 

Unit ; Reversed C-Coils i Squeezed C-Coi 1 s 
(RCP1 + RCN2) (CESN1+CESP2 (CESP1+CESN2)) 

11 Minor Radius., m ! 1.44 0.58 
Average Minor Radius m i 1.62 0.735 

l 
.. Major Radius .. I 0.82 2.085 m 

t 

Average Major Radius I 0.97 2.485 m I 
i 

Center of Coil on Z-Axis 
I 

6.35 10.45 m I 
I 

Half Opening Angle e degrees i 90 60 I 
Width in Direction of Minor Radius m I 0.36 0.3 
Thickness in direction of major radius 

j 
0.3 I 0.8 m i I i Length of Straight Section m ! 1.0 

I 
0. 17 

Current Density )..J A/cm2 I 2500 2500 (1530) ! c.J 
1.0 I CO . Bmax at Conductor T 

I 
5 l 6 Ol 

N I 

I I I ........ Mean Turn Length [ m 18.3 I 20.8 

Volume V m3 2.0 5.0 

Filling Factor ;>.. 0.8 I 0.8 
I 

t;m3 I 

estimated >-·p 5.6 5.6 

Winding Mass (estimated) t 11.0 28.0 

Ampere Turns N ·I 106 A-t 2.7 6.0 (3.7) 

Ampere Metres 103 kAm I 50.0 

I 

125.0 (77.0) 

Self-Inductance L/N2 10-6 H/N2 8.87 5.32 

Stored Self-Energy Es MJ 33.0. I 96.0 (36.0) 

I Number of Coils 2 2 (2) 
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Fig. 9.2-3: Resulting forces in MN during normal 
operation (1 MN corresponds to approx. 100 t) 
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Fig. 9.2-4: Scheme of Al-stabilized conductors for 
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9.3 The High Field Hybrid Coil 

9.3.1 Superconducting background coil 

The high field hybrid coil consists of three individual parts; the inner

most coil is normal conducting. The outer coils are a Nb3Sn coil and a 

NbTi coil, respectively. Fig. 9.3-1 shows a cross section of the hybrid 

coil. The normal conducting insert is moved towards the central cell. 

The maximum magnetic field of the Nb3Sn part is less than 12 T. 

Therefore, the requirements are less stringent than in TASKA and we 

may use higher current densities than in TASKA. For 12 T we can use 

5x1o4 A/cm2 as a current density value for Nb3Sn and bronze. The over

all current density in the coil is about 2400 A/cm2 , so we have a high 

reserve for stabilization, structural material, insulation and cooling 

channels. 

The maximum field of the NbTi coils occurs at the inner corners as 

shown in Fig. 9.3-1. The field is less than 8.2 T. Therefore, we can 

use a convenient value of 7x1o4 A/cm2 for the current density in the 

superconductor NbTi. 

9.3.2 The design of the normal conducting insert coil 

Desig~ing the normal conducting coil one has to take into account 

several constraints, such as the space available for the magnet. 
Using the standard optimization procedure described in /3/ and taking into 

account that the plasma size defines the minimum inner radius of the coil 
to be 0.15 m, the result was a coil producing a magnetic field of 5.9 T 

for an overall current density of J
0
v = 2200 A/cm2 • This current density 

is limited by the power dissipated in the coil volume. A value of about 

20 W/cm3 is chosen which is easily feasible in a pancake with two con
ductors in parallel. 

The field contribution of 5.9 T was too low to get the 17.5 T design 
value. A field contribution of about 9.3 T is needed by the normal con

ducting coil. Therefore, the power optimization as described in [3] was 

not directly applicable. 
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Fig. 9.3-1: Contours of the magnetic field strength 
in the vicinity and within the choke coil 
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Nested cylinders with variable current density in the radial direction were 

used in TASKA. To define the current densities and the optimum geometry 
a problern orientated optimization was used. The formula for the magnetic 

field in the center of the coil is [3]: 

lh 
a + (a2 + ß2

) 
A. • J · a1 • 1-1

0 
• ß • ln --'-------'-----

+ ( 1 + ß2) 1~ 

and for the power consumed: 

where 

2 3 2 
P = A. • J · p • a1 • 2nß • (a - 1) 

A. filling factor 

J = current density in the conductor 
a1 = inner radius 

ß 

b 

a = 

b/a 1 
half axial 
a2;a 1 

length of the coil 

a2 = outer radius 

p = specific resistivity of the conductor 
-7 Vs 

1-10 = 4n • 10 ~ 

The aim is to get the maximum field for a given power. Thus, the function 

lh 
a+(a2 +ß2 ) 3 A.J a 1 1-1

0 
ß ln 1h + >. 1(P-.\J 2 ·p·a 1 2nß(a2 -1)) 

1+(1+ß2 ) 

ci>(J,ß) 

is considered and the well known Lagrangemultiplier technique is used. 

Form the partial derivatives 

Cl<j> = 0 
aJ and ~ = 0 (lß 

and consider a1 and a as free parameters and .\ and p as independent of 
the current density J. 

Two equations are obtained: 
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and 

ßy elimination of the current density a condition for an 

optimum parameter set of (ß,a) is obtained: 

~it~ the definition of the function 

the condition is: 

C(a;ß) = C( 1 ;ß) 

( 1 +ß 2 
) ~2 + 1 +ß2 J 

This condition is numerically solved. The result is used for the design 
of the normal conducting coil. 

A solution with two cylinders and two current densities (the maximumwas 

J
0
v = 2200 W/cm2 ) could be found. However, the thickness of the outer 

cylinder is very thin and therefore, a one cylinder solutionwas adopted 
for simpl icity. 

In addition, a Bitter type design of the normal conducting insert was 
examined, showing comparable electrical data and power dissipation as the 
helically wound coil. Adecision between the two options should only be 
made after a detailed design, including an assessment of the radiation 
darnage problern of the insulation as discussed in the TASKA-Report [1] and 
in Chapter 5 of this report. 
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Fig. 9.3-2 shows a tentative conductor design for the normal conducting 

insert coil and Table 9.3-1 contains the geometrical· data. Magnesium 

oxide (MgO) in compacted powder form is used as insulation in the normal 

conducting insert. According to the neutranies results the lifetime of 

the normal conducting coil isover 10 FPYs, if a 10 v/o swelling in the 

insulator is allowed. A more radiation resistant insulator, Spinel 

(MgA1 2o4), was also considered. It seems tobe the most desirable material 
for high stress and high irradiation applications. 

Copper sheath 
Cooling channel 

..-...------- Wcond 

Wout 

Fig. 9.3-2: Tentative conductor cross section of 

the normal conducting insert coil 
(not to scale). 
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Table 9.3-1: Gonductor data of the normal conducting 
insert coil 

Core and sheath material Cu 
Insulation MgO 

0out 20 mm 
0cond 16 mm 

Hout 60 mm 

wcond 56 mm 

dins 1.3 mm 

ds 0.7 mm 
0cool 9.0 mm 

9.3-6 
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9.4 Magnetic Shielding of Neutral Beam lnjectors 

Due to the high stray fields in the outer region of the machine 

magnetic shielding of the components of the neutral beam injector is 

necessary. The critical components are the ion source, the neutralization 

and the sweep magnet/ion dump regions. The magnetic field magnitude due 

to stray fields· in these regions varies from about 0.1 T to 0.02 T as 

seen in Fig. 9.4-1. The aim of this section is to estimate the influence 

of the needed magnetic shielding material on the costs of the machine. 

One important quantity is the shielding factor S, i.e. the ratio of the 

magnetic field without shielding to the magnetic field with shielding 
at one point in space. If a penetrating field (magnetic field with 

shielding) of 1 ~ 2 x 10-4 T is required, the shielding factors are about 

500 to 1000. 

Using formulas and data of references [4,5,6J the shielding factor of 
a single cylinder is estimated (see Fig. 9.4-2). Fora permeability 

~>>1 and a magnetic field perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder the 

shielding factor S is given by 

~ 02 s = ~ (1 - ) + 
(D+2d) 2 

for lang cylinders. Dis the inner diameter and d is the wall thickness 

of the cylinder. For 

S is given by 

d 
X = 0 

5 ~ x(1+x) + 1 
(1+2x) 2 

For effective shielding the shielding factor must be S>>1. For big 

cylinders (D in the order of 100 cm) and reasonable wall thicknesses 

(d in the order of 1 cm) the ratio x = d/D is much smaller than 1. So S 
in the case considered is 

s wx 
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For x = 0.01 and ~ % 25000 (MUMETALL [4]) the ~hielding factor for a 
single cylinder is estimated tobe 250. A wall thickness of about 4 cm 
would give a shielding factor of about 1000 as required. With a cylinder 
length of about 4 m the volume of the required shielding material would 
be about 53 x 104 cm3 and with a density of 8.6 g/cm3 the total weight 

would be 4600 kg. At a price of 20 US~/kg for MUMETALL [7] the cost of 
the shielding material is about 105 US~ per neutrai beam injector. This 
seems to be an upper limit because the required shielding factor varies 
from 1000 to about 250 along the cylindrical tube, so the shield thick

ness can be adapted along the cylinder. 

This estimate ne~lects the influence of cross sections differin~ from 

a circle. For example, the correction factor for a square is 0.7 [6]. 
For field co~ponents parallel to the axis of the cylinde~ the correction 

factor would be about 0.25. Also the influence of openings is neglected. 

A detailed calculation for a double shield taking into account a square 
cross section, parallel field components and the influence of openings 
gives for an average shielding factor of 750 the result of 1 t/m shield
ing material (MUMETALL). That is about the same amount of material as in 
the case of single cylinder shielding. Similar shielding factors occur in 
the neutral beam injectors of JET. 
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The magnet system in TASKA-M is much simpler than that 'used for the 

TASKA design. In particular the choke coil is small~r and cheaper, be
cause the plasma radius is lower and the field requirement is 17.5 T in 
TASKA-M instead of 20 T in· TASKA. The goal to have only 12 T at the 

Nb3Sn conductor is attained and the electrical data ar~ comparable with 
Nb3Sn coils already tested. But the diameter of these coils is 
characterized by a half meter bare. 

All the NbTi superconducting coils have electrical data comparable with 

existing tested magnets. Also the size is in the same order of magnitude 
as for tested magnets. 

A sufficient data base is not available for the normal conducting insert 

coil, especially for the behaviour of the ceramic insulation in a high 
magnetic field and high 14 MeV neutron flux environment. In this respect, 
more experimental work is needed. 
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10. TESTING MODULES 

10.1 Introduction 

-410-

One of the main functions of the TASKA-M facility is to provide a nuclear 

test bed for the magnetic fusion program. This role is meant to supplement 

other ex-reactor facilities and provide an integrated test of components in a 

complex nuclear environment. It is important to emphasize the integrated 
nature of the testing that TASKA-M provides. Simply irradiating small size 
materials samples in a neutron flux can be accomplished in fission reactors, 

small DT neutron sources, or high energy neutron sources like FMIT. However, 

using large specimens in a thermal, stress and chemical environment similar to 
what they will face in a fusion reactor requires .large volume, high fluence, 

high energy neutron environments. At the present time, there are no such fa
cilities operating, being built, or even being actively designed. Only pre
conceptual reactor studies such as TASKA, TASKA-M, INTOR, or TDF can provide 
this function to the fusion program. 

Another very important function of TASKA-M is to provide a test bed for 
fusion blanket designs. S~ch blankets can be tested separately with regard to 

magnetic field, stress, corrosion, neutronic, and thermal hydraulic effects 

but none of the facilities now in place, or envisioned tobe in place over the 

next 10-15 years can test all of these effects while the blanket is being bom
barded with a high flux (~ 1 MW/m 2) of neutrons. The synergistic effects of 

corrosion, stress, and neutron induced'mechanical property changes can be 

tested in no other way except through a TASKA type facility. Licensing 

. authorities will most certainly want to see the results of such integrated 
effects before even considering the safety of fusion power plants. 

Finally, TASKA-M will also give very realistic tests of high heat flux 
components (beam dumps), neutral beams, RF launchers and ijntenna, normal con

ducting coils, superconducting magnets, vacuum pumps, and direct convertors. 

Each of these components could be tested outside of the reactor with respect 

tothermal and,corrosive behaviors, but we know of no such facility which 

could test a reactor size component with a fusion reactor neutron spectrum and 

flux. 

The above discussion should graphically illustrate why an integrated 

neutron producing test reactor facility like TASKA-M is needed. The question 

is not why such a facility should be built, it is only when. 
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10.2 Materials Modules 

10.2.1 Philosophy 
The main goal in the materials test modules is to provide a large volume 

test zone for testing specimens in a high fusion neutron flux. To that end we 

tried to maximize the exposure of the specimens to the neutron environment 

while maintaining reasonable access to the test cells. These objectives are 
sometimes at cross purposes and compromises had tobe made which, at times, 

reduced both the test volume and integrated darnage level. It is felt that 

future analysis of the machine performance, and the cost per specimen should 

be conducted to see•whether such compromises are cost effective. At the 

present time we feel that the proper balance has been struck between engineer
ing simplicity and level of data obtained and the present design actually 

provides more test volume than is required by even liberal test matrices. 
10.2.2 Test Matrix and Test Module Design Considerations 

The test matrix for materials irradiations in TASKA-M is similar in scope 

to those developed for the INTOR and TASKA testing programs.(1,2) The TASKA-M 

test matrix is a representative list of materials test specimens and the asso

ciated environmental and irradiation conditions. Given a test matrix, along 
with the physical and neutranies features of the reactor, the experiment de

signer can design a specific test module or modules to physically contain and 
environmentally control the necessary number of materials test specimens. The 

test matrix specifications and the resultant test module design are then used 

to define the mechanical and operational requirements of the testing program. 

10.2.2.1 Test Matrix. The TASKA-M matrix specifies the type of materials 
tests with detail on specimen numbers, irradiation temperatures, fluences, 

stress, changeout frequencies and postirradiation testing conditions. The 

test matrix provides a means ~o compare the volume needed to carry out a spe

cific materials testing scenario with the volume available for testing in 

TASKA-M. Also the frequency of specimen changeout can be quantified and its 

effect on the overall reactor availability estimated. 

The test matrix is shown in Table 10.2-1. The presumed scope of the 

testing specified in the test matrix is that one or two candidate materials 
have been identified (through extensive fission reactor and accelerator source 

screening programs) for the various applications (first wall, structural, 

insulators, etc.). The first portion of the test matrix (qualification and 
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Table 10.2-1. Materials Test Matrix for TASKA-M* 
Module 4 

Total Specimens (Assume 
Mat.a Postirradiation 50-50 Mix of Ferritic & Total Sub-

Test Types Var. Dup.b Temp.c Fluenced Conditions Austenitic Alloys) Capsulese Total 

Material Qualification 
Tensile/Ductility 
Fatigue Life 
Fat i gue Crack Growth 
Fracture Toughness 

-- Charpy 
-- Compact Tension 

Engineering Scoping 
Tensile/Ductility 
Fatigue Life 
Fatigue Crack Growth 
Fracture Toughness 

-- Charpy 
-- Compact Tension 

Swelling/Microstructure 
Creep/Stress Rupture 

Other Materialsf 
Fatigue Life 
Tensile/Ductility 
Dimensional Stability 
Creep/Creep Rupture 
Fracture Toughness 
Electrical Properties 
Thermal Conducti vity 

3 
2 
2 

2 
2 

5 
5 
5 

3 
3 

10 
6 

5 
15 
15 
10 

3 
6 
6 

2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

3 
2 
2 

2 
2 
5 
2 

2 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 

6 
3 

6 
4 
4 

6 
2 

10 
4 

4 
6 
6 
6 
2 
3 
4 

3 
3 
3 

2 
2 

4 
2 
4 

4 
4 
5 

[6] 

4 
4 
3 

[ 4] 
2 
4 
4 

4 Rate/Temp. 
2 Strain Levels 
2 Stress Levels 

6 Temperatures 
2 Temperatu res 

4 Rate/Temp. 
2 Strain Levels 
2 Stress Levels 

6 Temperatu res 
2 Temperatures 
2 
6 Stress Levels 

2 Strain Range 
4 Rate/Temp. 
3 Post-Tests 
4 Stress Levels 
6 Temperatu res 
3 Tests 
2 Tests 

288 
96 
96 

288 
48 

1440 
160 
320 

864 
96 

5000 
288 

320 
4320 
7200 

4RO 
144 
648 
576 

22,576 
Total No. of Specimens 

Module 4 only; Module 3 used for surface effects and dynamic in-situ testing. 
[ ] 1 specimen used to obtain 6 fluence measurements. 

eeapsule volume-390 cm 3 

14 
3 
1 

2 
4 

6 
4 

4 
1 
1 

24 

2 18 

8 
16 
36 
2 
2 
4 
6 74 

116 
Total No. 
of r~psul es 
to Hold 
Specimens 

aMaterials x variations 

bouplication 

cNumber of irradiation temperatures 

d Fl uence Leve 1 s fceramics, electrical, and heat sink materials 

.... 
~ 

1\) 
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engineering scoping) was developed for candidate first wall materials and 

other structural components receiving high, exposure and the second portion of 

the testmatrixwas developed for other high exposure appli~ations such as 

high heat flux components, armor, and RF. The test matrices reveal why large 

numbers of specimens are needed to provide design data. 
In the test matrix, the types of tests are listed in the left hand 

column, and important test parameters are summarized as column headings across 
the top. The first parameter is "materials x variations'' and refers to the 

number of base (candidate) materials and the number of variations in heat 

treatment or different conditions such as weldments to be tested. The second 

column refers to duplication of specimens, primarily to verify the repro
ducibility of data. In some cases such as specimens for swelling and phase 

stability, the duplication also allows for attrition in the postirradiation 
preparation of samples. The next two columns refer to the two basic para
meters of irradiation temperature and fluence. The numbers of separate irra
diation temperatures and goal fluences are given in these columns. 

Typically, parallel tests are performed at several irradiation tempera

tures in order to map expected temperature-dependent behavior over the range 

of interest. Usually, linear dependence of materials properties on tempera

ture is not expected, especially near ceiling temperatures (about which useful 

service is not expected). 

The microstructure of materials is often studied at more temperature con

ditions than are mechanical properties because swelling and phase stability 

are quite sensitive to temperature, and the more complete characterization of 

microstructures with temperature (and fluence) provides a qualitative guide 

for interpolating a coarser matrix of observations on ~aterials properties. 

For example, microstru~tural Observations were performed at intervals of about 

50°C in irradiation tests supporting alloy development for the u.s. breeder 

program. In the test matrices for TASKA-M, the number of irradiation tempera

tures varies from two temperatures for some mechanical properties tests to ten 
temperatures ,for observations of swelling and phase stability. 

Irradiation experiments typically include tests to a goal fluence, repre
senting end-of-life conditions if possible, and several interim fluences. 

Irradiation experiments are expensive and take a long time. Consequently, 

preliminary predictions of material behavior are used for redirecting experi-
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mental objectives and for preliminary design data, pending corroboration with 

data at high fluences. However, the extrapolation of low fluence data to pre
dict properties at high fluences can be grossly misleading. A rule of thumb 

is extrapolation by less than a factor of two in fluence (for moderate fluence 
levels, i.e., exceeding incubation doses for property changes) is sometimes 
acceptable but certainly not always. Data at several values of moderate to 
high fluences are required to accurately define trends, especially where the 

properties after irradiation are only marginally acceptable. Five goal flu
ences are appropriate for some tests in TASKA-M on structural materials 

(components using 11 other 11 materials were assumed to be more easily replaceable 
than the first wall and have lower lifetime fluences). 

The column headed 11 Postirradiation Conditions 11 refers to test conditions 
after the specimens have been removed from the reactor. For example the 

strain ranges in fatigue tests are conditions in postirradiation tests. 
Another example is for tensile tests where both the strain rate and the post

irradiation test temperature are variables. Typically, postirradiation ten

sile tests are performed at the irradiation temperatures, at a temperature 

slightly above the irradiation temperature and at the temperature expected in 
the material during refueling or during repair. Designers use these data to 

predict behavior during operation and for fault conditions such as overheating 
and seismic response. 

/ 

In the case of creep tests, the other 11 condition 11 is stress. The current 

techniques for in-reactor creep tests utilize sealed tubes pressurized to dif

ferent stress levels. The diameters of the tubes are measured at several in

tervals of fluence after which the specimens are again placed in the reactor 

for further exposure. 
The last two columns give the total number of specimens and the number of 

irradiation capsules (see Section 10.2.2.2.3 for capsule description) required 
to contain the specimens within the facility•s testing module. 

It was assumed that one-half of the qualification and scoping specimens 
were ferritic alloys (e.g., HT-9) and one-half austenitic (e.g., 316 SS) 

alloys. The major difference in testing ferritics and austenitics is the in

creased number of fracture toughness specimens required to determine the ef

fect of irradiation on the ductile to brittle transitiontemperaturein fer

ritic steels. 
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The total number of specimen capsules in TASKA-M is s~gnificantly reduced 
over that in TASKA (116 vs. 252) due to (1) a reduction in the required volume 
of tensile, fracture toughness and creep specimens and (2) the availability of 
module three for in-situ and/or surface effects tests. Recent analysis( 3) in 
the U.S. Fusion Materials Program has shown good correlation between many of 
the smaller specimens currently used in irradiation tests and those that are 
significantly larger. For example, half-size Charpy specimens have been used 
in the TASKA-M test matri x whi le full-si zed Charpy specimens whi eh requi re 
nearly eight times the volume were used in the TASKA and INTOR matrices. 

In view of recent in-reactor dynamic fatigue crack growth testing re
sults(4) that have shown_ in-situ and postirradiation test results tobe very 
similar, and because of the relatively high cost of such tests it is believed 
that significant efforts will be made to minimize the volume required for such 
tests in the future. 

10.2.2.1.1 Test r~atrix Related Operations. The fluence requirements 
specified in the TASKA-M test matrix necessitate test module removal from the 
test facility at periodic intervals. The number and time between removals is 
a function of (1) the test matrix goal fluences and (2) the rate at which 
darnage is accumulated over the necessary specimen volumes. 

Figure 10.2-1 illustrates the variation of· the dpa rate throughout a 
specimen capsule at the midplane of module 4. Based on the peak dpa rate 
available in TASKA-M, the resultant capsule discharge sequence will be as 
illustrated in Fig. 10.2-2. The specimens will be discharged from the reactor 
at 2, 5, 15, 25 and 50% of the final 78 dpa level achieved after a 7.8 FPY 
estimated life of the device. Lower dpa levels will be obtained in specimens 
in zones A and B of the capsule as indicated in Fig. 10.2-3. The capsule dis
charge sequence is based on an initial test module loading of 116 capsules. At 
each interim examination, approximately 20 capsules are removed from the test 
module for specimen analysis. Twenty fresh capsules are then loaded into the 
test module for further irradiation along with the ~ 100 previously irradiated 
capsules which remained in the test module. This operational sequence was 
selected to minimize the total time required to achieve the specified· goal 
fluences. Table 10.2-2 summarizes some salient test matrix results and opera
tional frequences. 
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Fig. 10.2-2 The capsule discharge scheme. 
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Fig. 10-2-3. Opa levels obtained in different zones of the capsule. Numbers 
in circles represent the percent of final dpa value obtained. 
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Table 10.2-2. Parameters Derived From TASKA Test Matrix 

Item Value 
1. Number test modules (TM) in TASKA-M 1 
2. Number specimen capsules in TM 180* 
3. Time to achieve goal fluence (FPY) 7.8 
4. Average time between TM changeouts from reactor (FPd )+ 475 
5. Minimum time between TM changeouts (FPd)+ 85 
6. Maximum time between TM changeouts (FPd)+ 1424 

*Mirror and tokamak specimens considered. Only 116 capsules are required as 
per Table 10.2-1. 

+Full power days. 

10.2.2.2 Materials Test Blanket No. 4. The matertals test blanket no. 4 is 
the hardware that contains the matertals test specimens and provides environ
mental containment as specimens are irradiated in the TASKA-M. Figure 10.2-4 
illustrates the key features of the test module concept design for TASKA-M. 
The key components of the matertals test blanket no. 4, that will be referred 
to often in this section, are the (1) specimen capsule which contafns the 
groups of individual matertals specimens, and (2) the annular test module 
which acts as the heat sink and holding fixture for specimen capsules. 

The test module concept must be consistent with the requirements of the 
test matrix (see Section 10.2.2.1) and with the mechanical and neutranies 
characteristics of the TASKA-M reactor. The reactor configuration therefore 
strongly affects the test module desi gn and conversely the test module wi 11 

have an impact on the availability, floor space, services, access, remote 
handling and operations required by TASKA-M. 

10.2.2.2.1 Test Module Design Criteria. The test module is based on the 
following general design requirements: 
1. Re 11 abil i ty 
2. Minimum specimen temperature variation 
3. Quick turnaraund (reconstitution). 
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Based on the above general test module requirements and features of the 
conceptual TASKA-M reactor design, the following more detailed criteria (Table 
10.2-3) were established to guide the test module design. The above require
ments and criteria are consistent with the TASKA-M test matrix and were estab
lished as a result of materials testing experience gained through involvement 
in (1) the fast breeder reactor program, and (2) design studies supporting the 
Fusion Materials Irradiation Test Facility, the INTOR Study, and the TASKA 

conceptual design. 
10.2.2.2.2 Arrangement of Test Modules in TASKA-M. Four different 

testing facilities are provided in the TASKA~1 central cell. These are the 
liquid .metal blanket, the solid breeder blanket, materials test blanket no. 3, 
and materials test blanket no. 4. Materials test blanket no. 4 will be re
ferred to simply as the materials test module which is designed to test a wide 
variety of structural materials as defined in the design criteria (Table 
10.2-3). This materials test module is nested next to and underneath materi
als test Blanket No. 3 and together with it forms the vacuum boundary. Ma
terials test module no. 3 is subjected to a very high plasma surface heating 
rate ranging from ~ 1 W/cm2 at the interface between modules 3 and 4 to ~ 85 
W/cm2 at the other side of the module. It will require water surface cooling 
and can be ideally used for high heat flux component testing. Design of 
module no. 3 is not considered further in this section. 

10.2.2.2.3 Test Module Design Details. The major components of the 
TASKA-M materials test module, shown in Fig. 10.2-4, are the helium cooled 
heat sink (annular test module), the biological shield and the specimen cap
sules. The temperature within each of the 180 specimen capsules is pre
determined by engineering the thermal barrier between the specimen capsule and 
the heat sink. Individual capsules can be independently accessed and are de
signed to operate at a predetermined temperature within the range of 350 to 
650°C. The total irradiation volume within the module is 70.6 liters. Table 
10.2-4 lists the detailed test module design values determined during the 
initial conceptual design. 

Test Module. TASKA-M allocates one reactor opening for the materials 
test module tagether with materials test blanket no. 3. These modules are 
inserted into TASKA-M horizontally through a reetangular opening in the vacuum 
vessel. The annular test module consists of an HT-9 (ferritic alloy), helium 
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Table 10.2-3. Design Criteria 

1. Test module shall permit simultaneaus irradiation of an array of specimen 
capsules within the first 20 cm of blanket region. Maximum axial reactor 

opening is 91 cm. 

2. Testmodule components shall have a design lifetime of at least four full 

power years. 

3. Temperature range available for designing specimen capsule shall be 350-
6500C with a calculated variation in specimen temperature of less than 
10°C. 

4. Each specimen capsule shall have independent temperature control and moni
taring capability. 

5. Test modules shall be capable of accepting previously irradiated specimens 
and undergoing reconstitution. 

6. A portion of the test module shall interface directly with the plasma 

chamber. There will be no separate first wall between test module and 

plasma. 

7. Testmodule shall interface with the adjoining blanket and shield and be 
consistent with the TASKA-M concept, and with biological shielding 

requirements. 

8. Test module design shall maximize utilization of the available flux

volume. 
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Table 10.2-4. Design Values for Test Module #4 

REACTOR OPENING 
• Maximum axial opening of 90 cm 

TEST MODULE 
• Material of Construction: HT-9 
• Size: Insideradius- 18 to 22 cm (conical) 

Outside radius- 38 to 42 cm (conical) 
Length - 55 cm (end to end) 42.4 cm straight section 

• No. of Capsule Tubes: 180 
• Total Heat Generation: 572 kW 
• Coolant: Helium at 3448 kPa and 125°C 
• Flow Rate: 33.7 x 103 t/min 
• Coolant Pipe Size: 12.5 cm diameter 

Instrumentation Per Capsule Tube: 2 pair thermocouple leads - chromel 
alumel 

SPECIMEN CAPSULE 

2 gas leads - 0.158 cm diameter for 
gas gap contro.l 

• Material of Construction: 316 SS 
• Size: 5 cm diameter by 20 cm lang 

Specimen•: Various shapes packed to 50~ of capsule volume in NaK 
( 22/78) 

Instrumentation: (2) 0.168 cm diameter stainless steel sheathed MgO 

Sealing: 
Gas Gap: 

insulated thermocouples 
All welded construction with bellows for NaK expansion 
Variable annulus 0.018 - 0.100 cm filled with helium or neon 
or mixtures of the two gases 

filled pressure vessel structure which is penetrated by 180 capsule holes. 
The capsule holes are arranged with their lang axes along radial lines with 
the open end of the capsule hole facing away from the plasma. The capsule 
holes are arranged in eight rows. These are grouped as four pairs of tubes 
which are on a triangular pitch between pairs and which are in line outside of 
pairs. Helium flows parallel to the module axis inside the module, perpen-
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dicular to, and outside of, the capsule holes. Instrumented specimen capsules 
shown in Fig. 10.2-4 can be inserted in any of the 180 capsule holes. The 
specimen capsule outside diameter is spaced from the 1nside wall of the cap
sule hole by a gas cap. This gap becomes 11 Sealed 11 when the specimen capsule 
is inserted into the capsule hole. 

Neutron and gamma heat deposited in the test specimens is transferred by 
conduction via the NaK liquid metal to the capsule wall, across the insulating 
gap, through the outer wall, which is cooled on the outside by the circulating 
helium system. Two 1.6 mm O.D. tubes are provided to access the insulating 
gap near the top and bottarn of each of the 180 capsule holes. These tubes can 
provide inert gas to the insulating gap space. Two (2) lines are provided to 
the gap to permit either a static or dynamic supply of gas. In addition, they 
allow for on-line changeout of gas. 

Two pair of thermocouple leads are connected to each of the 180 capsule 
holes and are routed between capsules along the outside front surface of the 
module. The electrical leads terminate in an electrical connector which is 
positioned near the entry of each capsule hole. This connector becomes mated 
with the specimen capsule thermocouple leads when the capsule is inserted in 
the capsule hole. The electrical leads (360 pair of thermocouples) and tubes 
(360) are routed from the module, along the helium coolant lines through 
stepped openings in the shield plug. From there they are run to instrument 
cabinets located in the experiment support area. 

Coolant system. The helium coolant system is designed to remove heat 
from the test module structure and the specimen capsules contained within it. 
Helium, while not as good as water or sodium from a heat removal standpoint, 
is inert, relatively easy to handle and has minimal impact on the dpa-volume 
because it does not degrade the high energy neutrons. 

The helium coolant path through the test module is divided into two zones 
by a 1/16 in. thick flow divider which is concentric with the first wall. The 
flow divider is located 1.8 cm radially outward from the first wall and also 
serves to support the lower ends of the 180 capsule tubes. Helium enters from 
the 12.5 cm diameter inlet pipe to a plenum which connects the space between 
flow divider and first wall, flows across the test module lower section 
(parallel to the axis) where it cools the high heat flux first wall and the 
lower portians of the capsule tubes. At the other side the helium reverses 
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flow and enters the upper module section where it cools the test module struc
ture and the upper portion of the capsule tubes. 

To evaluate the performance of the helium cooled test module the tem
perature profile from the bulk helium coolant to the center of the specimen 
capsule was calculated. Figure 10.2-5 illustrates the results of one such 
calculation for the case in which the total heat removed from the specimen 
capsule was uniformly averaged over the capsule wall area (i.e., heating gra
dients were not considered). The average neutron induced heating rate was 
assumed to be approximately 4.94 W/cm3 over the capsule volume at the axial 
location corresponding to the peak neutron wall loading. For the materials 
within the capsule, 4.94 W/cm3 corresponds to 1.13 W/g. Table 10.2-5 sum

marizes the temperature profile date for the average case (Fig. 10.2-5). 

Table 10.2-5. Test Module Temperature Profile 

BASIS: Avg. Heating Rate + 1.13 W/g (Max. = 1.68 W/g) 
Bulk Helium ßT = 50°C 
Helium Convective Heat Transfer 

Coeffi ci ent = 1420 ___ ,....w ___ _ 
(m2)(0K) 

Helium Inlet 
Bulk Helium ßT 
Helium O~tlet 
He 1 i um F i 1 m ß T 
Capsule Tube Outside 
Capsule Tube ßT 
Capsule Tube Inside 
Gas Gap ßT (Variable) 

· Specimen Capsule ßT 

Capsule Center 

**Provides ßT of 75°C to cool with water at 25°C. 
+Based on 1.34 MW/m2 

10.2-15 

Temp. oc 
Average 

100** 
50 

150 
48 

198 

6 
204 

109-409 
37 

350-650 

Temp. oc 
Maximum 

100** 
50 

150 
72 

222 
9 

231 

64-364 
55 

350-650 
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Bulk Helium 
Boundary Layer 

Channel Wall 
Gas Gap (Variable) 

.__.~~-\C~sule Wall Capiule 

650°C 
(Max.Gas Gap) 
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350°C 
(Min. Gas Gap) 
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Control 

~ 2.5cm~ 
DISTANCE 

Fig. 10.2-5. Temperature profile from helium coolant into specimen capsule. 
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As heat flows from inside the specimen capsule to the helium coolant it 
encounters its greatest resistance at (1) the engineered gas gap, and (2) at 
the boundary layer between the heli,um coolant and the outside of the capsule 
hole. The thermal conductivity of the engineered gas gap can be controlled by 
varying the composition of gas (helium and neon) within the gap. By varying 
the mixture of the two gases, it is possible to vary the thermal conductivity 
(K), and hence the temperature drop across the gap (ßT), by approximately 
+100~, -so~. This allows the temperature of the capsule to be controlled to a 
certain degree. The range of control is, however, strongly dependent upon the 
magnitude of the ßT across the gap. As illustrated in Fig. 10.2-5 for the 
case in which the capsule centerline temperature is 650°C, the ßT gap (409°C) 
represents a significant fraction of the total temperature drop between the 
capsule and bulk helium coolant. For a low temperature capsule (350°C) the ßT 
gap (109°C) is a smaller fraction of the total ßT, hence, temperature control 
will not be as good. For the peak location this ßT reduces to 64•c which may 
not result -in adequate temperature control at the peak heating rate capsule 
1 ocati on. 

Specimen Capsule (Fig. 10.2-6). Each specimen capsule is a circular 
stainless steel cylinder 5 cm in diameter by 20 cm long. Material test speci
mens are positioned inside each capsule. A NaK liquid metal heat transfer 
bond is provided between test specimens and the capsule wall. Each capsule is 

provided with two or more chromel-alumel thermocouples for measuring test 
specimen temperature. The capsule wall thickness is adjusted during fabri
cation to provide a gap between it and the capsule hole. This gap is sized so 
that when it is filled with a particular insulating gas it will provide the 
desired test specimen temperature. This gap can be 
be stepped along the capsule axis to compensate for 
between the front and the back ends of the capsule. 

of uniform width or it can 
different heating rates 
The top of each capsule 

includes a cylindrical canopy which seals the gap when the capsule is inserted 
in the tube. A 'metal bellows with a compressible space is provided for ther

mal expansion of the NaK bond. 
To cover the entire temperature range (350-650°C) requires a relatively 

high and low thermal conductivity media in the gap. Helium and neon were 
selected - helium because of its good thermal conductivity and neon because of 

its lower thermal conductivity and reduced activation (compared to argon). 
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CAPSULE----
CHANNEL 

Fig. 10.2-6. Major components of the specimen capsule. 
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The practical range of gas gaps is approximately 0.017& t6 n.10 cm. A 0.0175 
cm gap is believed to be the minimum controllable gap width from a fabrication 
standpoint and for gap widths above approximately 0.10 cm convection starts 
adding to conduction which makes temperature prediction less reliable. 

In summary, for gas gap widths ranging from 0.0175 to < 0.10 cm filled 
with an atmosphere of helium or neon, the range of average specimen capsule 
temperatures is,350 to 650°C. Forthatportion of the specimen capsule re
ceiving the maximum neutron heating rate (~ 7.4 W/cm3) the attainable specimen 
capsule temperatures are also 350-650°C. (This assumes no axial heat transfer 
-- only radial.) Hence, the initial design concept can meet the specified low 
temperature criteria of 350°C. 
10.2.2.3 Test Module Operation anq Handling. The frequency of test module 
removal is a function of the test matrix fluence requirements discussed in 
Section 10.2.2.1 and the reliability of the test module. lf one looks only at 
the fluence requirements the materials test module will be removed from the 

reactor and transported to a disassembly hot cell every ~ 460 full power days 
(Table 10.2-2). There will be additional removals from the reactor as random 
failures occur within the test module and test module control and data acqui
sition equipment. 

When problems and faflures occur within the test module the entire test 
module will have to be removed from the test facility for repair. The design 

does not accommodate maintenance 1nternal to the vacuum flange while in the 
test facility. Therefore, in order to maximize TASKA-M availability a secend 

test module should always be available for insertion when the primary module 
requires repair. The transfer of the module from the test facility to the 
disassembly hat cell should be a simple, efficient operation with minimal 
impact on other systems. Removal of the shielded module will require a 
counterweighted horizontal handling machine. This machine will be moved next 
to the TASKA-M test module no. 3 and no. 4 port. After removal of the vacuum 
cover the modules will be bolted to the handling machine. The handling ma

chine will remotely remove the test modules horizontally from the reactor. 
The operations required to remove a test module from TASKA-M are given in 

Table 10.2-6. 
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Table 10.2-6. Operations Reguired For Test Module Removal From Reactor 

Approximate 

Operation 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Following reactor shutdown and 
cooldown period, disconnect 
helium piping and instrument 
leads. 

Unbolt flange from vacuum 
boundary of machine. 

Unbolt large module coverplate 
from pipe penetration flange. 
Swing coverplate over helium 
piping and remove. Protect 
sealing surfaces. 
Securehandling fixture to test 
module. Slide entire test 
module from reactor (from side). 

Transfertest module to hot cell 
for disassembly (or load TM into 
a large cask for transfer). 
Place test module in rotating, 
indexing figure in hot cell. 

Remove shield plug and shear 
vacuum cover seal which covers 
specimen capsule tubes. 
Withdraw specimen capsules from 
capsule holes and replace with 
new capsules. 
Verify integrity of test module 
and all specimen capsules. Leak 
test system, service lead 
continuity check. 

11. Replace vacuum cover and weld, 
reassemble shield plug to 
module. Prepare for transfer 
back to reactor. 

Comment 

Hands on operation. 

Hands on. 

Hands on. 

Hands on. 

As soon as removal begins 
operations become remote. 

Totally remote viewing 
and handling. 

Hot cell operation utilizing 
crane, electromechanical and 
master slave manipulators. 
Remote operation. 

Utilize rotating removal 
machine which indexes on 
each row of capsule holes. 
All systems and components 
must he verified operable. 

Tota 1 Ti rne: 

Time to Compl ete 
Operations (hr) 

16 

4 

4 

4 

3 

8 

16-32 

24-48 

48-120 

48-72 

183-319 hrs. 

The times estimated are actual working hours (assurnes 60 minutes are worked each 
hour) assuming success-oriented operations. 
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10.2.2.4 Summary and Conclusions. A materials testing scenario for TASKA-M 

was presented in the form of a test matrix. The test matrix lists the type of 

materials test, the irradiation temperatures, goal fluences and details re

lating to stresses and postirradiation test conditions. It was shown that the 
entire TASKA-M test matrix consisting of nearly 23,000 test specimens could be 

completed in approximately eight full power years utilizing on the average 

less than two-thirds of the volume in a single test module. The maximum flu

ence achieved by any group of specimens is over 50 dpa. 

The testmodulewas designed to contain and thermally control the test 
specimens within the vacuum boundary of the reactor. Helium was chosen as the 

bulk heat removal fluid because it has the least moderating effect upon the 

neutrons and therefore results in the greatest dpa-volume for a given test 
module space envelope. Helium is acceptable from a heat removal standpoint; 
however, further design optimization will be required to verify the limits of 

test module Operation. 

The operation impacts of materials testing upon TASKA-M should be minimal 

as long as reliable test modules can be designed and fabricated. The test 

module concept presented in this section requires minimal handling in the 

vicinity of the reactor -- the majority of test module remote Operations occur 

during test module disassembly which occurs in hot cell facilities removed 

from the reactor operating gallery. 

10.2.3 Neutranies Analysis 
Neutranies calculations have been performed to determine the specimen 

darnage profiles and testing capability of the materials testing modules in 

blankets #3 and #4. Profiles of the power density resulting from neutron and 

gamma heating in the modules have also been determined as they are required 

for proper design of the cooling system. The materials test modules are 
cooled by helium gas. Hater coolant is not used because of the increased 

darnage gradients resulting from higher neutron attenuation in water. 
Testmodule #3 is 55 cm wide and consists of two segments; the first is 

23 cm wide with an inner radius of 25 cm while the other is 32 cm wide with an 

inner radi us of 32.5 cm. The wa 11 i s recessed to a radi us of 32.5 cm to 

accommodate the ICRF antenna. The outer radius of the module is 45 cm imply

ing that one of the segments has a thickness of 20 cm while the other is only 

12.5 cm thick. While the four main central cell neutral beam ducts do not 
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penetrate the test modules, the low energy neutral beam penetration reduces 
the vol ume of module #3 by 4. 5%. In additi on, the ICRF antenna coax pene
tration accounts for a 1.6% reduction in the volume of module #3. This yields 
a volume of 186 liters for module #3. Module #4 has a tapered inner wall with 

the radius decreasing from 22 cm to 18 cm in order to achieve high neutron 

fluences. The back of the test moduie has a radius of 42 cm. The module is 

53 cm wide with a total volume of 227 liters. 
The test capsules are 5 cm in diameter and have different lengths depend

ing on their location in modules #3 and #4. The axis of the capsule is placed 
perpendicular to the plasma axis implying that the spacing between capsules 

will increase as one moves toward the back of the module. Although a detailed 
design was made only for module #4, both modules #3 and #4 will be considered 

in the neutronics analysis and assumptions about the design of module #3 will 
be made. For the purpese of performing the neutronics calculations we assumed 

that 341 capsules are used in module #3 while 220 capsules are used in module 
#4. This provides 93 and 90.7 liters of test capsule volume in modules #3 and 

#4, respectively. The test capsules, therefore, represent 50 and 40% of the 
total volumes of modules #3 and #4, respectively. These parameters are given 

for the preliminary design used in the neutronics calculations. However, the 
final mechanical design resulted in reducing the test volume and number of 

capsules as indicated at the end of this section. The neutronics results will 
be modified to account for this volume reduction. The capsules are assumed to 

consist of 50 vol.% Nak, which is used as a thermal contact material, and 50 

vol.% 316 SS, which represents the specimens and capsule structural material. 
The module structure is assumed to represent 20% of the module volume and is 

made of HT-9. The helium gas coolant occupies the remaining volume of the 
test module. Table 10.2-7 gives the locations, dimensions, volumes and 
compositions of the two matertals test modules. 

In the relatively short central cell of TASKA-M, the D-T neutron source 

has a strong axial variation as indicated in Fig. 5.1-1. The linear source 
strength increases from a value of 5 x 1015 n/cm s at the reactor midplane to 

a peak value of 9.6 x 1015 n/cm s at a point 170 cm from the midplane. This 
peak occurs near the center of test module #4. The source strength drops 
rapidly as one moves farther from the reactor midplane. This source axial 

variation together with the axial variation of the wall radius results in an 
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Table 10.2-7. Same Key Parameters for the Preliminary Design 

of the Materials Test Modules 

Axial loeation of test zone, em 

Width of test zone, em 

Innerlauter radius for test zone, em 

Module volume, t 

Number of eapsules 

Total eapsule value, t 

Module eomposition (vol.%) 

HT-9 module strueture 

Helium eoolant 

316 speeimen and eapsule strueture 

NaK thermal eontaet material 

Module #3 
80 ( z c;; 135 

55 

25-32.5/45 

186 

341 

93 

20% 

30% 

25% 

25% 

Module #4 
137 ( z c;; 190 

53 

18-22/42 

227 

220 

90.7 

20% 

40% 

20% 

20% 

even stronger axial variation of the neutron wall loading along blankets #3 

and #4 devoted for materials testing as shown in Fig. 5.1-3. The average 
neutron wall loadings for test zones #3 and #4 are 0.69 and 1.226 MW/m2, re

speetively. Notiee that the segment of blanket #4 behind the ICRF antenna has 
a very low wall loading averaging only 0.387 MW/m2 and henee is not utilized 

for materials testing. The neutron wall loading in the materials test module 

#3 varies between a minimum of 0.6 MW/m2 and a maximum of 0.78 MW/m2. Module 

#4 has a minimum neutron wall loading of 1 MW/m2 and a peak of 1.34 MW/m2: 

One-dimensional eoupled neutranies and photonies ealeulations have been 

performed to give preliminary estimates for the radial variation of power den

sity and darnage rate in the test eapsules. In these ealeulations a first wall 

radius of 20 em, whieh corresponds to the midplane of module #4, was used. A 
3 mm thiek HT-9 module wall was used followed by a 19.7 em thiek test zone 

consisting of 25 vol.% 316 SS, 25 vol.% NaK, and 50 vol .% He. A shield made 

of 90 vol.% 316 SS and 10 vol.% H2o was used behind the test zone. The dis

crete ordinates eode ONEDANT( 5) was used to model the problern in cylindrieal 

geometry using the P3s8 approximation. A eoupled 46 neutron-21 gamma group 
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cross section library based on the VITAMIN-e data library( 6) and the MACKLIB

IV-82 response library( 7) was used. 

Figure 10.2-7 gives the radial variation of dpa and helium production 

rates in steel. The results are normalized to a unit wall loading. The 

module and capsule walls have a total thickness of 13 mm implying that the 
specimen exposed to the highest irradiation level is placed at a depth of 13 

mm from the surface of the module facing the plasma. Using a peak neutron 
wall loading of 1.34 MW/m2 implies that the peak dpa and helium production 

rates in the test specimens are 11.2 dpa/FPY and 120 He appm/FPY, respec

tively. However, smaller values are expected from the three-dimensional 

calculation since in the one-dimensional model the neutron source is assumed 

to have uniform axial distribution. 

Figure 10.2-8 gives the radial variation of power density in both NaK and 

316 SS. Notice that the power density in steel is a factor of ~ 5 higher than 

that in NaK. This is primarily due to the higher density and larger gamma ab

sorption. Using the peak wall loading of 1.34 MW/m2 indicates that the peak 

power density due to nuclear heating in the module wall is 13.1 W/cm3. The 

peak power densities in the NaK and 316 SS of the test capsules are 2.8 and 

12.7 W/cm3, respectively. The peak power generated in a 20 cm long capsule is 

1.71 kW. These values are conservatively larger than those expected from the 

detailed three-dimensional calculations. 

Three-dimensional neutranies calculations have been performed for the ma

terials test modules. The continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP( 8) was used 
tagether with cross section data based on the ENDF/B-V evaluation. The geo

metrical model used in the calculations is illustrated in Fig. 10.2-9. For 

simplicity, azimuthal symmetry was assumed and the penetrations for the low 

energy neutral beam and the ICRF antenna coax were not included. This repre

sents only ~ 2.7% of the total volume of test modules #3 and #4. Since these 

penetrations exist in the low fluence module (#3), their impact on the darnage 

rate averaged over both modules will be negligible. However, when we deter

mine the testing capability of the device represented by the volume integrated 

damage, we account for these penetrations by using the available test volume 

which excludes the penetration volume. Also, not included in the model are 

the ICRF antennas. These are very thin with an effective copper thickness of 

8 mm and water thickness of 5 mm. This was estimated to reduce the darnage in 
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Wall Loading = 1 MW I m2 
Wo II Radius = 20cm 
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Fig. 10.2-7. Radial variation of dpa and helium production rate in steel as 
obtained from the one-dimensional calculation. 
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Fig. 10.2-8. Radial variation of power d~nsity in NaK and 316 SS as obtained 
from the one-dimensional calculation. 
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the segment of the test module behind the antenna by less than 10%. Since 

this will affect only a portion of the thin segment of module #3 the impact on 

the calculated overall testing capability is expected tobe very small. 

Since the source is symmetric about the midplane, a reflecting boundary 

was used to properly account for the contribution from source neutrons gene

rated in the other side of the machine. Uniform smeared nuclide densities 

were used throughout modules #3 and #4. However, different compositions were 

used in the two modules as given in Table 10.2-7. The modules were divided 

into 50 cells per module to determine the darnage profiles. 40,000 histories 

were used in the calculations yielding statistical uncertainties of less than 

0.5% in the integral darnage values for each of the modules. The statistical 

uncertainties in the local darnage rates are less than 2%. An isotropic neu

tron source was sampled from the axial variation of source strength and plasma 

radius shown in Fig. 5.1-1. 

Because of the limited central cell space and the neutron source peaking 
in TASKA-M, no attempt was made to utilize the REGAT( 9) concept. However, the 

recession of the wall to accommodate the ICRF antenna results in some REGAT 
effects in modules #3 and #4 due to the direct source neutrons impinging on 

the sides of the modules. In order to assess this· effect, two sets of calcu

lations were performed for module #4. In one set, the actual geometry was 

modeled while in the other set the wall was not recessed in the zones adjacent 

to the test module such that no direct source neutrrins will impinge on its 

sides. 
Table 10.2-8 gives the average dpa and helium production rates in module 

#4 obtained in the two sets of calculations. It is clear that a gain of only 

0.5% in average dpa rate is obtained by allowing direct source neutrons to 

impinge on the sides of the module. The gain in average helium production 

rate is 6%. The effect on helium production is more pronounced than that on 

dpa as the threshold energy for the (n,a} reaction is much higher than that 

for dpa. A much larger gain (~ 40%) was obtained using the REGAT design in 

TASKA. (10) The reason is that while in TASKA, the neutron source was axially 

uniform, the neutron source peaks near the center of module #4 in TASKA-M with 

much fewer source neutrons produced on the sides of the module. However, more 

REGAT effect is expected in the thick segment of module #3 due to the contri

buti on from the source peak to the· darnage at the si de of the segment at z = 
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Table 10.2-8. Average dpa and Helium Production Rates 
in Test Module #4 Obtained Using Different Calculational Models 

One-dimensional calculation 
Three-dimensional calculation 

Unrecessed surrounding zones 
Recessed surrounding zones 

Average dpa Rate 
(dpa/FPY) 

5.13 

4.09 
4.11 

Average He Production 
Rate (He appm/FPY) 

39.10 

37.72 
39.98 

103 cm. Included also in the table are the results obtained from the one
dimensional calculation normalized to the average wall loading of 1.226 MW/m2 

in module #4. The higher values obtained from the one-dimensional calculation 
are related to the axial variation of source. Using the average wall loading 
in the one-dimensional calculation properly accounts for the total number of 
source neutrons crossing the module wall. However, in the actual three
dimen~ional calculation with the peaked source distribution most of these 
neutrons are incident perpendicular to the wall and have a larger chance to 
penetrate all the way to the shield behind the test module. The effect is 
less pronounced for helium production which occurs only at high neutron ener
g i es ( > 1 MeV ) . 

The effect of using neutron multipliers in the surrounding shield was 
also investigated. A shield that consists of 80 vol.% multiplier, 10 vol.% 

316 SS, and 10 vol.% H2o was considered. Be and Pb were considered as neutron 
multipliers. The results obtained by three-dimensional calculations are given 
in Table 10.2-9 in comparison with the results obtained using a stainless 
steel shield. Pb results in higher average dpa rates than Be. This is due to 
the fact that while the neutrons produced from (n,2n) reactions in Pb are 
emitted isotropically, the neutrons are preferentially emitted in the forward 
direction in the case of Be with a smaller fraction of them returning into the 

test module. However, the gain in average dpa rate is very small and does not 
justify the added complexity in the shield design. Furthermore, using a neu

tron multiplier results in reducing the average helium production rate. This 

is attributed to the fact that the neutrons produced in the (n,2n) reaction 
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Table 10.2-9. Effect of Using Neutron Multipliers in the 

Shield on Average Darnage Rate in Module #4 

Obtained From Three-Dimensional Calculations 

Average dpa Rate Average He Production 
(dpa/FPY) Rate (He appm/FPY) 

316 SS shield 4.11 39.98 

Be shield 4.11 39.42 

Pb shield 4.16 38.91 

have energies in the low MeV region where the (n,a) cross section is quite 

small. The effect is more pronounced for Pb due to the softer spectrum of the 
neutrons produced in the (n,2n) reaction. Therefore, there is no incentive 

for using a neutron multiplier in the shield. 

The dpa and helium production profiles in modules #3 and #4, obtained 

from the three-dimensional Monte Carlo calculations using the geometrical 

model of Fig. 10.2-9, are given in Figs. 10.2-10 and 10.2-11. These profiles 

reveal that the peak dpa and He production rates in the test modules are 10 

dpa/FPY and 120 He appm/FPY, respectively. The dpa rates drop to a value of 

~ 1.5 dpa/FPY at the back of the module. The helium production rate drops to 

~ 10 He appm/FPY. Table 10.2-10 lists some of the key darnage parameters in 

modules #3 and #4. 

Coupled neutranies and photonies calculations for the two materials test 

modules were performed to determine the power density profiles. A peak power 

density of 4 W/cm3 occurs in module #4. Notice that this gives the power per 

unit volume of the module which was considered to consist of a homogeneaus 

mixture of NaK, steel and He. The. corresponding peak power density in the 

test capsule is 6.67 W/cm3. This is about 14% less than the 7.75 value ob

tained using the one-dimensional model. This is expected due to the assumed 

uniform axial source distribution in the one-dimensional model. The average 
• 

power density in the test modules is 1.3 W/cm3 which corresponds to an average 

capsule power density of 2.17 W/cm3 compared to a value of 3.16 W/cm3 obtained 

from the one-dimensional calculations. 
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Table 10.2-10. Key Darnage Parameters for the Materials Test Modules 

Test Module #3 Test Module #4 
Peak dpa rate (dpa/FPY) 7.5 70 
Minimum dpa rate (dpa/FPY) 2 1.5 
Average dpa rate (dpa/FPY) 3.38 3.92 
Peak He production rate (He appm/FPY) 70 120 
Minimum He production rate (He appm/FPY) 15 10 
Average He production rate (He appm/FPY) 29.5 35.1 

Another way of expressing the darnage in the test specimen is to sum the 
product of the darnage level times the volume of the test zone that can produce 
that darnage level. This parameter accounts for the number of specimens that 
can be irradiated to high levels. It can be calculated by multiplying the 
average darnage level by the total test capsule volume in the module. This 
number reflects the total space available not only for specimens but also for 

temperature, stress, and environmental control. 
will operate on the following schedule. 

Year 
1 

2-3 
4-7 
8-20 

10% 

We have assumed that TASKA-M 

% Availability 
(hydrogen operation) 

15% 
25% 
50% 

Therefore, the device is expected to operate for 7.8 FPY. 
Because of the large pressure of the helium gas coolant, the final module 

design employs two hemispherical heads at both ends of the modules. This re
sults in removing two rows of capsules from each module. The number of cap
sules in module #4 is reduced to 180 while the number in module #3 becomes 
276. The total volumes of the capsules utilized in modules #3 and #4 are 74.5 
and 70.6 ~' respectively. The average darnage rates are expected to be higher 

than those obtained from the three-dimensional calculations where it is as
sumed that the whole module width is utilized for testing. On the other hand, 
lower darnage rates are expected in module #3 due to use of a separate water 

cooled first wall that can handle the large surface heat flux. The three-
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Table 10.2-11. Volume 1ntegrated Darnage in the Final Design 

of the Materials Test Modules, 

Module #3 

# of capsules 276 

Total capsule volume (R.) 74.5 

Maximum dpa rate (dpa/FPY) 5.5 

Average dpa rate (dpa/FPY) 3.38 

Cumulative dpa-R. 1960 

Maximum He production rate (He appm/FPY) 70 

Average He production rate (He appm/FPY) 29.5 

Cumulative He appm-R. 17140 

Module #4 

180 
70.6 

10 
3.92 

2160 

120 

35.1 

19330 

Table 10.2-12. Dpa-R. Values per FPY of Operation in Different Facilities 

1NTOR 182 

TASKA 1510 

FM1T 5 

RTNS-11 0.0003 

TASKA-M 530 

dimensional results were used to determine the values for the volume inte

grated darnage accumulated at the end of life of the device given in Table 
10.2-11 for both modules. The total dpa-R. value obtained in TASKA-M is 4100. 

This corresponds to 530 dpa-R. per FPY of operation. Table 10.2-12 gives a 

comparison between the values of dpa-R. obtained per FPY of operation for the 

different proposed fusion facilities. While the value for TASKA-r~ is only 35% 

of that in TASKA, (l) the dpa-R. figure of merit in TASKA-M is a factor of ~ 3 

higher than that in 1NTOR( Z) and much higher than the corresponding values in 

FM1T( 11) and RTNS-11.(lZ) The time integrated dpa and dpa-R. values for TASKA

M are given in Fig. 10.2-12. 1t can be seen that in the 7.8 FPY operating 
scenario, the maximum accumulated darnage in steel is ~ 78 dpa. 
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The main objective of TASKA-M is to provide a large volume for use in 
technology testing. Although the device itself, including the physics on 
which it is based does not have to extrapolate to a power reactor, most of the 
technology features should be reactor relevant. One of the salient technology 
features in TASKA-M is the development, testing and qualification of blanket 
concepts which are particularly suitable for power reactors. Information such 
as tritium breeding and e1ergy multiplication only depend on the source of 
radiation, the geometry of the blanket and the materials used. Such infor
mation is generic to all reactor concepts. Surface wall heating, however, is 
different in a tandem mirrar than in a tokamak. Thus, such data would not be 
universally applicable to all reactor concepts. In TASKA-M, space has been 
provided for testing both liquid metal and solid breeder blanket concepts. 

There are many aspects to testing and qualification of a blanket concept 
for ultimate use in a power reactor. Obviously safety and environmental 
acceptability are close to the top of the list. Other obvious aspects are 
structural, thermal, neutranie and chemical. All the other aspects fit into 
subcategories of the ones listed above. 

The successful use of liquid metals in the fast breederprogram has 
carried over into fusion power research. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that liquid metals have been serious candidates as blanket materials in fusion 
power reactors from the earliest days of fusion research and still are today. 
The two leading candidates are Li 17Pb83 with a melting temperature of 235°C 
and Li which has a melting temperature of 180°C. Both self-cooled and sepa
rately cooled liquid metal blankets are under consideration for fusion. The 
self-cooled liquid metal blanket is ideally suited for the central cell in 
tandem mirrors, and thus, the blanket design proposed for testing in TASKA-M 
is self-cooled. The higher surface heating and large MHD pressure drop due to 
the higher magnetic field in a tokamak may preclude the use of self-cooled 
liquid metal blankets on the inboard side because of excessive pumping power 
lasses. 

Tests relating to safety and environmental issues need not be performed 
in a test reactor and will not be conducted in TASKA-M. Structural, thermal, 
neutranie and chemical issues relating to material compatibility, corrosion, 
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tritium permeability, containment and extraction are tests that must be per
formed within a test reactor because they are influenced by the neutranie 
environment. These tests will be performed in TASKA-M. 

Two blanket modules, one utilizing Li 17Pb83 and the other Li are designed 
to fit in the same slot within the central cell shown in Fig. 10.3-1. They 
will be tested consecutively. Both are self-cooled once-through tubular 
designs, with a single inlet and outlet connection. The Li 17Pb83 module has 
seven rows of tubes and the Li module, ten rows of tubes. The structural ma
terial is the ferritic steel HT-9. The modules are designed to accommodate an 
ICRF antenna located in close proximity to the plasma. Because the antenna 
effectively acts as a limiter, issues of plasma-wall interactions are critical 
and it must be capable of being removed from the device with a minimum of ef
fort. These and other considerations will be discussed in the following 
sections. 
10.3.2 Structural Design 
10.3.2.1 General Description. The design of the liquid metal blanket in 
TASKA-M draws on the experience gained in earlier tandemmirrar studies such 
as WITAMIR(1) and TASKA.(2) Although the designs all differ slightly, they 

share the once-through tubular concept and all have a single inlet and outlet 
header. 

The liquid metal blanket test module consists of rows of tubes distri
buted axially, running from an upper manifold to a lower manifold as shown in 
Fig. 10.3-2. Breeding material comes in through a horizontal header at the 
top, distributes axially within the upper manifold with the aid of the mag
netic field, then flows through the tubes araund the plasma collecting in the 
lower manifold and exiting through the outlet header. The inner radius is 22 
cm, the axial length is 83 cm and the thickness is 45 cm for the Li 17Pb83 
module and 64 cm for the Li module. The structural material is the ferritic 
steel HT-9. Material fractions by volume are 7% structure, 73% breeding ma
terial and 20% void. 

All the tubes have an outer diameter of 7.04 cm and a wall thickness of 
1.6 mm. The axial spacing from tube center to center is 7.3 cm and the radial 
spacing is 6.32 cm. At the point where they connect to the manifold, the 
tubes neck down to a diameter of 5.2 cm. This provides more space for welding 
on the inside of the manifold. Figure 10.3-2 shows that the first row of 
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tubes is manifolded through a special fitting designed to supply breeding ma
terial to both sides of the tube simultaneously. This design is unique to 
TASKA-M and is done for several good reasons. Firstly, the small plasma 
radius in TASKA-M makes it very difficult to make sharp bends in the front 
tubes at the connection points to the manifold. Secondly, the special fitting 

is designed to avoid stagnation points at the flow separation and thus allevi
ates the probability of hot spots. 

Table 10.3-1 gives the parameters of the liquid metal blanket module both 
for Li 17 Pb83 and Li. 

Figure 10.3-3 shows the liquid metal blanket module as part of the as
sembly used to support it and insert it into the test reactor. The assembly 

consists of the module, integral reflector/shield and the seal flange. Hori
zontal insertion is used to fit the assembly into the test reactor. The as
sembly flange then makes a seal to the reactor vacuum chamber. Figure 10.3-3 
shows the ICRF coaxial feed penetrating the flange through an insulating fit
ting. In reality, a separate flange/shield/reflector assembly would be used 
such that the ICRF would be removed independently of the blanket module. 

The Li blanket module will have ten rows of tubes per side instead of 
seven. A completely new assembly will be needed to accommodate it. However, 
the space within the reactor and the components in it will not need tobe 

modified. That is to say, the Li blanket assembly will fit into the same slot 

as the Li 17 Pb83 blanket assembly and the two will be completely interchange
able. 
10.3.2.2 ICRF Antenna Integration. Plasma heating by ICRF requires that 
antennas be situated within the central cell in close proximity to the plasma. 

One of the antennas falls within the axial span occupied by the liquid metal 
module. To accommodate the ICRF antenna, four of the front tubes have to be 
eliminated, to provide space on the sides and in the back of the antenna. Two 
schemes have been considered for integrating the antenna within the blanket 
module. Figure 10.3-4 shows a scheme where the antenna is supported on a 
horizontal coaxial feedthrough and Fig. 10.3-5 is a cross section at midplane 

for the same case. It can be seen that altogether 26 tubes had tobe elimi
nated. Although the fact that the antenna is supported on a cantilever is a 
drawbac~, a major advantage of this scheme is that the blanket module need not 

be removed for servicing the antenna. In the second scheme, the antenna is 
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Table 10.3-1. Parameters of Liquid Metal Blanket Modules 

First wall radius, cm 

Axial extent, cm 

Blanket thickness, cm 

Number of tube rows/side 

* Total number of tubes 

Tube outer diameter, cm 

Tube inner diameter, cm 

Axial tube spacing, cm 

Radial tube spacing, cm 

Outer diameter of transition section, cm 

Inner diameter of transition section, cm 

Length of transition section, cm 

Material fractions 

HT-9 structure, % 

Breeding material, % 

Void, % 

Mass of full module, tonnes 

Mass of empty module, tonnes 

Li 17Pb83 

22 

83 

45 

7 

148 

7.04 

6. 72 

7.30 

6.32 

5.20 

4.92 

2.8 

7 

73 

20 

7.50 

0.54 

*This number is prior to tube removal for ICRF antenna. 
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Li 

22 

83 

63.9 

10 

210 

7.04 

6.72 

7.30 

6.32 

5.20 

4.92 

2.8 

7 

73 

20 

1.60 

0.94 
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Fig. 10.3-4. Plan view of horizontally supported antenna. 
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supported on a vertically located coaxial feedthrough as shown in Figs. 10.3-6 
and 10.3-7. Fourteen tubes are eliminated and the upper manifold is notched 
to make space for the coaxial feedthrough. In this design the antenna is 
effectively suspended from the top, a very good way to support it. However, 
because the antenna and the blanket are interlocked, both have to be removed 
together. Thus, in order to service the antenna, the blanket module has to be 
removed as well. This can be a very serious handicap if the lifetime of the 
antennas due to sputtering is short. Table 10.3-2 summarizes the advantages 
and disadvantages of the two schemes. 
10.3.2.3 Stresses. The blanket modules are supported on the bottom manifold 
with the load path going through the reflector, vacuum chamber and then to 
externa1 structure supporting the central cell. In the case of the Li 17Pb83 
module, the total mass is ~ 7.5 tonnes. An analysis has been made to deter
mine the stresses on the front tubes for the Li 17Pb83 case. The tubewas 
modeledas a continuous ring fixed on the bottom and built-in on rollers 
(capable of vertical movement) at the top. It is loaded at the top by the 
weight of the manifold and along its length by the mass of the tube and the 
breeding material as shown in Fig. 10.3-8. 

Figure 10.3-9 is a free body diagram of the front tube where P is the 
vertical force, N1 the horizontal force and M1 the moment at the bottom fit
ting. Summation of the moments about the point of analysis yields the follow
ing equation: 

M = -M1 - N1r(1 - cos ~) + P(r sin ~) - wr2 (~ sin ~ + cos ~- 1) (10.3-1) 

where M is the moment at the section at angle ~' r the average radius of 
curvature and w the tube mass per unit length. 

To solve for M1 and N1 we make use of the expression for flexural energy, 

M2r u = J ru d~ (10.3-2) 

where E is the modulus of elasticity and I the moment of inertia. From this 
we obtain the boundary conditions 

therefore J M ~ a~ = 0 aM1 
10.3-10 
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Table 10.3-2. Advantages and Disadvantages of the 
Two Methods of Antenna Integration 

Scheme Advantages Disadvantages 
• Lower breeding Horizontal Support • Antenna can be removed 

w/o moving blanket module 
• Simple manifold 

• Undesirable support 
method 

Vertical Support • Higher breeding 
• Desirable support method 

• Blanket must be removed 
for servicing antenna 

• Complicated upper 
manifold 

and 
au _ 

0 äfJ!- therefore J M ~~ a~ = 0 
1 

(10.3-4) 

Integrating Eq. 10.3-1 from 0 < ~ < ~ and setting it equal to zero according 
to Eq. 10.3-3 we obtain, 

From the second boundary condition, we can solve for N1• Since aM/aN1 = r(l -
cos ~), we get 

f M ~ a~ = f Md~ + f M(- cos ~) d~ = 0 • aN 1 

From Eq. 10.3-5 J M d~ = 0, thus we integrate the second term 
~ 

J M(- cos ~) d~ = 0 and obtain: 
0 

Substituting in Eq. 10.3-5 we solve for M1 

2Pr wr2 
Ml = -~-- 2. 
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Fig. 10.3-6. Plan view of vertically supported antenna. 
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Fig. 10.3-8. Model of front tube in the module. 

Fig. 10.3-9. Free boqy diagram of front tube in the blanket. 
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These values of N1 and M1 can now be used in Eq. 10.3-1 to calculate the 
bending moments at any point on the tube. Further, the vertical and hori
zontal reactions at each section are resolved into normal forces (tangent to 
the radius of curvature) and shear forces (perpendicular to the radius of 
curvature). The following force and moment convention is used: 
Normal forces: Compressive forces are negative (-) 

Tensile forces are positive (+) 

Shear forces: Directed away from center, negative (-) 
Directed toward center, positive (+) 

Moments: Producing tension on inner surface (-) 
Producing compression on inner surface (+). 

The resulting normal and shear forces, and the moments for 0 < ~ < n calcu
lated every 15° are listed in Table 10.3-3. 

The negative bending moment at ~ = 0 indicates that the inner surface of 
the tube is in tension at that point due to the forces acting on it from the 
mass of the Li 17Pb83 • The maximum bending moment, however, occurs at ~ = 135° 
and produces a compressive stress in the inner surface. 

The maximum blanket operating pressure is ~ 0.7 MPa which produces a hoop 
stress of ~ 15 MPa and a longitudinal stress of 7.5 MPa. Only the longitudi
nal stress adds directly to the tube bending stresses. Table 10.3-4 gives the 
bending stresses and the total stress (exclusive of thermal) on the inside and 
outside surfaces of the front tube as a function of the angle ~. Positive 
values are tensile. 

Figure 10.3-10 is a plot of the stresses in the front tube for the 
Li 17Pb83 blanket module as a function of the angle ~. The maximum stresses 
occur at the upper transition section at ~ = 180° and are 31.25 MPa compres
sive on the inner surface and 43.85 MPa tensile on the outer surface. The 
maximum design stress intensity for HT-9 at 550°C is 110 MPa taken as 2/3 of 
the yield strength. It can be seen that the stresses are far below this 
value. 

The effect of the thermal stresses will be to put the inner surface into 
further compression and the outer into further tension. In the worst case the 
stresses can double in magnitude. This, however, still leaves a large margin 
of safety with respect to the maximum design stress intensity. 
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Table 10.3-3. Normal Forces, Shear Forces and Moments on the First Tube 

of the L1 17Pb83 Module as a Function of the Angle ~ 

~ Normal Force Shear Force Moment 
( degrees) (N) (N) (Nm) 

0 45.58 386.6 -51.17 

15 137.90 338.53 -8.57 

30 ?.08.87 270.61 17.60 

45 254.90 190.44 42.14 

60 274.80 106.03 63.89 

75 269.81 -25.12 82.03 

90 243.28 -45.53 96.08 

105 200.12 -100.81 105.89 

120 146.53 -137.23 111.64 

135 89.14 -153.60 113.59 

150 34.41 -150.75 112.46 

165 -11.96 -131.48 108.69 

180 -45.58 -100.00 102.85 

Normal Force: Compressive (-), Tensile (+) 

Shear Force: Toward center (+), Away from center (-) 

Moment: Producing tension an inner surface (-), Producing compression 
an inner surface (+) 
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Table 10.3-4. Bending and Total Stresses on the First Tube of the 
Li 17Pb83 Module as a Funct1 on of the Angle ~ 

Bending Stresses Total Stress * Total Stress * 
~ on on 

( de~rees) ( MPa) Inside Surface (MPa) Outside Surface (MPa) 

0 ±18.68 25.38 -11.98 

15 ±1.47 9.26 6.32 

30 ±3.03 5.07 11.13 

45 ±7.25 0.99 15.50 

60 ±10.99 -2.70 19.28 

75 ±14 .11 -5.83 22.39 

90 ±16.53 -8.33 24.73 

105 ±18.22 -10.14 26.30 

120 ±19.21 -11.29 27.13 

135 ±19.54 -12.30 26.78 

150 ±19.35 -11.95 26.75 

165 ±18.70 -11.23 26.17 

180 ±37.55 -31.25 43.85 

Tensile stress (+) 

Compressive stress (-) 

*Total stresses with the exception of thermal stresses. 
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10.3.3 Neutranies 
Neutraniesanalysis has been performed for blanket #1 which is utilized 

for liquid metal blanket testing. The blanket is self-cooled implying that 

the liquid metal breeder acts also as the coolant. A tubular design was con
sidered in which the liquid metal flows in tubes made of the ferritic steel 

alloy HT-9 with an outside diameter of 7.04 cm and an inside diameter of 6.72 
cm. The tubes are arranged with axial and radial spacings of 7.30 and 6.32 

cm, respectively. This corresponds to an average blanket volumetric compo

sition of 73% liquid metal, 7% HT-9, and 20% void. A uniform inner wall 
radius of 22 cm is considered except for a 30 cm wide zone in which the wall 

is recessed to a radius of 29 cm for locating the ICRF antenna. The total 

width of the test module is 83 cm. The axial variation of the neutron wall 

loading is shown in Fig. 5.1-2. The peak and average wall loadings are 1.22 
and 0.85 MW/m2, respectively. 

The primary goal of the neutranies analysis is to design blanket test 

modules which have reactor relevant neutranies parameters. Local tritium 

breeding ratios ) 1.15 and energy multiplications ) 1.3 are requfred. The 

required tritium breeding ratio exceeds unity by a margin that allows for tri

tium lasses and radioactive decay and possible data uncertainties and calcula

tional deficiencies. A large value of energy multiplication is required be

cause of its impact on the overall cost of energy in a power reactor. Previ
ous analysis(3) indicated that using the manganese steel Fe-1422 (14 wt.% Mn, 

2 wt.% Ni and 2 wt.% Cr) as a reflector at the back of the blanket enhances 

the overall energy multiplication considerably. Notice that the energy multi

plication is defined as the ratio of the total recoverable energy deposited in 
both the blanket and reflector to the fusion neutron energy of 14.1 MeV per D

T fusion. A Fe-1422 reflector that is cooled by 5 vol.% water is used in this 

design. 
The two leading liquid metal breeder candidates, namely, liquid lithium 

and Li 17 Pb83 , are considered. Two separate modules were designed to fit in 

the same slot designated for liquid metal blanket testing. A series of one

dimensional neutranies calculations has been performed to determine the proper 

enrichment and thickness for the two blanket test modules. The total blanket 

and reflector thickness was fixed at 90 cm. In the calculations, a 50 cm 

thick shield was used. Two atom fractions of 6Li in lithium, namely 7.42% 
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(natural lithium) and 90%, were considered. The one-dimensional discrete or
dinates code ONEDANT(4) was used to model the problern in cylindrical geome

try. We used the P3sa approximation with a coupled 46 neutron-21 gamma group 
cross section library based an the VITAMIN-e data library(5) and the MACKLIB
IV-82 response library.(6) 

Figure 10.3-11 gives a plot of the tritium breeding ratio T versus the 
energy multiplication M for Li and Li 17Pb83 blankets with different Li enrich
ments and blanket thicknesses (68). It is clear from these results that the 
best neutranies performanc.e in which large values of T and M can be obtained 
simultaneously can be achieved when highly enriched lithium is used in 
Li 17Pb83 • On the other hand, there is no incentive for increasing the enrich
ment in the liquid lithium blanket beyend the natural abundance of 7.42% 6Li. 
Therefore, the liquid lithium blanket module is designed with natural lithium 
while the Li17Pbs3 blanket utilizes lithium enriched to 90% 6Li. 

Figure 10.3-12 shows the Variation of the tritium breeding ratio with 
blanket thickness for the two modules. A blanket thickness of 63.9 cm which 
corresponds to ten rows of tubes was chosen for the liquid lithium module. 
This yields a tritium breeding ratio of 1.19. For the Li-Pb module a thick
ness of 45 cm is used with seven rows of tubes resulting in a triturn breeding 
ratio of 1.15. Table 10.3-5 gives a summary of the design parameters and 
tritium production results for both modules. It is clear that in the Li-Pb 
module a negligible amount of tritium is produced via the 7Li(n,n'a)t reaction 
due to the domination of the Pb(n,2n) reaction in the high energy range. On 
the other hand, about 44% of tritium production is contributed by 7Li in the 
liquid lithium module oecause of its large atomic fraction. The radial vari
ation of the Volumetrie tritium production rate in both modules is shown in 
Fig. 10.3-13. The results are normalized to a unit wall loading and are given 
per unit volume of the tubes. The results indicate that a lower tritium pro
duction rate occurs at the front of the Li-Pb blanket than at the front of the 
Li blanket. This is attributed to the large nuclide density of Pb and the 
small density of 7Li which is responsible for most of the breeding at high 
neutron energies. However, as one moves deep in the blanket, the neutron 
energy spectrum softens considerably resulting in a large contribution from 
6Li. This is reflected in a larger tritium production rate in the highly 
enriched Li-Pb module. The local peaking at the back of the blanket due to 
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Table 10.3-5. Comparison Between Design Parameters and 

Tritium Production Results for Li and Li-Pb Blanket Modules 

Lithium Enrichment (% 6Li) 

Blanket Thickness (cm) 
Number of Tube Rows 

Reflector Thickness (cm) 
Tritium Breeding (Tritons/fusion) 

6Li(n,a)t 
7Li(n,n'a)t 

Total 
Tritium Production Rate (Triton/s) 

Per Unit Wall Loading Per 1m 

Wi dth 

Li Blanket 
7.42 

63.9 

10 

26.1 

0.67 
0.52 

1.19 

7. 28 X 1017 

Li-Pb Bl anket 
90 

45 

7 

45 

1.15 
0.002 

1.15 

7.04 X 1017 

neutron reflection is more pronounced in the Li-Pb case since the reflected 

neutrons will have a considerably soft spectrum. 
Table 10.3-6 gives the results for the nuclear heating in MeVper D-T 

fusion in the blanket and reflector zones of the two blanket modules. The 

overall energy multiplication is 1.371 in the Li blanket and 1.344 in the Li
Pb blanket. While 58% of the total nuclear heating is due to gamma heating in 
the Li-Pb blanket, gamma heating represents only 35% of the total heating in 
the Li blanket. This is due to the large gamma absorption in lead. The power 

per 1m width is also given for the two blanket modules normaltzed to 1 MW/m 2 

wall loading. Fora unit wall loading the peakpower density in the first 
wall is 6.91 W/cm3 for the Li blanket and 6.22 W/cm3 for the Li-Pb blanket. 

The radial variation of the power density in the Li blanket and reflector 

is illustrated in Fig. 10.3-14. The results are normalized to 1 MW/m2 wall 
loading and are given per unit volume of the tubes. Most of the contribution 

to nuclear heating in the blanket comes from neutron heating via absorption in 

lithium. The small gamma heating contribution results from gamma production 

and subsequent gamma absorption in the structure. In the metallic reflector 

nuclear heating is dominated by gamma heating. Figure 10.3-15 shows the 
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Table 10.3-6. Nuclear Heating Results for the Li and Li-Pb Bl anket Modul es 

Li Bl anket Li -Pb Bl anket 
Nuclear Heating (MeV/fusion) 

Blanket 
Neutron 11.85 7.31 
Gamma 2.95 6.41 
Total 14.80 13.72 

Refl ector 
Neutron 0.61 0.70 
Gamma 3.93 4.53 
Total 4.54 5.23 

Total Recoverable Energy 19.34 18.95 
Energy Multiplication 1.371 1.344 

Power Per Unit Wi dth ( MW/m) for 
1 MW/m2 Wall Loading 

Blanket 1.45 1.35 
Reflector 0.45 0.51 
Total 1.90 1.86 

radial power density variation for the Li-Pb case. Unlike the Li case, large 
gamma heating occurs in the Li-Pb blanket due to the strong gamma absorption 
in lead. The pronounced peak at the back of the blanket is attributed to the 
absorption in lead of the gammas generated in the metallic reflector. It is 
this strong gamma absorption in lead that results in shifting the peak power 
density in the reflector away from the interface with the blanket. 

Due to the large axial variation of the neutron wall loading along the 
first wall of the blanket module, the power density in the module will vary 
axially as well as radially. The radial variation of power density was ob
tained from the one-dimensional calculations with the axial variation of wall 
loading to get an estimate for the r and z dependence of the power density 
instead of performing expensive two-dimensional calculations. The power 
density at the first wall (r = rw) is considered to be proportional to the 
wall loading. Hence 
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( 10.3-6) 

where Pf is the front power density for a unit wall loading. We assume that 
the blanket is thick enough such that the axial variation in power density at 
the front of the module will disappear at the back of the module resulting in 
a uniform axial distribution. The power density at the back of the module is, 
therefore, given by 

(10.3-7) 

where Pb is the back power density for a unit wall loading and r is the 
n 

average wall loading for the module. 
At a given axial position z, the power density is assumed to decrease 

exponentially with r according to the relation 

(10.3-8) 

The factor rw/r is used to account for the cylindrical geometry. Note that 
the 1/e folding distance X is allowed to vary with z to account for the dif
ferent axial distributions at the front and back of the module. The values of 
Pf and Pb can be determined by fitting the radial variation in the blanket at 
unit wall loading to an exponential form as indicated by Eq. 10.3-8. Using 
Figs. 10.3-14 and 10.3-15 we get values for Pf of 3.7 and 5.7 W/cm3 for the Li 
and Li-Pb blankets, respectively. The corresponding values for Pb are 0.3 and 
0.5 W/cm3• Setting r = rw + 68 in Eq. 10.3-8 and substituting for P(rw,z) and 
P(rw+ö8 ,z) from Eqs. 10.3-6 and 10.3-7 we get 

X( z) (10 .3-9) 

Substituting in Eq. 10.3-8 yields the power density distribution 

P(r,z) (10.3-10) 
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Although this formula was derived forauniform wall radius, it can still be 
used for the TASKA-M blanket module, where the wall is recessed by only a few 
centimeters to accommodate the ICRF antenna. In this case rw and ß8 will be 
allowed to vary with z in Eq. 10.3-10. However, one must keep in mind that 
Eq. 10.3-10 is not perfectly accurate as it does not account for power density 
peaking at the back and sides of the module due to reflection from the sur
rounding shield. The power density profiles obtained using Eq. 10.3-10 are 
shown for the Li and Li-Pb blanket modules in Figs. 10.3-16 and 10.3-17, 
respectively. 
10.3.4 Thermal Hydraulics 
10.3.4.1 MHD Effects. The dominant force on a conducting fluid across the 
magnetic field lines is the MHD force. The effect of the MHD force is to 
increase the pressure drop and retard heat transfer by suppressing turbulence. 
In a D-T fusion reactor blanket, with the breeding material serving also as 
the coolant, the only severe heat transferproblern occurs at the first wall. 
For TASKA-M, the first wall surface heat load is ( 10 W/cm2. The effects of 
MHD on heat transfer are, therefore, not critical and the heat transfer calcu
lations can be carried out by assuming no turbulence. The MHD pressure drop 
will increase the stress in the blanket and also increase pumping power. The 
lower neutron wall loading in TASKA-M compared to a power reactor allows a 
lower coolant velocity which in turn will reduce the MHD pressure drop. Its 
magnitude and effects, however, still have to be assessed. 

It is well known that whenever an electrically conducting fluid flows 
across field lines, eddy currents will appear wherever curl [~x B] is non
zero. This produces a retarding force which causes extra pressure drops in 
the fluid. These pressure drops will be classified here into two cate
gories,(7) the Hartmann and end-of-loop effects. 

The Hartmann pressure gradient arises in fully-developed laminar flow 
with a uniform transverse magnetic field. For such a flow between parallel 
plates, in a uniform magnetic field normal to the plates, the pressure gra
dient is given by the following equation:(8) 

(10.3-11) 
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where ~ = viscosity 
v = coolant velocity 

C = wall conductance ratio, crwtwfcra 

a = channel half-width 2 2 B a cr H = Hartmann number; H = -
~ 

crw = electrical conductivity of the wall material 
cr = electrical conductivity of the coolant 

tw = wall thi ckness. 

When the fluid is in a channel with a conducting wall and under large magnetic 
fields (H >> 1 + 1/C), the last term of Eq. 10.3-11 dominates, giving 

dP vß~crwtw 
- ax = a(l + C) • 

(10.3-12) 

If the wall is strong enough to withstand the pressure and the corrosion of 
the liquid metal, the value of Cis usually on the order of 1o-2 or larger; 

hence, Eq. 10.3-12 is an excellent approximation in the present range of 

Hartmann numbers (H ~ 105). 

The end-of-loop effects are caused by gradients of [~ x !] in the flow 

direction. The resulting pressure drops are given approximately by the fol
lowing equation(8) 

(10.3-13) 

Here b is the mean half-width of the local cross section in the direction 
normal to B

1 
while the subscript av indicates the arithmetic average of values 

for initial and final cross sections (or velocities). The coefficient KPIE 
has been presented by Hoffman and Carlson(7) for flows in tubes and ducts with 

varying B1 ; the results are summarized in Figs. 10.3-18 and 10.3-19. The same 

plots are used here to estimate KprE for changes of Velocity and channel 
width; in this estimation LF is taken as the downstream length of the region 

of va ry i ng vB 1 • 

The MHD pressure drops for the Li 17Pb83 and Li coolants are calculated 
from Eq. 10.3-12 and 10.3-13, based on data summarized in Table 10.3-7. The 

results are summarized in Table 10.3-8 for the LiPb blanket. The calculations 
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Table 10.3-7. Liquid Metal Test Module Parameters 

Averagewall loading, MW/m2 

Peak wall loading, MW/m2 

Energy production rate, MW/m I MW/m2 

Module width, m 

Innerlauter radius, cm 

Breeder/coalant 

Local tritium breeding ratio 

Blanket energy production, MW 

Reflector energy production, MW 

Magnetic field, tesla 

Module neutron power, MW 

Tritium production rate, g/d 

Li Pb 

0.84 

1. 22 

1. 35 
0.83 

22/67 
Li Pb 

1.15 

0.95 

o. 36 

4.2 

0.96 

0.21 

Li 

0.84 

1.22 

1.45 
0.83 

22/85 

Li 

1.19 

1.02 

0.32 

4.2 

0.96 

0.22 

are based on a local magnetic field of 4.2 tesla. The resulting pressures are 

shown in Fig. 10.3-20. The largest pressure drop occurs in the feed and dis

charge tubes due to the high local velocity. This pressure drop has been re

duced by using a laminated tube structure, with a sleeve 1 mm thick, which is 

insulated from the main structural tube. The thin inner wall reduces the 

Hartmann pressure drop as can be seen from Eq. 10.3-12. The liquid metal 

testing module thermal hydraulic parameters are given in Table 10.3-9. 

10.3.4.2 Heat Transfer Calculations. The temperature profile in the coolant 
tube can be calculated by assuming only conduction. This can be justified due 

to the MHD effects on suppressing of turbulence. The most se\'ere heat trans

fer problems occur in the first row of tubes. The energy depc1sited in the 

first row of tubes consists of a volumetric component due to ruclear heating 

and a surface heating load from the plasma. 

For a slab geometry with a constant velocity, constant surface heat flux, 

and exponential Volumetrie heat flux, the temperature profile can be cal
culated by: 
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Table 10.3-8. Summarized MHD Pressure Drop Calculations for LiPb Module 

v, m/ s r, cm LF I b Kp 1 E tw, mm L, .m ßPE ßPM L ßp 
MPa 

Feed pipe 
Feed pipe turns 

to manifol d 
Manifold turns 

to blanket 
tube 

Bl anket tube 
Blanket tube 

turns to 
manifold 

Manifol d turns 
to di scharge 
pipe 

Discharge pipe 
TOTAL 

0.13 

0.13 

0.025 

0.025 

10 

10 

3.5 

3.5 

0.025 3.5 

0.13 10 

0.13 10 

10 0.1 5 

2 0.15 

2 0.15 

1.6 

2 0.15 

2 0.15 

10 0.1 5 

3 

0.69 

3 

0.06 0.11 0.17 

0.1 0.1 

0.01 0.01 

0.01 0.01 

0.01 0.01 

0.1 0.1 

0.06 0.11 0.17 

0.57 

Table 10.3-9. Liquid Metal Testing Module Thermal - Hydraulic Parameters 
Li Pb Li 

Blanket power, MW 0.95 1.02 

Blanket coolant 
Coolant temperature, °C 
Coolant flow rate, kg/hr 
Maximum structural temp., oc 
Maximum coolant velocity, cm/s 

* MHD pressure drop (MPa) 
M . bl k t (MPa)** ax1mum an e pressure 
Pumping power, kW 
Reflector power, MW 
Reflector coolant 
Coolant temperature, °C 
Coolant flow rate, kg/hr 

Li Pb 
300/450 
1.37 X 105 

512 
2.5 

0.57 

0.42 

2.3 

0.36 

H20 
80/150 

411,00 

* Total MHD drop from entrance to exit from blanket module. 

Li 

300/450 
5.8 X 103 

500 
1.8 

0.45 

0.35 

1.4 

0.32 

H20 

80/150 

3900 

**Maximum blanket pressure can be less than total MHD drop because half of 
MHD drop occurs at exit from blanket. 
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00 

+ I 
n=1 

2 w 
+~(at) 11 2 ierfc[ x] 

1\ 2(at)l/2 
( 10. 3- 14) 

in which ~n = n n ( 10.3-15) 

Wv i s the nuclear heating rate 

X i S the distance from the surface 

b is a constant defined by Eq. 10.3-15 and equal to 0.54 

Wo is a constant defined by Eq. 10.3-15 and equal to 6.7 W/cm3 

R is thickness of the slab is 7 cm 

K i s thermal conductivity, equal to 0.22 W/cm-K 

a is thermal diffusivity, equal to 0.156 cm2;s 

t is y/Vo 
y i s distance from entrance 

Vo is coolant ve 1 oc i ty, equa 1 to 2.5 cm/s 

Ws ; s surface heat i ng, equa 1 to 10 W/cm2 

This equation can be used to calculate the complete temperature profile within 
each tube of the blanket. The first wall is subjected to a relatively large 

surface heating from the plasma and, consequently, has a more severe heat 

transfer problem. The equation to calculate the first wall temperature, at 

x = 0, can be simplified to the following form 

T - T. = 3. 4 t + 22.4 t 112 • o 1n 

At the exit, t = 27.6 s, and T0 = 512°C. This is high but judged to be 

acceptable. 
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10o3o5 Test Program 
10o3o5o1 Introductiono For the TASKA-M blanket, a number of engineering 

tests have to be performedo A list of the engineering tests is tabulated in 

Table 10o3-10o The purpose of the tests is to subject a complete test blanket 

system to a fusion environmento The results of the engineering tests will 

provide the information required to construct and operate the blankets for the 

next generation of fusion deviceso 

The flow diagram of the TASKA-M liquid metal blanket module and heat re
jection system is shown in Figo 10.3-21o The cycle involves a heat rejection 

system for normal operation and a test module for engineering testingo The 
heat rejection system consists of an intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), with a 

helium secondary coolanto A low temperature heat exchanger operates in the 
range of 100 ~ 150°Co This low temperature will ensure minimum tritium leak

age to the water coolanto The tritiumwill be recovered from the primary 
coolant by a well-established system; perhaps not highly·efficiento A possi

ble method for tritium removal in the LiPb is vacuum pumpingo The tritium 
leaked into the intermediate coolant can be oxidized and removed by molecular 

sieve techniqueso 

Table 10o3-10o Information To Be Obtained from the Test Program 

0 Temperature Distribution 
0 Pressure Distribution 

Corrosion 

Corrosion Product Transport 

Corrosion Product Cl eanup 
Tritium Production 

Tritium Recovery 

Tritium Isolation 

Neutron Heating 
0 Nuclear Spectrum 

Material Activation and Decay Heat 
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The testing program will also study various methods of tritium recovery, 

tritium isolation, steam generator Operation, and corrosion product cleanup. 

This is a small part of the whole engineering system and operating conditions 

can be varied to study the effect of different parameters. 
The instrumentation for the module will be required to obtain the test 

data for eventual correlation. The most important data are velocity, tem

perature, pressure and tritium concentration. The bulk information for these 

can be obtained by many conventional methods. From this information, the 

energy production and tritium breeding rates can be calculated and compared to 

the neutranie calculation. However, if local pressure, temperature, velocity 

and tritium concentration are required, the instrumentation required will be 
far more complicated. Such information would be useful to calibrate the 
neutranies calculation and to predict MHD effects, and is valuable to the 
b 1 anket des i gn. 

10.3.5.2 Tritium Recovery from Liquid Metal Test Blankets 
Individualized tritium recovery systems have been designed for the liquid 

lithium and the liquid lithium-lead alloy test blankets. The proposed re

covery systems utilize conservative designs which can be thoroughly tested be

fore the breeder blankets are installed. For this reason a separate test mod

ule is located on each of the liquid metals circuits so that additional tech
niques may be investigated. The proposed heat transfer system, Fig. 10.3-21, 

utilizes an intermediate helium circuit in order to separate the tritium
bearing liquid metal from the water-cooled heat rejection circuit. The para

meters used in this study for each of the three heat transfer circuits and the 

two heat exchangers are given in Table 10.3-11. 
Although the primary goal of these experiments is the demonstration of 

tritium breeding and recovery in liquid metal breeders, it is equally im

portant to demonstrate that this objective can be met in an environmentally 
acceptable manner. This objective requires that tritium lasses to the water 
coolant be controlled to a limit which is representative of a full-scale 
fusion power plant. The Blanket Camparisan Systems Study(12) suggests that 

tritiumlasses to water coolant should be < 100 Ci/d per 4000 MW (thermal), 
i.e. 2.5 x 1o-2 Ci/d•MW(th); a more restrictive environmental study(13) sug

gests that total tritium lasses from a fusion plant should be < 10 Ci/d per 

plant, i.e. ~ 3 x 10-3 Ci/d•MW(th) to environmental cooling water. The 
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Table 10.3-11. Parameters for the Liquid Metal Heat Transfer System 

Liquid Li Test Blanket 

Structural material: ferritic steel 

(HT-9) 

Temperature: 450/300°C 

Mass Li: 2 x 103 kg 

Flow rate: 5.8 x 103 kg/hr 
Pressure, T2: 1.3 x 10-10 mbar 

Tritium removal system: absorption 

on yttri um 

Liquid LiPb Blanket 

Coolant/Breeder: Li 17Pba3 
Structural material: ferritic steel 

(HT-9) 

Mass LiPb: 2.1 x 104 kg 

Fl ow rate: 1. 37 x 105 kg/hr 

Temp.: ,450/300°C 
Pressure, T 2: 1. 3 x 10-4 mbar 

Tritium remova 1 system: vacuum 

degassing 

Intermediate Heat Exchanger 

Type: tube-i n-steel 

Ma teri a 1 : ferri ti c s tee 1, HT -9 

Tube surface are~: 30 m2 

Tube thi ckness: 1. 65 mm 

Intermediate Heat Transfer Circuit 

Coolant: Helium 

Structural material: ferritic steel 

(HT-9) 

Temperature: 450/300°C 

He Mass: 1.45 x 103 moles 

He flow rate: 4.6 x 103 kg/hr 

He pressure: 50 atm 

Tritium removal system: T2o 
adsorption 

Water Coolant Circuit 

Coolant: H2o 
Structural material: ferritic steel 

(HT-9) 

Temp.: 150/100°C 

H20 mass: 4.3 x 103 kg 
H20 flow rate: 1. 71 x 104 kg/hr. 

H2o pressure: 6 a tm. 

Heat rejection: water (ambient 

tempera ture) 

Water-Cooled Heat Exchanger 

Type: tube-in-steel 

Material: ferritic steel, HT-9 

Tube surface area: 11 m2 

Tube thickness: 2 mm 
Tritium diffusion barrier factor: 10 
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initial goal set for this study was to limit the tritium loss to the water 
coolant at < 3 x 10-3 Ci/d for this 1 MW(th) system. This goal requires a 

tritium partial pressure < 1.3 x 10-10 mbar in the intermediate circuit. 

Tritium removal systems were then designed for each liquid metal breeder 

blanket which would meet the tritium loss rate goal. 

10.3.5.2.1 Liquid Lithium Breeder. Because of the high solubility at 

low pressure of hydrogen (tritium) in liquid lithium, several extraction 

systems( 14 ) have been proposed for the recovery of tritium. The technique of 

tritium transfer directly from the liquid lithium in contact with yttrium 

metal foil was chosen for this study for the following reasons: (1) low 

tritium concentrations in lithium can be obtained without the need for hydro

gen isotope dilution; (2) no foreign chemieals are introduced into the lithi

um; and (3) experimental thermodynamic and kinetic data exist. 

With the proposed tritium pressure of 1.3 x 10-10 mbar in the intermedi

ate, helium circuit, further tritium removal in the heliumwas avoided when a 

tritiumremoval systemwas designed to limit the tritium pressure to the same 

value in the liquid lithium. Based on the Sievert•s constant for tritium in 

liquid Li( 15 ) (Ks = 7.13 X 104 wppm•mbar- 112 at 400°C), the low tritium 

pressure desired, 1.3 x 1o-10 mbar, has the additional benefit that the triti

um concentration is low, 0.818 wppm, and the total tritium inventory in the 

lithium is only 1.64 g. 

Initially, it was assumed that the tritium extraction could be accom

plished by the diversion of only 0.3% of the Li flow to a yttrium trap at 

250°C so that.the tritium pressure upon exit liquid from the trapwas 1.3 x 

1o-11 mbar and the concentration 0.259 wppm•T/Li. Based upon the Sievert•s 

constant for tritium in yttrium( 15 ) (1.93 x 109 wppm•mbar- 112), a full day·~ 
tritium generation, 0.22 g tritium, could be accommodated in 275 g yttrium. 

It has been experimentally determined,( 16 ) however, that the mass transfer 

rate, ß, is very small, ~ 10-5 cm/s at 250°C, where ß is defined by the 

following relationship, 

lnE.._= -ß~t 
C V 

0 

where: c0 = initial concentration T in Li 
c = final concentration T in Li 
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ß = mass transfer constant 
s = surface area of yttrium 
v = volume of lithium 
t = residence time. 

Because v = mt, where m is the mass flow rate of Li to the TRS (Tritium 
Removal System) and the residence time must equal this flow time, the 
relationship becomes, 

For the appropriate values given in the previous paragraph for c0 , c, ß 

and m, S = 1.0 X 106 cm2; the thickness of the yttrium foil to supply this 
area is 1.2 x 10-4 cm when the foil is considered to have two reactive 
surfaces; however, the volume of Li covering the foil is only 9.1 cm3. Clear

ly, a greater volume of Li is required to cover and flow over the Y surface. 
In order to obtain more Li in the TRS, a greater fraction (20%) of the 

total Li flow was diverted to the TRS; consequently, a smaller detritiation of 
'the Li was needed. The concentration ofT in Li upon exit from the TRS is 
0.810 wppm and the concentration (T in Y) is 2.5 x 103 wppm. As a result the 
weight of Y required decreased to 88 g to absorb 1 FPd tritium generation. By 
use of Eq. 10.3-16, sy = 6.3 x 105 cm2, which could be provided by yttrium 
foil with a thickness of 6.4 x 10-5 cm (reactive on both sides) and the foil 
i s covered by 644 cm3 Li.. In order to have unrestri cted fl ow channe 1 s through 
the foil channels the Li inventory was increased by 103, making the TRS 
contain,... 0.64 m3 Li, not an unreasonable size. The yttrium foil thickness 

was increased by 10 to 6.4 ~. With some development work, such high surface 
area yttrium flakes could be fabricated. 

After one full power day usage, the lithium flow is diverted to a second 

yttrium trap and the loaded yttrium trap is regenerated. Recovery of tritium 
from the yttri um requi res that all the 1 ithi um must be drai ned from the trap 
and the tritium released by vacuum degassing or purging with argon at high 
temperature. Experiments in the removal of tritium from yttrium in flowing 
argon indicate that the desorption reaction is very slow,( 17) probably due to 
a tenacious oxide surface barrier on the yttrium surface, therefore, at 900°C 

only 10% of the tritium was assumed to be released in 12 hr. As described 
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previously, the yttrium foil was fabricated ten times thicker than required; 

consequently, after several recycle operations the yttriumwill contain 2.20 g 

(T) of which 10% (0.22 g), one day's tritium generation, is released upon each 

recycle. This retention of tritium in the yttrium does increase the tritium 

inventory to 4.18 g (T) when two traps are used alternately. 

As previously discussed no further removal of tritium is required in the 

intermediate helium circuit when the lithium test blanket is in use. With an 

assumed oxide barrier on the water-cooled heat exchanger (which reduces the 

tritium permeation by a factor o,f 10), the tritium lass to the coolant water 

is only 2 x 10-3 Ci/d, within the initial goal. 

10.3.5.2.2 Li1zPba3 Test Blanket. The heat transfer system for the 

lithium-lead alloy test blanket is identical to that used for the lithium test 

blanket, shown in Fig. 10.3-21. In fact, the intermediate helium circuit and 
I 

the water-coolant circuit can be the same for each experiment with only the 

primary liquid metal breeder blanket, and possibly the intermediate heat ex

changer, requiring replacement for each liquid metal. 

The liquid LiPb alloy test circuit has a permanent TRS for the removal of 

tritium at the rate it is generated in the breeder. Also, in the circuit is a 

test module TRS which can be used to conduct special tritium removal tech

niques and also to test concepts such as double-walled heat exchangers. The 

present study is limited to design and performance of the permanent TRS and 

the potential lass of tritium to the water coolant. 

The partial pressure of tritium in equilibrium with solutions of tritium 

in LiPb alloy is much higher at the same T concentration than in the liquid 

lithium. As a result, the T concentration in solution must be kept very small 

in order to maintain acceptably low T2 partial pressures. The technique of 

tritium transfer to yttrium metal in contact with the liquid metal, which was 

useful in the lithium system to maintain low tritium concentration, cannot be 

used with the LiPb alloy because of Y-Pb compound formation. Of the remaining 

extraction techniques, only vacuum degassing or gas sparging appear to be 

reasonably developed technologies. This study focuses on the use of vacuum 

degassing for the TRS, although no experimental studies exist presently on any 

of the possible tritium removal techniques. 

Previous study of vacuum degassing of the LiPb alloy indicated( 1S) that 

1.3 x 10-4 mbar pressure was an achievable lower limit for the entire liquid 
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metal circuit. Based upon the Sievert's constant(19) of 1.6 x 10-2 wppm· 
mbar-1/2 at 400°C, the T concentration of the alloy is 1.8 x 10-4 wppm, which 

yields an inventory in the entire alloy blanket of only 4 x 10-3 g (T). 

The Tritium Removal System by vacuum degassing of the liquid alloy must 
remove tritium at the rate it is generated, 0.21 g/d, therefore, 40% of the 

liquid alloy flow is diverted to the TRS kept at a r2 pressure of 1.3 x 10-6 

mbar. As a result, the concentration of T in the alloy is reduced from 1.8 x 
10-4 wppm to 1.8 x 10-5 wppm. A pump speed of 1.6 x 104 1/s is required at 

-6 1. 3 x 10 mba r. 

The required surface area of the liquid alloy pool is determined by use 
of Eq. 10.3-16, in which ß has been approximated( 18 ) to be 10-1 cm/s based 

upon Observations of H removal from molten steel. The 3.3 m2 surface area 
required is accomplished with a circular pool of 1 m radius ... For a 10 s resi

dence time in this vacuum chamber the depth of the alloy is 4.6 mm. Agitation 
is necessary to induce rapid bottom to top circulation in the liquid. 

At the T2 pressure of 1.3 x 10-4 mbar in the liquid metal, the intermedi

ate helium loop would also attain the same r2 pressure at steady-state. Be
cause the HX to the water coolant operates at a lower temperature and includes 

an oxide barrier in the water side of the HX tubes which decreases permeation 
by- 10 fold, the permeation rate to the water is 1.75 Ci/d. While this 
tritium loss is acceptable for this test blanket, it needs to be reduced in 

order for the test to be representative of a full-scale reactor. This re

duction is accomplished by the use of a TRS in the helium circuit. 

In order to reduce the T2 pressure in the helium loop, oxygen at a 
pressure of 1.3 x 10-2 mbar is introduced in order to form T20 where the equi
librium constant at 400°C is defined by the relationship, 

[PT 0] 
Kp 

2 = 
[P ]•[P ]1/2 

T2 02 

and Kp = 2 X w1 3 atm-112 for H2. 

If Kp for T2 is similar and the T20 pressure is kept at 1.3 x 10-3 mbar 

by use of a molecular sieve dessicant column, then the r2 pressure is 
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- lo-14 mbar; the fraction of the He flow, f, which must be diverted to the 

drying column is determined by the relationship 

• • 6 g T2/mole r2o _1 
f = T [(Xin - Xout) • m(He) x 4 g Re/mole Re ] 

where: t 
m(He) 

= tritium generation rate 

= helium flow rate 

Xin' Xout = the male fraction of T20 into and out of the desiccant 
column, respectively. 

For this calculation the tritium generation rate is the permeation of T2 from 

the liquid metal loop which is 2.26 x 10-3 male T2/d. The male fractions of 

T20 were determined from the partial pressures of T20 and He; the other para
meters are given in Table 10.3-11. A steady state pressure of 6.5 x 10-4 mbar 

T2o was taken as representative of a regenerated molecular sieve drying column 

operating at 95°C. The fraction of helium flow diverted to the drying column 
is only 0.6%. A full day's tritium inventory on the drying column before 

regeneration would contain only 1.4 x lo-2 g (T). The total tritium in the 
helium circuit is only 2.3 x lo-4 g, mostly as r2o. 

With the use of the technique of the additional TRS in the helium, the 
permeation of tritium to the coolant water is a very low 2 x lo-S Ci/d. This 

TRS provides a significant reduction in the tritium lass to the water. It 

also provides a safety system in the event that the TRS in the liquid lithium

lead alloy or the liquid lithium circuits becomes inoperable. In such an 

event the flow to the TRS in the helium circuit could be increased while the 
primary TRS was being repaired. For this reason, additional dessicant columns 

for standby use are recommended for the He-TRS circuit. 

The design parameters for the TRS's in the liquid lithium test blanket, 

the liquid lithium-lead test blanket, and in the helium circuit are summarized 
in Table 10.3-12. 

The tritium inventory and the lass of tritium to the coolant water for 

the two liquid metal test systems are summarized in Table 10.3-13. As noted 

in the table, the tritium inventory in the liquid lithium-lead alloy is very 

small. 
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Table 10.3-12. Parameters for Tritium Removal Systems (TRS) 

Liquid Lithium Blanket Liquid LiPb Blanket 
Tritium removal technique: yttrium 

absorption 
Daily operation: 1 column in use, 1 

column in regeneration 
Fracti on of fl ow to TRS: 20%· 

Temperature TRS: 250°C 
Tritium partial pressures 

Entrance: 1.3 x 10-10 mbar 
Exi t: 1. 29 x 10-10 mbar 

Tritium concentration 
Entrance: 0.818 wppm 
Exi t: 0.810 wppm 

Yttrium flakes 
Weight: 880 g 
Surface area: 630 m2 

Thickness: 6.4 ~m 
T2 Removal from Y: vacuum degassing 

@ 900°C 

Intermediate Heat Transfer Circuit 
Heat transfer fluid: helium 

Tritium removal technique: vacuum 
degassing 

Operation mode: continuous 
TRS 

Fraction of coolant flow: 40% 
Temperature: 300°C 

Tritium partial pressures 
Entrance: 1.3 x 10-4 mbar 
Exi t: 1.3 x 10-6 mbar 

Tritium concentration 
Entrance: · 1.8 x 10-4 wppm 
Exi t: 1. 8 x 10-5 wppm 

Dimensions: circular cylinder 
Surface area: 3.1 m2 

Radius: 1.0 m 
Depth, alloy: 4.6 mm 
Gas flow: 2.1 x 10-2 mbar-t/s 
Pump speed: 1.6 x 104 t/s @ 

1.3 x 10-6 mbar 

Tritium removal technique: oxidation with catalyst and adsorption of T2o 
Fraction of helium flow to TRS: 0.6% 
Operation mode: continuous oxidation; desiccant; 1 in use, 1 in recycle daily 

Partial pressure in helium: 
T2 = 10-14 mbar 
T2o = 1.3 x 10-3 mbar 
o2 = 1.3 x 10-2 mbar 

Desiccant meaterial: molecular sieves 
Temperature: 95°C 

TRS Pressure T20 inlet: 
outlet: 

1. 3 x 10-3 mbar 
6.5 x 10-4 mbar 
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Table 10.3-13. Tritium Inventory and Loss Rate for 
Liquid Metal Heat Transfer Systems 

Liquid Li Test System 
Tritium loss to coolant water: 2 x lo-3 Ci/d 

Liquid LiPb Test System 

Inventory T (g) 

Li blanket 1.64 
Y getter 

Total 
4.18 

5.82 

Tritium loss to coolant water: 1.5 Ci/d without intermediate TRS 
2 x 10-5 Ci/d with intermediate TRS 

Inventory T { g) 
LiPb blanket 4 X 10- 3 

He circuit 2 X 10-4 

Desiccant 1.2 X 10-2 

Total 0.0142 

10.3.5.3 Corrosion Product Transport 

Corrosion and corrosion product transport may be a critical issue in a 

liquid metal blanket. It may limit the maximum operating temperature of a 

liquid metal and this limits the thermal efficiency of the power cycle. Both 

MHD effects and radiation effects may affect the corrosion rate. Therefore, 

an integral test in the proper environment is very important. 
The best test would be similar to a corrosion experiment in a conven

tional system. A coupon is inserted in the high temperature region to study 

the corrosion rate. The weight change of the coupon, as well as the com

position change near the exposed surface will be measured as a function of 

temperature, velocity and exposed time. The measurement of the deposition is 

more difficult. One way is to ease the heat rejection system in the test 

section. The velocity and friction factor will be varied as deposition 

occurs. The operation of a valve is another good indication of the corrosion 
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product deposition. However, the best method of observing the deposition of 
the corrosion product is to cut open the cold section of the loop and measure 
the deposition of various materials. The thickness~ porosity, and composition 
of the deposition can all be measured at various locations. 

If the corrosion problern is judged to be too severe for continued Oper
ation of the coolant loop, either a corrosion inhibitor can be added to the 
coolant, or a cold trap for the corrosion product can be added. It was found 
that 100 ~ 200 ppm of Al or Mg will significantly reduce the corrosion rate in 
Li(9) or Pb(lO}, respectively. On the other hand, the MARS study recom
mended(ll) the use of a cold trap to keep the corrosion product concentration 
in the primary loop always below the saturation concentration at the lowest 
tempera'ture of the loop. The cold trap system employed a regenerator heat 
exchanger attached to cool a side stream of the coolant to a relatively low 
temperature and precipitate out the corrosion products. It is not possi ble at 

· this time to pick which method to use to minimize corrosion, since either 
method will certainly have to be tested conventionally before it will be 
incorporated into the TASKA-M system. 
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10.4. Solid Breeder Blanket 

10.4.1 Introduction 

10.4.1.1 General Scope 

The solid breeder test blanket is one out of four test modules (blanket 
No. 2 in Fig. 10.4-1) located at the central cell of TASKA-M, Fig. 4.1-2. Adecision 

has been made that this module should serve as a test bed for all kinds of 

solid blanket materials rather than as a breeding blanket. There are mainly 
two reasons for this: 

a) There arestill a number of candidate breeder materials under discussion. 

Therefore it is desirable to have the possibility to exchange the materials 

inserted into the high flux region adjacent to the plasma (without disas

sembling the blanket). 

b) The space available for the test blanket is limited. It is an annulus with 

the following dimensions: 
- inner radius 0.25 m 

- outer radius 0.40 m 

- 1 ength 0. 43 m 

Especially the small blanket thickness of 0.15 m makes it impossible to obtain 

a breeding ratio near unity. The size and shape of the available space does 

not allow a complete design typical of a breeding blanket in a larger fusion 

device, but it allows to test the operation of the key blanket components, 
namely the materials with its cooling and tritium breeding and extraction 

principle. 

To show how this can be carried out in TASKA-M, as example the test blanket 

No. 2 is introduced which includes simultaneously some new ideas. 

10.4.1.2 The Qualities of the chosen Concept 

An important problern in designing a solid breeder blanket is the confinement 

of tritium on one hand and the possibility of tritium extraction on the other 
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hand. The usually proposed method of tritium extraction is to have helium 

flowing through the breedermaterial and extract the tritium on line from 
the helium. To accomplish this, quite a large number of connecting tubes 

inside the blanket an~ to the outside are necessary. To avoid the problems 

associated with this solution a blanket concept has been proposed /1/ which 
exhibits the following features: 

- The blanket consists of a mixture of Li-ceramic breeder spheres with lead 
spheres, which are both confined by steel shells. 

- The ballsare filled in stainless steel tubes, which are coiled up araund 
the plasma; the balls are cooled by pressurized waterat 10 MPa pressure 
( 300 °c). 

- Tritium extraction is made by continuous or batchwise removal of balls 

and heating them to the temperature required for tritium extraction. 

This concept has the following advantages: 
1. The advantage of liquid breeders, namely, the decoupling of tritium 

production and extraction with the possibility of optimizing the tritium 

extraction process, 

2. the advantages of ceramic breeders, namely, 

- the use of a much less corrosive material than liquid metal, 

- no problems of a radioactive liquid metal hazard, 

3. the use of a totally canned breeding material, which remains canned 

even in a pressure tube rupture accident. 

4. The quality to replace the breeding ba"lls or the test spheres in a short 

time. 

The problern associated with this concept is the difficulty to obtain a 

high breeding ratio due to the small volume fraction of breeder material. 

Fora breedermaterial test bed however the breeding ball concept offers a 

number of advantages while the disadvantage of the lower breeding ratio is 

not important. Therefore it has been used for the test blanket described in 

thi s report. 
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10.4.2 Design Description 

10.4.2.1 Overview 

The central cell of TASKA-M has been designed as a permanent structure with 
openings for the four test modules. The position of the ,four modules can be 
seen in Fig. 4.1-1. These test modules slide into openings from both 
sides like drawers. Each blanket test module consists of the blanket zone, 
the reflector zone, the shielding zone and the outer flange with the vacuum 
seals. Fig. 10.4.-1 shows the outer dimensions of 
the two blankets. Transfer flasks have been designedwhichpermit the exchange 
of test modules under vacuum conditions. To accomplish this, the test modules 
have tobe designed for removal without disconnecting any internals, e.g. 
cooling lines and mechanical attachments. 

One important goal in designing the solid breeder test blanketwas the 
possibi1ity to exchange the bt·eeder material fast and easily without 

disassembling the module. This has been accomplished by designinq a machine 
for insertion and withdrawal of the breeding balls and spheres for all desired 
blanket materials in a short time and, if necessary, even during operation. 

Another important goal stated for the designwas a high margin for in
creasing power by operating at a high pressure of the coolant up to 100 bar. 

All components can cope with about twice of the rated power. The dimensions 
chosen for the blanket region allow a linear swelling rate of up to 5 %. 

In order to get a reliable design there are no welds or sharp bends in the 
high flux region. The number of penetrations through the vacuum flange has 
been minimized. All these penetrations remain welded permanently. This means, 
that they don•t have tobe disconnected when the blanket module is exchanged. 
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10.4.2.2 Blanket Zone 

The breeding material is contained in spherical shells with an outer diameter 

of 30 mm. Theseballs are filled into pressure tubes made of SS 316 and with 

an inner diameter of 34 mm and a 3 mm wall thickness. The pressure tubes are 

coiled up around the plasma. There are 4 layers of coils, each of them having 

about 9 windings. This arrangement can be seen in Fig. 10.4.-2 and 3 showing 

the 4 layers of coils, their access tubes and the reflector/shield region. 

Each layer gets a different neutron flux since they are arranged concentrically. 

The content of each layer can be exchanged separately in order to avoid mixing 

of breeding balls with different neutron fluences. To accomplish this, each 

layer has separate access tubes (inlet and outlet) for breeding balls and 

cooling water. There are 4 inlet and 4 outlet tubes penetrating the vacuum 

flange. Access tubes and the windings of the coils have the same dimensions. 

They are welded together outside the high flux region. The length of the 4 

pressure tubes is 20 to 25m, leading to a content of 650 to 850 balls each. 

Balls and tubes are cooled by pressurized water. The innermost coil forms the 

first wall and is heated at the inner side by a surface heat flux in addition 

to the Volumetrie heat generation in the tube wall and the balls. 

The coils are attached to the reflector by clamps in a way that thermal ex

pansion and swelling do not cause additional stress. Fig. 10.4.-3 shows a 

cross section of the coils and the attachment to the reflector. The clamp 

used for the attachment can be seen in Fig. 10.4.-4. 

The geometric dimensions of the blanket are summarized in Table 10.4-1 
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Table 10.4-1: Geometry of Breeding Ball Blanket 

a) Breeding Zone 
outer radi us 
inner radi us 
length 
tube outer diameter 
tube wall thickness 

tube length 
tubematerial 
breeding ball diameter 
wall thickness of the shell 
she 11 materi a 1 

breeding material 

volume fractions in the breeding zone 

breeding material 

steel 
water 
void 

b) Reflector/Shield 
plate thickness. 
p 1 ate material 
cooling tube outer diameter 
cooling tube wall thickness 
cooling tube material 

10.4-9 

40 cm 
25 cm 
43 cm 
40 mm 

3 mm 
20- 25 m 

ss 316 

30 mm 
2 mm 

ss 316 

Li 20 

20 % 
32 % 
28 % 
20 % 

50 mm 
ss 316 

22 mm 

1 mm 
ss 316 
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10.4.2.3 Reflector and Shield Zone 

The reflector and the shield zone are composed of flat steel plates which are 
bolted together. Cooling tubes are located between the plates. This can be 
seen in Figs. 10.4-2 and 3. The cooling tubes are embedded in grooves of non
circular cross section. The original circular tubes are deformed to an 
elliptical shape by clamping them between the plates in order to obtain a 
good thermal contact between tubes and plates. Fig. 10.4-5 shows a cross section 
of a cooling tube after deformation. An additional contact pressure is caused 
by the coolant pressure which tries tobend back the tube to a circular 
cross section. The plate thickness and the spacing between the tubes depends 
on the volumetric heat generation and the allowable temperature variation 
in the 'plates. 

The heat generation by neutrons and gammas decreases strongly with increasing 
distance from the plasma(see Figs. 10.4-12 and 13),but nevertheless the plate 
thickness has been kept constant in order to keep fabrication as simple as possiDle. 
Only the spacing between the tubes is adjusted to the local heat generation. 

There is a considerable heat flux to the front surface of the reflector 
facing the neutral beam ducts, caused by charge exchange particles. 
This surface is covered by separate cooling tubes as can be 

seen in Figs. 10.4-3 and 6. 

Boron carbide rods are located near the vacuum flange of the blanket module 

to increase neutron shielding. Fig. 10.4-7 shows the arrangement of two rows of 

boron carbide rod bundles schematically. 

There is one inlet and one outlet manifold for the cooling water located at 
the backside of the shield. All cooling tubes are welded to these manifolds 
after assembling the reflector 1 shield plates. A cross section of the manifold 
is shown in fig. 10.4-8. From the manifolds there is only one inlet as well 

as one outlet tube penetrating the vacuum flange. These penetrations are sealed 
by welding after bolting together ·the plates and the vacuum flange. One 
disadvantage of this reflector design is the rather large surface area 
of the plates which may increase the outgassing time. If this is a problem, 

the plates can easily be sealed at their circumference. 
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Fig. 10.4-7 Water Cooled Boran Carbide Rod Bundles 

Fig. 10.4-§ Cross Section of the Cooling Water Manifold 
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10.4.2.4 Refilling Machine 

Each of the 8 access tubes to the blanket is closed by a separate valve 
block, containing two double valves for closing the cooling water line and 

the ball exchange line. The refilling machines are flanged to those valve 

blocks after removing blank flanges. All flanges are designed for remote 
handling. Fig. 10.4-9 shows the valve blocks and the refilling machines attached 

to the blanket access tubes at the outer side of the vacuum flange. A cross 

section of a valve block and a refilling machine can be seen in rig. 10.4-10. 

ldentical machines can be used for insertion and withdrawal of the breeding 

balls. The machine designed for batchwise exchange is operated hydraulically 

using the cooling water as working fluid. It is a closed system without 

sliding seals in order to avoid any leakage of tritiated water. The 

housing of the machine is designed for the full operating pressure but 
the hydraulic pump has to deliver a differential pressure only to over-

come friction between ball and tube. The normal mode of operation of the 

refilling machine is to push one ball after the other into the tube and 

let balls come out at the other end of the tube with the same frequency. 

A system of interlocks has been designed for this purpose, which is operated 

hydraulically too. It is anticipated that it takes less than one hour to 

exchange the balls contained in one of the four layers of blanket tubes. 

Provisions have been made to empty the ball exchange lines and to check 

the tightness of the valves at both sides prior to disconnecting the 

refilling machines. 

10.4.3 Neutranie Calculations 

In the neutron and gamma transport calculations, the one-dimensional discrete 

ordinate code, ONEDANT /8/, is used with the University of Wisconsin 46-neutron, 

21-gamma group cross-section set condensed from the ENDF/B-IV based Vitamin C 

and MACKLIB libraries in P3, S8-approximations. The actual shape of the 

TASKA-M test pebble blanket module is modeled in the code by cylindrical 

geometry (fig. 10.4-ll)with homogenized regions. The breeding zone contains 

then: 32% SS 316, 28% H2o, 20% breeding medium (Li 20) and 20% void. 

The reflector/shield consists of 95 % SS and 5 % water. 
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The objective of the caleulations is to provide neeessary data for the 
design of the blanket cooling system and to give an indication of the breeding 
ratio expeeted. 

It should be mentioned that the one-dimensional eylindrieal geometry must be 
assumed as rather rough ~pproximation with respeet to rather small lateral 
real dimensions. This is even true if the zone strueture homogenization does 
not influenee the ealeulated results for the given eireumstanees (Spheres 
diameter of 3 em, not very soft speetrum). Therefore, more aeeurate results 
can be provided only on the basis of three-dimensional ealeulations whieh 
eonsider the mutual influenee of neighbouring modules. Nevertheless, present 
evaluation of the radial power distribution (Figs. 10.4-12 and 13) may be re
eognized as satisfactory for the preliminary design of the eooling system. 

The following energy multiplieation faetors M have been ealeulated 

a) Blanket Region 
B reedi ng Zone 
Refleetor/Shield Zone 

Total 

b) Antenna Region 

M = 0.81 
M = 0.5 

M = 1. 31 

M = 1. 53 

Another interesting result of the neutranie ealeulation is the tritium 
produetion rate. The total breeding ratio, using enriehed Li with 30 % 6Li 

and 90 % of the theoretieal densit.Y has a surprisingly high value of , 
0.71 eombined of 0.66 6Li(n,a)T and 0.05 7L~(n,n'a)T. The neutranies data 
are sumMarized in Table 10.4-2. 

10.4.4 Thermal Hydraulie Analysis 

Separate eooling eyeles have been designed for the blanket and the refleetor/ 
shield region. The analysis is restrieted to the module itself sinee all 

requirements and problems involved in the design of heat exehangers and 
piping systems are eommon with other parts of the maehine and similar 

fusion devices. The detailed thermal hydraulie data are assembled in 

Tab. 10.4-3. 
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Table 10.4-2: Neutranies of Breedin9 Ball Blanket 

Tritium breeding per Neutron 

6Li(n,a)T 0~659 
7Li(n,n'a)T 0.054 

total breeding ratio 0.713 

energy multiplication 

in breeding zone 0.81 
in reflector/shield 
behind breeding zone 0.5 

breeding zone + 1.31 

refl ector 

reflector/shield 
behind antenna 1. 53 
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Fig. _10.4-11 Calculational Scheme of the Test Module 
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Fig. 10.4-13 Heat Generation in the Reflector/Shield behind the Antenna 
(Normalized to 1 MW/m2 Neutron Wall Loading) 
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Tab. 10.4-3: Thermal Hydraulic Data 

Therma 1 Load: 

average neutron wall loading 
breedi ng zone 
antenna zone 

peak wall loading in antenna zone 

total heat generation in 
breedi ng zone 

total heat generation in 
reflector/shield behind breeding zone 

total heat generation in reflector/shield 
behi nd antenna · 

eooling Water: 

a) Breedi ng Zone 
tota 1 mass fl ow rate 
inlet pressure 
inlet temperature 
pressure drop 
temperature rise 

b) Reflector/Shield Zone 

total mass flow rate 
inlet pressure 
inlet temperature 
temperature rise 
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0.73 MW/m2 

0.638 MW/m2 

0. 74 MW/m2 

380 k\4 

130 k~/ 

270 kW 

1. 8 kg/s 
5 ·MPa 

150 °e 
2 MPa 

50 K 

2 kg/s 
3 MPa 

40 °e 
50 K 
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10.4.4.1 ßlanket cooling 

The breeding ball blanket suggested for a larger Tokamak reactor /1/ is 

cooled by boiling water. In that system a pressure of 10 MPa leads to 
steam conditions at the turbine (after a heat exchanger) identical to a 

ßoiling Water Reactor. For the breeding material test bed in Taska-M, 
however,there is no need todesignapower cycle at all. Therefore subcooled 
water at 5 MPa is used as a coolant. 

The heat generation in the breeding material and the heat fluxes at the 

ball and tube surfaces are sufficiently low, to avoid any heat transfer 

problems. Therefore, the analysis_ is restricted to the determination of 

coolant mass flow rate and pressure drop in the blanket tube. Only the first 
row of tubes has been analyzed, since, the heat input is considerably lower 

for the followinq rows. 

Coolant Mass Flow Rate 

The average neutron wall loading in the solid breeder test blanket is 
0.73 MW/m2 as can be seen in fig. 5. 1-2. Assuming a surface heat flux 

density of q" = 0.05 x 0.73 MW/m2 and a first wall surface of 0.6 m2, the 

surface heat load to the first row of tubes is 22 kW. The volumetric heat 

generation in the blanket region is shown in Fig. 10.4-12 for a normalized 

neutron wall loading of 1 MW/m2. The average value for the first 3.75 cm 
(equivalent to the homoqenized first row of tubes) is 6.4 W/cm3 or, 
with the averaqe neutron wall loadinq of 0. 73 MW/m2, q' 11 = ~.67 W/cm3. 
This leads to a volumetric heat qeneration of 112 kW. The total heat inout 
to the first row therefore amounts to 134 kW. Between in.iet and outlet 
a coolant temperature rise of 50 K has been chosen, resuHing in a r.1ass flm-t rate 

of 0.6 kg/s. 

The total heat qeneration in the breedinq reoion is 380 kW. leading to a 

total coolant mass flow (at ßT = 50 K) of 1.8 kg/s. 

10.4-21 
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Coolant Pressure Drop 

The breeder balls have a diameter of 30 mm and fit into the pressure tube 
with a radial gap of 2 mm. This is a rather complicated coolant channel 
geometry where the calculated velocity varies between wmax = 3.6 m/s 
wmin = 0.8 m/s between the spheres. The pressure drop is caused mainly by the 

flow separation in the part w~ere the velocity d~creases, leading to a small pressure 
recovery. It is rather difficult to estimate theoretically a recovery factor 

and the friction pressure drop for the given case. Therefore, a benchmark 
experiment has been perfQrmed in a 1:1 geometry to determine the drag 
coefficient. A detailed description of this test is reported in /2/. A drag 
coefficient of ~ = 0.5 has been calculated from the measured data for one 
ball and the given Re-number of 105. Using this coefficient, the pressure 
drop in the inner blanket tube containing about n = 750 balls is 

2 
öp = p/2 · wmax · n ·~ ~ 2 MPa, with p density 

10.4.4.2 Reflector/Shield Coo~ 

The thickness of the reflector plates is determined by the volumetric heat 
generation since cooling tubes are located between plates only. Fdr a conservative 
lay-out the shielding provided by the antenna is neglected. 

Fig. 5.1-2 shows a maximum neutron wall loading in this part of 0.74 MW/m2. 

Using the radial power distribution in Fio. 10.4-13 a maximum local heat 
generation density of 9 W/cm3 is calculat~d. 

The closed packed arrangement of cooling tubes near the first wall surface 

as shown in Fig. 10.4-3 results in a maximum temperature variation inside 
the plates of less than 100 K. The thermal stresses caused by this 
temperature variation are not too large since the plates do not carry any 
mechanical load. 

A good thermal contact between plate and cooling tube is maintained by 
clamping the tubes between the plates in non-circular grooves. The tempe
rature difference between tubes and plates is small, the temperature level 
low, therefore the thermal stressesarenot critical. 

10.4-22 
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Ta determine the cooling water flow rate in one tube, the heat generation 
in the plate with the highest thermal load has to be calculated. This heat 
generat i on i s 

Q '"·M·n·D·t ·05 p = l'n p ' 

with ~n neutron wall loading 
M energy multiplication in reflector/shield 

D diameter in the antenna region 

tp plate thickness 

Qp = 0.058 MW 

0.74 MW/m2 

1.532 

0.65 m 

0.05 m 

A water velocity of 0.5 m/s has been assumed, resulting in a mass flow rate 
of 0. 15 kg/s. 

The inlet conditions of the cooling water are 
T = 40 °C ; p = 3 MPa 

A heat i nput of 58 kW results in a temperature ri se of 90 K. 

If the same water velocity is used in all the 13 tubes, the total water 

flow rate is ~ 2 kg/s. With a total heat generation in the reflector/ 
shield of 400 kW a temperature rise in the cooling water after mixing is 
calculated to 50 K. 

10.4.5 Stress Analysis 

10.4.5.1 Stress and strain distribution in a thin-walled pressurized tube 

with unsymmetrical irradiation creep. 

Blanket tubes in the zone of the first wall of a fusion reactor are exposed 
to high doses of fast neutrons. Because of internal pressure irradiation 
creep will occur mainly in the front of the tube and can cause a re
distribution of the originally uniform stresses in the cross-sectional area. 

For calculations it is assumed that the front.side of the tube is irradiated 

with an uniform intensity 1
0

, the back side with the lower intensity 11. 
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For stress computations it is sufficient to consider only the unsymmetrical 
portion of intensity 

( 1) 

The accompanying intensity distribution assumed is shown in Fig. 10.4-14. The blanket 
tubes are wound araund the plasma like a coil so that plane strain can be 
assumed in the cross section. Fig. 10.4-15 shows a tube element with the acting 
stresses a'f, o caused by the in terna 1 pressure p. 

From the assumption of a 11 thin-walled tube 11 it follows, that 
a) the radial stresses o can be neglected, p 
b) the pipewill remain circular in shape during creep deformations. 
The circumferential membrane load is given by 

o~ = PD/2h (2) 

where Dis the diameter of the tube and h the thickness of the tube wall. 
The axial equilibrium conditioh 

F = 1T Dh (3) 

leads to 

In the left tube section irradiation creep occurs. The axial creep rate is 

with B the proportional factor (4) 
for creep rate 

where the stress deviator s1 is defined by 

(5) 

and the effective stress av by 

a = -1- l(a 1 - o )2 + ( a 1 - at" )2 + ( ap - aUJ) 2 
V /2 P 7 r 

(6) 
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At temperatures below 400 °C where swelling can be neglected the creep rate 
is proportional to stress, that means n = 1/3/. So Eq. (4) is simplified to 

become 

(7) 

and the circumferential creep rate becomes 

(8) 

Since the tube is wound like a coil, imposinq plane deformation, the 

deformation rates are identical in both tube sections, i.e. 

f: 1 = Ez 
(9) 

Superposition of elastic strain rates and creep rates gives 

(lOa) 

Eq. ( 2) (lOb) 

Combination of eq. (10) and eq. (9) yields 

1. B lB 1. I o 1 + o 1 - 2 olf = r o z ( 11) 

Differentiation of eq. (3) referring to time t gives 

and results in 

BE BE 
01 + -2""" 01 = -4 O({l ( lla) 

The solution of this linear differential equation is 

o 
1 

= e 2 t ~ o Cf e T dt + C = 21f + C e Tt 
-BE j BEt 0 -BE 

( 12) 

Since at the moment of loading (t = 0) 01 = Oz = or /2 

t = 0 
10.4-25 
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is fulfilled, the integration constant C becomes 

c = 0 

and the stresses are independent of time 

{13) 

Res.ult: Irradiation creep does not create any stress redistribution, if 
swelling can be neglected {n = 1) and the tube can be assumed 
as thin-walled. 

The axial strain is given by 

The projected blanket tubes have an outer diameter of 40 mm and a wall 
thickness of 3 mm. For the desired internal pressure of 5 MPa the stresses 
are given by eqs. {2) and {3) 

a 1 = 16,7 N/mm2 = 16,7 MPa 

a = 33 N/mm2 = 33 MPa 

The circumferenti~l creep deformation can be calculated by 

E~·c ~ S a 4> t 

where 4> t is the neutron fluence and s~2·10- 6 (MPa- 1 dpa- 1) 

a mean value for some stabilized stainless steels /4/. 
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10.4.5.2 Deformation of the Breeding Ball Shell 

The breeding material is contained in spherical shells with assumed wall thickness 

of 2 mm. Those shells are loaded by 

a) an outer overpressure of 5 MPa 

b) a point load caused by the pressure drop in the cooling. water. 

Considering the relativelythickwall ofthe shell, the externeil overpressure 

is of no concern. The pressure drop of 2 t1Pa however, results in a point 

load of 1.4 kN, acting at the last ball in flow direction. In calculating 

this force, any friction between balls and tube has been neglected. The 

stresses and deformations caused by the point load have to be determined 
in order to assure the integrity of the shells. 

Loading of a spherical shell by a single load is described in /5,6 /. Reference 

is made to a great number of experiments and methods of calculations. 
According to those references such a load does not constitute a risk 

implying an abrupt failure by collapsing of the shell. An increase of 

the load above an elastic limit causes the shell to bulge permanently and 

the deformation increases continuously with the load. 

Using the methods of elastic .calculations according to /7/, the stresses 

and elastic deflections have been calculated for the following values 

outer radius of sphere 

wall thickness 

radi us of 1 oad 

load 

R 

h 

r 

F 

= 

= 

= 

= 

15 mm 

2 mm 
0.5 mm 
1.4 kN 

The results of this calculation are a maximum stress of a = 700 N/mm2 = 700 MPa 

and a deflection bf ö = 0.009 mm for a half shell and therefore for one 

shell 0.018 mm. This stress implies that the yield stress of SS 316 

is exceeded locally and plastic deformationwill occur. 

It is rather difficult and uncertain to calculate the amount of plastic 

deformation in the given case. Using the method explained in /6/ for 
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example, a minimum load of 6.3 kN would be necessary to obtain plastic 
deformation at all. 

Therefore, a benchmark experiment has been performed to determine the 
load-deformation relationship for the shell, using a 1:1 geometry. 

Spherical shells made of annealed SS 316 were pressed between two hardened 
solid balls of the san~ diameter in a guiding tube. The load has been varied 

between 0.56 and 5.8 kN. As functions of the load for one shell the 

- elastic deflection 
- inelastic deflection 

- diameter of the remaining depression 
were measured. 
The results of the tests are shown in Fig. 10.4-16. Indicated are the values 

for a load of 1.4 kN, namely a 

- elastic deflection of 0.13 mm 
- inelastic deflection of 0.09 mm 

- di ameter of depress i on of 1. 5 mm 

Those minimal plastic deformationsdo not endanger the integrity and 

coolability of the breeding balls. 
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10.4.6 Tritium Production and Extraction 

It is a main advantage of a breeding ball concept that the tritium breed 
remains inside the s~eel shell of the breeding ball, for in this case the 
tritium extraction can be separated from the cooling process. A high retention -
that means a minimum of tritium losses through the steel shell - is reached by 
the following features: 

- Under the operating conditions at up to 300 °e a thin oxidelayer will 
establish at the outer surface of the steel shell. This will reduce the per
meability ofT by a factor of 10 to 100 compared with pure steel. 

- By adding to the solid breedermaterial a small portion of Nb as volume getter 
material, the partial pressureofT inside the ball can drastically be reduced. 
At 300 °e the pressure is reduced by a factor of about 104 and at room tem
perature even of larger than 1010 . 

The tritium extraction can easily be done by heating the balls up to 800 °e in a 
special recovery system outside the reactor. At this temperature the outgassing of 
T is favoured by the following facts: 

- The oxide layer at the outer surface of the steel shell decays at 800 °e and 
the permeation of T only depends on the permeability of pure steel which is 
high at this temperature. 

- The reduction of the T partial pressure inside the ball by the gettermaterial 
is low at 800 °e (only about a factor of 13). That means a strong increase of 
the partial pressure which also increases the outgassing ofT. 

After the tritium extraction by heating up, the breeding balls can be inserted 
again into the blanket region. The total endurance of the balls inside the blanket 
module is limited by the helium pressure which increases constantly with the 
time because helium is not able to be outgased by heating and it also cannot be 
sorbed by a getter material. 

In the case of eririch~ä Li (30% of 6Li) and 10% void-in the blanket balls the 
total tritium production is 25 g/fpy. It will be breed 10 mg tritium in the ball 
with the highest rating. In two month full power this ball reaches 1.67 mg tritium 
and 2.2 mg helium. At 300 °e in the ball exists a helium pressure of 3 I~Pa (by a 
tritium pressure lower than 1 mbar), this leads to a tensile stress of 10 N/mm~10 MPa 
in the wall of the sphere. 
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The combination of the two effects: establishing of the oxide layer and ab
sorption ofT by the gettermaterial results ingood retention ofT. Assuming 
a reduction factor of only. 10 by the oxide layer the tritium loss into the cooling 
water is lower than 1 % of the total tritium breed at 300 °C. At room temperature 
- that means during stand-by times of the machine - the losses are nearly negli
gible. 

10.4.7 Test Program 

In accordance with the philosophy about the solid breeder test blanket as out
lined in Section 10.4.1.1, no specific test matrix has been designed. 

To fill. all balls with enriched Li 2o is only one possible test case, leading 
to the highest tritium production. The blanket design offers a large flexibility 
for varying the test parameters. There are more than 2,500 balls in the blanket. 
Each of them can be filled individually either with breeding or nonbreeding 
material. It is also possible to adjust the temperature of each material probe over 
a wide range by use of an intermediate layer of metallic felt or another thermal 

insulator between shell and test material. Another way of temperatu~control 
is to use different fill gases having different thermal conductivities. 

In order to correlate precisely the irradiation results to the n.eutron flux, 

there is a desire to monitor the flux and the spectrum. This can be 
accomplished by putting balls filled with flux manituring probes in selected 

pos iti ons. 
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11. Haintenance 

11.1 Maintenance Classification 

In accordance with the TASKA study /1/, the major subsystems and 

components are categorized into four general classes as a function of 

their lifetimes. 

Classes 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Expected lifetime 

The life of the machine 
> 3 full-power years (FPY) 

~ 3 FPY 

Very short life (e.g. samples of material test 

blankets) 

In addition to dependence on lifeti'me, a distinction should be made 

between scheduled and unscheduled replacements due to random component 

failures. Four typical cases have been selected to demonstrate the 

feasibility of maintenance jobs, i .e., the replacement of 

Test blankets 

Beam dumps 

Neutral beam injector components, especially neutral 

beam source, and 

Yi n/Yang coil s. 

The reason for selecting these components is the frequency of scheduled 

replacements in the first three cases, and the complexity of the 

replacement in the fourth case. All these components are characterized by 

a high radiation dose, which necessitates remotely controlled handling 

techniques. 

11.1 - 1 
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Table 11.1-1 Maintenance categories as a function of lifetimes /1, 2/. 

System Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
Full lifetime Lifetime ;;::3 FPY Average lifetime 

Building and support X structures 

Shield X 

Vacuum vessel X 

Breeder test blanket /X/ 

Material test blanket /X/ 

Central cell insert /x/ (x) 

Coils X (x) (x) 

Insert coi 1 s X (x) (x) 

Cryopumps X (x) 

/x/ scheduled replacement (x) replacement in case of failures 

<3 FPY 

I 

I 

I 
I 

C11 
(,) 
1\J 
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Table 11.1-1 Maintenance categories as a function of lifetimes (continued) 

System Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
Full 1 i fetime Lifetime ~3 FPY Average lifetime <3 FPY 

Neutral beam (x) i nj ector, tota 1 I 
I 

NBI - ion source 
I 

/X/ 

NBI - ion dumps (x) (x) 

ICRH /x/ (x) 

Beam dumps /X/ 

Diagnostics /x/ (x) /X/ (x) 

Heat exchanger (x) 

T-system (x) 

Maintenance equipment X (x) (x) 

/x/ scheduled replacement (x) replacement in case of failures 

I 
I 
i 

I· l 
I 

0'1 
U) 
U) 

I 
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11.2 Short Lifetime Components 

11.2.1 Introduction 

Components of Class 4, such as samples inserted in the material test 
blanket or breeding test blanket 2, can be exchanged rather easily by 

suitable methods during operation. All other components, except the 

maintenance equipment, must be replaced during scheduled or unexpected 
shutdown periods because of radiation and high magnetic fields during 
operation. 

Taking into consideration, the safety issues associated with maintenance, 

the replacement of the following typical Class 3 components is described: 
Test blankets, beam dumps, and neutral beam injectors, with. the ion 
sources in particular. 

11.2.2 Safety During Maintenance 

With regard to the safety aspects, the question arises whether or not 

to use a protective containment chamber attached to the machine during 
replacement of components /3/. Risks associated with component exchanges 
i ncl ude 

radiation doses originating from neutron induced activation of 

components and corrosion products in coolant circuits, 

emission of tritium and airborne contamination from neutron activated 

components into the environment during maintenance Operations and, 

consequently, accumulation of contaminated products in the reactor 
ha 11 , 

environmental impact on the machine vacuum and the components during 

replacement operations, especially if the superconducting coils arenot 

warmed up. Since the liquid N2-shield for the coils, acts as a 
cryopump, the vacuum chamber can be contaminated with impurities. 

11.2 - 1 
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Themasses and sizes of main components tobe handled are listed in 

Table 11.1-2. 

Table 11.1-2 Hain components -

estimated sizes and removable weights *) 

Vacuum chamber (section) 

Breeding test blanket ( 1) 

Central cell coil 

High field coil 

Yi n/Yang coil 

Transition coil 

Beam Dump 

Central cell insert 

NC-coil insert 

*) may include shields, supports, etc. 

size (m) 

5.5x4.5x4 

4.45x2.50x0.88 

5.16 (.J X 1.06 

3.70 (.J X 2.06 

6.5x3.2x2.95 

4.05x3.85x3.45 

0.65 (.J X 3.5 

2.45 ß X 1.36 

1.95 ß X 2.1 

removahle 
weight (t) 

17 

35 

110 

73 

52 

35 

6 

38 

40 

The analysis of typical maintenance tasks in the following sections is 

intended to outline some critical Operationsand to demonstrate 
feasibility. Undoubtedly, there are numerous other maintenance tasks which 

must be investigated as to their impact on component design. Generally 

speaking it can be assumed that the maintenance problems are well within 

present capabilities. 

11.2 - 2 
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The problern of radiation doses can be solved without the use of a shielded 
protective Containment. It is sufficient to increase the wall thickness of 

the reactor hall to provide biological shielding and carry out all the 

Operations inside by remotely control, if the radiation dose is 
unacceptably high for manned access. 

Cantamination of the reactor hall from the machine, or contamination of 

the vacuum chamber with environmental impurities, can be prevented with 
the use of an air lock. The size and the mode of operation of the air lock 

depends on the tasks to be performed. This makes it possible to carry out 

the work under vacuum or inert gas conditions. The advantage in the former 

case i~ that the machine vacuum will not be interupted during exchange 

operations and, consequently, the evacuation time for restarting the 
machine will be reduced. On the other hand, use of an inert gas in the 

vacuum chamber and the air lock at atmospheric pressure makes it possible 

to reduce the wall thickness of the air lock and helps to achieve the seal 

tightness required. In this reason, the latter scheme is chosen for the 
replacement of those components, which require lang shutdown times, e.g. 

blankets. 

11.2.3 Test Blankets and Ream Oumps 

The blankets inside the vacuum chamber face the .plasma directly, forming 

the first wall with their inner surfaces. Besides their replacement 

according to a maintenance schedule, exposure to extreme thermal and 
radiation loads can make their candidates for frequent exchange. 

Aside from the preliminey work in blanket replacement, the main Operations 

are 

breaki ng the bl anket seal, 

removing the blanket, 

transporting the blanket to a storage cell or hot cell, 

transporting and installing a new blanket, 
restoring vacuum tightness, 
evacuating the chamber. 

11.2 - 3 
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The following steps should be taken to insure vacuum tightness and ease 

subsequent evacuation: 

The machine vacuum should only be broken under inert 
gas conditions. 

Because ofthelarge blanket, openings, lip welding should 
be used. 

These welded joints must be checked with regard to tightness. 

To insure these requirements, a combination of a welded joint and a metal 
gasket seal is proposed (see Fig. 11.2-1). Afterinsertion of the blanket 
into the reactor, the gasket seal in affected against the vacuum chamber 

flange.by means of bolts. This Operation can be performed with tools 

inside the air lock. Subsequently the air lock is removed and the joint 

welded. The metal gasket protects the vacuum chamber from impurities such 

as welding vapor and allows a tightness checktobe performed. 

To break the bl anket seal, the gasket f1 ange i s initially tightened by the 

flange bolts and then the welded joint is cut. The air lock is then 

attached to the machine and after unbolting, the blanket can be withdrawn. 

Various methods of blanket handling were investigated in previous studies 
/2, 3/. The use of permanently installed roller tails on the blanket or in 

the vacuum chamber is questionable, because of the need for lubricants in 

the vacuum. One possible solution could be the use of roller chains /4/. 

To remove the blanket, a pair of chains is introduced throug~ blanket 

openings which are normally closed. Then the guide track for the chain 
·mounted at the bottom of the vacuum chamber is mechanica)ly lifted from 

the outside and the blanket is withdrawn. 

Flasks can be used to transport blankets. Because of the high radiation 

level from the blankets after an operatingtime of 2 or 3 full-power 

years, the shielding an the flasks must be very thick to permit access of 

personnel during transportation. Thus, remotely controlled transport in· 
less shielded transport flasks is preferred. The transport flasks can also 
serve as the air locks. Forthis purpose, the transport flask is attached 

directly to the machine (Fig. 11.2-2) or connected to a transfer unit, 

which can be attached to the machine (Fig. 11.2-3). 
11.2 - 4 
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In the first case, double covers close the machine and the flask are 

needed; tools and devices for sealing the blanket opening as well as the 

exchange equipment are integrated. Consequently, the transport flask 

becomes very large, heavy and quite expensive. Furthermore if more than 

one flask is used they must all be fully equipped for blanket exchanging. 

In the second case, a transfer unit will be set up between the machine and 

the transport flask. This transfer unit contains all the exchange 

_equipment and is equipped with double covers closing the transfer unit at 

both ends and the transfer flask as well. The unit remains attached to the 

machine during the blanket exchange. 

In order to reduce the shutdown time, two transport flasks or one double 

transpÜrt flask can be employed /4/. Figure 11.2-3 shows the blanket 

exchange sequence when the operation is performed with one transfer unit 

and two transport flasks. 

ßeam dumps are exchanged in a similar way as blankets. The only 

differences are the smaller dirnensions and the lower weight, which allows 

smaller transport flasks tobe used. In view of these facts and because of 
the exchange frequency of about once every two years, i t i s assumed that 

the beam dumps will be replaced under vacuum conditions. 

11.2.4 Neutral Beam Injector 

The lASKA-M machine will have seven neutral beam injectors. Next to the 

beam durnps, parts of the neutral beam injectors are the components of the 

facility tobe replaced most frequently. Figure 11.2-4 i~ a schematic 

diagram of the injector. The ion sources and the ion dumps are fitted with 

covers attached to another cover from the back. Also attached to this 

cover is a rack with a neutralizer, ion sweep magnet, collirnators, and 

calorimetric target diagnostics. 
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11.2.4.1 Exchange of Ion Sources, Cryopumps, and the Ion Dump 

In order to avoid a breakdown of the vacuum in the neutral beam box on the 

one hand, and tritium contamination originating from the ion source on the 

other hand, the ion source is separated from the neutral beam box by a 

special isolation valve. 
After removal of the shielding, the supply connections are cut, the bolts 

holding the cover are unscrewed and, after attaching the exchange device 

to the cover, the cover is withdrawn along with the source. The assembly 

of a new source is accomplished in the reverse sequence. The neutral beam 

cryopumps can be replaced in a similar manner. Isolation valves of the 

same type as those used for the ion sources prevent contamination of the 

environment during the exchange. 

The ion dump with the cover attached and inserted into the neutral beam 

box must be exchanged by means of a vacuum tight transport flask eCJuipped 

with double covers. The method is similar to a blanket exchange and thus 

is not explained in detail here. 

11.2.4.2 Replacement of Neutral Beam Internals 

With the exception of the ion dump, all internals are arranged on a rack 

and fitted with a cover which closes and seals the back of the neutral 
beam box. If parts of these internals are to be exchanged, the isolation 

valve between the neutral beam box and the duct must be closed. As the 

internals will be activated and contaminated, replacement and repair must 

be performed in a protective containment. 

One way of doing this is by attaching an air lock to the neutral beam box 

which is equipped with all the tools needed for replacement and repair. 

Aside from the dimensions of this airlock it must also be considered that 

the neutral beam injectors are arranged around the facility. Therefore, it 

may be better to separate the replacement and the repair jobs. The repa~r 

can be done in a hat cell. For replacement and transportation a flask can 
be used. A double cover protects the NBI box cover surface against 

contamination (see Fig. 11.2-4 and 11.2-5). 
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The disadvantage of this method stems from the need to transfer the rack 

twice, first from the box into the transport flask and then from the 
transport flask into the hot cell. To avoid this and, at the same time, 

reduce costs, the neutral beam box itself can double as the transport 

.flask (see Fig. 11.2-5). One disadvantage as compared with the previous 

method will be that not only the isolation valve in the duct, but also the 

isolation valve between the neutral beam box and the cryopumps must be 

closed and the cryopumps must be disconnected. The sequence for this 

exchange procedure is more or less similar to the replacement of a 

blanket. 

11.3 Large Components 

11.3.1 Introduction 

Resides the routine operations described above there is another category 

of operationstobe investigated. Their difficulty arises from the weight 

of the components, their complexity and the techniques needed for their 

replacement. Typical examples of this kind of components are the Yin/Yang 

coils. 

11.3.2 Yin/Yang Coils 

The Yin/Yang coils located between the high field coils and the end dump 

are arranged inside the vacuum chamber like all the other coils. They are 

shielded against radiation by insert shields. The injec~ion point of the 

medium energy neutral beam injector lies between the Yin/Yang coils, where 

the beam dump is also inserted (Fig. 11.3-1). This figure also shows the 

Separation lines of the vacuum chamber. The segments of the chamber are 

clamped and tightness is insured by lip welding. 

11.3 - 1 
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The coils must be exchanged in case of failure. This will entail a 

shutdown period of several months. First the coils must be deenergized and 

the peripheral components, like neutral beam injector, support structures 

and the beam dumps, must be removed. After cutting the supply lines and 

unscrewing the clamps, a cutting and welding machine is installed /1/. The 

basic unit guided on tracks can be assembled with a cutting or a welding 

head. Once the welded joints are cut and the upper vacuum chamber segment 
removed by a crane, the upper shield and then the coil support structure 

can be dismantled. 

Parts of the inner shield can be withdrawn independently of the coils. 

Others are removed together with the coil by means of a crane. 

Before a new coil and chamber unit can be installed the dimensions of the 

vessel must be checked and the weld joint must be prepared. The 

installation of a new coil must be followed by the alignment of the coil, 

which c~n be accomplished by means of auxiliary hydraulic cylinders and 

optical measurement methods. Finally, the vacuum chamber can be welded and 

clamped. 

11.3 - 3 
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12. COSTS 
12.1 Introduction 

As in TASKA, the direct costs developed for TASKA-M are based on the for

mat adopted for INTOR. The accounts are divided into the following cate

gories: 
Acct. 1.1 Vacuum chamber, blanket and shield 

Acct. 1.2 Magnets 
Acct. 1.3 Plasma heating 
Acct. 2.0 Reactor support systems 

Acct. 3.0 Buildings 
Reactor support systems include the following: 

Acct. 2.1 Electrical 
Acct. 2.2 Auxiliary cooling 

Acct. 2.3 Instrumentation and control 

Acct. 2.4 Fuel handling and storage 

Acct. 2.5 Maintenance equipment 
Acct. 2.6 Heat transport 

Acct. 2.7 Reactor vacuum 
Acct. 2.8 Radwaste treatment 

Acct. 2.9 Thermal dumps 
Acct. 2.10 Reactor support structure 

Acct. 2.11 Special Materials 
Acct. 2.12 Miscellaneous 

Most of the unit costs and cost algorithms were obtained from the 11 INTOR 
- Summary of Cost/Schedul e/Manpower 11 report, FEDC-M-81-SE-062. Costs whi eh 
were not available from INTOR were taken from PNL-2987 11 Fusion Reactor Design 

Studies: Standard Cast Estimating Rules, 11 issued by Pacific Northwest Labs 

and DOE; the 11 Unit Cast Documentation 11 WFPS-TN-057 issued by ORNL with 

Westinghouse and industrial sources. Same costs were also obtained from TDF. 

Identification of the source will be as follows: INTOR, PNL/DOE, WFPS, 

I NDUSTRY and TD F. 
The costs are based on 1983 dollar levels, or inflation adjusted values 

when previous analyses were used. 

12.1-1 
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12.2 Individual Accounts and Unit/Base Costs 
Acct. 1.1 Vacuum Tank, Blanket and Shield 

Quantity Unit Cast Total 

Materi a 1 po3 kg} {$/kg} Source {$ )1, 106} 

Vacuum Tank * 304 ss 306.6 23.3 TDF 7.14 
304 ss 585.4 15 TDF 8.78 

Central Cell Shield** HT-9 0.49 80 TDF 0.04 
Insert HT-9 29.8 10 INTOR 0.30 

CC Shield Fe-1422 120 10 INTOR 1.20 
B4C 0.62 35 TDF 0.02 

End Plug Shield** Fe-1422 22.2 80 TDF 1.78 
Fe-1422 52.1 20 TDF 1.04 

B4C 2.4 35 TDF 0.08 

Biological Shield Concrete 2540 m3 $350/m3 PNL/DOE 0.89 

21.27 

*More complex segments have a higher unit cost. 

**Any part of the shield exposed to plasma has a water cooled first wall which 
has a unit cost of $80/kg. 

Acct. 1.2 Magnets 
The costs of recent big projects such as LCT and MFTF have been used as 

the basis for the estimates. The unit costs used are the following: 
1 - Superconductor 

NbTi cryostable, reinforced 

Nb 3Sn cryostable, reinforced 

2 - Winding costs 

3- Coil case 
4 - Intercoil structure 

12.2-1 

$14.5/kAm at 6 T 

$19.3/kAm at 8 T 

$34.5/kAm at 10 T 
$41.4/kAm at 12 T 
$46/m of wound conductor 

$46/kg 
$13.8/kg 
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5 - Norma 1 conduct i ng coi 1 $55.2/kg 
6- Pretesting and special cryogenic engineering 20% of items 1, 2 & 3 

We assume a coil case of 6 cm thickness with 6 cm free space between winding 

pack and case. The following table summarizes the TASKA-M magnet costs: 

Cost 106 $ ccc Barrier Coil Reserved Squeezed 
NC Nb 3Sn' Nb Ti C-Coil C-Coi 1 

Superconduct i ng costs 2.4 1.95 3.0 0.72 1.82 
Winding costs 0.6 0.22 0.7 0. 2 3 2.42 

2.2 3.7 
Coil case costs 1.0 1.0 0.82 1.33 

Normal conducting coil 0.3 
costs 

Pretesting and special 0.8 1.3 0.36 o. 75 
cryogenic engineering 

Per coi 1 total 4.8 8.3 2.13 4.5 

Number of coils 1 2 2 4 

Costs 4.8 16.6 4.3 18 43.7 X 106 . 
Intercoil structure 15.0 

58.7 X 106 

Acct. 1.3 Plasma Heating 

Neutra 1 Beams 

Energy Power Unit Cost Total 

{keV} {MW) {$/W) Sou rce {$ X 106} 

High energy - CC 90 20.8 2 INTOR 41.6 

Medium energy (anchors) 66 7 2 INTOR 14. 

Low energy - CC 12 0.6 2 INTOR 1.2 

56.8 

RF Heating 

Frequency Power Unit Cost Total 

{MHz} {MW) {$/W) Sou rce ( $ X 106) 

ICRF 25 15.6 2.2 INDUSTRY 34.32 

91.12 

12.2-2 
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This account is divided into three parts: power supply switching and 
energy storage, basic wiring and distribution at the reactor and balance of 

plant electrical requirements. These costs were scaled from TDF using power 
requirement scaling. 

1. Power supply switching and energy storage 
2. Electrical wiring and distribution 

3. Balance of plant electrical requirements 

Acct. 2.2 Auxiliar~ Coolin~ 

System ~ Power 
Magnet & vacuum Cryogenerator 7.5 MWe 

system cool i ng 
End dumps Water 14.8 MWth 
Neutral beam dumps Water 2.67 MWth 
Shield Water 4. 5 MWth 
ICRH antenna Water 6.0 MWth 
Normal i nserts Water 17.8 MWth 
Cooling tower Water/air 45.8 MWth 

Acct. 2.3 Instrumentation and Control 

Basis Source 

KfK 

algorithm INTOR 
a l gorithm INTOR 
a l gorithm INTOR 
algorithm IN TOR 
algorithm INTOR 
algorithm INTOR 

$ X 106 

4.00 

12.00 
15.00 
31.00 

Total 
{$ X 106) 

13.59 

0.32 
0.08 
0.12 
0.15 
o. 37 
1.73 

16.36 

This account was also scaled from TDF which was a fairly detailed esti
mate. It breaks down in the following way: 

Reactor instrumentation and control 

Balance of plant instrumentation 

12. 2-3 

$ X 106 

23.00 

2.00 

25.00 
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Acct. 2.4 Fuel Handling 

System 

Piping 

lsotopic separation 

Glove box 

Miscellaneous 

Emergency detritiation 

Water detritiation 

T2 storage 

Total 

Capacity 

g/day 

1860 

1860 

1860 

1860 

18000 m3/hr 

500 g 

Acct. 2.5 Maintenance Eguipment 

I tem 

Overhead. bri dge crane 

Component handling machine 

Shielded cabin 

Manipulator unit 

2 work platforrns 

Temporary shielding 

NBI turnover machine 

Costing Basis 

algorithm 

algorithm 

algorithm 

algorithm 

algorithm 

$80,000/unit 

Blanket carriage/barrier coil support structures 

Cutting/welding unit 

Auxiliary remote equipment 

20 hot cell work stations 

Active service area bridge crane 

Overhead manipulator system 

Supplementary tools and devices 

Total 

12.2-4 

Source 

INTOR 

IN TOR 

INTOR 

INTOR 

INTOR 

ONTARIO 

HYDRO 

PNL/DOE 

Source 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

KfK 

Total 

$ X 106 

1. 47 

1. 55 

6.45 

1.89 

6.30 

5.00 

0.08 

22.74 

Tota 1 

$ X 106 

1.0 

2.21 

0.99 

1.10 

0.22 

0~22 

0.55 

0.33 

0.99 

2.76 

3.31 

0.66 

2.43 

2.89 

19.66 
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Acct. 2.6 Heat Trans~ort 

Material Capacity Source 
Piping and valves Steel 1.4 x 106 kg/hr 10.00 
Pumps Steel 1. 4 x 106 kg/hr PNL/DOE 2.45 

Total 12.45 

Acct. 2.7 Reactor Vacuum 
Total 

System Ty~e Capacity Cast Basis Source $ X 106 

DT pumps in cc cryocond. 107 R./s Al gori thm INTOR 3.00 
DT pumps in end 

plug cryocond. 6.34 X 106 R./s Algorithm INTOR 1.90 

He pumps in end 
plugs cryosorp. 1.03 X 105 R./s Al gorithm INTOR 0.50 

TMP 104 R./s X 8 $175 x 10 3 ea. PNL 1.40 

Regeneration roots blower 105 R./s X 9 $44. x 10 3 ea. PNL 0.40 

Meta 1 be 11 ows 
pumps 104 R./ s X 6 $44.5 x 10 3 ea. PNL o. 27 

Valves D = 1 • 2 m, N = 35 $153 x 193 ea. INTOR 5. 36 
D = 0. 5, N = 15 $69 x 10 ea. INTOR 1.04 

Piping & ducts $20/kg PNL 2.50 
16.37 

Acct. 2.8 Radwaste Treatment 
This account was taken to be equal to TDF, or $3 x 106. 

Acct. 2.9 Thermal Dum~s 

Area Unit Cast Total 

l!d {$/m2} Source $ X 106 

End dumps 60 8000 TDF 0.48 

CC NB dump 5 8000 TDF 0.04 

Anchor NB dump 2 8000 TDF 0.02 

Total 0.54 

12.2-5 
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Acct. 2.10 Reactor Support Structure 

Intercoil structure was included in the magnet costs. The rema1n1ng 

structure is estimated at 500 tonnes at $15/kg, amounting to $7.5 x 106. 

Acct. 2.11 Special Materials 

The initial tritium inventory is included in this account. It is equal 

to 242 g at $10,000/g or $2.4 x 106. 

Acct. 2.12 Miscellaneous Plant 

This account covers items not directly identified. We use TDF as a guide 

here, allocating $10 x 106. 

Acct. 3.0 Buildings 

Total 
Building Volume Unit Cost Source $ X 106 

Reactor hall 56,000 m3 algorithm INTOR 37.05 

Lock area & active comp. inter. 12,000 m3 297/m3 INTOR 3.58 
storage 

Active dismant. maint. & testing 12,000 m3 297 ;m 3 INTOR 3.58 

Active waste cond. & temp. 12,000 m3 297/m3 INTOR 3.58 
storage 

Inactive assem. testing 12,000 m3 297 ;m 3 INTOR 3.58 

Inacti ve storage 12,000 m3 297/m3 INTOR 3.58 

Vacuum & cryogenic systems 11,000 m3 297/m 3 INTOR 3.28 

Cooling & DT reprocess. 20,000 m3 297 ;m3 INTOR 5.94 

Control 4,500 m3 297/m3 INTOR 1. 34 
Administration 15,000 m3 88/m3 INTOR 1. 32 

Diesel Generator Bl dg. 5,000 m3 88/m3 INTOR 0.44 

Total 67.27 

12.3 Summary of Accounts 
$ X 106 

1.1 Vacuum tank blanket/shield 21.27 

1.2 Magnets 58.70 

1.3 Plasma heat i ng 91.12 
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Support Systems 

2.1 Electrical 
2.2 Auxiliary cooling 

2.3 Instrumentation and control 

2.4 

2.5 

2.6 

2.7 

2.8 

2.9 

2.10 

2.11 

2.12 

3.0 

Fuel handling 

Maintenance equipment 

Heat t ransport 

Reactor vacuum 

Radwaste treatment 

Thermal dumps 

Reactor support structure 

Special Materials 

Miscellaneous plant 

Buildings 

Total Direct Costs 
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31.00 

16.36 

25.00 

22.7 4 

19.66 

12.45 

16.37 

3.00 

0.54 

7.50 

2.40 

10.00 

67.27 
405.18 

In addition to the direct costs, certain percentages for indirect costs 

such as engineering, assembly and contingency have to be accounted for. As an 

example in INTOR these consisted of 45% and 15% of the direct costs for engi

neering and assembly respectively, and 30% of the direct and indirect costs 

for contingency. 
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12.4 Annual Operating Costs 
The operating costs for TASKA-M are made up of operation and maintenance, 

tritium costs and power costs. Operation and maintenance is taken as 3% of 

the total direct costs, a value which seems to be consistent with major 

installations of this nature. Tritium costs are based on a burnup rate of 

1.03 g per full power day and an annual decay rate of 12 g at a cost of 

$10,000/g. The initial Tz inventory was included as a direct cost. Presum

ably, it will be available for resale at plant shutdown. Power consumption is 

made up of two components, that required during reactor operation and that 

which is needed continuously. Cost of power is taken as 45 mills/kWh. Table 

12.4-1 gives the breakdown of the power requirements. 

The availability for TASKA-M is taken the same as in INTOR but the final 

period is extended to 20 years instead of 15 years. Thus the availability is 

10% for the first year, 15% for the secend and third year, 25% for the fourth 

to seventh year and 50% ,for the ei ghth to twentieth year. Tritium and power 

costs are based on this availability schedule. Table 12.4-2 summarizes the 

operating costs. 

Table 12.4-1. Power Consumption in TASKA-M 

Component 

Neutral Beams 

ICRF 

Normal Conducting Coils 

Cooling for Normal Conducting Coils 

Vacuum System 

Magnet Cryogenerators 

Cooling for Dumps 

Other Cooling Systems 

Auxiliary Requirements 

Totals 

During 
Reactor Operation 

12.4-1 

(MWe) 

70 

25 

36 

10 

5 

5 

10 

2 

3 

166 

During 
Reactor Downtime 

(MWe) 

4 

5 

1 

2 

12 
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Table 12.4-2. Summary of Operating Costs 

0 & ~~ Annual T2 Annual Power Tote~~ Annua 1 

Year Avail. (%) ($ X 106) ($ X 106) ($ X 106) ($ X 106) 

1 10 13 0 10.6 23.6 

2-3 15 13 0.68 13.6 27.3 

4-7 25 13 1.05 19.6 33.6 

8-20 50 13 1. 98 34.6 49.5 

The levelized annual operating cost for the 20 years is $42.8 x 106. We 

have assumed that the normal coils which consume a total of 46 MWe can be 

turned off during reactor downtime. 
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12.5 Perspective on Costs 

It is instructive to compare the costs for TASKA-M with TASKA and give a 

commentary on some of the differences. Table 12.5-1 gives a summary of the 

total direct costs for both systems. 

In some cases the differences are due to the smaller size and scope of 

TASKA-M, such as in the blanket/shield, magnets, plasma heating, auxiliary 

cooling, heat transport, reactor support structure and buildings. Other 

differences simply reflect a better knowledge or understanding of the system 

Table 12.5-1. Camparisan of Direct Costs for TASKA-M and TASKA 

Account 

1.1 Blanket/Shield/Vacuum Chamber 

1.2 Magnets 

1.3 Plasma Heating 

2.1 Electrical 

2.2 Auxiliary Cooling 

2.3 Instrumentation & Control 

2.4 Fuel Handling 

2.5 Maintenance Equipment 

2.6 Primary Heat Transport 

2.6 Secondary Heat Transport 

2.7 Reactor Vacuum 

2.8 Radwaste Treatment 

2.9 Thermal Dumps 

2.10 Reactor Support Structure 

2.11 Special Materials 

2.12 Miscellaneous Plant 

3.0 Buildings 

Total Direct Costs 

TASKA-M (1983) 
$ X 106 

12.5-1 

21.3 

58.7 

91.1 

31.0 

16.4 

25.0 

22.7 

19.7 

12.5 

16.4 

3.0 

0.5 

7.5 

2.4 

10.0 

67.3 

405.5 

TASKA (1981) 

$ X 106 

46.3 

227.9 

269.6 

25.0 

19.3 

25.0 

16.7 

20.3 

22.0 

5.5 

16.1 

0.1 

0.3 

13.5 

80.36 

788.0 
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involved. Such is the case in account 2.1, the electrical system. In TASKA, 

the equipment in this account was poorly identified and thus the value from 

INTOR was used. However, in TASKA-M, a scaling from TDF was used, where the 

systems were identified in some detail. Thus, the value in TASKA-r~ is more 

accurate. The same is true of the thermal dumps and radwaste treatment. 

Similarly, a miscellaneous plant equipment account of $10 x 106 is allocated 

for TASKA-M where none was used in TASKA. 

In the case of instrumentation and control, the value for TASKA was an 

educated guess, whereas in TASKA-M it is scaled from TDF. Coincidentally, the 

numbers are the same. It is interesting to note that the cost of fuel hand

ling is higher in TASKA-M than in TASKA. These values are based on an 

algorithm which gives the cost as a function of the fuel handled per day. 

Surprisingly, the fuel handled is somewhat higher for TASKA-M than for TASKA, 

in spite of the lower power level of TASKA-M. This is due to the lower burnup 

rate in TASKA-M. Furthermore, a water detritiation system has been included 

in TASKA-M, whereas in TASKA, this function was assumed to be performed 

offsite. 

The accounts for maintenance equipment and reactor vacuum are very simi

lar for both devices. Although the capacity of both systems is lower in 

TASKA-M, the inflation rate for the reasonably well identified equipment has 

driven the cost to the level of TASKA. 

For the two devices to be comparable in costing procedure, it is felt 

that the following adjustments should be made to TASKA: 

Original Adjustment New Total 
Account $ X 106 $ X 106 $ X 106 

2.1 Electrical 25.0 + 20 = 45 

2.4 Fuel Handling 16.7 + 5 = 21.7 

2.9 Radwaste Treatment 0.04 + 3 = 3.0 

2.13 Miscellaneous Plant 0 + 13 = 13 

These adjustments raise the total direct costs for TASKA to ~ $830 x 106. On 

this basis, the cost of TASKA-1·1 is slightly less than half the cost of TASKA. 

A final comparison of TASKA-M can be made to other recent test reactor 

proposals. Figure 12.5-1 graphically displays the quoted direct costs of 3 
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tokamak test facilities (INTOR, FED, and TFCX-S) and 3 tandem mirror test 

facilities (TASKA, TDF and TASKA-M). Also quoted on the figure is the year 

the cost estimates were made (1981-1983) and the cumulative maximum neutron 

fluence to the test modules in MW-y/m2 (0.01-8). It can be seen that the 

tandem mirrors and tokamaks separate into two categories. Progressing from 

TFCX-S at 230 MW and 530 M$ one notes that only 0.01 MW-y/m2 of neutron 

fluence is expected over the lifetime of the device. The FED device increased 

the neutron exposure by a factor of 10 to 0.1 MW-y/m2 but the direct cost in 

1981 $ exceeded 1 billion dollars. To get a respectable neutron fluence (3 

MW-y/rn2) the INTUR device direct cost exceeded 1.'4 billion dollars. 

ün the other hand, Fig. 12.5-1 demonstrates that tandem mirror facilities 

could achieve rather high neutron fluence levels (6-8 MW-y/m2) at direct costs 

of 400-SOO million dollars. The rnain difference between TASKA-M and TASKA is 

the inclusion of the thermal barrier. While the TASKA design is more reactor 

relevant, one must examine whether it is worth the extra 400 million dollars 

in the test phase of the fusion program. The final point of note in Fig. 

12.5-1 is that the total DT power of the tandem mirrors can be made quite 

small, reducing the problems of tritium handling, thermal power and large re

a.ctor components. It also relieves the necessity of breeding tritium for 

continued plant operation. 
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13. CONCLUSIONS 
The TASKA-M conceptual design is the least expensive fusion technology 

test facility conceived to date which is capable of adequately testinq key 

fusion reactor features and their integration in a neutron environment. These 

features include: 
Blanket technology 

Materials 

Superconducting magnets 

Plasma heating systems (both neutral beams and RF) 

Tritium loops 

Exhaust systems with high heat flux dumps 

Maintenance systems. 
TASKA-M shows that a mirror-based facility can fulfill most engineering 

test objectives for both toroidal and mirror devices. To keep costs rela
tively low, the plasma volume, fusion power, and tritium inventory have been 

minimized by tailoring the plasma ion distribution and placing test modules 

around the two high neutron flux zones. The test volume and neutron flux are 

more than sufficient to test a variety of blanket schemes, and the neutron 
fluence is adequate for materials test purposes. In addition, TASKA-M re

quires the integration of magnets, blanket modules, neutral beams, and RF 
antennae, so it provides an excellent test of simultaneaus operation of these 

systems in a neutron environment. The total input power to the plasma is 
about 44 MW, while the fusion power is about 7 MW, so the system is heavily 

driven. Internal tritium breeding is not required for continued plasma oper

ation at that power level. Furthermore, energy breakeven is not critical to 

the engineering test goals and is not a feature of TASKA-M. 
TASKA-M is intended to be a near-term test device, so we have relied on 

existing physics and technology with only moderate extrapolations. In par

ticular, we have tried to keep as close as possible to the present experi

mental data base and theoretical understanding. Since the thermal barrier 

utilized in the earlier studies was a major cost-driver, but is not crucial to 

engineering testing goals, it is not present in TASKA-M. 
As with the first study of any configuration, some problems remain to be 

clarified before proceeding with a construction proposal. For example, plasma 
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microstability and neutron darnage to RF antennae and normal-conducting insert 

magnets are issues which require further experimental and theoretical work. 

The primary result of the TASKA-M study is that the major engineering and 

materials test requirements of the fusion technology program can be fulfilled 
with a relatively small and inexpensive device. In addition, the TASKA-M de

sign possesses the flexibility to adapt to issues relevant to other concepts. 
Since the cost of TASKA-M is low relative to other test facilities (approxi

mately 400 million dollars), it might well be considered the next reasonable 
and necessary engineering step on the path to a demonstration reactor. 
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1. PHYSICS PARAMETERS 

1.1 TASKA-M General Parameters 

Neutron Wall Loading 
Central cell midplane (at 0.25 m radius), MW/m2 

Central cell maximum, MW/m2 

Fusion Power, MW 
Magnetic Fields 

Central cell - midplane, T 

Central cell - maximum, T 

Transition region - minimum, T 
Anchor - midplane, T 
Anchor - maximum, T 

Central Cell Dimensions 
Length between magnetic field peaks, m 

Length between density peaks, m 

Wall radius in the test zone, m 

Anchor Dimensions 
Length between magnetic field peaks, m 

Length between density peaks, m 
Wall radius - midplane, m 

Total Length of Vacuum Tank, m 

1.2 TASKA-M Neutral Beam and RF Heating Parameters 

Centra 1 Ce 11 
High Energy Neutral Beams 

Injecti on. vol tage, kV 

Total injected power, MW 
Injection angle, o 

Species, D/T 

Trapping fraction 
Number of beam lines 

A-1 

0.7 

1.3 

6.8 

4.2 

17.5 

2.2 
1.0 
2.7 

5.5 

3.4 

0.22-0.25 

5.4 

3.4 

0.37 

50. 

90 

21 

45 

0.5/0.5 

0.92 

4 



Low Energy Neutral Beam 
Injection voltage, kV 
Total injected power, MW 
Injection angle, o 

Species 
Trapping fraction 
Number of beam lines 

Anchor 
Medium Energy Neutral Beams 

Injection voltage, kV 
Total injected power/anchor, MW 
lnjection angle, o 

Species 
Trapping fraction 
Number of beam lines/anchor 
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RF Heating of Electrons by Landau Damping 
Absorbed power, MW 
Frequency, MHz 

1.3 Particle Balance 
Centra 1 Ce 1 1 

Injected - HE NBI (50% D, 50% T), 

Injected - LE NBI (100% D), s -1 

End lass (E = 125 keV), s-1 
End loss (E = 70 keV), s-1 
Charge exchange* (E = 84 keV), s-1 
Charge exchange* (E = 6 keV), s-1 

' 
Shine through (E = -90 keV), s -1 

s -1 

12 
0. 61 

70 
D 

1 

1 

73 

3.5 
50 
D 

0.37 
1 

12 
15 

1.6 X 1021 

3.1 X 1020 

1.1 X 1021 

2.0 X 1020 

4.2 X 1020 

1.1 X 1020 

1.2 X 1020 

*The charge exchange particle current hits the side walls at the mean energy 
given and recycles as cold gas, which then reionizes in the halo and goes to 
the end plasma dump as ~ 600 eV ions. 
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Each Anchor 
Injected- ME NBI (100% D}, s-1 
End loss (E =90 keV}, s-1 
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Charge exchange* (E = 60 keV}, s-1 

Shine through (E = 73 keV} 

1.4 TASKA-M Plasma Parameters* 

On-axis ß 

Radially-averaged ß 

Electron temperature, keV 
Hot ion density, cm-3 

Hot ion sloshing density ratio 
Mean hot ion energy, keV 
Mean hot ion escape energy, keV 
(nT} - hot ions, s/cm3 
Warm ion density, cm-3 
Mean warm i on energy, keV 
(nT} - warm ions, s/cm3 
Potential (to ground}, kV 
Warm ion confining potential, kV 

. Plasma radius, cm 
Radial profile exponent 

Centra 1 Ce 11 

0.50 
0.30 
14 
3.3 X 1014 

1.59 
84 

67 
1. 0 X 1013 

3.0 X 1013 

5.8 

1.3 X 1012 

59 
5.3 

.12 
3 

* spatially dependent parameters are given on-axis at the midplane. 

A-3 

3.32 X 1020 

7.8 X 1019 

4.32 X 1019 

2 1 X 1020 . ' 

Anchor 
0.50 
0.30 

14 
2.6 X 1013 

1.4 
60 
56 
3.0 X 1012 

2.6 X 1012 

6.6 
6.6 X 1011 

24 
3.4 

24 
3 
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2. PLASMA HEATING AND FUELING 

2.1 TASKA-M Neutral Beam Injector Requirements 
HE-NBI 

Location 
lnjection angle, o 

Primary energy, kV 

~1ean energy of neutra 1 atom, keV 
Ionization efficiency in source 
Transmission efficiency 
Neutralization efficiency 
Neutral atom current/NBI, A0 

Species 
Power/NB! at plasma, t4W 
Power/NB! absorbed in plasma, MW 

No. of ion sources per NBI 

Total No. of NBI 
r+ per source, A 
Extraction area per source, cm2 
Current density at source, A/cm2 

Beam divergence, o 

Beam composition at plasma 
Full energy, % 

1/2-energy, % 

1/3-energy, % 

Total Plug Power, MW 

central cell 
45 

90 

81 

0.5 

0.7 

0.57 

64 
oo + To 

5.2 

3.5 

3 

4 

46.7 

20 X 50 

0.047 

::1:0.5 

83.3 

7.5 

9.2 
50.4 

A-4 

ME-NBI 
anchors 
so 
73 

66 

0.5 

0.7 

0.57 

53 
oo 

3.5 

0.85 

2 

2 

57.5 

20 X 50 

0.058 

::1:0.6 

83.3 

7.5 

9.2 
16.8 

LE-NBI 

central cell 

70 

12 

11 

0.5 

0.6 

0.9 

so 
oo 

0.55 

0.35 

2 

1 

41.7 

20 X 50 

0.042 

::t:1x::t:2 

83.3 

7.5 

9.2 
1.0 
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2.2 Ion Cyclotron Range of Freguencies (ICRF) 

Loca ti on 
Number of antennas total 
Antenna unit inner radius, cm 
Antenna axial extent, cm 
Antenna ma teri a 1 

Faraday shield material 
Total (wall plug). power, MW 
Power transmitted to antennae, MW 
Coupled power, MW 
~bsorbed power, MW 
Frequency, MHz 
Wave mode 
Antenna coupling efficiency, % 

Electron heating efffciency, % 

Overall heatfng efffcfency, % 

central cell 
4 

20 

25 
copper 
stainless steel 
21.5 
17.2 
15.5 
12.4 
15 
fast magnetasonie 
90 

80 
72 

2.3 Plasma Parameters for Alternative RF Heating O~tions 
Central Gell Transition Anchor 

8min• T 4.2 2.18 1.02 
8max• T 17.5 (17.5, 2.7) 2.7 

ne, cm-3 3.5 X 1014 2.6 X 1013 2.6 X 1013 

Te, keV 14.0 14.0 14.0 

E;, keV 84.1 7.3 60.3 

rp, cm 12.1 (17.7)eff (24.4)eff 

rw, cm 25 (J6)eff 37 

ß 0.5 0.05 0.5 

fce(ß 0 ), GHz 83 56 20 

wpelwce(ßo) 1.8 0.83 2.33 

fcT(ß 0 ), MHz 15 (z = 0) 10 no tri tf um 
15 (z = 1 m) 

38 (z = 2.2 m) 
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3. MAGNETS 

3.1 Solenoids 
Centra 1 Ce 11 Choke Coil 

Nb Ti Nb 3Sn 
SuEerconducting Parts 

Function c.c. field mirror 
Number of coils 1 2 2 
Minor radius, m 1.8 1.34 1.15 
Major radius, m 2.4 1. 70 1.31 
Bundle cross section, m x m 0.7 X 0.6 1.6 X 0.36 1.6 X 0.16 
Mean turn length, m 13.2 9.6 7.7 
Volume of windings per coil, m3 5.54 5.5 2.0 
Weight of windings per coil, t 31 31 11 

Overall current density, A/cm2 2180 2750 2380 
Ampere-turns, 106 A-turns 9.2 15.9 6.1 
Self-inductance per N2, 10-6 H/N2 5.5 2.7 2.05 
Stored self energy, MJ 232 595 
Oper·ating temperature, K 4.2 4.2 4.2 
Magnetic field on axis, T 4.2 8.3 (17 .s w/insert) 
Peak field at conductor, T 7.4 8.2 12 

Superconductor Nb Ti Nb Ti Nb3Sn 
Stabilizing material Al Al Al 
Structure material ss ss ss 

Normal Conducting Insert 
Conductor material Cu 

Number of coils 2 

Volume, m3 0.9 
Overall current density, A/cm2 2200 

Ohrnie dissipation, MW 18 

Ampere-turns, 106 A-turns 7.7 

Max. working stress, MPa 133 

Stored self-energy, MJ 10.7 

Ceramic insulation material MgO powder 

Operating temperature 350 K 
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3.2 C-Shaped Coils 

Coi 1 type 
Number of coils 
Function 

Minor radius, m 
Major radius, m 
Sweep a·ngle, degree 

Bundle cross section, m x m 

Mean turn length, m 
Valurne of windings per coil, m3 

Weight of windings per coil, t 

Overall current density, A/cm2 

Ampere-turns, 106 A-turns 
Self-inductance per N2, 10-6 H/N2 

Stored self-energy, MJ 
Operating temperature, K 
Peak field at conductor, T 

Superconductor 
Stabilizing material 

Structure material 
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Transition 

Reversed-C 
2 

Change of flux 
bundle cross-section 
1.44 
0.82 
90 

0.36 X 0.3 

18.3 
2.0 

11 

2500 

2.7 
8.9 

33.0 

4.2 

5 

Nb Ti 
3/4 hard Cu 

3/4 hard Cu 

A-7 

Anchor 

Yin-Yang 
2 ( +2) 

Magnetic well of 
anchor 
0.58 
2.085 
60 

0.8 X 0.3 

20.8 
5.0 

28 
2500 (1530) 
6.0 (3.7) 

5.3 
96 (36) 

4.2 

6 

Nb Ti 
3/4 hard Cu 

3/4 hard Cu 
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4. CENTRAL CELL AND TEST MODULE PARAMETERS 

4.1 Composition 

Blanket structural material 

Blanket coolant 

Breeding material 

Blanket composition, v/o 

Structure 

Coolantibreeder 

Void 

Reflector composition, v/o 

Structure 

Coolant 

Void 

Shield Material 

Material 1/coolant 

Composition, v/o 

Material 2 

Composition, v/o 

4.2 Dimensions 

Central cell I.D., m 

Blanket testing zone area, m2 

Firstwall thickness,+ mm 

Blanket thickness, m 

Reflector thickness, m 

Shield thickness, m 

+ Thickness of first wall tubing 
NA = not applicable 
N/A = not available 

Li Pb/Li 
Module 

HT-9 

Li 17 Pb83/Li 

Li 17 Pb83;u 

7 

73 

20 

95 

5 

1422/H2o 
90/10 

1422/B4C/H 20 

10/10/80 

0.44/0.58 

1.14 

1.6 

0.45/0.64 

0.45/0.26 

0.5 

A-8 

Solid Breeder Central 
Module Cell Insert 

32 

28/20 

20 

95 

5 

1422/H2o 
90/10 

1422/B4C/H 20 

10/10/80 

0.50 

0.68 

3.0 

0.15 

0.4 

0.5 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

1422/H 20 

90/10 

1422/B4C/H 20 

10/10/80 

1.40 

NA 

2.0 

NA 

0 

0.78 



4.3 Neutranie Summary 

14 MeVneutronwall loading, 
MW/m2 

Average 14 MeV neutron wall 
1 oad i ng, MW/m2 

Blanket energy multiplication + 

Local tritium breeding ratio 
Power in tubes forming first 
wall, MW 
Power in breeding blanket, MW 
Power in reflector and shield, MW 
Max. blanket power density , W/cm3 

4.4 Thermal H~draulics 

Blanket temperature, Oe 
Coolant inlet 
Coolant outlet 

Maximum structure tempera ture 

Minimum structure tempera ture 

Reflector tempera ture, Oe 
Coolant i nl et 

Coolant outlet 
Maximum structure temp. 

Blanket coolant conditions 
Maximum velocity, cm/s 
Maximum pressure drop, t M Pa 

Maximum pressure, M Pa 
Total coolant flow, kg/hr x 105 

Pumping power, kW 
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LiPb/Li 
Module 

0. 7 ..• 

0.84 

1. 12 

1.37/1.34 

1.15/1.19 

0. 114 

0.95/1.02 

0.36/0.32 

5.7/3.7 

300/300 

450/450 

512/500 

350/345 

80/80 

150/150 

170 

2.5/1.8 

0.57/0.45 

0.42/0.35 

1.37/0.06 

2.3/1.4 

Solid Breeder Central 
Module Cell Insert 

o. 7 ••• 0.74 0.7** 

0.73 0.7** 

1.31 NA 
0.71 NA 

0.022 0.23 

0.38 NA 
0.40 NA 
4.7 NA 

150 NA 
200 NA 

< 350 NA 
150 NA 

40 NA 
90 NA 

150 NA 

3.8 NA 
2.0 NA 
5.0 NA 
0.065 NA 

4.5 NA 

+ Multiplication for breeding blanket only, defined by (power deposition in 
blanket)/(total fusion neutron power). 

t Including head pressure. ** at 25 cm radius. 
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Reflector eoolant eonditions 

Maximum pressure, MPa 

Total coolant flow, kg/hr 

4.5 eentral eell Materials 

4.5.1 Fixed Blanket Structure 

Material 

-575-

LiPb/Li 
Module 

3.0 

4400/3900 

HT-9 

Average neutron 

Operating temp. 

wall load, MW/m2 0.84 

4.5.2 eoolant 

Material 

T Oe emp. range, 

range, oe 

Velocity range, m/s 

Pressure, MPa 

4.5.3 Breeder 
·Material 

T Oe emp. range, 

Velocity, m/s 

Pressure, MPa 

4.5.4 Reflector 

Material 
eoolant 

Operating temp., oe 

4.5.5 Shields 

Material 

eoolant 

4.5.6 Magnets 

Gonductor 

Stabilizer 

Coolant 

Electrical insulation 

Thermal insulation 

Structure 

Dewar 

345-512 

Li Pb/Li 

300-450 

1.8-2.5 

0.35-0.42 

Li Pb/Li 

300-450 

1.8-2.5 

0.35-0.42 

(for all modules) 

{for all modules) 

SC-Solenoids 

NbTi/Nb3Sn 
Al 

LHe 
gff epoxy 

Kapton 

304 ss 
304 ss 
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Solid Breeder 
Module 

3.0 

7200 

316 ss 
0.73 
150-350 

H20 
150-200 

0.8-3.6 

3.0-50 

Li 20 
250-600 

NA 

NA 

1422 

H20 

80-150 

NC-Insert 

Cu 

316 ss 

Central Cell 
Insert 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

H20 

30-60 

3.26 

0.4 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

C-shaped Coils 

Nb Ti 

3/4 hard Cu 

LHe 

gff epoxy 

Kapton 

304 ss 
304 ss 



4.6 Materials Test Modules 

Width, m 

Thickness, m 

Area, m2 

Module volume, liters 

Capsule volume, liters 

Module str~cture and v/o 

Coolant and v/o 

-576-

Specimen and capsule structure and v/o 

Thermal contact material and v/o 

Average dpa per MW-yr/m2 in capsule 

Max. no. of capsules per module 

Cumulative dpa•t (7.8 FPY operation) 

Average He appm per MW-yr/m2 

Cumulative He appm•1 (7.8 FPY operation) 

Average power density, W/cm3 

A-ll 

0.53/0.55 

0.20/0.125-

0.20 

0.69/1.01 

217.4 

70.6/74.5 

HT-9/20 

He/40 

316 SS/20 

NaK/20 

3.92/3.38 

180/276 

2160/1960 

35.1/29.5 

19330/17140 

1.3 
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5. NEUTRONICS 
5.1. Geometrical Gonfiguration and Average Wall Loading for the Test Modules 

Axial Location 
Blanket (cm) 

Blanket #1 -220 ( Z ( -132 
Segment 

liquid breeder test 
liquid breeder test 
shield 

Blanket #2 -130 ( Z ( -60 shield 

Blanket #3 

solid breeder test 

80 ( Z ( 135 materials test 
ma teri a 1 s test 

Blanket #4 137 ( Z ( 220 materials test 
shield 

Axial 
Width 
(cm). 
30 
53 
5 

27 
43 

23 
32 

53 
30 

Wall 
Radius 

(cm) 
29 
22 
32.5 

32.5 
25 

25 
32.5 

18-22 
29 

5.2 Radiation Effects in Superconducting Magnets of TASKA-M 

Average Wa 11 
Loading (MW/m2) 

- 0.39 
1.11 
0.72 

0.64 
0.73 

0.74 
0.65 

1. 23 
0.39 

Inner Bore of Inner Bore Inner Bore of Central Coil 

Central Coil of Choke 
At Beam 

at Midplane Nb3Sn Coil At NB! Duct Dump Duct 

Stabilizer/dpa rate Al/5.2x1o-6 Al/5.6xlo-7 Al/8.1xlo-5 Al/2.5xlo-5 
(dpa/FPY) 

Electrical Insulator/ epoxy /6. 6xl0 7 epoxy/
6 

epoxy/
8 

epoxy/
7 Doseafter 7.8 FPY 9.4xl0 1.8xl0 9.4xl0 

(rad) 

Dose in aluminized 1.1x109 3.2xlo7 3.2x109 1. 6xlo9 
Kapton after 7.8 
FPY (rad) 

Power density in 0.005 0.001 0.038 0.0012 
winding pack 
(mW/cm3) 

Superconductor/Fast
2 

NbTi/5xlo19 Nb~Sn/ 19 NbTi/ 
20 Nb Ti I 20 neutron flux (n/m 3. x10 6. 7xl0 2.1x10 

per FPY) 
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5.2 (continued) 

Outer Bore of Choke 
NbTi Coil 

Transition Design 
At Beam 

' At NBI Duct Dump Duct Coil Anchor Coil Limits 

Stabilizerldpa rate All9.8x1o-5 All4.4x1o-5 Cul4.8x1o-5 Cul6.4x1o-5 Alll0-4 
(dpaiFPY) Cul3.1x1o-4 

Electrical Insulatorl epoxyl 8 epox~l polyimädel polyim~del gff e§oxyl 
Dose after 7.8 FPY 1. 5x10 6x10 9.6x10 1.3x10 6x10 
(rad) gff polyi~-

idel5x10 

Dose in aluminized 2.9x109 1.1x109 2.2x109 3.1x109 1010 
Kapton after 7.8 
FPY (rad) 

Power density in 0.047 0.018 0.096 0.088 0.1 
winding pack 
(mWicm3) 

Superconductor1Fast
2 neutron flux (nlm 

Nb Ti I 20 8.1x10 
NbTil 20 3.6x10 

Nb Ti I 20 6.2x10 
NbTil 20 7.8x10 

Nb Ti I 22 1.1x10 
per FPY) Nb 3Snl 21 5.1x10 

5.3 Radiation Effects in Normal Conducting Insert 

Peak Neutron Fluence in MgO, nlm2 per FPY, (En > 0.1 MeV) 4 X 1024 
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6. EXHAUST ANO VACUUM 

6.1 Process Gas Streams 
Total input by NBis (atomic) 

Oeuteri um, g/s 
Tritium, g/s 

Thermal gas output by exhaust system 
from one end cell, 10-3 g/s 
from central cell, 10-3 g/s 
total from end cells and cc, 10-3 g/s 

6.2 Cryopumping System 
Total number of cryopumps 
Number cryopumps in operation/regeneration 
Cryosurface size, m2 1) 

Effective pumping speed, m3/s 
for o2 
for OT 
for T2 
for He 

Equilibrium pressure, 10-5 mbar 

Assumed gas temperature, K 

6.3 Beam and End Oump Oata 
Collector plate concept 
Total number of dump inserts 
Inclination angle rel. to beam axis, deg. 
Footprint area at dump, m2 

Oump dimensions, collector width/length, .m 
Total dump heat load 

during normal operation, MW 

during calibration, MW 

A-14 

5.95 X 10-3 

4.04 X 10-3 

02 OT T2 He 
2.08 1.98 0.69 8.8 X 10.;..3 

0.103 0.255 0.154 0 

4.26 4.20 1.53 17.6 x 1o-3 

per End Cell Central Cell 
8 ( 2) 4) 6 
6/2 {1/1) 4/2 
66 (6) 55 

2339 435 
2092 389 
1910 355 
103 
1.1 0.67 2) 

330 300 2) 

CC-BO Anchor-Bd End Oump 
Hypervapotron 

4 2 15 per end 

75 65 0 
0.41 0. 77 5.03 

0.52/1.6 0.7/1.8 0.55/2.9 

0.45 2.22 15 

1. 72 1. 75 0 



Max. local heat flux, MW/m2 

during normal operation 
during calibration 
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Flow rate of primary cooling water, t/s 

Coolant inlet temperature, °C 
Bulk coolant temperature rise, K 
Coolant inlet pressure, bar 
Coolant pressure drop, bar 
Reference material of collector 
Steady state surface temperature, oc 
Peak surface temperature at startup, oc 
Sputtering yield depth design limit, mm 
Expected sputtering lifetime, FPY 

6.4 Neutral Beam Exhaust (Cryopanels} 

H2, 10-6 g/s 
HO, 10-6 g/s 
HT, 10-6 g/s 
o2, 10-6 g/s 
DT, 10-6 g/s 
T 2, 10-6 g/s 

Fraction to fuel cleanup, % 

Internal recycle, % 

1} Operating pumps only 

2} At exhaust duct outlet port 
3} Refers to the hottest end dump insert 

CC-BD Anchor-BD End Dump 

2.5 
8.7 
20 

60 
20 
< 6 

< 2 

4.8 
4.3 
26.5 

60 
20 
< 6 

< 2 

-- 240 
410 

Cu-er A lloy 

- 275 

1 

0.8 

HE-NBI 
0 

16 X 10-2 

22 x 10-2 

5360 
13350 
8040 

1 

99 

< 275 
1 

0.8 

LE-NBI 
0 
6 X 10-2 

4 X 10-2 

8840 

7.5 
0 

100 
0 

5.0 
0 

20.3 3} 

60 
20 
< 6 

< 2 

- 275 
< 275 
1 

7.4 

ME-NBI 
0 

3 X 10-2 

2 X 10-2 

2820 
4.0 
0 

100 

0 

4} Numbers in brackets refer to the a-dditional He cryopump.s 
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7.1 Fuel Reprocessing Systems 

Fuel Cleanup Units 

Technique 

Molecular sieve columns 
Fue 1 exhaust·, kg 

o2 NB I exhaust , kg 

Isotope Separation System 
Technique 

Design Data 

Parameter 

Diameter, mm 

Length, m 

Theor. stages 

Feed stage 
Reflux ra ti o 
I nventory, g 

Condenser power, W 

Effluent release 

-'581-

7. TRITIUM SYSTEMS 

7. 2 Tritium I nventory in qrams 

Location 
Ac ti ve 

HE-NBI cryopumps (2 hr) 

CC cryopumps (2 hr) 

End plasma exhaust 

0/T cryopumps (2 hr) 

He cryopumps (2 hr) 

Fu~l cleanup unit 

Isotope separation system 

A-16 

cryogenic (77° K) removal 

of impurities 

0.86 

1.15 

cryogeni c distillation 

1 

24 

4 

80 

60 

30 

28.7 

63 

6.8 X 

115.5 

4.2 

49 

5.5 

2.5 

30.0 

Column # 

2 3 

35 18 

3 2.5 

60 50 

45 7 
17 500 

1. 08 - 0 
137 31 

10-3 Ci/d 

206.7 



Inactive 
Fuel storage (30 day supply) 

Structure (end-of-life) 

Coolant water (end-of-life) 

Test Modules 

Liquid Li 

Liquid LiPb 

Ceramic pellets/yr 

7.3 Tritium Requirements 

Startup (mini mum), g 

üperational (per year), g 
Burn Fraction, % 

7.4 Tritium Loss to Coolant Water 
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End plasma dump, NBI beam dump, CC insert, Ci/d 

7.5 Liquid Metal Tritium Removal Systems (TRS) 

7.5.1 Liquid Li TRS 
TRS techn i que 

Da ily opera ti on 

F 1 ow to TRS, % 

TRS temperature, °C 

Vo 1 ume Li i n TRS 

T2 Partial Pressure 

Entrance 
Exit 

Yttrium Foil 
Weight 

Surface area 

Thickness 

T2 removal from Y 

A-17 

31.0 

< 1. 0 

34.0 

5.8 

0.01 

25. 

66.0 

211 

380 

0.3 

117 

yttrium absorption column 

1 column in use, 1 column in 

regeneration 

20 

250 

0.64 m3 

1 x 10- 10 torr 

9.5 x 1o-11 torr 

880 g 
630 m2 

6.4 IJm 

vacuum degassing at 900°C 



7.5.2 Liquid LiPb Test Blanket 

TRS techni que 

Operation mode 

Fraction coolant to TRS 

TRS temperature 

T2 Parti'al Pressure 
Entrance 

Exit 

Tritium Concentration 

Entrance 

Exit 

TRS Dimensions 

Configuration 

Surface area 

Radius 
Depth, LiPb 

Gas flow 
Pump speed at 10-6 torr 
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7.5~3 Intermediate Heat Transfer Circuit 

Heat transfer fluid 

TRS techni que 

Operational mode 

Fraction flow to TRS 

Partial Pressure in He 

vacuum degassing 
continuous 

1 X 10-4 torr 

1_ X 10-6 torr 

1.8 X 10-4 wppm 

1.8 X 10-5 wppm 

circular cylinder 

3.3 m2 

1.0 m 

4.6 mm. 
1.6 x 10~ 2 torr•!/s 

1.6 x 104 liter/s 

He 

continuous oxidation with 

adsorption or desiccant 

recycle desiccant daily 

0.6% 

T2 10-14 torr 

T 0 10-3 2 torr 
o2 10-2 torr 

Desiccant Molecular Sieves: Molecular Sieves 

Temperature 95°C absorption 

T2o Pressure in TRS 

En trance 

Exit 

7.5.4 Tritium Loss to Water Coolant Circuit 

L1quid Li test module 

Liquid LiPb test module 

.ll,-18 

1 x 10-3 torr 

5 x 10-4 torr 

2 X 10-3 Ci/d 

1.5 Ci/d w/o intermediate TRS 

2 x 10-5 Ci/d with intermedi-

ate TRS 
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8. REMOTE REPLACEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

8.1 Main Components- Estimated Sizes and Removable Weights* 

Size {m} 

Vacuum chamber (section) 5.5 X 4.5 X 4 

Breeding test blanket 4.45 X 2.50 X 0.88 

Central cell coil 5.160xl.06 

High field coil 3.70 0 X 2.06 

Yin-Yang coil 6.5 X 3.2 X 2.95 

Transition coi 1 4.05 X 3.85 X 3.45 

Beam dump 0.65 0 X 3.5 

Central ce 11 i nsert 2.45 0 X 1.36 

NC-coil i nsert 1.95 0 X 2.1 

* may include shields, supports, etc. 
0 = diameter 

A-19 

Removable 
~Jei ght (t} 

17 

35 

110 

73 

52 

35 

6 

38 

40 

Estimated L ife-
time (FPY) 

> 8 

< 3 

> 8 

> 8 

> 8 

> 8 
< 3 

"' 3 
< 8 
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9. COSTS 

9.1 Direct Costs 

Base Equipment 

Vacuum tank blanket/shield 
Magnets 
Plasma heating 

Support Systems 

Electrical 
Auxiliary cooling 
Instrumentation and control 
Fuel handling 
Maintenance equipment 
Heat transport 
Reactor vacuum 
Radwaste treatment 
Thermal dumps 
Reactor support structure 
Special Materials 
Miscellaneous plant 
Buil di ngs 

Total Direct Costs 

/\-20 

$ X 106 

21.27 

58.70 

91.12 

31.00 

16.36 

25.00 

22.74 

19.66 

12.45 

16.37 

3.00 

0.54 

7.50 

2.40 

10.00 

67.27 

405.38 
====== 
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9.2 Power Consumption 
During During 

Component Reactor Operation Reactor Downtime 
(MWe) (MWe) 

Neutral Beams 70 
ICRF 25 
Normal Conducting Coils 36 
Cooling for Normal Conducting Coils 10 
Vacuum System 
Magnet Cryogenerators 
Cooling for Dumps 
Other Cooling Systems 
Auxiliary Requirements 

Totals 

9.3 Operating Cos ts 

5 

5 

10 
2 

3 

166 

Availability ~~aintenance Annual T2 
Year (%) (leveled) 

($ X 106) ($ X 106 

1 10 13 0 
2-3 15 13 0.68 

4-7 25 13 1.05 

8-20 50 13 1.98 
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Annual Power 

($ X 106) 

10.6 
13.6 
19.6 
34.6 

4 

5 

1 

2 

12 

Tota 1 Annua 1 

($ X 106) 

23.6 
27.3 
33.6 
49.5 


